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It's true -- while the dream of a "paperless office" may still be just a chimera, it's increasingly
odd to print things these days. Few of us outside of the paper and logging industries would
probably complain about this, but there is one area where our migration away from print has
arguably done some real harm, and that's our photographs.
There's no question that the advent of digital cameras, smartphones and social networks have
embedded photography into our lives in an unprecedented way. Twenty years ago, you would
spend good money just to see your photo. Today, a company gets offered $3 billion dollars
because it promises to delete your photo after ten seconds.
But while it's never been easier to take and
share images, it's actually very hard to
preserve them. By "preserve" I don't mean
for five years. I mean for thirty or forty or
even 100 years.
Not every photo you take needs to last that
long, of course. Posterity doesn't need to see
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Is This Apple's iOS in the Car
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Consider this: Dropbox and Box, two of the
major names in cloud storage, have been in
business for under 10 years. Google has been
around for 20. Are they going to last 50
years -- or 100? Do you think those photos
you're posting to Instagram or Facebook will be around in 25 years, let alone 100? Could any of
the dozens of cloud storage services popping up last for two generations -- and can you pick the
one that does? How about those photos piling up on your computer's hard drive or an external
drive? You'll be lucky to get seven years out of your hard drive before it crashes. Of course, you
can stay ahead of these hard drive crashes by constantly migrating your ever-larger collection of
digital files to new drives, but will you (the average, non-tech savy consumer) remember to
keep up?
Now consider this: a photo printed on a $99 inkjet printer can, if properly stored, last for over
200 years or more. It won't crash. It won't go out of business. It won't get hacked. It won't
become "unreadable" thanks to out-of-date software or hardware. It won't charge you $5-amonth for the priviledge of holding onto it. You won't have to do anything with it to ensure it
lasts for generations except store it properly. About the only danger to a printed photograph's
life beyond improper storage is some kind of natural disaster.
So when it comes to your digital photos, the truth is that printing is still very relevant. There's
no better way to store them for the future than to print them, at least today. Not all of them, of
course, you'd go broke, but the keepers. And when it comes to printing your photos, you have
plenty of choices: you can upload photos to online services, drop off a memory card at a
retailer, or use a kiosk to have prints made instantly. But to make a photo print that will last
generations, only one method can deliver the goods: your home photo printer.
Sounds strange right? But according to print permanence expert Henry Wilhelm, it's true.
Wilhelm wrote the book (literally) on print permanence and runs an independent testing
service where he scrutinizes all manner of photo prints from a variety of printers to simulate
how they will age and endure under various conditions. Based on this extensive research,
Wilhelm has concluded that prints produced on inkjet photo printers produce the longestlasting photos. But there's a bit more to it than that.
1 | 2 | Next Page››
Greg Scoblete (@GregScoblete) is the editor of RealClearTechnology and an editor on RealClearWorld. He is
the co-author of From Fleeting to Forever: A Guide to Enjoying and Preserving Your Digital Photos and
Videos.
(AP Photo)
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your Instagrammed breakfast. But your
grandkids may want to see their parent's
baby pictures. Photos, truly meaningful
ones, are meant to be passed down to future
generations. Photographs are kept in
families for decades. In the days when
photography consisted of prints, that was
easy to do. You'd simply hand over a box of
prints. But today? It's not so easy.
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Not just any home printer using any old ink and paper will do.
You need an inkjet printer, not a dye-sublimation printer. Most home printers use
inkjet technology for printing, but a few snapshot printers (i.e. those that print out photos that
are 4 x 6 inches in size, like Canon's Selphy line, use dye sublimation instead. Those dye sub
printers won't do for long-lasting photos.
Pigment inks last longer than dyes: Printer makers like dye-based inks because they
produce great looking color photos, Wilhelm said. But dye inks simply don't last as long as
pigmented inks. That's not to say dye inks fade quickly - some will last for 100 years - but if you
want the longest possible lasting photo, you'll need to find a printer that uses pigmented inks.
Unfortunately, it's not always clear whether a certain ink is pigmented or not - even in the fine
print.
Keep it in the family: Whether you have a dye or pigment-based system, to get the longestlasting prints, it's important to only buy the paper and ink made by the same company that
manufactured your printer, Wilhelm noted. You may be tempted by lower cost paper and inks
(or may want to try to refill existing inkjet cartridges with third party inks) but in testing these
products, Wilhelm found a sharp decrease in longevity. "If there's one categorical piece of
advice I would give it would be to avoid those products," he said. In some cases, yellowing of
photos exposed to air occurred within weeks.
Staying within the manufacturer's brand
also gives you a few simple ways to get
higher quality photos too, Wilhelm said.
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Printer manufacturers load what are called
paper "profiles" into their software. If you go
into your printer's menu, you'll usually see
this as the options to choose a paper type,
usually a specific brand name. When you
make that selection, you're enabling the
printer to better match the ink output to the
kind of paper being used.

So the moral of the story is clear. While we can't answer Siegler's original question of how long
it will be until we no longer need to print anything, we can safely say today that if there's a
photo you absolutely want to endue for future generations, the safest and most sure-fire
approach to take is to print it out with an inkjet printer using pigment inks and high-quality
photo paper (supplied by the same company that made the printer) and slip it into an album.
Google Shows Off Glass Video
Games

Go figure.
‹‹Previous Page |1 | 2 |
Greg Scoblete (@GregScoblete) is the editor of RealClearTechnology and an editor on RealClearWorld. He is
the co-author of From Fleeting to Forever: A Guide to Enjoying and Preserving Your Digital Photos and
Videos.
(AP Photo)
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Storage knowledge: How you store your
photo is as important, if not more, as how
you print. Photos stored in the open air with
some exposure to sunlight will fade the
fastest. Placed in an album and stored in a
room with moderate humidity that's not
subject to wild temperature swings, you can expect a properly produced inkjet print to last
decades.
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PHOTO FRAUD Messier
takes a closer look at
a print of Lewis Hine’s
“Powerhouse Mechanic.”
A collection of counterfeit
Hine photographs helped
catalyze the field of photo
conservation research.

SAVING ENDANGERED
PHOTOGRAPHS
Scientists use the molecular makeup of million-dollar masterpieces
and family snapshots to CONSERVE AND AUTHENTICATE them
SARAH EVERTS, C&EN BERLIN

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO, two fraud cases

sent shock waves through the world of photography, helping to trigger a revolution in
photo conservation science.
Long dismissed by the art establishment
as a second-tier medium, “photography
used to fight for space in galleries,” says
James M. Reilly, director of the Image Permanence Institute in Rochester, N.Y. But by
the 1990s the prestige—and price tags—of
photographs began to approach those of
paintings and sculpture. During that decade,
collectors increasingly paid out hundreds of
VIDEO ONLINE

thousands and then the first million dollars
for vintage and contemporary photographs.
Yet, as in all coming-of-age stories, life’s
dark side made an appearance, this time by
means of back-to-back fraud cases.
In 1998, researchers in Germany discovered that a collection of prints by the avantgarde American photographer Man Ray had
not been made by the artist himself. A year
later, a team in the U.S. began to scrutinize
a collection of 20 prints by Lewis Hine, an
early-20th-century American documentary photographer. They discovered that

the iconic collection of photos of Empire
State Building construction sites and child
laborers, purported to have been printed
by Hine himself, were made decades after
his death. Both cases led to million-dollar
settlements that helped stimulate the
photo conservation research, transforming
a niche field into a mature science.
“The market drives conservation research,” Reilly says. “If you said, ‘Would
you please analyze my $5.00 photograph
with a $300,000 machine?’ the answer
would be, ‘Well no, not today.’ But the

Take a video tour through the history of photography at http://cenm.ag/photohistory. Or visit C&EN’s
Artful Science blog at http://cenm.ag/ebay to learn how eBay has revolutionized photo conservation.
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market has reached a point where a photograph that was made in the 20th or 21st
century sells for $3 million.”
Interest in photo conservation research
has grown to reflect this trend. Scientists
are now teasing apart the intricate marriage of chemistry and physics that is
to blame for the deterioration of a wide
variety of photographs, everything from
historical daguerreotypes and silver gelatin
masterpieces to common color snapshots
found in family albums. Understanding
the molecular makeup and the ailments of
precious images can help owners fight both
the insults of time and counterfeit crime.
THE FRAUD CASES were both “a real

shock and a revelation,” says Paul Messier,
a photograph conservator involved in uncovering the Hine fakes. In 1999 Messier
was approached by a collector and physicist, Michael Mattis,

forensic scientist and Mattis to uncover
three pieces of evidence showing the photographs couldn’t possibly be authentic
Hine prints.
All the damning data came from the
paper. The black-and-white images were
so-called silver gelatin prints, the 20th
century’s most popular form of professional photography, and one that Hine
had also favored. When the team looked
at the paper, they found it contained optical brighteners. These molecules, often
based on a stilbene backbone, absorb
ultraviolet radiation and reflect it in the
blue area of the spectrum, giving images a
brighter look. But photopaper companies
only began using optical brighteners in the
late 1950s, nearly two decades after Hine’s
death.
Another clue
3
came from the pa-

thought the most important research topics for the field should be.”
The key idea that came out of that
meeting was that the field should focus on
identifying and characterizing every photographic process, Reilly says. Participants
agreed that sophisticated understanding of
the chemical and physical makeup of different kinds of photos could inform future
authentication issues; it would help conservators monitor the degradation of photographs; and it would help museum staff
choose the best conditions for storing and
displaying photos in exhibitions so that
further degradation could be mitigated.
This may sound like a pretty straightforward—possibly even a simple—plan of
action. In practice, it is anything but.
Since the Frenchman Joseph Niépce

4

1
2
who was very eager
“to get to the bottom of rumors about counterfeited Lewis
Hine prints,” Messier says.
The question was not whether Hine had
taken the photos; the question was whether
he himself had produced the prints of the
image. This detail is inherent to the value
of a print. If Hine hadn’t printed the photographs himself, they were almost worthless. If he had, each of the 75 fake prints
Messier eventually caught could have been
sold for tens of thousands of dollars.
Although Messier had been working for
more than a decade in photograph conservation when he was first approached
about the suspected counterfeits, there
were no established ways to authenticate
the Hine prints—nor any other famous
works of photography. “I just didn’t have
the tools,” Messier says. “Here I was a photograph conservator, an expert in the field,
and I couldn’t tell you whether the objects
in front of me pre- or postdated Hine’s
death,” Messier says.
So Messier teamed up with a private

per fiber. Messier’s
team discovered it
was not made from
cotton rag fibers common during Hine’s era
but from more modern wood pulp instead.
Furthermore, the team caught sight of
a small backprint stamp from the photo
paper maker that corresponded to stock issued after Hine’s death.
“It was clear that they were fakes,”
Messier says.
The irony, Messier says, is that the German research team working to discover the
Man Ray fakes had independently “come
up with the exact same three criteria” for
their authentication.
These cases galvanized the field. Hoping
to develop a vision for photo conservation
science, the Getty Conservation Institute
sponsored a workshop the following year
in Rochester. “Everybody was invited,”
Messier says. “We were all asked to stand
up one by one and present what we
WWW.CEN - O NL I NE .O RG
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5
first captured a view from his
window in Burgundy in 1826,
photo enthusiasts have invented a
bonanza of different processes for creating
snapshots. “You’re talking about 150 different photographic processes in less than
200 years,” says Art Kaplan, a conservation scientist with the Getty Conservation
Institute.
Paper rose to dominance in the 20th
century as a substrate of choice, but photographers also have invented processes to
produce images on glass, leather, copper,
tin, and even ceramic.
THEN THERE’S the image itself.

“Throughout the history of photography,
images based on a variety of silver processes dominate,” says Debra H. Norris,
a photo conservator who teaches at the
University of Delaware. But there are also
photographic images made with other met-
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photo research is X-ray fluorescence, which can identify the
heavy elements used to create
or change the tint of a photo(E)-Stilbene
graph. For example, XRF is the only
TO MAKE THINGS even more
tool capable of determining whether a phochallenging for researchers “a lot of phototograph is made from a platinum process
graphs made with different processes can
or a palladium one. Researchers can also
look remarkably similar,” Kaplan says.
use the technique to detect trace mercury
“And if you don’t know what you have, you
on the image. Its presence stems from merdon’t know how to display, conserve it, or
cury bichloride in the chemical baths used
store it without causing some sort of damto intensify the image on some black-andage to the image.”
white prints. But its long-term presence
A case in point, Norris says, is the difis sometimes to blame for the brownish
ference between gelatintinge, called sepia, found on old black-andbased silver
7
white photographs.
prints and
XRF has also been useful in dating and
collodionauthenticating silver gelatin prints. Early
based silver

6

10

PHOTO BONANZA More than 150
kinds of photographic processes
have been invented since the dawn of
photography less than 200 years ago.
Photo types: (1) heliograph, (2) kallitype,
(3) physautotype, (4) ambrotype, (5)
daguerreotype, (6) cyanotype, (7) carbon
print, (8) gelatin silver, (9) collotype, and
(10) autochrome.

To add another layer of complexity for
researchers, “photographers were often
mixing processes,” says Bertrand Lavédrine, director of the Research Center for
Collections Conservation, in Paris. So
sometimes a photograph is a hybrid or superposition of techniques. Particularly in
the early days of photography, before there
were commercial companies and photographic studios, “people were really doing
kitchen chemistry,” Kaplan says. “People
were just starting to realize they could cap-

9

8
prints. Both are printed on paper, and both
rely on silver salts to produce a black-andwhite image. The only difference is whether the silver salts are suspended in gelatin
on the paper or whether they are suspended in collodion, which is a solution of
cellulose nitrate in ether and alcohol. Say
conservators want to clean dust from the
surface of a collodion print. If they erroneously think it is a gelatin print, they might
use acetone, causing irreversible damage
to the image, Norris says. To distinguish
between collodion and gelatin, conservation scientists can use Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to look at the
fingerprint spectrum produced by vibrating bonds in the different materials.
Another workhorse technology used in
WWW.CE N -ONLINE.ORG
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on in commercial
photography, around 1880, many
companies began adding a barium sulfate
and strontium-based coating known as a
baryta layer to their photo paper, Norris
says. This layer provides a reflective surface that improves the look of photos. It
also creates a boundary between the image
layer and the paper layer, so that no trace
contaminants in the paper can migrate into
the image layer and discolor or damage it.
Although the baryta layer was common
across many manufacturers, the relative
concentration of barium and strontium in
the layer can finger a particular manufacturer in a particular era, explains Dusan
Stulik, a Getty Conservation Institute
researcher who developed an XRF-based
technique for measuring such ratios in
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ture permanent images and so
there was a lot of experimentation happening in back rooms.”

W IKIMEDIA COMMONS (A L L)

als, including platinum, palladium, or iron.
And there are those composed of organic
pigments and dyes, as well as Polaroids,
“where you’re talking about 21 to 22 layers
of chemical materials that all interact to
create the image,” Kaplan says.
Among the myriad photograph processes, two overarching strategies are used to
get the image onto the substrate. Initially,
photographers used light to directly etch
images onto a substrate, usually by covering the substrate with some sort of photosensitive layer that reacts in proportion
to the light being reflected off the objects
getting photographed. As cellulose acetate
and cellulose nitrate film were invented,
photographers first captured images on
film and then created prints on substrates
through chemical processes, instead of directly with sunlight.
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For example, sensual photographs of
peppers made by Edward Weston can sell
for as much as a half-million dollars, Reilly
says. A few years ago, a vintage Weston
print went on the market. But the print was
eventually withdrawn from auction when
potential buyers balked after reading conservation papers, which detailed extensive
and ill-advised treatments to remove silver
mirroring.
To avoid silver mirroring and other deg-

ANOTHER KIND OF microscopy, elec-

tron microscopy, is useful for observing
degradation processes, which can in turn
help identify the process used to make the
image. For example, it’s common for silver
to precipitate out of aging silver gelatin
prints, Norris says. A wide variety of factors—from high humidity to airborne pollutants—can oxidize the elemental silver
in the photograph, turning it into a form
that can migrate through the gelatin layer
until it reaches the photo’s surface where it
gets reduced back to elemental form. The
result is shiny silver “mirrors” or blemishes in the image. “There’s no unscrambling
that egg,” Reilly says. “Once the particles

MOLDY AUTHENTICATION A daguerreotype forger must try to emulate
100-year-old fungal colonies to get past the watchful eye of Ralph Wiegandt, a
conservation scientist at George Eastman House. It turns out that these mirrorlike
photographs, which were popular in the 19th century, actually have a surface that’s
more like a gravel pit of gold and silver nanoparticles. “It’s one of the ﬁrst forms
of photography, but it’s also one of the ﬁrst forms of controlled nanotechnology,”
he says. As these nanoparticles form, small empty inclusions are created just
below the surface that ﬁll with dust and other biogenic particles. “I haven’t seen a
single daguerreotype that doesn’t have some fungi growing in these inclusions,”
Wiegandt says.
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collaboration with Messier. This ratio
can be useful in authentication because
many photographers were loyal to certain
brands. Furthermore, given that some
manufacturers changed their baryta formulations over time, barium-to-strontium
ratios can help date a paper.
Radiocarbon dating can also be used to
figure out whether a silver gelatin image
was produced before or after the 1950s.
That’s when aboveground nuclear testing
changed carbon-14 levels in gelatin, which
is typically taken from animal sources,
Messier says.
But microscopy is the real tool of choice
among photo researchers. For example,
if you can clearly see paper fibers on an
image using an optical microscope, this
indicates that the image is embedded in the
paper rather than suspended in albumen or
gelatin binder layers, Norris says.

have rearranged themselves, who’s going to put
them back to where they were?”
Conservators have various ways of
removing the silver mirroring or masking
the distracting shine with microcrystalline wax. But many are increasingly circumspect about treating heavily mirrored
photos because some interventions are
not reversible, and thus permanently alter
an object of cultural value. What’s more,
a photograph can also lose financial value
when significant changes to the original
have been made.
RA L P H W I EGA NDT ( A L L)

PROBLEMATIC PLASTIC Photographic film
is made from cellulose nitrate or cellulose
acetate, polymers that have been dubbed
“malignant plastic” by conservators. As
the material degrades, it releases gaseous
nitric and acetic acid that catalyze further
degradation of nearby film. But absorbent
materials placed in the canisters can trap
the offending vapors.
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HPLC and UHPLC
for biologics development,
identiﬁcation, and QC

popular color photographs is inevitable,
the only real solution is to slow down the
process through cold storage, Lavédrine
says. “This is feasible for a big museum, but
it may not be feasible for smaller museums
or museums in developing countries that
can’t afford the high energy bills,” he says.
As for family photographs, “most people
are not going to store their family album
between the cheese and the milk,” even if
that’s the safest idea, he says. “So we are
losing a huge part of the cultural heritage.”
Meanwhile, most people have turned to
digital photography. Although the general
public now prints only a tiny fraction of
their photos, professional photographers
still make prints. And when either wants
a physical copy, the common technique is
to use ink-jet printers. The big question in
photography circles is defining the vulnerabilities of these prints, Reilly says.
“We still don’t know exactly how well
these things are going to hold up,” he says.
But initial research suggests that one
potential problem has to do with the fact
that the photograph’s dye lies on top of the
paper. The printers “squirt the ink, which is
water soluble, onto a mineral-gel layer on
the paper. The water drains down through
the mineral-gel layer quickly, but the colorants stay on top,” Reilly explains. The problem is that the dyes remain on top and are
not encased in anything like gelatin. So the
image is easily rubbed or abraded.
Furthermore, because the dyes are water

Drug development workflows in biopharmaceutical laboratories
can be demanding, requiring extensive data, accurate results,
and fast separations. The new Thermo Scientific ™ Dionex ™

UltiMate™ 3000 BioRS system is specifically designed to power the
new high resolution BioUHPLC columns for increased structural

information. The biocompatible low-dispersion flow path with
Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ Viper™ Fingertight fitting technology
ensures the highest peak capacity and sensitivity for complex
samples—proteins, peptides, and biotherapeutics.

now in one system
• Streamline your biopharmaceutical analytics workﬂow:
thermoscientiﬁc.com/BioRS
© 2013 Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are
the property of Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc Inc. and its subsidiaries.

GIVEN THAT DEGRADATION of these

for the polymer coatings “are proprietary,
and so you are not sure what you are dealing with. Some haven’t performed well in
the past.”
In fact, the continued secrecy of many
companies about their materials and processes frustrates many conservators. “After
photography ceased to be a ‘do it yourself ’
activity and became a large-scale industry,
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soluble, moisture is a problem. Even nearly
invisible droplets of saliva from someone
speaking too close to the image can cause
havoc, Reilly says. “Or if you are in Florida
and it’s humid, the photos can bleed so that
images lose their definition.”
Some people choose to spray images
with polymer coatings, Reilly says. The
problem, he says, is that the exact recipe

radation in silver gelatin prints in the first
place, the best idea is to keep the photos in
a dry environment at room temperature,
Lavédrine says. Scientists are also trying
to fight fading in color prints, such as socalled chromogenic photographs, which
dominate prints in family photo albums—
and some artists’ catalogs—from the 1950s
through the 1990s. Lavédrine notes these
photographs are so fragile that they “fade
in the dark and they fade in the light.”
It’s actually two different fading processes, he says. When exposed to light,
chromogenic photos often take on blue
tones. When kept in the dark, the cyan dyes
in such photos degrade, shifting the photo
tint to a reddish purple. “The exact color
shift depends on the dye chemical used
by a particular manufacturer,” he says.
Although the dyes vary from manufacturer
to manufacturer, this problematic fading
exists for most brands that existed in the
second half of the 20th century.
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[museum] practices,” Messier
a wall of secrecy and misdisays. “Gathering thousands of
rection was erected concernspectra is not the end but just
ing its exact technologies,”
a start.”
Reilly says. This means
Then there’s the challenge
researchers have sometimes
of how to preserve “the bilhad to reverse engineer parlions of digital images” creticular commercial processes
ated since the advent of digital
before they could fully unravphotography and which are
el deterioration pathways.
stored in a variety of formats
Conservation researchers
and on memory hardware that
have made enormous headcould eventually become obway in their quest to decode
solete and thus lost to history,
the secrets of vintage photoLavédrine says.
graphs. Nevertheless, they
MAGNETIC AUTHENTICATION In the early 20th century, tintype photos
were that era’s photo booth. A photographer would set up a booth
As photo researchers work
face new challenges, such as
on a beach and snap your photo, with development taking only a few
hard to keep up with the
how to use the vast amounts
minutes. The image is a tin-based emulsion backed by a magnetic
evolving nature of the mediof information garnered
iron plate. Current-day counterfeiters sell fake tintypes backed with
about existing photographic
plastic instead of iron. So when you’re scouring flea markets for vintage um and its conservation chaltintypes, the Getty Conservation Institute’s Art Kaplan recommends
lenges, the overarching goals
processes to inform museum
you bring a little magnet with you to ensure the picture is magnetic.
of the photo conservation
collecting, authenticating,
“It’s the cheapest way to authenticate,” Kaplan says.
community are perhaps best
storing, and exhibiting pracspelled out by Henry Wilhelm,
tices, Messier says. At the
a pioneer of photo research:
Getty Conservation Institute
“The mere act of taking a picture is prealone, “we’ve analyzed 10,000 images of a
be a comprehensive reference for all forms
serving a moment in time,” he said. “Our
variety of processes,” Kaplan says. He says
of photography and that will hopefully
work is to preserve that moment as long as
he’s working with colleagues to organize
be a resource to museum research staff,
possible in the best possible condition.” ◾
the profusion of data into a tome that will
Kaplan says. “The whole idea is to change
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Slow the Fading of Favorite Photos
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This copy is for your personal, noncommercial use only. You can order presentation-ready copies for distribution
to your colleagues, clients or customers here or use the "Reprints" tool that appears next to any article. Visit
www.nytreprints.com for samples and additional information. Order a reprint of this article now.

July 30, 2009
Q&A

Slow the Fading of Favorite Photos
By J.D. BIERSDORFER
Q. About five years ago, I took all of my photos taken with film-based cameras and scanned the pictures into my computer. Then I printed them
on glossy Hewlett-Packard printer paper, but now I find that the scanned photos are already changing color. Is there any print paper for photos

A. Most photos fade over time, but direct exposure to light, air and other elements can accelerate the process. With inkjet printers, the type of
ink and paper used for making a picture also affects its vibrancy through the years.
Cheap ink cartridges and inexpensive paper are fine for printing photos and other documents you don’t intend to keep around forever. But if
you are printing pictures as long-term keepsakes, make sure you are using inks and papers designated as “archival quality” by the
manufacturer.
Although archival quality printer supplies may be more expensive, they use special coatings and chemicals designed to resist fading. If you have
H.P. equipment, for example, the company claims that its Vivera inks and Premium Plus Photo Paper used with its H.P. Photosmart printers
can resist fading for 100 years. (H.P. explains all this at bit.ly/1GMl3.)
If you are shopping around for ink and paper, Wilhelm Imaging Research tests consumer products and publishes reports on the permanence of
printed photos at www.wilhelm-research.com. (And if you really want to read more about preserving color pictures, the site also offers a free
PDF download of Henry Wilhelm and Carol Brower’s 758-page book, “The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs: Traditional and Digital
Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides and Motion Pictures.”
But no matter how the photos were printed, there are other steps you can take to help preserve them better. If possible, keep framed photos out
of direct sunlight, or put them behind glass that blocks ultraviolet light. If you are storing photos in albums, look for album pages that use
lignin- and acid-free paper. Sites including Light Impressions (lightimpressionsdirect.com) and Archival Methods (www.archivalmethods.com)
sell binders, albums and other supplies to protect photos from the march of time.
Personal Tech invites questions about computer-based technology, by e-mail to QandA@nytimes.com. This column will answer questions of
general interest, but letters cannot be answered individually.
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that will stand the test of time?
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To Brighten or Not to Brighten
Scientifically examining the controversy over OBA inkjet media additives.
By: Ray Work
Sign & Digital Graphics Magazine
July 2009

Within the fine art and professional
photographic communities, there has been
increasing interest and discussion
concerning the pros and cons of the use of
brighteners—better described as optical
brightening agents or OBAs—in inkjet
media for fine art reproductions and longlasting photo prints. Many statements have
been made that suggest these additives will
cause the prints to have a short life before
fading or yellowing. Some have been told
that only “OBA-free” media are truly
archival. Here I intend to offer some
scientific information and third-party
laboratory data that will shed some light on
this subject and put to rest the fear that
OBAs are evil and must be avoided.

Now Online

WHAT IS AN OBA?
Concerned industry members should recall that legendary
OBAs are organic dyestuffs that absorb American scenic photographer Ansel Adams used fiber
ultraviolet light and reemit or reflect that papers containing OBAs in the 1970s for his photographic
light in the blue part of the visible spectrum. prints
They have been used for many years at
low levels to whiten and brighten paper and canvas. If they are controversial, then why use them, you might
ask. The short answer is that if you want a white substrate on which to print, then they must be used. The
ingredients in canvas and papers, and their inkjet coatings are not white but rather cream or tan in color. This
color is frequently referred to as “natural.” Only with the addition of OBAs is a truly white or bright white media
possible.

Recent Articles

With exposure to light and heat, over time the OBAs can lose their ability to fluoresce and add the blue light to
the reflectance spectrum. The result is that the media will revert to the original color of the materials that make
up the media and its coatings. It is unlikely that these OBAs will turn yellow. When they decompose, they
become colorless. Choice of the type of OBA and the amount used along with it’s location in the final print affect
the rate at which this occurs. In our modern inkjet fine art papers and canvases, the OBAs chosen along with
high-quality paper, canvas substrates and coating materials result in excellent print longevity with little risk of
yellowing, due to the OBAs fading over the life of the print. In addition, they do not interact with the pigments in
the inkjet inks provided by the printer manufacturers.

Euros für Klünkers?

WHY BRIGHT WHITE?

5 Minutes with... Ed Kim

5 Minutes With... Chuck Blum
Paradigm Shift
Detroit Dilemma

Inkjet inks contain transparent-colored dyestuffs in the form of pigment particles. They are small and do not
scatter light. They are used to provide “subtractive color.” Their ability to provide a wide color gamut and high
color saturation are dependent on the color and reflectivity of the substrate onto which they are printed. The
pigments must remain above the reflective layer, and the layer must be as white and bright as possible, or the
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pigments must remain above the reflective layer, and the layer must be as white and bright as possible, or the
resulting print will be limited in color gamut and suffer from low color saturation. The colors will look “dirty” by
comparison because the color of the substrate is added to the colors of the pigments to give the final visual
color.
WHERE OBAS ARE USED
Let’s start with fine art papers. They must contain some OBAs in order to provide a white substrate. Those that
are truly “OBA free” offer a cream or “natural” color, not a truly white surface. If the whiteness or brightness of a
paper or canvas is greater than 90 percent, there most likely is an OBA present. In paper, OBAs may be in the
paper itself, in the coating on the paper or both.
Hahnemühle, a leading manufacturer of digital fine art papers, has been producing fine papers for 425 years.
They make a statement on their Web site (www.hahnemuehle.com) regarding OBAs:

The company offers its customers three categories of white papers:
Natural white papers without optical brighteners
White papers with a minimum of brightener (< 0.1 percent)
Bright white papers with 0.1 to 0.8 percent optical brightener
Hahnemühle indicates that they use the highest quality optical brighteners, which are added directly to the pulp
mixture during production. Over the course of time, these optical brighteners will lose their ability to reflect UV
light. Depending upon the print’s exposure to light (affected by whether the image is unprotected, exhibited
behind glass or protected with a compatible protective spray), the effect of optical brighteners may decrease at
a quicker or slower rate.

Poll
How high will gas prices go this
summer?
$2.75/gal
$2.85/gal
$3/gal
Over $3/gal
View Results
Polldaddy.com

Category one, no optical brightener, and category two, a minimum of optical brightener, have been third-party
tested by Wilhelm Imaging Research Institute Inc. in combination with the Vivera inks from Hewlett-Packard.
(The report is posted on the Hahnemühle Web site.) Wilhelm found that over a simulated test period of 200
years no appreciable change in the whiteness of the paper was detected. Even in the case of the papers
belonging to category three, the bright white papers, after testing by the German FOGRA institute remained
stable for a test period of between 20 and 50 years (see the certificate on the Hahnemühle Web site).
They indicate that bright white papers with a whiteness of between 100 percent and 110 percent have been
requested by many of their customers. They indicate that it is not possible to produce these papers without
optical brighteners because the main components of the paper, alpha cellulose, only has a natural whiteness of
95 percent (maximum) and cotton linters only 90 percent.
To achieve the maximum color saturation and color gamut from the inks, a bright white media is required.
OBAS AND CANVAS
Canvas is produced using glued fabric of cotton or cotton/polyester
blends, coated with a white coating called “gesso,” then coated with
an inkjet coating, which may be matte or satin in finish. Canvas
manufacturers face the same issues of whiteness as paper
manufacturers. To get a white product, some level of OBA is
required. Here the OBA can be added to the gesso and/or the
matte or satin inkjet-coating layer. Some have claimed that they
can produce white canvas without OBAs, but that has not been
possible as indicated by Hahnemühle in the discussion on paper.
Canvas is naturally beige in color, and if no OBA is added to the
gesso coating, it remains “natural.” Some OBAs must be included
to reach 95 percent or higher whiteness and maximum color
saturation and color gamut.
EFFECTS OF COATING
Coatings should be designed to be compatible with the ink and
media on which they are used. Incompatible coatings may crack or
Henry Wilhelm, president of Wilhelm
yellow over time. The coatings should be chosen based on the
Imaging Research Institute, holds a
recommendations of the provider of the media and not “mixed and
test target print. Wilhelm has recently matched” without regard to compatibility. I have seen ugly
has completed new evaluations of the examples of splotchy canvas prints coated with an inferior or
display life of a range of art papers
incompatible coating. Coatings generally contain UV inhibitors,
and canvases—both with and without which absorb UV light and prevent the OBAs from being activated
optical brighteners.
as they aid in the protection of the color pigments from fading. The
protection is a combination of the thickness of the coating and the
formulation. If the coating is applied in a non-uniform manner, it
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“Hahnemühle FineArt would like to comment on our use of optical brighteners. As a basic principle the papers
included in the Hahnemühle Digital FineArt Collection have been rated to last for hundreds of years according
to the ISO Standard 9706 for archivability. The rag and alpha cellulose used contain the lowest possible amount
of lignin, so that the whiteness of the base papers will barely alter after hundreds of years. At the request of
many customers Hahnemühle offers bright white papers, where optical brighteners are needed in production.
The whiteness of the base materials may alter slightly over a period of between 20 to 200 years. Some users
regard this as a “natural patina” of fine art prints, while others find this not to their liking.”
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formulation. If the coating is applied in a non-uniform manner, it
may lead to a splotchy fading or yellowing. In general, coating can add tens of years to the life of a print.
INKS AND MEDIA
We are fortunate that Wilhelm Imaging Research (www.wilhelm-research.com) recently has completed new
evaluations of the display life of a range of art papers and canvases from three major providers of water-based,
wide-format inkjet printers with OEM pigmented inks. You can see the details at the Wilhelm Web site.
The results are too extensive to list here, but, in reviewing them, I can draw some important conclusions from
Wilhelm’s data.
Each OEM provides lightfast pigment- based inks.
HP’s inks provide the longest display life, followed by Canon and then Epson.
All of the media tested with the OEM inks show good display life, especially when displayed under glass.
For Canon, the paper tested with the best performance was the only one tested, which included OBAs.
There is no trend in this data that suggests the presence of OBAs reduces longevity.
The use of coatings increases the display life in the canvas and ink systems tested but only slightly.
BEWARE OF SMOKE AND MIRRORS

The OBA may be in the paper under a coating layer, which is free of OBAs, or a canvas where the gesso layer
under the inkjet coating contains the OBAs. In these cases, the claim that the product is “OBA free” is not
credible. “OBA free” claims of better longevity have not been supported, to my knowledge, in independent
laboratory data. Because the “OBA free” papers and canvases in the Wilhelm test results do not appear to offer
any significant advantage in longevity, it appears that those claims are simply marketing efforts to promote one
product over another but without any verifiable proof of superior performance.
My advice is to beware of smoke and mirrors, and be sure to check out the claims to make sure they are based
in science and are not just marketing hype. Remember, even Ansel Adams used OBA-containing fiber papers in
the 1970s for his photographic prints.

Ray Work, Ph.D., heads Work Associates, a consultant firm specializing in inkjet printing
technologies, applications and markets. He worked for more than 28 years in research, research
management, business development and business management with DuPont. Dr. Work holds a
Ph.D. in physical inorganic chemistry from the University of New Orleans. He can be reached via
e-mail at workassociates@comcast.net or visit his Web site www.workassoc.com.
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I have become concerned in reading literature describing novel “non-OBA” whitening technologies that make
products whiter and brighter. What concerns me are the claims that these technologies offer better longevity
and are somehow better than conventional OBA dyes. I have seen no evidence that such a product exists in
inkjet paper or canvas. If the product absorbs UV light and reemits visible light, then it is defined as an OBA. If it
glows in a dark room while under UV light illumination, then it contains OBAs.
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T h e long- running feud bet ween
Eastman Kodak and Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR) may be coming to an end. After
years of sometimes heated public debate on
testing standards for lightfastness, the wellknown rivals have begun to exchange comments that sound like mutual admiration, at
least in the area of ink jet print quality. WIR,
which in the past panned Kodak’s ink jet
products for being unable to achieve image
permanence claims, released favorable test
results earlier this year regarding the
lightfastness of photos from Kodak’s new
desktop ink jet machines, pigmented inks,
and Kodak photo papers. Kodak now refers to
WIR’s image permanence testing methods
as the “de facto industry standard” and has
begun using WIR data in its marketing materials. The thawing of relations between the
two longtime antagonists has made some in
the industry optimistic that ISO print permanence standards may finally be forthcoming.
Last month, we saw ample evidence
that the two sides are growing closer. H enry
W ilhelm, president and founder of the
G rinnell, IA- based image- permanence
testing laboratory that carries his name,
appeared at a Kodak-sponsored press event
in New York City. H e told the assemblage
that prints made with Kodak’s consumer
desktop ink jet digital printers achieved
better print permanence ratings than prints
made with other brands of ink jet printers
in the same market segment. Kodak issued
a press release on February 25 citing W IR
display permanence data that indicated
prints made using its family of Easyshare
ink jet M FPs (Journal, 2/07), along with
the O E M ’s pigmented ink and paper,
achieved W IR D isplay Permanence Ratings of greater than 125 years. In the same
press release, W ilhelm said the test results
“establish an important new long-term print
permanence benchmark for consumers.”

T he surprising Kodak announcement
came after test results were posted on the
W IR W eb site on January 29 showing
photos printed with an EasyShare 5300
using Kodak pigmented inks and a full
range of seven different Kodak papers. All
of the prints tested were projected to last
more than 125 years when displayed framed
under glass and more than 175 years when
displayed under a UV filter. T he results
were true for prints on various Kodak higherend media, including Ultra Premium (high
gloss and semi gloss) and Premium (gloss
and matte) photo paper, as well as the
lower-end Kodak gloss and matte photo
paper and the uncoated Kodak Ultimate
paper. Unprotected prints exposed to light
on display were calculated to last between
34 and 81 years depending on media type.
D ark storage testing and ozone testing also
indicates that the prints will last in excess of
100 years, regardless of m edia (see
www.wilhelm-research.com for further information). “From a permanence point of
view, with its high-stability pigmented inks
and gloss optimizer, this [EasyShare M FP]
is a very well-engineered system,” W ilhelm
opines. “Like Epson’s D URABrite pigmented inks, the Kodak inks even offer
good water and unprotected ozone resistance on plain paper.”
According to W ilhelm, Kodak did not
commission the testing and the lab used
the exact same five-factor testing methodology that it uses for all of its print permanence evaluations. H e says W IR Print
Permanence Ratings have long been used
by H ewlett-Packard, Epson, Canon, and
Lexmark, and also by many independent
media suppliers. W ilhelm emphasized that
the W IR testing was not modified in any
way for the Kodak products. T est results
were collected from hardware, ink, and
media purchased by W IR at Best Buy
Publ ished by Lyr a Resear ch P.O. Box 9143
Newt onvil l e, MA 02460-9143
Tel . 617-454-2600 Fax. 617-454-2600

retail stores immediately following the release of the EasyShare 5300 printer last
M arch. “Kodak licensed the W IR data,”
he explains, and the firm has “opted to use
the W IR results in subsequent marketing
materials for ink jet prints in place of its own
internal testing, which is based on a different, less demanding testing methodology.”
‘H undred Years W ar’ Ending?
If indeed the relationship between Kodak
and WIR is warming, it comes after years of
acrimony over the test procedures developed
by each company. While Kodak and WIR
debated various aspects of the other’s testing
procedures, a central point of contention was
over the amount of light used to calculate fade
resistance. Kodak’s lightfastness estimates
are based on prints exposed to 120 lux of light
per day, while WIR extrapolated its image
permanence calculations based on images
exposed to a much higher light level of 450
lux. Most ink manufacturers, paper suppliers, and OEMs have adopted the 450-lux
standard, but Kodak has held tightly to its
120 lux standard. Several years ago, the debate took on renewed fervor when Kodak
made claims about the longevity of photos
printed on some of its Kodak-branded ink jet
photo papers with H P, Epson, Canon, and
Lexmark printers, which, WIR said, were, in
most cases, untrue.
M agnus Felke, the director of product
marketing for the Kodak ink jet systems
group, says that working with W IR is an
example of how his firm is changing as it
moves into more digital markets. “Kodak
is a new Kodak,” he says. “T his is not the
Kodak you knew 10—or even 5—years
ago.” H e says that more than half of the
firm’s employees have been at Kodak for
less than four years. “W e wanted to start
a new conversation with W IR. W ilhelm
has created the de facto industry standard
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and we wanted to be able to use that.
W IR has used its methodology year to
year and we’ve leveraged that methodology to provide consumers with an ‘apples
to apples’ comparison for our new printers
[versus competitive products].”
W ilhelm agrees with many of Felke’s
comments. “I think the licensing agreement is absolutely indicative of a new
Kodak,” he says. “You couldn’t have imagined this five years ago.” H e contends
that now “Kodak recognizes that there is
a real value for consumers to have a fair,
apples- to- apples comparison across the
competitive landscape.” W ilhelm admits
that he was “surprised” when Kodak expressed an interest in licensing the W IR
data. H e says this is the first instance
that Kodak licensed his test results since
W ilhelm began working in the field. “T his
goes back a long way,” he adds, “more
than 30 years.”
Felke says that while Kodak is using
W IR data exclusively to express the image permanence delivered by its desktop
ink jet M FPs, the company is not totally
abandoning the internal testing methodology that W IR has scrupled with so
openly. “W e have one of the leading [image permanence] test labs in the world,
and it uses its own testing methodology.
W e have invested heavily in our research,
and that work continues.” According to
Felke, each business unit at Kodak determines what testing standards are appropriate for its products. “E very Kodak business unit uses our internal test labs and its
testing procedures. It is then up to that
particular business unit to choose a third-
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party testing facility if that is required.”
Felke says that Kodak’s aim is to use
testing that represents real- world “use
cases” and maintains that different testing is required to accurately portray actual
end-user applications.
         
Kodak and W IR have such great influence within the digital imaging industry that their dispute over image perman en ce t est in g m et h ods sign ifican t ly
increased the difficulty reaching an industry- wide agreement necessary to move
forward with meaningful International
O rganization for Standardization (ISO )
standards. T o date, in fact, no ISO standards exist for testing the lightfastness,
ozone resistance, or dark storage permanence of images printed with ink jet or
other digital printing technologies. If
Kodak and W IR are now willing to work
together more closely, reaching agreement on comprehensive print permanence
test method standards just might be a
possibility. W e contacted several sources
close to the committees currently investigating image permanence testing. W hile
none were at liberty to comment on the
record, the sources we spoke with were
upbeat on the future of ISO print permanence standards given the recent news
from Kodak and W IR. T his is not to say,
however, that we would expect ISO to
suddenly issue comprehensive new image permanence standards. Regardless,
it appears that the industry will be able
to more forward more rapidly with agreement on such standards now that Kodak
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and W IR have stopped bickering, at least
about ink jet print quality.
W ilhelm provides insight and advice
to various standards committees investigating lightfastness and other aspects of
print permanence testing. W hile he declined to say specifically what issues remain over the adoption of such standards,
W ilhelm did indicate that he is more optimistic than he has been in the past that
ISO will, in fact, be able to move forward
and publish meaningful standards. “In
that regard, I think that Kodak adopting
W IR test data for ink jet prints is, in fact,
a big step forward,” he says.
W e recognize that no standard is perfect. Testing protocols can be undermined
to reach a pre-established goal, or test result
data can be skewed or manipulated. Regardless, we support industry standards for
lightfastness as well as in other areas of print
permanence. Standards provide consumers
with reasonably reliable data for product
comparisons and give manufacturers benchmarks to guide research and development
efforts. It takes years, however, to develop
and adopt test criteria. W e are certain there
is still more work to do before comprehensive print permanence standards will be
established for photos printed with ink jet
and other digital printing technologies, including silver halide, dye sublimation, and
color laser, as well as other types of liquid
and dry toner electrophotography printers.
News that Kodak and W IR have reached a
degree of consensus, at least in terms of
measuring the permanence of ink jet prints,
however, does appear to bring the industry
closer to a legitimate benchmark.✍
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enclosed within a second protective
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negatives, prints and film are kept in the dark at 0
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Before anything in the collection can be examined,
technicians must put it into an acclimatization chamber
that resembles an oversize stainless-steel refrigerator,
where it is warmed up over a 24- to 48-hour period.
Henry Wilhelm, an American researcher on photographic
preservation, says the complex and costly system is worth
the trouble.
“Those images should last thousands of years,” he said
from his office in Grinnell, Iowa. “Imagine seeing photos
of the building of the pyramids.”
But even officials at the archive are uncertain how to
manage the medium that now dominates photography:
inkjet prints.

Mark Kegans for The New York Times

Henry Wilhelm and a new device to
test the effect of light on inkjet prints.

“We really need to figure out what we have to do with
them,” said Tania Passafiume, senior conservator of
photographic records. “This is the history of photography:
things change.”

Despite years of talks among researchers like Mr. Wilhelm, inkjet makers and scientists,
the International Organization for Standardization has yet to produce a criterion for
testing the permanence of inkjet prints and interpreting the results.
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Consumers buying inkjet printers to make prints of their digital photos therefore face a
difficult task, said James M. Reilly, director of the Image Permanence Institute at the
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/05/technology/circuits/05print.html?_r=1&oref=slogin&pagewanted=all
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Anyone whose family used the Anscochrome or early versions of Kodak’s Ektachrome
slide films for their photographic record of the 1960s will attest that conventional color
photography has not always been a model of image longevity either. By the time digital
photography began dominating, however, film and photographic paper makers had
solved most preservation issues.
Traditional color prints have an advantage over inkjet prints. Dyes that make up images
in traditional prints are suspended in three layers of gelatin, well below the surface.
Photo inkjet paper is generally coated to prevent the printer ink from soaking into its
base, which would create a blurry and discolored photo. But that coating usually leaves
the ink sprayed by the printer directly on top of the print, where it is vulnerable to light,
humidity, pollution and scratches.
(Conventional black-and-white prints, which are made up of tiny grains of silver, remain
the undisputed longevity champions.)
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The life of color inkjet prints has also been hindered by the origins of the technology,
which was mainly intended for printing things like pie charts, said Nils Miller, a scientist
at Hewlett-Packard. “The initial emphasis was, how do we get bright colors on plain
paper,” Dr. Miller said. “Permanence was not really on the radar screen yet.”

nytimes.com/movies

Mr. Reilly and Mr. Wilhelm agree that a big leap for inkjet printing came with the
development of inks whose coloring agents are pigments, which are suspended particles,
rather than chemical dyes. Mr. Wilhelm says his tests have shown that pigment inkjet
printers from several makers now offer better longevity than conventional color prints.
But issues came up with pigments. Creating inkjet printers that can spray pigment inks
in a pattern fine enough for sharply detailed photographs was costly. Moreover,
pigments cannot be used on glossy paper without special functions.
At the same time, dyes generally had the ability to reproduce a broader range of colors
than pigments, often providing more vivid results. So until recently, most printer
manufacturers marketed their pigment printers mainly to professionals.
As more people began using inkjet printers for photographs, their makers turned to Mr.
Wilhelm to develop a system of accelerated testing — torture tests using bright light, high
heat and varying humidity — to estimate how the prints would fare over time.
Mr. Wilhelm posts detailed results for many printers at wilhelm-research.com, although
not all models are represented. Consumers can see snippets of Wilhelm Ratings in
advertising and on packaging.
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In general, inkjet printer companies highlight Wilhelm measurements that assume
photos are framed under glass, a far more protective environment than, say, stuck on a
refrigerator with a magnet.
Framed under glass, Mr. Wilhelm estimates that prints made on a Hewlett-Packard
Photosmart 475, a dye printer that produces snapshot-size photos, will last 82 years.
Unframed and exposed to fluorescent light, that drops to 42 years. With other models,
the gap can be more drastic.
Mr. Reilly is uncomfortable with estimating print life in years. Instead, he suggests that
any future international standard offer broad evaluations in plain language. At the
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/05/technology/circuits/05print.html?_r=1&oref=slogin&pagewanted=all
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difficult task, said James M. Reilly, director of the Image Permanence Institute at the
Rochester Institute of Technology. “There’s too much variety in the inkjet marketplace to
give general advice,” he said. “It’s also evolving very, very quickly.”
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any future international standard offer broad evaluations in plain language. At the
bottom, he said, would be “terrible,” followed by “pretty good, it will be around in a few
years but we’re not really sure if it’s going be there for your grandchildren.” And, finally,
“excellent” for products that, presumably, in exchange for durability will be more
expensive or troublesome to use.
Ads by Google

Mr. Reilly cites the “Epson disaster” as an example of the unforeseen perils of inkjet
prints. In 2000, Epson introduced two dye-base printers, the Stylus Photo 870 and the
1270, and a novel quick-drying paper. Mr. Wilhelm’s tests predicted the combination
would produce photos with a 10-year rating. But when the products went to market,
users found that the colors in prints were changing drastically in as little as two months.
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Hewlett-Packard has introduced a worst-case, best-case rating for one series of
commercial printers. Dr. Miller says the company may expand that rating system.
The activities of the international-standards working group, of which Mr. Wilhelm, Mr.
Miller and Mr. Reilly are members, are confidential, so it is unclear what system it will
adopt.
To add to the confusion, Eastman Kodak, which recently entered the consumer inkjet
printer market, has long rejected Mr. Wilhelm’s test methods despite the support of all
other major printer companies. Kodak argues that Mr. Wilhelm’s tests assume that
photos are exposed to more light in homes than is actually the case and so they overstate
deterioration.
Because the international-standards group needs consensus, those disagreements are
most likely to delay the introduction of a standard even further.
Mr. Wilhelm says he will move to whatever tests and rating system that are ultimately
adopted. But he still argues that an index that offers a rating measured in years is the
clearest guidance for shoppers.
“This is not perfect science,” he said. “Everyone knows that. It’s a best attempt to allow
consumers to make an informed purchase decision.”
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The problem, it turned out, was the quick-drying paper. It worked by increasing the
paper’s surface area with a pattern of microscopic pores to hold the ink. But that system
made the ink vulnerable to airborne ozone, particularly in polluted cities. Since then,
dye-base inks have been reformulated to limit such fading.
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Photos fade with cheap ink
Terry Lane
September 28, 2006
LiveWire
INKJET printers capable of producing brilliant
prints are cheap. Unfortunately the materials needed to make them work are ruinously
expensive.
Canon, Epson, Hewlett-Packard and Lexmark all make printers capable of producing excellent
prints and the hardware is remarkably affordable. However, buying the gadget is only the

Imaging's Canon i9950 printer is a wonderful machine but it uses eight ink cartridges that cost
$24 each. Genuine Canon paper is also expensive, particularly if you opt for the best Photo
Paper Pro. And the story with Epson and Hewlett-Packard is much the same.
It is understandable that the frugal photographer will be seduced by cheap third party ink
cartridges and refills. We proceed on the cynical assumption that the printer makers are giving
away the hardware in order to get us addicted to their ink and papers but we are not fooled.
We'll outsmart them by buying no-brand.
It's an appealing logic, but be warned. For a few years Epson ran a series of advertisements
intended to scare their customers away from third party inks. With graphic photographic proof
the company claimed that if any but their own genuine inks are used their printer heads would
be ruined.
There was widespread hooting at the self-serving alarmist advertisements. But what if it is true?
Imaging can't speak of Epson experience but we can report that third party inks wreaked havoc
on the expensive printer heads of a Canon printer we owned. The heads clogged up and there
was nothing we could do to clear them.
When we checked with Canon they told us that use of third party inks does not void their
warranty. They neither recommend nor warn. But our experience turned us off no-name inks
forever.
Now comes another persuasive reason for not using third party inks: prints made with them
quite literally fade before your eyes.
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The Wilhelm Imaging Research Institute - the de facto standard setter for inkjet print longevity
- has recently tested a range of alternative inks from the big office supply companies in the US.
The house brand names are unfamiliar to us but presumably these inks come from the same
source that supplies our third-party market.
Wilhelm found that where, for instance, Hewlett-Packard inks used with HP Premium Plus Photo
Paper produce prints that last 73 years under standard illumination, the cheap inks faded in five
months or, at the most, six years. HP 95 and 99 photo cartridges produce prints with a life
expectancy of 108 years. With the cheap inks the life of a print is 4.6 years at best.
The disparities are just as startling for Canon and Epson printers. Wilhelm considers "the

consumer photographs".
Sadly, we get what we pay for. And what we pay for when we buy genuine inks and papers is a
total system where the chemistry and physics of all the components have been optimised to
work together to produce the best results and protect the microscopic ink jets from damage.
The Wilhelm Imaging Research Institute results can be downloaded from
wilhelm-research.com/hardcopy/hardcopy.html
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Краткое освещение проблемы
стойкости принтерных отпечатков по
материалам международной
конференции HP Lab University 2006

Алексей Ерохин

Aler@Digital-Photo.ru

74 Фотомастерская

КОНФЕРЕНЦИЯ HP LAB UNIVERSITY ПРОХОДИТ КАЖДЫЙ ГОД,
В ИЮНЕ. И КАЖДЫЙ ГОД СОБИРАЕТ ЭКСПЕРТОВ ИЗ МНОГИХ
СТРАН МИРА С ОСНОВНОЙ ЦЕЛЬЮ: ПЕРЕДАТЬ ИМ НАРАБОТАННЫЙ ОПЫТ HEWLETT-PACKARD И СОБРАТЬ „ОБРАТНУЮ
СВЯЗЬ“ — ИДЕИ, ВОПРОСЫ И ПРЕДЛОЖЕНИЯ ДЛЯ ДАЛЬНЕЙШЕЙ РАБОТЫ ЛАБОРАТОРИЙ НР
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HP Lab University 2006

Доктор Генри Вильгельм
Henry Wilhelm, Wilhelm Imaging Research, www.wilhelm-research.com
Алексей Ерохин: Доктор Вильгельм,
приятно встретить вас снова. Наша первая
беседа состоялась, если не ошибаюсь,
четыре года назад. Что изменилось за это
время в сфере ваших исследований?
Генри Вильгельм: Только то, что
прогнозы тех лет сбылись — цифровая
фотография успела завоевать мир. И моя
исследовательская группа теперь занимается в основном изучением стойкости
принтерных отпечатков.
Алексей Ерохин: Какая проблема в вашей области является наиболее сложной,
трудноразрешимой?
Генри Вильгельм: Это может показаться странным, но наибольшую сложность
представляют не методики тестирования,
а обилие материалов, которые необходимо
исследовать, — сегодня каждый производитель принтеров выпускает десятки
моделей и для каждого принтера рекомендует несколько видов фотобумаги. А
результаты, получаемые на разных видах
бумаги, могут различаться в разы и даже в
десятки раз.
Алексей Ерохин: В ваших статьях и
выступлениях всегда подчеркивается, что
на конечную светостойкость оказывает
влияние не только вид бумаги и чернил, но
и сам принтер. Не могли бы вы пояснить,
почему это так? Ведь, по идее, светостойкость — это результат взаимодействия
только чернил и бумаги.
Генри Вильгельм: Отчасти вы правы,
результат в основном зависит от чернил и
бумаги, но не стоит сбрасывать со счетов
влияние самого принтера. Разные модели
по-разному управляют распылением чернил на поверхность бумаги. И от этого (в
частности от скорости и частоты падения
капель) тоже немало зависит.
В принципе, можно было бы исследовать
светостойкость, полученную в разных режимах работы принтера, — Best Photo может дать результаты, отличные от Maximum
DPI (в терминологии Hewlett-Packard), но
тогда объем необходимых исследований
возрастет в несколько раз и задача станет
просто нерешаемой. Особенно если учесть,
что постоянно появляются новые фотоматериалы как от производителей принтеров,
так и от сторонних компаний.
Алексей Ерохин: Сколько требуется
времени, чтобы сделать экспертное заключение по светостойкости, которую дает
тройка „принтер, бумага и чернила“?
Генри Вильгельм: Порядка двух-трех
недель. В некоторых случаях требуется
дополнительное время на уточнение прогноза. Наша методика в основном сформирована и стала основой рекомендаций
по разработке стандартов ANSI и ISO, но,
конечно, ее нельзя зафиксировать раз и
навсегда, она продолжает развиваться.

Алексей Ерохин: А могли бы вы сделать
заключение за более короткое время?
Некоторые производители считают ваш
подход слишком консервативным.
Генри Вильгельм: Нет, не думаю, что
это возможно. Я независимый эксперт, отвечающий за свои слова. Не буду хвастаться репутаций фирмы, она нарабатывалась
годами. Могу сослаться на мнение коллег*,
но это не главное. Главное — что, насколько я знаю, две-три недели это минимум,
совершенно необходимый для экспертного
заключения. В противном случае это будет
не научный труд, а гадание на кофейной
гуще. Кажется, так говорят у вас в России.
Алексей Ерохин: Могли бы вы в двух
словах описать свою методику тестирования?
Генри Вильгельм: Если кратко, то после
предварительной сушки фотографии
помещаются в среду со строго контролируемой атмосферой, а также температурой и
влажностью. И подвергаются интенсивному облучению специальными люминесцентными лампами. Таким образом моделируются условия хранения фотографий
на открытом свету. Через определенные
промежутки времени мы делаем контрольные замеры: проверяем, насколько упал
уровень, произошло ли выцветание определяющих красителей. Далее по нашим
алгоритмам рассчитывается показатель
светостойкости. В двух словах все просто.
А если вникать в детали, все не так просто.
На моем сайте собрано немало статей,
посвященных разным подходам к оценке
параметров светостойкости. Кстати, там
есть и ваша, статья, Алексей, — единственная, написанная на русском языке.
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октор Генри Вильгельм — пожалуй, самый авторитетный в мире
эксперт по вопросам выцветания
фотографий — в одном интервью
сказал: „Пять лет назад мне чаще всего
задавали один вопрос — неужели фотографии, отпечатанные на струйных принтерах,
так же хороши, как отпечатки, сделанные в
фотолабораториях? Сегодня времена изменились — внешний вид фотографий не вызывает сомнений, что они так же хороши. Но
массового пользователя пока не волнует, как
долго фотографии будут оставаться такими
же хорошими“.
Тревогу доктора Вильгельма несложно объяснить. История цифровой фотографии настолько
коротка (а принтеры научились печатать качественные фото всего пять лет назад), что пользователи
пока не столкнулись с проблемой выцветания.
Кроме того, многих успокаивает факт, что на
жестком диске компьютера или в архиве на оптических дисках лежит „твердая“ электронная копия.
Некоторые даже говорят, что фотографии надо
перепечатывать время от времени — ведь качество
струйной печати растет.
И все же проблема выцветания, изучению которой посвятил свою жизнь доктор Генри Вильгельм
(он начал исследовательскую работу в этой области
в 1965 году, его клиентами являются крупнейшие
производители, самые известные фотоархивы и
даже сам Билл Гейтс), — эта проблема назревает,
почти назрела. И скоро, как обычно бывает, может
внезапно раскрыться во всей „красе“.
Почему проблема может обостриться, тоже несложно объяснить. Хотя производители принтеров
в разделе „Технические характеристики“ часто
пишут, что светостойкость фотографий составляет
70, 100 или даже 200 лет, это не значит, что все отпечатки обладают такой потрясающей стойкостью.
Как правило, в характеристиках уточняется
„при использовании рекомендованных чернил и
фотобумаги такого-то типа“. Это лучший результат,
который может быть достигнут, но даже при использовании родных чернил и другого типа бумаги
(хотя она также входит в список рекомендованных
носителей изображения) результаты могут быть
гораздо более скромными — порядка 5–7 лет.
Кроме того, фотографии часто хранят не в
рамке под стеклом, а на открытом воздухе, и
здесь уже сложно дать даже приблизительную
оценку стойкости. Также есть момент, связанный с
естественным желанием сэкономить и купить совместимые чернила и бумагу, которые, на первый
взгляд, мало чем уступают „родным“. И наконец,
количество цифровых фотографий, отпечатанных
на принтерах, в последние годы растет в геометрической прогрессии.
Вообще, цифровые фотографы печатают не все
отснятые фотографии, по крайней мере, делают
жесткий отсев „самых удачных“ гораздо чаще,
чем фотографы пленочные. Но снимают при этом
гораздо больше. По исследованиям ведущих производителей принтеров, сделанных еще три года
назад, цифровые фотолюбители снимают в пять
раз больше, а печатают в пять раз меньше.
Сегодня этот баланс смещается в сторону
увеличения объема печати, и причин тому много:
цифровые камеры стали распространенным
явлением, цена струйной печати упала (приблизилась к уровню 10 рублей за фото 10х15 см,
а в некоторых случаях опустилась еще ниже).
Кроме того, появились новые возможности печати
широкоформатных полотен дома, автоматы со
встроенными сублимационными принтерами,
недорогие мобильные принтеры. Появились новые
традиции — например, на свадьбах или днях
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СТОЙКОСТЬ ФОТОГРАФИЙ

Алексей Ерохин: Спасибо, большая
честь. Вы специально заказывали ее
перевод?
Генри Вильгельм: Нет. Просто в моей
команде работает несколько ребят из
России. Очень талантливые парни.
Алексей Ерохин: Чем ваша методика
отличается от тех, что применяют производители принтеров и фотоматериалов?
Генри Вильгельм: В общих чертах методики совпадают. Но пока не
выработан международный стандарт,
каждый производитель может менять
время и интенсивность облучения,
химическую среду, в которой испытываются фотографии. И, конечно, менять
формулы в расчетах. А точность прогноза подтверждается только практикой.
Чем большее времени затрачено на
исследования на разработку методики,
тем больше вероятность, что прогноз
будет реальным, а не выдуманным.
Алексей Ерохин: Одна из ваших
статей посвящена анализу чернил от
сторонних производителей. Вы продолжаете исследования в этой области?
Генри Вильгельм: Да, время от
времени. Но общий вывод уже сде-

лан — чернила сторонних производителей обладают весьма невысокой
светостойкость. Что объясняется довольно просто — разработчикам чернил
приходится „подбирать ключ“, пытаться
разгадать технологии производителей
фирменных чернил и бумаги. При этом
они стремятся достичь универсальности — чтобы чернила одинаково успешно
работали на принтерах от различных
производителей. Не думаю, что кто-то
из них добьется успеха.
Алексей Ерохин: Один из принципов
нашего издания — „совет лучшему
другу“. Мы стараемся давать читателям
те же рекомендации, какие дали бы
лучшему другу. Что бы посоветовали
вы: использовать чернила сторонних
производителей или нет?
Генри Вильгельм: Посоветовал бы
не использовать чернила от сторонних
производителей. Разве что для фотографий, которые будут храниться в темных
альбомах. Конечно, чернила сторонних
производителей стоят дешевле фирменных, но, как правило, они не дают ни
сравнимого качества печати, ни высоких
показателей стойкости.

* В статье эксперта Роба Шеппарда (Rob Sheppard), опубликованной в журнале Digital Photo Pro (май/июнь 2005),
сказано следующее: „Я не знаю никого в индустрии, кто мог бы игнорировать или отнестись с пренебрежением к
мнению доктора Вильгельма“.

РЕЙТИНГ СТОЙКОСТИ ОТПЕЧАТКОВ, СДЕЛАННЫХ НА
ОРИГИНАЛЬНЫХ И СОВМЕСТИМЫХ ФОТОМАТЕРИАЛАХ
(по данным лаборатории Wilhelm Imaging Research, www.wilhelm-research.com)
ЧЕРНИЛА

БУМАГА

РЕЙТИНГ СВЕТОСТОЙКОСТИ

HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

73 года

Tesco refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

Tesco Premium Photo Heavyweight Glossy Inkjet Paper

0,1 года

Tesco refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

0,9 года

Jessops refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

Jessops Photo Inkjet Paper, Glossy

0,9 года

Jessops refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

4,5 года

Embatex Emstar refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

Kodak Ultra Premium Photo Paper

0,6 года

Embatex Emstar refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

4,5 года

KMP refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

KMP Photo Paper

1,2 года

KMP refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

4,4 года

WeCare refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

WeCare High-Quality Photo Gloss Paper

1,2 года

WeCare refilled HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

2,1 года

Ink Tec refill kit used with HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

Ink Tec Premium Photo Paper

0,4 года

Ink Tec refill kit used with HP 57 & 58 inkjet print cartridges

HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

2,3 года

Редакция выражает искреннюю признательность компании Hewlett-Packard, лаборатории Wilhelm Imaging Research и лично доктору Генри Вильгельму
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рождения все гости сразу, еще во время веселья,
получают свежий комплект фотографий.
Короче, есть все предпосылки, что скоро часть
цифровых фотографий начнет терять первоначальную свежесть — насыщенность, яркость,
контрастность. Разумеется, только часть — фото,
хранящиеся в альбомах этой участи избегут. Но
сам факт широкого распространения неизменно приведет к обострению проблемы — если
фотографий много, то фотографий, хранящихся
на открытом воздухе, тоже становится много (например, некоторые офисы украшают небольшие
фотогалереи, причем экспонаты не защищены
даже стеклом).
А некоторые снимки хранятся в таких условиях, что признаки разрушения становятся заметны
через пару месяцев. Как-то я украсил свою
кухню несколькими незащищенными фотографиями. Кухня — это среда, где кроме обычного
света, влаги и кислорода, активно действуют
пары, дымы и прочая гадость.
Эффекта не пришлось ждать слишком
долго — уже через пару месяцев на фото нельзя
было взглянуть без слез. Хорошо, что у меня
была возможность их перепечатать, а мой электронный архив хранится в нескольких дублях
(три раза стучу по дереву).
Тема выцветания фотографий и их стойкости
к разным воздействиям поистине необъемна. И к
ней нам придется обращаться еще не раз. А пока
мы предлагаем вниманию читателей небольшое
интервью, которое нам удалось взять у доктора
Генри Вильгельма в ходе конференции HP Lab
University 2006.
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Image permanence
researchers at the renowned
Wilhelm Imaging Research
organisation reveal third party
ink jet cartridges perform very
poorly
At a seminar today held in Paris as part of the annual HP Lab University
event for journalists and analysts in Europe, Henry Wilhelm, founder of the
Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR) organisation, revealed damning test data
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concerning the permanence of commercially re-filled HP ink jet printer ink
cartridges available in Europe (see table below). Some cartridges achieved

original the original HP product's rating of 73 years.
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Cartridges
Free shipping & 100%
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and great service.

A question I get asked a lot is: "what do you think of third party inks?" and

www.asap-inkjets.com

a permanence rating of just 0.1 years (that's not a typo!) compared to

my stock answer has been: "there is too much evidence that some third
party inks are no good but I guess there are some good ones out there, but
there isn't enough information to separate the good from the bad." The fact
is that I have yet to see irrefutable evidence that there are risk-free
alternatives to original manufacturer inks, apart from some specialist fine-art
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inks aimed at the professional market.

Wilhelm is fiercely independent and reminded us on more than one
occasion that although he was present as a guest of HP this week, he was
not being paid to present to us. But his tests on remanufactured HP ink
cartridges, rebranded with big names like Tesco and Jessops, among
others, demonstrate that the likelihood is that buying third party cartridges is
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cartridge Free shipping
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likely to be a very poor false economy. It's not just inks, either – his results
also show that a combination of third party inks with third party papers can
http://dpnow.com/2776.html
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also show that a combination of third party inks with third party papers can
lead to even worse permanence.

WIR Display Permanence Ratings for Genuine HP Photo Inks and
Papers Compared
With WIR Ratings for European Store Label and Other Aftermarket
Photo Inks and Papers
Displayed
Prints
Framed Under
Glass
(450 lux/12
hours per day)

Premium Plus Photo Paper
Tesco refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on
Tesco Premium Photo Heavyweight Glossy Inkjet
Tesco refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on HP
Premium Plus Photo Paper
Jessops refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on
Jessops Photo Inkjet Paper Paper, Glossy
Jessops refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on
HP Premium Plus Photo Paper
Embatex Emstar refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges
Printed on Kodak Ultra Premium Photo Paper
Embatex Emstar refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges
Printed on HP Premium Plus Photo Paper
KMP refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on KMP
Photo Paper
KMP refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on HP
Premium Plus Photo Paper
WeCare refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on
WeCare High-Quality Photo Gloss
WeCare refilled HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed on
HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

73 years

0.1 years

0.9 years

0.9 years

4.5 years

0.6 years

4.5 years

1.2 years

4.4 years

1.2 years

2.1 years

Ink Tec Refill Kit for HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed
on Ink Tec Premium Photo Paper

0.4 years

Ink Tec Refill Kit for HP 57 & 58 Photo Cartridges Printed
on HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

2.3 years

June 28, 2006 by Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.
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Connect asked the big three in home-photo printing -- HP, Canon and Epson - the question: "Why should consumers always use your paper and inks with
your printers? And what happens if they don't?"
These were their answers:
CANON
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they don't usually deliver the same results or the simplicity of using Canon
photo paper.
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channels and orifices can get plugged because ink designs are not "torture
tested" with the same rigour as HP inks -- and after all, because only HP
engineers truly know what is inside the printhead, only HP can design the full
set of tests for predicting real-world behaviors.
A non-HP photo paper can have slight amounts of curl or friction behavior
when grabbed by a printer roller that is just out of the allowable specification
for that printer.
So 10 sheets may print fine, but the 11th might misfeed.

Travel
Place an ad
Casual advertising

The result may be as benign as a slightly crooked print -- or slight "banding"
within the print -- or may be as severe as a paper jam that may damage the
printer or printhead.
Now, let's consider the quality of the output.

SERVICES / HELP
About us
Competition terms

A non-HP ink will, by definition, not use the exclusive colourants contained in
genuine HP ink. So colours are different than what was intended by the
engineer who designed and optimised the "colour maps" in the printer.
And, perhaps more seriously, the display permanence of the print will be much
less than what is obtained with the innovative colourants used in genuine HP
inks.
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If one looks over Wilhelm Imaging Research's results, genuine OEM inks
typically outlast aftermarket inks by a factor of 20X or more in terms of the
print longevity.
These comments can also be made, in general, about the HP photo-paper
advantage.
There are countless reasons why the HP ink/paper/printer system provides the
best solution.
Aftermarket inks or papers can come close in some attributes, but in the
overall range, they do not even come close.
Consumer Reports, a highly respected publication, concluded that aftermarket
inks represent false economy.
EPSON
TESTS show that third-party inks require more head cleaning on an inkjet
printer and cause more blockages than genuine inks.
Hence, though the initial purchase may cost less, you get to use less of the
ink for printing.
Every ink has some fixed and some variable characteristics -- viscosity and
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temperature are two key ones.
Every type of paper has its own characteristics -- absorption rate and
permeability are two keys ones.
To achieve optimal print quality, every printer vendor programs its printer
drivers with the known characteristics of their own ink and paper types.
Epson printers, for example, have a look-up table of how viscosity of the ink in
the printer (known by the printer talking to the chip on the ink cartridge) varies
with temperature, and the printer also has a small thermometer to measure ink
temperature.
When these are known, the printer automatically varies the droplet size and
shape -- and sometimes angle of firing -- to match the current viscosity of the
Epson ink, so you get an optimal printing result according to the type of Epson
paper the ink is being applied to.

The printer will then apply ink to the paper in the way that is optimal for Epson
ink and paper, which in all likelihood will not be correct for an alien ink-paper
mix so the result will be of less quality.
Quality here means not only the immediately obvious quality of the print, but
also fade, water and scratch resistance.
Again the printer vendors formulate their inks to get the maximum print life
with their recommended printing papers.
As you can see from Wilhelm's independent testing
(www.wilhelmresearch.com), print life of more than 100 years is not
uncommon for Epson's pigment inks on Epson papers.
No third-party ink vendor makes pigment-based printing inks for the consumer
market. What you get is third-party vendors offering replacement cartridges
filled with dye-based ink for Epson printers designed to use pigment inks.
A quick check of the Wilhelm site again will show you that dye inks do not last
as long as pigment inks do on their matching papers.
The third-party vendors do not tell their customers they are replacing pigment
ink with dye.

STORIES IN THIS SECTION
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HAVE YOUR SAY

We welcome your comments on this and other stories. Comments are
submitted for possible publication on the condition that they may be
edited. Please provide your full name and suburb/location. We also
require a working e-mail address – not for publication, but for verification
only.
Post your feedback
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Lack of Standards Sparks Inkjet Photo Fade Debate

Photo Printers: Big
and Small

How long inkjet-printed photos last depends on who you ask, experts
say.
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Tom Spring, PC World
Friday, July 08, 2005

How long can you expect your inkjet-printed photos to last? More and more photo inkjet
papers are being touted as "fade resistant" and "archival safe," but experts say these
marketing pitches don't always provide good information on how long it will take for
skin tones to turn green and paper to yellow on precious family photos.
Because there's no standard for
measuring inkjet print longevity, it's
difficult for consumers to make
apples-to-apples comparisons of
photo papers. Consequently,
experts say, people may find that
some photos expected to last for
decades will start to fade in just a
few years.

Advertisement

"How long a photo printed with an
inkjet printer will last depends on
who you ask," says Cathy Martin, an
analyst for InfoTrends. She says
there are no clear answers for
consumers looking for the best, and
longest-lasting, photo inkjet paper.
Photo paper is considered one of
the crucial archival elements for
photographs.
The fade debate is growing louder as companies like International Paper, Eastman
Kodak, and Staples have begun more heavily marketing their photo inkjet paper for use
with printers made by manufacuturers like Canon, Seiko-Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and
Lexmark.

Claims and Counterclaims
The latest salvo in the longstanding debate comes from HP and Epson; the companies
dismiss claims by third-party paper vendors such as International Paper, Kodak, and
Staples that their papers will produce archival-quality prints on any inkjet printer.
Specifically, Epson and HP strongly dispute Kodak's claim that prints made on their
printers with Kodak's special paper will last 120 years before fading. Similarly, the

http://www.pcworld.com/news/article/0,aid,121752,00.asp
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printer vendors dispute International Paper's claims that prints made on the company's
recently introduced National Geographic Premium Paper High Gloss will last "more than
100 years." (Staples, while claiming that photos printed on its papers "resist fading,"
makes no specific claims as to how many years a photo printed on its paper will last
before showing signs of fading.)
"We've heard a lot of promises from our competitors," says Nils Miller, HP's ink and
media senior scientist. But so far he says he hasn't seen a "miracle paper" from a
third-party supplier that can deliver the same print longevity and quality with all
printers.
Epson says users of its paper, in combination with Epson premium inks, can expect
images to last up to 104 years before showing signs of fading. HP says its premium
inks used with HP photo paper will last 115 years. These claims are based on internal
testing by Epson and HP and on tests by Wilhelm Imaging Research, an independent
laboratory based in Grinnell, Iowa.

At the heart of the inkjet photo paper debate are conflicting opinions on how best to
test printed photographs in order to project how long an image will last before it begins
to fade.
For years, under the auspices of the International Standards Organization (ISO), printer
makers and third-party providers of digital imaging products have been trying to settle
on a mutually agreeable way to predict image longevity. But with no standard in sight,
Wilhelm Imaging Research earlier this year announced that it would begin certifying
digital imaging products for print longevity in order to assist consumers in making
buying decisions. Wilhelm ratings, which will project print longevity for specific printer
and paper combinations, are expected to begin appearing on product packages
sometime this summer.

Major printer vendors regularly hire WIR, which is run by print longevity expert Henry
Wilhelm, to test photo papers, inks, and printers for longevity. (Full disclosure: PC
World has never hired or paid Wilhelm, but he has supplied
test results for some of our articles about print longevity.) Rob Rosson, an imaging
supplies analyst for Current Analysis, says WIR testing methodology has become the
industry's de facto standard.

WIR has also tested Kodak and Staples papers, and Wilhelm's print longevity
projections for those products fall far short of those achieved by HP and Epson papers.
For example, WIR projects that images printed with Kodak photo paper using HP
Photosmart 145 and 245 printers will last only 11 years--or 109 fewer years than Kodak
is claiming.
In 2002 WIR tested Staples Premium Glossy Ink Jet Photo paper and rated the print life
at 1 to 3 years with most printers. Since then, Staples points out, it uses a more
advanced paper technology. Longevity for National Geographic Premium Paper High
Gloss are not yet available from WIR.
However, some third-party photo paper vendors aren't buying into WIR's testing as a de
facto standard. Critics say WIR testing is not only time-consuming but costly:
Companies that wish to participate in the WIR seal of longevity program must ante up
$15,000 for testing one type of paper with one specific printer and ink. Vendors also
contend that WIR tests don't reflect how prints will fare in a real-world display
environment.

Testing Differences
All labs, including WIR, project image longevity based on tests involving exposure to
light, heat, humidity and air pollution. And all labs use a procedure called accelerated
fading to test for resistance to light exposure. Basically, accelerated fading involves
exposing images to intense light and using mathematical formulas on the results in
order to project when the picture might degrade to an unacceptable level.
http://www.pcworld.com/news/article/0,aid,121752,00.asp
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But WIR and others don't see eye to eye on how to test for light fading. Kodak, for
example, says its tests assume the room where the photos will be displayed is much
darker than the brightly lit room on which WIR tests are predicated. Kodak and Staples
say WIR's methodology places too much weight on fading due to exposure to light. They
argue that WIR doesn't sufficiently factor in the importance of an image's resistance to
heat, humidity, and ozone pollutants.
Wilhelm counters that Kodak's tests aren't sufficiently stringent, and that Staples has
provided no scientific data whatsoever to back its claim that its photo paper is "fade
resistant." In general, Wilhelm says, consumers should be wary of vendor claims that
aren't explained in detail or supported by independent testing.
"If every manufacturer was responsible for making their own longevity claims, those
claims would mean nothing," he says. Third-party inkjet paper suppliers counter that, if
an international standard existed, they would gladly base their claims on that standard.

Packaging for International Paper's National Geographic Premium Paper High Gloss
states that the projected 100-plus years of print longevity applies to images displayed
"under glass with the latest photo inkjets."
But International Paper officials say the claim only applies to prints made using the HP
8700 series printer and HP Vivera inks. The claim is based on the company's own
testing. International Paper says more comprehensive testing of its paper with a larger
selection of printers is in the works.
"Longevity is not the most important reason our customers buy Staples' photo paper,"
says Jevin Eagle, senior vice president of Staples brand group. He says the quality of
the image, how quickly the image dries after printing, and price are what Staples
customers value in its brand-name inkjet photo paper. Eagle wouldn't comment on
Staples' "fade resistant" claim or the testing processes it bases the claim on.
But "Marketing claims are extremely confusing for customers to untangle," he adds.
"Until there is one unbiased standard for testing, we plan to keep things very simple for
our customers." Staples offers a money-back guarantee on its photo inkjet paper if
consumers are not satisfied.

More Claims
Some vendors toss around terms like "archival quality" without making any promises
regarding image permanence.
For example, Paris Business Products touts its Glossy Ultra Premium Photo paper as
"Acid-free archival paper for long lasting prints" on product packaging.
Sharon Hennelly, Paris Business Products spokesperson, explained that the "archival"
claim refers primarily to the fact that the paper is acid-free. Acid-free paper lasts
longer than other papers and holds color well, she said. Paris Business Products makes
no claim as to how long the image will maintain its color vitality before noticeable
fading occurs.
Ultimately, the best way to extend the life of your images is to keep them in a photo
album or even a shoe box. Displayed on walls, images are affected by light and air
pollutants. And it's best to keep digital copies of pictures on a CD or DVD, says
InfoTrends' Martin.
"Consumers can't put all the responsibility on preserving images on the photo paper,"
says Dan Burge, a scientist with the Image Permanence Institute.
"It's up to the consumer to take good care of their images if they want them to last,"
Burge says.
http://www.pcworld.com/news/article/0,aid,121752,00.asp
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The Hard Copy Supplies

Canon Names GCC Group
and TallyGenicom in IP Suit
Highlights
• Canon alleges that GCC Group companies and TallyGenicom have infringed its ’018 patent.
• The suit comes despite GCC’s claims
of exhaustive due diligence.
• Canon’s complaint is the latest in a
string of suits brought against officesuperstore suppliers.
On May 1, Canon filed suit against various units of the GCC Group and
TallyGenicom, one of the Hong Kong–based
cartridge maker’s North American distributors. Canon alleges that the defendants market products that use infringing technology
to rotate OPC drums in toner cartridges to
ensure that the drum is synchronized with a
printer or fax machine. GCC Group manufactures and markets 100 percent new toner
cartridges for print engines from Canon and
other printer OEMs, and it is widely believed
that the firm is a major supplier of Staplesbranded toner cartridges.
Canon has been relatively quiet about the
lawsuit, which was filed in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York.
The firm did not issue a press release on the
matter, and there is no mention of the lawsuit
on either Canon’s corporate Web site or its
Canon U.S.A. site. According to court
records, it appears the complaints were filed
and served to the defendants without a ceaseand-desist notice. Richard Butler, a Canon
spokesperson, confirmed that his company is
seeking relief from the U.S. courts to resolve
its complaint against the GCC Group and
TallyGenicom. “Canon Inc. filed this patentinfringement lawsuit in the United States on
May 1, seeking an injunction against the

manufacture and sale of the infringing cartridges and unspecified damages,” he said.
Chris Mercer, CEO of Green Cartridge
Company Limited, the parent company of
the GCC Group, expressed confidence that
his firm has not infringed Canon’s patent. In
a prepared statement, he claimed, “We have
utmost respect for other parties’ intellectual
property, and we go to great lengths and great
expense to ensure that we do not infringe any
valid intellectual property unless we are properly licensed.”
Mercer explained that before GCC releases a product in the United States, the
product is reviewed by the Boston, MA-based
law firm Wolf, Greenfield, and Sacks, which
he described as “devoted to the practice of
intellectual-property law.” According to the
press release, the firm reviewed the Canon
patent in question and verified that GCC did
not infringe it. Mercer said, “We have complete faith in the integrity of the patent system
in the United States, and we look forward to
establishing in court that indeed our design
does not infringe Canon’s rights.”
The ’018 Patent
Canon claims that the defendants manufacture and market laser printer and fax toner
cartridges that infringe on intellectual property protected by U.S. patent number
6,336,018. The OEM filed for the U.S. patent
in September 1997 after being granted a
similar patent in Japan one year earlier. The
U.S. patent, entitled “Electrophotographic
Image Forming Apparatus, Process Cartridge, and Drive Mount for Photosensitive
Drum,” was issued on January 1, 2002.
The so-called ’018 patent pertains to the
manner in which an OPC drum in a toner
cartridge is rotated using a motor that is
(continued on page 3)
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WIR Testing Finds
Aftermarket Inks
Are Inferior to OEM
Highlights
• Test results from Wilhelm Imaging
Research indicate that the image permanence of photos printed with aftermarket products is far inferior to
those printed with OEM SKUs.
• Aftermarket inks appear to perform
at a level comparable to OEM inks
from the late 1990s.
• While not all firms agree with the lab’s
methodology and procedures, WIR
display-permanence ratings have become the industry’s de facto standard.
Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR) has
conducted tests of photo image permanence
that show that aftermarket products do not
perform as well as comparable OEM products. The testing was performed as part of the
Grinnell, IA-based laboratory’s ongoing
evaluation of various printing technologies to
establish how they perform relative to WIR
display-permanence ratings. The study examined a range of store-brand ink jet cartridges, ink jet cartridges refilled at franchise
refill shops, and other aftermarket ink sets
along with third-party photo papers. It also
compared the permanence of photos printed
with aftermarket products to those printed
(continued on page 6)
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Journal
Financial Reports
Lexmark … of ink jet printers with most of that coming from
unprofitable bare-bones printers.” Laser printer unit
sales increased during the quarter, although revenue
from the sale of these devices decreased due to price
declines. Business segment revenue fell 5 percent
year-over year to $688 million, while consumer
segment revenue fell 7 percent to $587 million.

OfficeMax
Comments:

Ricoh
Comments:

Samsung
Comments:

Sappi
Comments:

Seiko Epson

Comments:

Page 6

Period*
Q1 2006
Q1 2005

Revenue
$2.4B
$2.3B

Net Income
($25.1M)
($5.3M)

*period ending 4/1/06

“Our first-quarter 2006 operating results were quite
strong, including substantial gross-margin expansion
and strong expense control in both our contract and
retail segments,” said Sam Duncan, chairman and
CEO. Sales in the retail segment benefited from
positive same-store sales in nearly every product
category and continued strength in print and
document services.
Period*
FY2006
FY2005

Revenue
¥1.9T
¥1.8T

Net Income
¥97.1B
¥83.1B

*period ending 3/31/06

Ricoh’s group net profit rose 16.7 percent to a
record high in fiscal 2006 due to strong sales of
MFPs and efforts to reduce costs. Group sales rose
5.6 percent to ¥1.92 trillion from ¥1.81 trillion one
year earlier, while operating profit climbed 12.2
percent to ¥152.0 billion.
Period*
Q1 2006
Q1 2005

Revenue
KRW 14.0T
KRW 13.8T

Net Income
KRW 1.9T
KRW 1.5T

*period ending 3/31/06

Samsung’s first-quarter net profit rose 26 percent
year-over-year on strong demand for large flat-screen
televisions. Sales in its LCD business grew 41
percent to KRW 2.68 trillion. Operating profit
decreased 25 percent compared with the year-ago
period, with the firm citing strength in the South
Korean won and falling prices for products such as
flash memory chips used in digital music players.
Period*
Q2 2006
Q2 2005

Revenue
$1.3B
$1.2B

Net Income
$9.0M
$40.0M

*period ending 3/31/06

Commenting on the results, Sappi Chairman Eugene
van As said, “We are enjoying strong demand growth
in our major markets and operating rates are at some
of the highest levels that I have seen. Despite the
healthy supply/demand conditions, we have so far
had limited success in raising prices for coated fine
paper in Europe and in the U.S. The price increases
that have been achieved have been dwarfed by input
cost increases—price increases for wood, energy,
and chemicals this quarter alone increased our costs
by U.S.$38 million compared to a year ago.”
Period*
Q4 2005
Q4 2004

Revenue
¥374.2B
¥366.5B

Net Income
(¥25.8B)
(¥4.3B)

FY2005
FY2004

¥1.5T
¥1.5T

(¥17.9B)
¥55.7B

*period ending 3/31/06

Seiko Epson reported a net loss of ¥17.9 billion in
fiscal 2005, citing falling prices for electronic
devices and ink jet printers. In the imaging and
information products business, total revenue grew
slightly. Although ink jet printer and supplies revenue

WIR findings …
(continued from page 1)
with inks and photo papers from Canon,
Epson, and HP using the respective OEMs’
consumer photo printers (see table on page 7).
“As a group, the aftermarket inks and
premium photo papers in this study had
among the lowest WIR display-permanence
ratings of any products ever tested by our lab,”
says Henry Wilhelm, WIR’s president and
founder. Wilhelm is an expert on image
permanence and has worked on various issues related to the display and preservation of
photographic prints with a number of groups
including the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. Since 1995, he has been an advisor to the Corbis Bettmann photography
collection, which is owned by Bill Gates and
contains more than 65 million images.
“Aftermarket inks and media have generally been advertised as providing equal or
better quality than the OEM products but at
lower prices,” Wilhelm observes. “However, if one includes print permanence as an
important aspect of ‘overall product quality,’
then the aftermarket photo inks and media
we looked at in this study fall far short
indeed. The photo inks and papers marketed by HP, Canon, and Epson performed
far better.” He cites the example of the 73year WIR display-permanence rating for
photos printed using the HP 57 and 58
photo cartridges on HP Premium Plus Photo
Paper. “That rating was more than 35 times
higher than the best of the refilled 57 and 58
cartridges printed on the aftermarket photo
papers,” Wilhelm says.
Aftermarket Testing
The test photos used in WIR’s most
recent study were printed using store-brand
ink jet cartridges from Office Depot,
OfficeMax, and Staples, as well as cartridges that were either refilled with ink or
purchased at Caboodle Cartridge, Cartridge
World, Island Ink-Jet, and Rapid Refill
Ink retail shops. The study also tested cartridges from Carrot Ink that were purchased over the Internet. “The cartridges
were all purchased over the counter, and we
verified each was printing satisfactorily using our test pattern before printing the
calibrated test target,” Wilhelm explains.
www.HardCopySuppliesJournal.com

Whenever possible, WIR matched the
highest grade of a brand of photo paper with
the same brand of ink cartridge. For example,
Staples-branded ink cartridges were used with
Staples’ own “Photo Supreme Paper.”
Caboodle Cartridge, Carrot Ink, and Rapid
Refill Ink do not offer their own branded
photo paper. WIR matched Staples Photo
Supreme Paper with the ink cartridges from
the refill shops. Because Carrot Ink recommends Kodak ink jet media, WIR tested
cartridges from Carrot Ink with Kodak’s
recently introduced “Ultra Premium Photo
Paper,” which marked the first time that
paper was subjected to a WIR test. To determine what influence the paper had on the test
photos, each aftermarket ink was also tested
using Canon, Epson, and HP premium photo
papers and matched to the printer outputting
the photos.
Some vendors, most notably Kodak, have
scrupled with WIR’s testing methods. The
WIR protocol mandates that its accelerated
glass-filtered fluorescent light stability tests
are conducted at 75°F, and the data is extrapolated to a display level of 450 lux of
light for a period of 12 hours per day. The lab
has determined that these conditions are
equivalent to a typical well-lit room. Kodak
has maintained that 450 lux is an excessive
standard and uses 120 lux for its testing.
Other conditions of Kodak’s testing standards were released at the IS&T Photofinishing Symposium in February 2004.
We note the debate between WIR and
Kodak to point out that not everyone agrees
with all the results that come out of the lab
in Grinnell. We expect some aftermarket
ink manufacturers will dispute its most recent findings. Although Wilhelm acknowledges that there is some debate about WIR’s
methodology, he insists it is sound. “There
are no ISO or ANSI standards for permanence, so our company’s standard has become the de facto industry standard.” (For
more details on WIR’s methodology, visit
www.wilhelm-research.com.)
Different Kinds of Quality
Wilhelm indicates that aftermarket ink
vendors are still in the early phases of developing inks capable of photo printing. “The
aftermarket is about where the big four printer
companies [Canon, Epson, HP, and
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WIR Display Permanence Ratings for Genuine HP, Canon, and
Epson Photo Inks and Papers Compared with WIR Ratings for
Store Label and Other Aftermarket Photo Inks and Papers

Financial Reports
Epson …

Displayed Prints
Framed Under Glass
(450 lux/12 hours per day)
Genuine HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Office Depot refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Office Depot Professional Photo Paper”

0.4 years

Office Depot refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Island Ink-Jet refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Island Ink-Jet Professional Quality Photo Paper”

1.4 years
0.7 years

Island Ink-Jet refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Caboodle Cartridge refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Caboodle Cartridge refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”

2.5 years

Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”

1.0 years
5.9 years

Genuine HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Caboodle Cartridge refilled HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Genuine Canon CLI-8 photo inks printed on ”Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Genuine Canon BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Carrot Ink compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Kodak Ultra Premium Photo Paper”
Carrot Ink compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Island Ink-Jet compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Island Ink-Jet Professional Quality Photo Paper”
Island Ink-Jet compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Staples compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Staples compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”

73 years

Comments:

0.4 years
1.5 years

1.9 years
1.5 years
108 years
0.9 years

Comments:

16 years

0.2 years
2.4 years
0.6 years

Cartridge World compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Cartridge World Photo Lab Quality Glossy Photo Paper”
Cartridge World compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Genuine Epson R300/R320 photo inks printed on “Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper”

0.6 years

OfficeMax compatible R300/R320 photo inks printed on “OfficeMax Professional Photo Paper”
OfficeMax compatible R300/R320 photo inks printed on “Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper”

2.4 years
2.3 years

0.3 years
23 years
Xerox

Source: Wilhelm Imaging Research
Comments:

Lexmark] were when they started photo
printing,” he explains. “First they have to get
image quality right, then they move on to
image permanence.” Wilhelm claims it is a
“relatively simple task to make dye-based
ink jet inks if one ignores image permanence.” But, he points out, “It is much more
difficult to make inks and media that provide both high image quality and a high level
of image permanence.”
Tests that WIR conducted in the late
1990s using OEM inks showed problems
with image permanence similar to the ones
found using third-party inks in its latest study.
In a report to the International Association of
Fine Art Digital Printmakers published in
1999, the lab said that some prints made with

May 2006

ink and paper combinations from Canon,
Epson, and Lexmark would degrade in well
under a year. While prints made with HP
products proved to be more stable when
exposed to light, they could not last 10 years
without suffering deterioration. Today, many
OEM inks and media are rated in decades
rather than years, and some have exceeded
the 100-year mark, according to WIR ratings. Printer manufacturers have embraced
WIR display-permanence ratings, and some
OEMs use product packaging that features
these ratings (Journal, 3/05).
Wilhelm says that OEMs began focusing on the light stability of their inks and
media and on other issues related to permanence once they achieved print qualities that
www.HardCopySuppliesJournal.com

Zebra
Comments:

Net Income
¥88.6B
¥76.8B

*period ending 3/31/06

Period*
Q1 2006
Q1 2005

Revenue
€3.6B
€3.1B

Net Income
€226.4M
€60.0M

*period ending 3/31/06

Stora Enso’s first-quarter 2006 results improved as
average product prices rose and demand remained
strong. Sales increased 14.7 percent in the first
quarter compared with the year-ago period due to
the impact of the Schneidersöhne acquisition,
increased prices in all segments, and increased
deliveries in fine paper and packaging boards.

Wausau Paper
Comments:

Revenue
¥2.8T
¥2.5T

Sharp reported a group net profit of ¥88.6 billion for
fiscal 2005, an increase of 15 percent compared with
fiscal 2004. Sales reached a record ¥2.79 trillion, up
10 percent from the previous fiscal year. The firm said
that sales of LCD TVs grew 33 percent year-over-year
to ¥410.7 billion.

Stora Enso

4.4 years
4.6 years
35 years
1.1 years
1.6 years
1.8 years

Period*
FY2005
FY2004

Sharp

Period*
Q1 2006
Q1 2005

Revenue
$283.7M
$267.7M

Net Income
($1.3M)
$1.9M

*period ending 3/31/06

Thomas J. Howatt, president and CEO, commented,
“Uncoated freesheet markets have clearly improved
from late 2005, with year-over-year demand
increasing solidly in the first quarter. These
circumstances, coupled with recent capacity closures
and intense selling efforts, resulted in substantial
gains in our target markets, such as consumer
products, where shipments increased 27 percent.”
Period*
Q1 2006
Q1 2005

Revenue
$3.7B
$3.8B

Net Income
$200.0M
$210.0M

*period ending 3/31/06

“Our steady improvement in post-sale revenue
shows that Xerox’s business model is working. We
also delivered solid product install growth, a more
than 25 percent increase in signings for document
management services, and 11 percent growth in
revenue from Xerox digital color systems,” said
Anne M. Mulcahy, chairman and CEO. Xerox’s total
office revenue declined 1 percent but grew 1 percent
in constant currency. Installations of office black-andwhite systems grew 18 percent, largely due to
increased placements of Xerox’s new line of
WorkCentre systems. Installations of office color
multifunction systems increased 53 percent.
Period*
Q1 2006
Q1 2005

Revenue
$175.8M
$170.7M

Net Income
$26.1M
$25.8M

*period ending 4/1/06

In the first quarter of 2006, all three of Zebra’s
international territories experienced sales growth, with
the Europe, Middle East, and Africa region achieving
record sales in local currencies. Nearly all printer
product lines contributed to 12.5 percent unit volume
growth, offset by lower average unit prices. Sales of
supplies increased 14.6 percent year-over-year.
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Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
OfficeMax refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “OfficeMax Professional Photo Paper”
OfficeMax refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”

was adversely affected by price erosion and by lower
shipment volumes of single-function printers,
revenue benefited from higher unit shipments of ink
jet MFPs and a weaker yen. Laser printer prices
continued their downward trajectory, although unit
shipments increased.
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were close to silver halide. “OEMs have
a leg up on the aftermarket,” Wilhelm
explains. “Printer manufacturers have
optimized their ink and media to perform best as a matched set. The aftermarket offers a one-size-fits-all solution.”
According to Wilhelm, WIR subjected the photos printed with the aftermarket products to the exact same test
procedures as those printed with the OEM
products. “The test methodology used
[for the aftermarket products] is precisely the same as what was used to determine the ratings for the HP, Lexmark,
Canon, and Epson photos. This gives us
a true apples-to-apples comparison.”

about how long the prints will last. In this
situation, the consumer is flying blind.”
Advocating for the end users, Wilhelm
points out that most aftermarket firms currently offer no information on image permanence. “It is clear that consumers have no
idea just how poor the permanence—and
thus the overall quality—of these products
actually is,” he maintains. “WIR considers
the permanence of all of the aftermarket
products tested to be unsuitable for printing
Despite Staples’ claims, Iowa-based Wilhelm Imaging valued consumer photographs.”
We expect aftermarket ink manufacResearch finds that Staples products do not perform as
well as those of the OEMs in terms of image permanence turers will pay close attention to the latest
WIR test results. OEMs are using aggresexplains, “The moment a print emerges from sive branding initiatives to differentiate themthe printer, people can immediately assess selves from third-party consumables, and
Let the Market Prevail
how bright the colors are, whether or not skin performance has been a big part of the OEMs’
Wilhelm contends that the market will tones are pleasingly reproduced, and have a branding message. We are certain that OEMs
ultimately decide the merits of the aftermar- sense of general image quality. But the intrin- will use WIR’s findings to their advantage.
ket value proposition. “The market will work sic image permanence provided by a specific Moreover, just as end users will reject products
these things out,” he says confidently. While ink and paper combination is something you that do not provide decent print quality, they
he is well aware that a segment of the popu- can’t see.” He suggests that there are implica- will certainly not purchase a product twice if
lation is willing to sacrifice on quality in order tions for consumers. The wide range of image the output begins to deteriorate in a few
to save on price, Wilhelm is concerned that permanence exhibited by the products tested months. The life span of images printed using
many consumers are simply unaware of how in the lab’s latest study suggests that consum- some aftermarket products is so short that
much they are giving up when they purchase ers may not know what they are buying. “If users may see their photos fade before it is time
the aftermarket products currently available. meaningful permanence information is not to replace their next cartridge.
“Image permanence is the ‘hidden’ at- available for the inks and papers purchased by
In the end, we agree with Wilhelm’s
tribute of overall product quality,” Wilhelm a consumer, he or she will have no idea at all assessment—the market will prevail.✍

Laser Technologies to Shutter Plant, Exit Mono Market
Over the past several weeks, we have
heard a number of rumors, many of them
quite dire, about Exton, PA-based remanufacturer Laser Technologies. We contacted
the firm and learned that it is in the process
of closing its Pennsylvania plant and that it
will no longer market monochrome toner
cartridges. However, Laser Technologies is
not filing for bankruptcy, as many have suggested. Rather, it is moving its manufacturing operations for color toner cartridges to
Tijuana, Mexico.
“Laser Technologies is exiting the monochrome market so it can establish itself as a
focused player in color products,” says Jason
Winkleblech, the firm’s director of operations. “It is the direction that the market is
going, and it is the direction that offers the
most margins.” Winkleblech explains that
margins for monochrome cartridges have

Page 8

become razor thin. “We are competing with
low-cost manufacturing from offshore plants,”
he says, adding that wholesalers now demand
low prices.
An exploration of how the company might
lower its operating costs was the impetus
behind Laser Technologies’ decision to focus
solely on color products and move its manufacturing base. At the beginning of 2005, the
firm opened its facility in Mexico, and, as
more capacity was available at the plant, lines
were transitioned from Pennsylvania to
Tijuana. The company maintained its research and development operations in Exton
during the transition, but now that group is
also moving to Mexico.
Laser Technologies currently uses its
Exton plant only for distribution and packaging. Winkleblech estimates the current staff
at about 40 employees, down from about 150
www.HardCopySuppliesJournal.com

workers one year ago. The facility will be
closed on June 30, but the firm plans to keep
a staff of about 10 sales and marketing employees in Exton at another site.
Winkleblech estimates that Laser Technologies offered approximately 80 monochrome SKUs for various printers. That
portfolio will be cut to 23 SKUs for HP color
laser devices. John Garrett, senior vice president of sales and marketing, says, “In the next
year, we plan to broaden our color offerings
substantially.” He adds that the firm will
market color toner cartridges for Brother,
Epson, Konica Minolta, Oki, and Xerox
machines. According to Garrett, Laser Technologies does not plan to outsource any of its
color cartridges.
Laser Technologies notified customers
in early May that it would no longer market
monochrome cartridges. The company is
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WIR Display Permanence Ratings for Genuine HP, Canon, and
Epson Photo Inks and Papers Compared with WIR Ratings for
Store Label and Other Aftermarket Photo Inks and Papers

Fina
Epson …

Displayed Prints
Framed Under Glass

Office Depot refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Office Depot Professional Photo Paper”
Office Depot refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Island Ink-Jet refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Island Ink-Jet Professional Quality Photo Paper”
Island Ink-Jet refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Caboodle Cartridge refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Caboodle Cartridge refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
OfficeMax refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “OfficeMax Professional Photo Paper”
OfficeMax refilled HP 57 & 58 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Genuine HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Rapid Refill Ink refilled HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “HP Premium Plus Photo Paper”
Caboodle Cartridge refilled HP 95 & 99 photo cartridges printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Genuine Canon CLI-8 photo inks printed on ”Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Genuine Canon BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Carrot Ink compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Kodak Ultra Premium Photo Paper”
Carrot Ink compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Island Ink-Jet compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Island Ink-Jet Professional Quality Photo Paper”
Island Ink-Jet compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Staples compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Staples Photo Supreme Paper”
Staples compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Cartridge World compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Cartridge World Photo Lab Quality Glossy Photo Paper”
Cartridge World compatible BCI-6 photo inks printed on “Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101”
Genuine Epson R300/R320 photo inks printed on “Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper”
OfficeMax compatible R300/R320 photo inks printed on “OfficeMax Professional Photo Paper”
OfficeMax compatible R300/R320 photo inks printed on “Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper”

0.4 years
1.4 years
0.7 years
2.5 years
0.4 years
1.5 years
1.0 years
5.9 years
1.9 years
1.5 years
108 years
0.9 years
4.4 years
4.6 years
35 years
16 years
1.1 years
1.6 years
1.8 years
0.2 years
2.4 years
0.6 years
0.6 years
0.3 years
23 years
2.4 years
2.3 years
Source: Wilhelm Imaging Research
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Lack of Standard Sparks Inkjet Controversy
By Greg Scoblete -- TWICE , 4/4/2005
New York— When Hewlett-Packard ships its Premium Plus inkjet photo paper to
dealers in May, it will bear a seal from Wilhelm Imaging Research certifying its
longevity and escalating a long-running dispute among major printer and
consumables vendors over what constitutes truth in advertising.
The issue, according to vendors and independent researchers involved, boils down
to conflicting ideas as to what is a realistic test to determine the longevity of an
inkjet photo print.
The lack of agreed-upon standards among vendors means consumers are not
making apples-to-apples comparisons when they buy inkjet paper with competing
longevity claims, said Douglas Nishimura, senior research scientist, Image
Permanent Institute, and a member of the International Standards Organization
(ISO) team currently working on establishing such a standard.

Inside TWICE

It has also meant that manufacturers can establish test methods that put their
products in the most favorable light, said Henry Wilhelm, a print permanence
expert and founder of Wilhelm Imaging Research, an independent lab that tests
photographic prints for longevity.

Wilhelm singled out Kodak's Ultima inkjet paper, which proclaimed a lifespan of
About Us
100 years on its packaging, as the touchstone for the controversy and the impetus
Advertise
behind the creation of his own label based on his test methodology.
Contact Us
Editorial Calendar
This label has been endorsed by HP, Lexmark, Epson and most recently, Canon.
Subscriptions
The companies will integrate the labeling selectively at first, generally on the
higher-end papers with best longevity.
“What Kodak did was take an HP printer and HP inks and used a less rigorous
test to beat HP's longevity numbers,” Wilhelm said, noting that his tests were
more rigorous, involving more intense light at 450 lux, whereas Kodak only
subjected their prints to 120 lux.
Tools

Archives
Classifieds

Executives from both Hewlett-Packard and Epson protested Kodak's marketing
claim, arguing that the testing methods employed by Kodak were not consistent
with the methods employed by Wilhelm.
“Wilhelm is the de-facto industry standard endorsed by almost every
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manufacturer except Kodak,” said John Solomon, sales and marketing VP, HP.
“His testing methods are rigorous, and we feel that until there is an agreed upon
ISO standard, that Wilhelm is the next best thing.”
Doug Bugner, senior laboratory head, Kodak, argued that over 30 years worth of
research, and a half a million measurements went into Kodak's testing
methodology. “The average home gets about 120 to 150 lux worth of light, I don't
know why others have endorsed 450 lux.”
What's more, Bugner said, “We test for so-called dark factors that Wilhelm has
not until very recently.” These “dark factors,” Bugner explained, involved such
environmental elements as ozone, humidity and heat that have a big impact on the
life of a print.

“We want a standard, whether its ISO or Wilhelm,” said John Lamb, marketing
manager, Canon. “Consumers aren't aware of the dual importance of the ink and
paper, and they don't know what they're buying.”
“A standard is long overdue,” said Belinda LoPresti, senior marketing manager,
Konica Minolta.
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While industry representatives will meet again in Washington this month to tackle
the issue, pressure is growing for a uniform standard to clarify consumer choices
as the photo printer and consumables market continues its rapid growth.
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The boom in digital photography has sparked a backbiting squabble over the
longevity of pictures made on home printers.
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The clash pits printer makers eager to market their own lines of expensive specialty photo paper against big paper
purveyors like retailer Staples Inc. and photo giant Eastman Kodak Co., neither of which makes inkjet printers
of their own.
As more people use digital cameras, many are making homemade prints. Yet many shutterbugs could end up
disappointed by the shelf life of their photos.
Wilhelm Imaging Research, a testing lab in Grinnell, Iowa, that was hired by Hewlett-Packard Co., Seiko
Epson Corp. and several other printer makers, recently publicly criticized Staples' top-of-the-line photo paper as a
"disaster," saying photos printed on it fade rapidly from exposure to ozone pollution.
Meanwhile, Kodak last year claimed prints made on its special paper with printers manufactured by H-P and
Epson would last more than 100 years. Scientists from H-P and Epson -- which market their own photo paper -disputed Kodak's claim. "Eastman Kodak uses significantly lower test criteria than industry-accepted practices to
achieve this rating," Epson scientists wrote in a paper published on its Web site.
The hostilities underscore how important paper remains in the age of digital photography. The market for inkjet
photo paper will grow 23% to $1.2 billion this year, up from $972 million in 2004, estimates Cathy Martin, an
analyst for Infotrends, a market-research concern based in Weymouth, Mass.
For Kodak, the king of traditional film-based photo paper, gaining market share in ink-jet paper is important to
its efforts to adjust to the era of digital photography. And at a time when big retailers such as Wal-Mart Stores
Inc. are luring consumers to print digital pictures in their stores, printer makers are trying to hold on to their
lucrative market of selling photo paper and ink cartridges to consumers. Printer manufacturers reap most of their
profits from such "consumable" supplies.
Kodak says it suspects the complaints from printer makers about its paper reflect their desire to boost revenue by
selling their own paper. "The competitors aren't very happy about the fact that we have the solution" in the form
of a photo paper that will work with all printers, says Rowan Lawson, head of home printing systems at Kodak,
which started selling its Ultima photo paper a year ago.
Printer makers, meanwhile, are irked by the claims of Staples and Kodak that their papers work fine with any
printer, in part because they realize that consumers are likely to blame the printer itself for any problems. Printer
http://online.wsj.com/article_print/0,,SB111231785932795056,00.html
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makers say they have spent years and millions of dollars fine-tuning paper that works specifically with their own
ink. "When you put paper out there to be used with multiple brands, it's difficult to say you'll get any specific
results," says John Lamb, marketing manager for printers at Canon Inc., which sells its own paper.
From a consumers' point of view, digital photo fading
shouldn't be a big problem -- provided the consumer kept a
digital copy of the picture on a CD or online photo-storage
site. But with software standards, Web sites and storage
devices constantly changing, a print on paper may be the best
way to assure that your great-grandchildren see what their
ancestors looked like.

Rebecca Ludens, a Kalamazoo, Mich., homemaker who
writes about photo scrapbooks for About.com, an online
information service, says that photo longevity is a big
concern for the nation's 31 million scrapbook-keepers. "They're hoping the pictures will last more than decades,"
she says.
Kodak claims prints on its papers -- whether made with traditional silver-halide technology or on inkjet printers - can be displayed for 100 years without fading. The company says color photos kept in albums will last 200
years or more.
Kodak bases its claims on assumptions that its prints will be displayed at 120 "lux," a measure of brightness that
is equivalent of a softly-lit living room. Moreover, Kodak assumes the prints will be partially protected from
ultraviolet light by a special plastic filtered frame. The company says its testing is based on real-world light levels
as determined in a study it did of 48 homes around the world. It says it has been using the same light level for 30
years in these tests and wanted to keep the digital-printout tests comparable to those it did of traditional silverhalide prints.
Most other makers of all kinds of photographic paper based their longevity claims on photographs displayed on a
wall under clear glass, at 450 lux, the equivalent to a brightly-lit corporate office. "In our testing we go to the
brighter room because that will have a more negative impact," says Tom Miller, an ink expert at Canon.
That standard has been promoted by Wilhelm Imaging, a testing facility that H-P, Epson and other major photo
companies have hired to forecast print longevity by running accelerated tests under very bright lights. Kodak and
Staples have not contracted with Wilhelm Imaging for its services.
Henry Wilhelm, the firm's president, disputes Kodak's claims about photo longevity because of its testing
standards. Although Mr. Wilhelm is only now testing Kodak paper in a Hewlett-Packard printer, he says his tests
on traditional silver-halide Kodak prints show they only last about 19 years without fading. In contrast, he says,
Epson inkjet prints made on Epson photo paper will last 200 years, and top-quality H-P ink on that company's
photo paper will last 108 years. Mr. Wilhelm, who has studied photo longevity for more than 20 years and serves
as a consultant to photo archive companies such as Corbis, says he isn't biased by who pays him. He says he often
conducts studies without being paid and requires clients who cite his data to fully disclose the results.
Epson says its paper is formulated to accept its pigment based-inks, which are less susceptible to pollutants than
dye-based inks used by other print makers. H-P says its paper is designed to absorb ink and then seal itself to
prevent contamination.
At Kodak, Douglas Bugner, head of inkjet technology, says Wilhelm Imaging overemphasizes the problem of
http://online.wsj.com/article_print/0,,SB111231785932795056,00.html
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For ultimate longevity, archivists recommend subzero
refrigeration of prints. Prints last much longer when stored
in photo albums or even shoeboxes than those displayed on
walls, where they are affected by light, pollution, smoke and
moisture.
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fading due to light, and underemphasizes other issues. In particular, he says, Wilhelm hasn't done rigorous tests of
many papers for susceptibility to ozone and other pollutants. "It's disappointing they've thrown stones at Kodak"
over light-fastness, says Dr. Bugner, who adds that Wilhelm hasn't done the work Kodak has to understand how
warmth can affect images over time, even in dark storage. Kodak maintains its paper holds up well to heat.
Wilhelm Imaging has also challenged quality claims that Staples makes about its "Photo Supreme" brand paper,
which the company promotes "for cherished memories." Mr. Wilhelm says Staples' best paper fades rapidly due
to ground-level ozone pollution. At ozone levels comparable to "L.A. in summer, Staples paper is a complete
disaster," Mr. Wilhelm says.
Devin Eagle, manager of Staples's branded products, says it is aware of the potential issue of ozone pollution, and
its tests show that its papers don't have a problem. He says Staples regularly hires scientists at New York state's
Rochester Institute of Technology in Kodak's home town to test the quality of its paper and inks. Nabil Nasr,
director of RIT's Center for Integrated Manufacturing Studies, which performed the studies, says it's up to Staples
to release results of his studies of the impact of ozone on Staples paper.
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Overview
How long will a photographic print last? There is no simple
answer. But it is important for anyone who cares about their
photos to have a base understanding of the factors that affect
the longevity of prints to make informed decisions and insure
those photographic prints will last an expected time.
This white paper deals with the complex subject of print
permanence and how knowledge of industry-accepted
comparative print permanence testing can lead to the best
decisions about buying or specifying imaging products. Every
bit as important, this document will help the reader detect
potentially misleading marketing claims about photographic
image quality, print permanence and the limitations of universal
compatibility.

From the beginning of the 20th century until the 1950s most
photographic prints were in black and white. If properly
processed, these fiber based black and white prints had and still
have great resistance to fading from light or gas and to water
damage. Because of the high inherent stability of fiber based
black and white prints, many of these early photographs remain
in excellent condition and even now reside in family collections,
commercial collections and museums.

We at Epson want to help consumers and professionals learn
more about how prints are made and how different inks and
papers can help create not just memories but high quality
memories and works of art that will look good not only today but
also to future generations.

Because consumers and professionals had not experienced
significant fading with the properly processed black and white
prints they received from a lab or developed themselves, when
color prints were introduced in the late 1950s, they had no
reason to suspect that new color prints might fade. The leading
photographic manufacturers of the time settled on dye-based
systems as the only feasible way to bring color photography to
the marketplace. Unfortunately these dye-based photographic
materials had significantly less print permanence than those in
existing black and white films and prints. As they competed for
adoption and market share, manufacturers of this time put little
effort into making this information available. By the 1970s and
'80s most of those cherished memories, important historical
records and purchased photography in color had not only faded,
but sometimes had virtually disappeared, even when the film and
paper used were from the leading brand.

A Brief History of Print Permanence
Toward the end of the 19th century most photographic images
were captured with sensitized silver salts coated on
cumbersome glass plates. After exposure to light, the plates
were chemically developed which formed a reversed or negative
image, hence the term “negative.” After the negative image was
“fixed,” the photographer created a positive print by individually
contacting the negative with a sensitized paper which was then
chemically developed. The process was complicated, and
expensive, and amateur photographers were few.
In the late 19th century flexible roll film became commercially
viable. This film, which could be transported through smaller,
more portable hand-held cameras, allowed users to make
numerous exposures. With no heavy, rigid, breakable glass
plates involved, producing photographic prints became relatively
easy. Soon non-professionals took up photography.

Almost everyone has had a disappointing experience with the
rapid fading or loss of color in their traditional prints. However,
few people understand the nature of print fading and the options
that enhance permanence that are available to them today.
People want their photos to last for generations. We at Epson
are trying to make that desire a reality.

As photography became widespread, people recognized the
intrinsic value of photographs in documenting their times and in
preserving cherished memories for themselves and future
generations. The photographic print became and still is a most
valued personal possession. During times of natural disasters,
heroic efforts are often made to save photographic prints because
while most material possessions can be replaced, photographic
prints are in many cases unique and cannot be replaced. When a
print is lost, copies are often impossible to make because the
original negatives are either damaged or in many cases simply lost.

1
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It is also clear that most photographic prints will have greater
longevity than a computer hard drive or magnetic media. Not
only can digital storage devices be damaged by magnetic fields,
viruses and equipment malfunction, but rapid changes in
technology tend to make the devices and their file formats
obsolete. In addition, many back-up digital storage systems such
as CDs and DVDs incorporate materials that may fade or change
in ways that could make their contents unreadable in the future.
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Basics of Print Permanence
The subject of image stability of color photographs has become
considerably more complex in the last decade. In the past, most
color prints were produced by labs or service providers using a
chemical-based analog process with materials obtained from just
a few manufacturers. The number of companies producing
traditional sensitized materials remains few, but there are
significant print permanence differences in these products that
can be measured.[1] Unfortunately few consumers know there
are differences and that they have choices.

The three primary technologies in use today to produce color
photographic prints are:

WIR Print Display Permanence Ratings

Until the 1990s almost all color prints were made with light
sensitive materials that incorporated color dyes in an emulsion
adhered to a paper which was sealed by a plastic coating. In
normal practice, these prints are made by first creating a
negative image with a camera and color negative film. The
negatives are then used to print a positive image on a
silver-halide sensitized paper. A traditional silver-halide color
print can also be made from a digital file. Instead of exposing the
sensitized paper with white light passing through a negative via
an optical enlarger, a laser or an LED exposes the paper. It is
important to note that regardless if the print was exposed with a
laser or with a traditional optical enlarger, the permanence
characteristics of a silver-halide color print remain the same. If
stored in the dark, with low humidity, traditional silver halide prints
may last from 50 to more than 100 years. If exposed to light, the
colors will deteriorate at a more rapid pace. This deterioration
will vary widely between manufacturers’ products and the levels
of illumination and ultraviolet light to which a print has been
exposed.[2]

Fujicolor Crystal Archive Type One Paper

(silver-halide color prints)
Printed with Fuji Frontier Digital Minilab and Fuji
washless chemicals

■
■

■

WIR v3.0 Endpoint at Both 1.0 and 0.6
Densities Cool White Fluorescent Illumination
Years of Display Based on 450 lux/12hrs/day
Prints Framed Under Glass

40 years

•

Kodak Edge Generations and Royal
Generations Paper (silver-halide color prints)

19 Years

• Printed with Noritsu Digital Minilab and Kodak
washless chemicals

As photography moved into the digital age and as more
companies entered the business, the industry developed
predictive print permanence tests that give better insight into how
all prints, especially those displayed in light, will look to future
generations. But if any manufacturer makes compromises to
print permanence testing methods that artificially inflate longevity
predictions, a new generation of consumers may see their
precious memories fade, just as they have in the past. No
photographic print can last forever, but responsible companies
like Epson are continually striving to improve the permanence of
inks and papers so that photographic prints can last for
generations even when displayed and exposed to light.
The past decade has seen a significant increase in the number of
images produced with digital printers by both professionals and
consumers. The number of output devices has increased
dramatically, and the different materials being used vary widely in
both their composition and response to environmental factors. To
make informed decisions, it is critical to recognize confusing
apple-to-orange comparisons and to beware of sweeping claims
of universal compatibility. Both may adversely affect image
quality or print permanence or both.

Traditional Silver-Halide
Dye Sublimation
Inkjet

Traditional Silver-Halide Color
Photographic Prints

Cross-section of traditional silver-halide color paper

[2] Henry Wilhelm and Carol Brower (contributing author), The Permanence And
Care of Color Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives,
Slides, and Motion Pictures, Preservation Publishing Company, Grinnell, Iowa,
1993. This 758-page book is now available in PDF format at no cost from
www.wilhelm-research.com

[1] See: WIR Display Permanence Ratings for Current Products in the 4x6-inch
Printer Category, Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., December 7, 2004, available at
www.wilhelm-research.com
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Dye Inks and Pigment Inks

Dye Diffusion Thermal Transfer Prints
(Dye-Sub Prints)

Inkjet manufacturers either use dye-based inks that are similar in
some respects to those used in traditional photographic prints
and/or they use pigment-based inks similar to the colorants
used in automotive paints. In the past the majority of inkjet
printers utilized dye-based inks, which at the time had a
significantly wider color gamut than pigment-based inks. This
wider color range produced excellent quality prints with more
vivid colors. At the same time, pigment-based inks which have
excellent longevity characteristics were primarily used in
conjunction with one or two specialty papers or media for specific
non-photo applications, such as outdoor signage, because of the
limited color gamut.

In this process files generated from digital cameras or scanned
negatives, transparencies or traditional prints are sent to a printer
where heat transfers colorants from a donor ribbon to the final
print. Today most dye diffusion thermal transfer printers apply a
clear protective layer to the print during the transfer process to
ensure water resistance and to prevent smearing and staining
when rubbed or handled. This protective layer provides relatively
little protection against the effects of light. When exposed to
well-lit display conditions suitable for the enjoyment of
photographs, the permanence of these prints is generally not
very good. [3] Usually claims of exceptional lightfastness for dyesub prints assume dark storage or such very low light conditions
that most people would consider the illumination inadequate for
viewing prints.

In the past several years, Epson developed a unique microencapsulated technology for pigment-based inks in which each
pigment particle is coated in resin, yielding an increased color
gamut while retaining the excellent longevity characteristics of
pigment inks. This technology has resulted in an inkset called
UltraChrome K3TM, which has become the de-facto standard for
the most discerning professional photographers who seek the
highest image quality combined with the greatest print
permanence. Epson also markets a similar micro-encapsulated
pigment inkset for consumers called DuraBrite® Ultra. In general,
pigment-based inks have greater lightfastness, greater resistance
to ozone, and greater resistance to humidity and water than dyebased inks. In addition, UltraChrome K3 inks deliver outstanding
image quality and print permanence on a wide variety of papers,
allowing end-users more flexibility and greater creative
expression. Other manufacturers may promote a single ink and
media combination that achieves a high lightfastness rating; but
this high rating is often achieved with only one or two specific
papers, and the prints, especially those made with a swellable
paper, may be susceptible to damage with normal handling.

Cross-section of donor and receiver system

■

Inkjet Prints

As with dye-sub printers, files generated from digital cameras or
scanned negatives, transparencies or traditional prints are sent to
an inkjet printer. The majority of photo-quality printers use inkjet
technology in which very small droplets of ink measured in
picoliters (trillionths of a liter) are deposited onto paper. Inkjet
print stability varies widely based on the composition of the
colorants used in combination with the particular paper selected.
Many combinations are available. [4]

Papers
Inkjet prints can be made on a wide variety of coated papers.
High quality photographic prints are often made with coated
papers in the following categories:
■
■
■

■

Swellable
Porous
Cotton Rag

Swellable Paper

As its name implies, the surface of this type of coated inkjet
paper swells in the presence of the moisture in the ink, allowing
colorants to penetrate the top layers. Swellable papers typically
have three layers: a protective top layer; a layer that fixes the ink
droplets in place; and below that, a layer that absorbs additional
ink components. The paper base is sandwiched between two
polyethylene layers (similar to traditional silver-halide RC
photographic papers) and backed by an anti-curl coating and an
anti-static layer.

Cross-section of coated inkjet paper
[3] See: WIR Display Permanence Ratings for Current Products in the 4x6-inch
Printer Category, Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., December 7, 2004, available at
www.wilhelm-research.com
[4] See: Anush Yegyazarian, “The Fade Factor,” PC World, pp. 18-, San Francisco,
California, November 2002, and Dan Littman, “Cheap Ink Probed”, PC World, pp. 22-,
San Francisco, California, September 2003.
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■

Porous Paper

The surface of a porous paper is coated with microscopic inert
particles that create cavities in which ink is deposited. These
cavities prevent the ink from spreading. Porous paper has a
higher resistance to moisture and humidity and is often referred to
as “instant dry paper.”
As a result, these papers require minimal drying time, so the print
can usually be handled immediately with less concern about
smudging. However, because this type of print has no protective
polymer layer, the colorants are susceptible to attack by
atmospheric pollutants such as ozone and oxides of sulfur and
nitrogen. Porous paper is the preferred paper to use with
pigment-based inks, which are less affected by atmospheric
contaminants than dye-based inks. In addition, pigment-based
inks generally have much better lightfastness characteristics and
ozone resistance on porous papers than dye-based inks.
■

Cotton Rag Paper

100% cotton fiber matte coated papers are most suitable for fine
art printing. Cotton papers are generally acid free and lignin free.
Some manufactures add alkaline buffers to cotton papers for
increased protection from atmospheric contaminants. When used
in conjunction with pigment-based inks, these papers provide
excellent image quality and the longest overall print life on the
market.

Challenges of Print
Permanence Testing
Consumers can evaluate inkjet prints for image quality and for
handling characteristics such as resistance to scratches,
moisture, smudging, folding and tears, but comparative print
permanence testing is the only way to predict how environmental
factors will affect a print over time. The key environmental
factors that impact prints include:
■
■
■
■
■

■

Light
Dark Keeping
Temperature and Humidity
Gaseous Pollutants
Water

Light

Exposure to light was and continues to be the leading cause of
fading with traditional silver-halide color prints. It is important to
remember that different silver-halide print products from the same
or different manufacturers fade at different rates. Inkjet prints
made with dye-based inks or pigment-based inks are also
susceptible to light fading, but at different rates. In addition the
paper used will affect the rate of fade and different grades of
dyes will yield significantly different results both for color
reproduction and lightfastness. When compared under
equivalent test conditions, inkjet prints made with pigment-based
inks and printed on papers designed to react favorably with them
yield significantly better lightfastness than do most dye-based
inkjet prints. They will also last longer when displayed in well lit
environments than will traditional silver-halide color prints.
Because the subject is complicated, users must exercise care
when trying to understand how manufacturers position and
promote claims of lightfastness. Manufacturers generally
recommend only certain combinations of specific inks with
specific papers. The use of other inks or other papers, even from
the same manufacturer, can result in far lower protection from
fading. Dye-based inks in particular typically achieve higher
levels of lightfastness only with specific papers, while pigmentbased inks offer greater resistance on a wide range of papers.
Therefore, as explained below, caution should be used regarding
sweeping print permanence claims for products such as Eastman
Kodak's Ultima paper. Eastman Kodak uses significantly lower
test criteria than industry accepted practices to achieve this
rating.

[5] See www.kodak.com
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The polymer coating on swellable papers not only acts to stabilize
the inks by keeping the dyes from spreading, it also helps protect
the image from fading due to light and atmospheric pollutants.
However images printed on swellable paper often require
extended drying times and are susceptible to image degradation
caused by exposure to water, moisture via fingerprints and
residue from a variety of vapor sources such as sneezes, cooking
fumes and aerosol sprays. Swellable papers are generally
suitable only for dye-based inks. Contrary to one-size-fits-all
marketing claims made by some manufacturers, the use of a
swellable paper produces poor image quality with pigment-based
ink because the pigments are not totally absorbed into the
swellable ink receptive layer. This type of ink and media
mismatch produces prints that not only suffer in image quality, but
that rarely dry properly. For example, Eastman Kodak promotes
its swellable Ultima paper for use with both pigment-based or
dye-based inks [5], but Epson’s internal tests and reports from
customers show that this relatively expensive paper marketed as
a product to improve quality actually yields poor image quality
when combined with Epson’s UltraChrome K3 or DuraBrite Ultra
pigment inks.
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[6] Filtration Conditions Used by Printer, Ink, and Media
Manufacturers with CW Fluorescent Illumination

Lux Levels

Lux is a unit of measure that indicates the quantity of light that
falls on a surface.

UV Filter

The most widely accepted industry practice for accelerated
lightfastness testing is exposure of photographic prints to glass
filtered cool-white fluorescent illumination that simulates indoor
display for 10 to 12 hours a day at a brightness level of at least
450 lux. This 450 lux or higher methodology has been accepted
as a minimum by the large majority of manufacturers in the
industry. Eastman Kodak has caused much confusion in the
marketplace by basing its claims on a very low 120 lux level. At
a minimum this level delivers 3.7 times less illumination than the
industry accepted 450 lux or higher. The likely result is that
users of Eastman Kodak products who expect their prints to last
in displayed conditions may be disappointed over time. [7]

Kodak

[6] “Standard” Indoor Illumination Levels
Used by Printer, Ink, and Media Manufacturers
120 lux/12 hrs/day

Kodak
AgfaPhoto*

450 lux or 500 lux/10 hrs/day or 12 hrs/day

Glass Filter

AgfaPhoto*
Agfa-Gevaert**
Fuji
Hewlett-Packard
Epson
Canon
Lexmark
Ilford
Konica-Minolta
DuPont
Ferrania
InteliCoat
Somerset
Arches
LexJet
Lyson
Luminos
Hahnemuhle
American Inkjet
MediaStreet

*AgfaPhoto GmbH (Germany)
**Agfa-Gevaert NV (Belgium)

Agfa-Gevaert**
Fuji
Hewlett-Packard
Epson
Canon
Lexmark
Ilford
Konica-Minolta
DuPont
Ferrania
InteliCoat
Somerset
Arches
LexJet
Lyson
Luminos
Hahnemuhle
American Inkjet
MediaStreet

Eastman Kodak has been criticized for using a combination of other
test methods to increase print permanence claims for all its
products, whether they are silver-halide, dye-sub or inkjet. For
example, in addition to a dim 120 lux light level, Eastman Kodak
uses more intense exposure over a shorter period of time than do
others in the industry. This practice potentially introduces higher
levels of reciprocity failure, in which a print could be predicted to
fade more slowly than would actually occur if it were exposed at
lower illumination over a longer time period. Image degradation
processes usually proceed slowly; therefore test duration is very
important because faster acceleration produces less accurate
results. Eastman Kodak also follows an unusual practice of
providing print permanence ratings only with 100% ultraviolet (UV)
filtration, which further compromises the integrity of their ratings
because all photographic materials fade more rapidly in the
presence of UV. Most companies provide permanence ratings
based on testing with a glass filter (approximately 30% UV filtration)
to simulate framing prints under glass. Some companies provide
ratings with both a glass filter and a UV filter for customers who
choose to frame with special UV resistant materials. With all these
factors in play at once, Eastman Kodak is making display-life
predictions for all its products including Kodak’s Ultima paper and its
traditional silver-halide papers that are up to 5 times longer than if
they relied on the more rigorous industry accepted tests. [7]

*AgfaPhoto GmbH (Germany)
**Agfa-Gevaert NV (Belgium)

Using lesser standards, prints that have a lightfastness rating of 19
years based on comparative testing with industry accepted test
practices could suddenly have a lightfastness rating of over 100
years with such low test criteria.
[7] See Table 2 in WIR Display Permanence Ratings for Current Products in the
4x6-inch Printer Category, Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., December 7, 2004,
available at www.wilhelm-research.com

[6] See: Table 2 in “A Review of Accelerated Test Methods For Predicting The Image
Life of Digitally-Printed Photographs – Part II,” by Henry Wilhelm, IS&T’s NIP20:
2004 International Conference on Digital Printing Technologies, pp. 664–669,
November 1, 2004, available at www.wilhelm-research.com
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WIR Print Display Permanence Ratings
4x6 Inch Photo Printer Category
WIR v3.0 Endpoint at Both 1.0 and 0.6
Densities Cool White Fluorescent
Illumination Years of Display Based on 450
lux/12hrs/day Prints Framed Under Glass

1. Epson PictureMate Personal Photo Lab

(pigment-based inkjet prints)
Printed with Epson PictureMate Inks and PictureMate Photo
Paper

104 years

•

2. HP Photosmart 325 and 375 Compact Photo Printers
(dye-based inkjet prints)
Printed using HP Vivera Inks (HP No. 95 or No. 97 Tri-color
cartridges)
With HP Premium Plus and HP Premium Photo Papers,
High Gloss, Glossy, or Soft Gloss
HP Photosmart 325 and 375 B&W prints using HP No. 100
Gray Photo cartridge
With HP Premium Plus and HP Premium Photo Papers,
High Gloss, Glossy, or Soft Gloss
Printed using HP Vivera Inks (HP No. 95 or No. 97 Tri-color
cartridges) and Kodak Ultima Picture Paper, High Gloss
(ColorLast “Lasts Over 100 Years” version)

82 years

•
•
•

3. Fujicolor Crystal Archive Type One Paper

(silver-halide color prints)
Printed with Fuji Frontier 370 digital minilab and Fuji
washless chemicals

115 years

■

now in test

40 years

•

4. Kodak EasyShare Printer Dock 6000 and 4000
Printers (dye-sub prints)

26 years

5. Agfacolor Sensatis and Agfacolor Splendix Papers

22 years

(silver-halide color prints)
Printed with Agfa d-lab.2plus/Select digital minilab and Agfa
washless chemicals

•

6. Kodak Edge Generations and Royal Generations
Papers (silver-halide color prints)

Dark Keeping

While storage in the dark will generally increase the effective life
of a photographic print, one should not assume that dark keeping
will always produce greater longevity. It is important to know the
effects of light on imaging materials or combinations of materials
from different manufacturers. It is equally important to know how
the very same materials will behave in dark storage. Some
products may have dark keeping properties that are in hundreds
of years but are rated only at 10-20 years when exposed to light;
Therefore consumers should be particularly careful of any
manufacturer making longevity claims based on dark keeping or
album storage alone. Conversely it is possible, with the
numerous permutations available from using ink and paper
combinations made by companies other than the manufacturer of
a printer, to produce a print that has good light stability but poor
dark keeping.

19 years

• Printed with Noritsu QSS-3011SM digital minilab and Kodak
washless chemicals

7. HP Photosmart 145 and 245 Compact Photo Printers
(dye-based inkjet prints)
Printed using HP No. 57 Tri-color cartridge with
HP Premium Plus and HP Premium Photo Papers, High
Gloss, Glossy, or Soft Gloss
HP Photosmart 145 and 245 B&W prints using HP No. 59
Gray Photo cartridge
With HP Premium Plus and HP Premium Photo Papers,
High Gloss, Glossy, or Soft Gloss
Printed with HP No. 57 Tri-color cartridge and
Kodak Ultima Picture Paper, High Gloss (ColorLast “Lasts
Over 100 Years” version)

18 years

•
•

115 years

•

11 years

8. Konica Minolta QA Paper Impresa and Centuria
For Digital (silver-halide color prints)

•

17 years

Printed with Konica Minolta R2 Super 1000 digital minilab
and Konica washless chemicals

9. Olympus P-10 Printer (dye-sub prints)

8 years

10. Canon CP-200, CP-220, CP-330, CP400 and CP500
Printers (dye-sub prints)

7 years

11. Sony DPP-EX5, DPP-EX7, and DPP-EX50 Printers

4 years

(dye-sub prints)

Lightfastness Testing Chamber, Seiko Epson Corporation
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[7] Type of Printer/Paper/Ink

Inconsistent testing practices generate considerable confusion
for consumers who cannot then accurately compare the ratings
for different brands of paper and ink with the ratings provided by
the manufacturers of their printers. In addition, the lower test
criteria lead to an escalation of print permanence claims to the
point of absurdity. For example, under the forgiving test criteria
used by Eastman Kodak, some Epson prints could be predicted
to last longer than an incredible 1,000 years. Epson is opposed
to giving credibility to such unrealistic claims. We believe users
should be aware of test criteria that dramatically inflate print
permanence ratings. We believe they should not trust their
memories and/or reputations to products that are tested with
overly lenient procedures rather than according to more accepted
test practices.
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Gaseous Pollutants

Gaseous pollutants can adversely affect inkjet prints. Printer
manufacturers have made important advancements in ozone
resistance for both pigment and dye-based inks. But dye-based
inks printed on porous papers can still be vulnerable to the
effects of high levels of ozone in homes and offices or when they
are close to ozone producing devices such as copier machines,
computer monitors and air filtration systems. For shorter term
display, most dye-based inks are sufficiently resistant to ozone.
For longer term display, framing prints behind glass or storing
them in albums can prevent ozone damage. Inkjet prints made
with pigment-based inks are less susceptible to ozone damage
and will have greater permanence characteristics than prints
made with dye-based inks in the same conditions. Traditional
silver-halide color prints are not specifically affected by ozone,
but may be vulnerable to other atmospheric contaminants such
as smoke. Traditional silver-halide prints will, for the most part,
fade due to light before an inkjet print made with pigment-based
ink is affected by ozone.

Lightfastness Testing Chamber, Seiko Epson Corporation

■

Temperature and Humidity

High temperatures and high humidity levels adversely affect all
color print materials and cause the colors in traditional silverhalide photographic images to deteriorate more rapidly. The
behavior of inkjet materials can vary widely, again depending
upon the different types of papers used and if the inks are dye or
pigment-based. In humid conditions, inkjet prints made with
dyes, particularly those that have been printed on swellable
papers, tend to lose sharpness and suffer from changes in color
balance and density due to dye migration. Inkjet prints made
with pigment-based inks are usually much less sensitive to high
temperature and high humidity than traditional silver-halide prints
and dye-based inkjet prints. Prolonged storage in high humidity
can produce fungal growth on all prints, including silver-halide.

Environmental Testing Chambers, Seiko Epson Corporation
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What We All Need to Do

Comparative and rigorous print permanence tests are important
for both the amateur and the professional for all types of
photographic prints whether they are silver-halide, dye-sub or
inkjet. To preserve precious memories, the amateur
photographer must make correct choices of materials based on
unbiased print permanence research. And professional
photographers need to recognize that their products will often be
displayed by the buyer in lighting conditions containing ultraviolet
radiation with lux levels that are significantly higher than 120. If
these prints fade prematurely, the professional's reputation and
livelihood is at risk.

Compatibility Claims Can Lead to
Unfortunate Compromises
An inkjet print is the product of a closely interrelated system of
printer, ink and paper working together. Epson does extensive
research during all stages of product development to optimize
this system to ensure high levels of both image quality and print
permanence. Products from third parties labeled as “compatible
with” or “suitable for” are often one-size-fits-all claims that rely
only on the lowest common denominator. While there may be
certain combinations of third party ink and paper that yield
acceptable results on certain printers, there are numerous
examples of prints made with combinations of ink and media that
will produce poor image quality and/or lead to print fading in only
a few years.

Environmental Testing Chamber, Seiko Epson Corporation

■

Water

The chance of water damage increases as prints are displayed or
stored for extended periods of time. Likely sources are spills;
overspray from cleaning; sneezing; wet or sweaty hands; floods;
or leaky pipes and roofs. Dye-based inkjet prints, especially
those printed on swellable papers, are susceptible to water
damage any time a print is touched with wet hands or otherwise
comes in contact with water. Pigment-based inkjet prints are
relatively water resistant unless inappropriately used in
conjunction with a swellable polymer paper, such as Kodak
Ultima.

Unfortunately guarantees of longevity typically only involve the
replacement of paper. So if a print with a 100-year claim fades in
real life conditions in less than 20 years, the owner of the faded
print may only receive replacement paper as compensation. But
at that time, it may be difficult or impossible to locate a usable
digital file to reprint the image, and just like what happened in the
1980s with prints made in the 1960s, an important memory could
be lost forever.
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To make an informed decision on papers and inks, consumers
and professional photographers alike must take into account all
permanence-related factors as well as the image quality
characteristics of any product. There simply is no magic paper
that will work with all types of inkjet systems without some kind of
significant compromise.
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Should Every Print Last Forever?

Why You Should Care

A recent study showed that 72% of consumers think a
photograph should last forever. But photography is not only
about memories or fine art exhibition. There are applications and
situations where surface texture, speed, productivity, size, etc.
may be more important. Therefore Epson makes a variety of
printers, inks, and papers and has the know-how to combine
them to deliver suitable combinations of longevity and quality for
different applications.

If consumers and professional photographers do not insist on
unbiased comparative data obtained with rigorous test
procedures and confirmed by reputable independent test
laboratories, we see three profound negative outcomes:

Industry Accepted Practices &
Comparative Tests

■ Companies may have to shift research and development
funding for continual print permanence improvements over to
marketing efforts in order to compete against those who
choose to lower the playing field.
■ The credibility and reputation of photography itself will be at
risk as:
■ A reliable method to preserve memories
■ A credible way to document the times in which we live
■ A viable and valuable fine art in itself

Conclusion
We at Epson believe consumers should have access to
unbiased comparative print permanence data based on
uniform rigorous test criteria so they can make informed
choices about the photographic materials on which they print
their precious memories. The long-term survival of
photographs and our photographic heritage must not be
shortchanged by overstating the permanence characteristics
of any paper, ink, other imaging material, or their
combinations.

Most manufacturers of traditional and digital photographic
materials follow industry accepted test practices. While any
predictive test cannot be seen as a guarantee, comparative
testing by an independent third party laboratory such as Wilhelm
Imaging Research, Inc. using accepted industry practices allows
consumers and professionals to make informed decisions based
on how different products perform relative to each other under
the same conditions.

Most people probably would not find it acceptable for each
Photographs are simply too important to our civilization
automobile company to test fuel efficiencies of their cars by their to be subjected to undisclosed compromises about their
own criteria rather than by government mandated miles-perlongevity.
gallon standards. Likewise, consumers and professionals alike
should be wary of any company making claims of image quality
and/or print permanence based on test methodologies that fall far
short of the criteria used by the rest of the industry. Consumers
and professionals also should be cautious about data published
or referenced from a third party using a manufacturer's
proprietary practices. Third parties can be commissioned by a
manufacturer to verify results with the manufacturer’s own set of
non-industry accepted practices. When this happens the third
party is not making any endorsement of or recommendation for
the product that was tested, but is merely providing verification of
data gathered under that manufacturer's particular set of
conditions. Consumers must have apple-to-apple comparative
data to make informed choices.
Epson and PictureMate are registered trademarks and Epson UltraChrome K3 is a
trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation. DuraBrite is a registered trademark of
Epson America Inc. Third party and product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders.
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Often one does not know the importance of an image until many
years have gone by. And often our most treasured images are
displayed for long times in a wide variety of environmental
conditions that may prove to be detrimental to prints. When
Epson pigment inks are used as directed with a wide variety of
Epson media, these prints will have better print permanence than
any Eastman Kodak silver-halide or dye-sub color print.
Conservators have recommended that even for short-term
display, or when the desire to save a print is uncertain, it is
always best to frame all types of images behind glass. Framing
behind glass provides protection against accidental spills,
fingerprints and exposure to a wide variety of airborne pollutants
such as cigarette smoke and cooking vapors.

■ The public will not be able to get accurate and meaningful
information to make informed purchase decisions about which
products can be counted on to produce photos they will
cherish and pass on to their children.
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By Charles Wright
November 25, 2004
LiveWire
Kodak is fighting a battle with the rest of the photography industry over the longevity of its inkjet printing papers in an exchange that
highlights the difficulties amateur photographers face in trying to work out whether the images they produce on inkjet printers will last.
The shots are largely being fired at the website of Wilhelm Imaging Research, an authority on stability and preservation of traditional and
digital colour photographs.

It standardises its tests on a light source of 450 lux - the equivalent of a brightly lit room - for 12 hours a day, or a closely related 500 lux
for 10 hours a day. Canon, Epson and HP observe the same standards, but Kodak advertises its claims on test conditions of only 120 lux scarcely optimum viewing conditions for a print - for 12 hours a day.
Industry publications that have taken up the fight against Kodak say the company is engaged in a cynical exercise to turn substandard
performance into what looks like industry-leading benchmarks.
Wilhelm founder and chief executive Henry Wilhelm has argued that if Kodak's competitors were satisfied with the same standards, they
could increase their longevity claims by 3.75 times.
But the situation worsened recently, with Kodak's claim that prints on its Ultima Picture Paper from HP PhotoSmart printers had been tested
to last 162 years - nearly 15 times longer than the Wilhelm test predicted.
Critics say Kodak's improved performance has more to do with it using UV filtered lamps in lower relative humidity and a different starting
density for measurements.
Agfa has also been accused of adopting similar rules to make its products perform better by comparison with competitors.
The situation isn't new. Kodak has fought a long-standing battle against Wilhelm Research after its testing proved that Fuji photo lab prints
had vastly superior longevity than Kodak's.
The latest controversy indicates the lengths to which manufacturers are prepared to go - or appear to go - to produce longer-lasting
images. They've succeeded to the extent that the best inkjet technologies now outlast the performance of the traditional colour
photographic process.
They also indicate that if you want them to last longer, you need to take more care than simply sticking them on your refrigerator door,
which is where, according to US research, 40 per cent of photographic prints end up.

The Pentax Optio 750Z.
Prints are under attack from ultra-violet light and gases, including ozone, which produce fading. Different inks and papers, however, have
varying tolerances to fading.
HP's recently released Vivera inks are predicted to withstand fading for up to 126 years when printed with six or eightcolour cartridges on
HP's premium papers.
The same inks, printed on the same paper using only three-colour cartridges, were less stable but are still predicted to last 82 years.
Different papers also affect the long-term result. Microporous paper is fast-drying and gives outstanding colour definition, particularly for
glossy prints. The speed with which it can be printed and handled is impressive in the Canon system. Microporous paper can be identified
by touch. Its highly absorbent surface "squeaks" when you rub your finger over it."
Swellable" paper, the type HP favours, takes much longer to dry. But according to Wilhelm, the ink has to some extent been encapsulated
into the paper, giving it greater protection from the gases that cause fading.
http://theage.com.au/articles/2004/11/23/1100972399569.html?oneclick=true
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Employed by companies such as Epson and Hewlett-Packard, and formerly Canon, to gauge the effective lives of their papers, inks and
printing techniques, Wilhelm has produced the de facto standards for measuring how long photographic prints will withstand fading.
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If you're primarily interested in handing around small prints, glossy paper and dye-sub printers are a better bet, even if you have to reprint
the occasional image in six or seven years.
For images you want to preserve, semi-gloss or lustre papers may be a better choice, particularly when coupled with pigment inks.
That could send you on a hunt through manufacturers' specifications to find the best performers. In the increasingly popular 6 x 4 printer
category, Wilhelm's statistics provide some interesting leads.
Epson's extraordinary Personal PictureMate Personal Photo Lab emerges well from the test. It uses pigment inks, which have better
longevity than dye-based inks.
Using Epson ink and paper, prints from the PictureMate are predicted to last 104 years, compared with only seven for the output of Canon's
CP-200, CP-220 and CP0330 printers, which produce dye-sub prints to a similar format.
The Epson printer is comparatively slow but the print quality is outstanding. It comes in a small package and connects directly to cameras,
media cards and external storage devices. It's simple to operate and is Windows and Mac compatible.
Whichever printer you use, Wilhelm's advice for maximum print life is to buy premium products, both paper and inks.
And if you want prints to last longer, put them under glass or a light-resistant filter, or store them in a dark drawer - where most seem to
end up.
Review
Pentax Optio 750Z digital camera
Rating: * * * * 1⁄2
The lowdown: The Pentax Optio 750Z is a serious camera for serious photographers. Not only does it have all the desirable features
including a good optical viewfinder and complete manual override of all settings, it actually looks like a camera.
The retro design will appeal to anybody old enough to hanker for those classic German cameras. The body even sports a faux leather
insert around the lens surrounded by a thin chrome strip signalling that this is a real camera, not a gadget.
The control layout is exceptionally good with every important function (except ISO settings) accessible without going into menus. The front
lever on the mode knob is clever - in capture mode it gives immediate control over exposure compensation.
The seven megapixel sensor and the 37-187mm (film equivalent) zoom lens combine with a good auto white balance to produce photos
that are sharp, accurately coloured and beautifully exposed.
The macro mode is also particularly good.
Like this: The viewfinder has a diopter adjustment for spectacle wearers. Metering and focusing modes are user-selectable. The camera
has a bulk and heft that make it feel just right in the hand. It also has a swivelling LCD screen.
Dislike that: It is quibbling, but a camera of this quality should come with RAW capture mode. Still, the TIFF format gives outstanding image
quality.
Parting shot: This model takes 3D photos - sort of. The subject has to be static. It's a bit of fun but not terribly useful. However, this is a
highly recommended camera. It is comparable with the excellent Canon G6, which costs $200 more. But the Pentax wins the beauty
competition hands down. - Terry Lane
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Kodak Uses Different Testing Methods for Predicting Image Life
Inkjet News and Tips 10 November 04

By Royce Bair, Editor
"Inkjet NEWS and Tips" – Published by Inkjet Art Solutions – Salt Lake City, Utah – November 10, 2004
http://www.inkjetart.com

KODAK USES DIFFERENT TESTING METHODS FOR
PREDICTING IMAGE LIFE

Your editor was recently invited to present a paper at NIP20: The 20th International Conference on Digital
Printing Technologies (sponsored by the Society for Imaging Science and Technology) that was held in Salt
Lake City, Utah October 31 - November 5. I will discuss my presentation at that conference in a future
newsletter. Today, I would like to lead in with Henry Wilhelm's presentation at that conference: "A Review of
Accelerated Test Methods for Predicting the Image Life of Digitally-Printed Photographs - Part II".
From the ABSTRACT: "This paper gives an overview of the various factors affecting the permanence of
digitally-printed photographs. Accelerated test methods are described, with emphasis on current ANSI and
ISO Standards, future ISO Standards, the 'defacto' standards now widely used in the imaging industry, and
future test procedures now under development to better predict the long-term permanence behavior of
photographs are discussed. Image permanence data for representative products evaluated with different
test methods are given."
I will not go into the technical details of Wilhelm's testing methods presented at the conference. I'm not here
to defend Wilhelm's testing methods over anyone else. But I do agree that Henry's methods have become
"the 'de facto' standards now widely used in the imaging industry", as he claims in his paper's abstract.
For this reason, I was quite surprised when I read where Kodak had come up with different testing methods
than those used by Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. The public first learned of these differences in a
GREAT OUTPUT MAGAZINE article entitled, "Will my inkjet prints last as long as traditional photos?" (PDF
file), dated February 2004.
For light-stability tests, Wilhelm had standardized on an exposure of 450 lux for 12 hours a day, which is
fairly characteristic of a brightly illuminated room. Quoting Wilhelm (from the magazine article): "Almost
every major imaging manufacturer in the world now either uses that particular display condition when
reporting data, or a very closely related 500 lux for 10 hours per day. The one exception is Kodak, which is
using an illumination level of 120 lux extrapolated to 12 hours per day. If our research group and the
product testers at Epson, Canon or Hewlett Packard used the same illumination levels that Kodak uses to
report their display permanence data, you could multiply all our numbers by a factor of roughly 3.75. For
instance, the HP product that we've rated to last for 73 years would last 270 years under Kodak's test
conditions. What this means is that when Kodak advertises that their Generations or Endura photo-printing
papers can be displayed for 100 years before noticeable fading, the consumer naturally concludes that
photographs processed on these papers are more light stable than Epson's pigment prints or HP prints,
when in fact the opposite is true. Kodak's data is in no way comparable to what everyone else is reporting."
But this "roughly 3.75" factor became "15X" factor in an updated October 2, 2004 paper from Wilhelm
Imaging Research, titled, "WIR Permanence Ratings of Current Products in the 4x6-inch Printer Category"
(PDF file). In this paper, WIR reports their permanency rating for the Kodak Ultima Picture Paper, High
http://www.inkjetart.com/news/archive/IJN_11-10-04.html [2004/11/10]
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SYNOPSIS: Kodak use of non-standard methods for predicting image life of digitally-printed photographs
enables them to claim a life that is 15 times greater than the life that has been predicted using Wilhelm
Imaging Research methods.
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Gloss (printed on the HP Photosmart 145 and 245 Compact Photo Printers, using the HP No. 57 Tricolor
cartridge). WIR's rating for this product combination is 11 years. This is the same product combination that
Kodak had given a "Light Fading Print Life Estimate of 162 years" in their updated May 8, 2004 report, "The
Technology Behind the New Kodak Ultima Picture Paper - Beautiful Inkjet Prints that Last for Over 100
Years"!
How could Kodak's 162 year display-life prediction become almost 15X longer than the 11 year prediction
obtained by the more conservative tests conducted by WIR for this ink/media combination? Besides the
"roughly 3.75" illumination level difference we have already discussed, it appears that Kodak is using UVfiltered lights (with many of their ink/media combinations), whereas WIR is only using glass-filtered lights
(regular framing glass over the test prints); Kodak is using a different starting density for fading
measurements and they are using a different endpoint criteria set; and lastly, Kodak is maintaining their
tests in a lower (50%) Relative Humidity environment than WIR's 60% RH.

Agfa has also decided to join Kodak in choosing the less intense, 120 lux:12 hours/day as their "Standard"
Illumination Level, whereas 18 other major imaging companies have chosen the roughly 3.75 times more
intense 450 lux or 500 lux: 12 hours/day or 10/hour per day, respectively.
It could be argued that Kodak's testing methods, i.e. choosing a 120 lux standard over 450 lux is closer to a
typical home environment. (There are also many arguments for a standard higher than 450 lux standard.)
The point is that Kodak (and now Agfa) appear to be changing the rules to make their their products look
better than the competition. It's like Kodak has decided to set up a new monetary system and is claiming
that people can buy more with "Kodak Dollars", than with "standard" dollars.
What concerns many in our industry is if large companies like Kodak and Agfa can start setting their own
testing standards, what's to stop others from doing the same. If everyone starts playing by a different set of
rules, then there is no way to make any accurate comparisons. Using Kodak's same testing standards, a
company could package a very inexpensive dye-base ink and claim that it had a better permanency than a
well-tested pigment-based ink, i.e. Epson's UltraChrome.
And what about the millions of Kodak Ultima users who are expecting their prints to last for well over 100
years --even without having to place them behind glass, in a frame? Could we see a whole generation of
images fade away over the next 30 years? And what responsibility does Kodak and others, who choose
these more liberal testing standards, have to the public who are entrusting them with their images?
Our advice: Let the buyer beware. An informed choice will be the best "insurance policy" in image
permanence. Know the testing methods used in the study. Statistics can be managed to produce a wide
range of conclusions, and one must consider the sponsor of a study when determining how legitimate the
findings.
In our opinion, WIR has been an impartial investigator in this field of research, often arriving at conclusions
less than favorable to manufacturers of specific product combinations. Manufacturers have used this
information to make consumer friendly changes rather than cloak disadvantages in an effort to hide
potential problems. We feel that since WIR's methods have become "the 'defacto' standards now widely
used in the imaging industry", companies should spend their research money "improving" their products,
rather than researching new testing methods to "prove" their products.

http://www.inkjetart.com/news/archive/IJN_11-10-04.html [2004/11/10]
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Nineteen major imaging manufacturers have chosen to test their media or inks with the test lighting filtered
only by standard picture framing glass, whereas Kodak has chosen to filter their test lighting with the more
protective UV filtration.
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Executive Summary
A recent report from the Photo Marketing Association states, “2003 was a pivotal year for the
industry, with digital cameras outselling traditional cameras for the first time ever… This gap will
widen in 20041”… As more customers move to digital cameras, more are also choosing inkjet photo
printers thanks to significant advances in image quality and convenience. The increasing numbers of
customers who are using digital photography would indicate that they are very satisfied with digital
cameras and inkjet photo printing and have indeed answered yes to the question: “Do inkjet photo
prints have image quality equal to (or better than) traditional silver-halide photo prints?”
One question remains, however, for customers who currently use inkjet or are considering inkjet in the
future to print their valuable photos: “Will inkjet photo prints last as long as traditional silver-halide
photo prints?”
Estimates of the life of photo prints are based on whether the prints will be displayed or stored. In all
likelihood, only a small portion of photo prints are actually displayed and subjected to regular
illumination. Displayed prints are among the most treasured, and customers need to feel confident that
they can enjoy these images for a lifetime. This paper will address the display permanence of inkjet
photo prints including relevant results of HP internal tests and HP’s current line of photo print media
and inks.

Inherited Silver-Halide Permanence Standards
The science of predicting the display permanence of silver-halide photo prints is quite mature. Broadly
speaking, there are two types of degradation of displayed silver-halide prints: light-induced
degradation more commonly called light fade and thermally-induced degradation called dark fade.
For displayed silver-halide prints, light fade is most often the limiting factor associated with the usable
lifetime of the print. However, residual chemicals inherent in the silver-halide process can lead to
yellowing or staining of the print paper—also considered a type of fade.
1

Photo Marketing Association, Photo Industry 2004: Review and Forecast, 2004: 4
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The term lightfastness or light fade resistance was originally a prediction of how long a silver-halide
photo could be subjected to light before noticeable fading and/or staining occurred. In laboratory
tests on silver halide, light fade is accelerated by exposing the prints to elevated light intensity.
Dark fade refers to the relatively slow thermal degradation of colorants and yellowing from residual
chemicals at room temperature. Standard laboratory tests accelerate dark fade by raising temperatures
and creating an Arrhenius plot.2

The ANSI/NAPM IT9.9 1996 standard is not a specification; it only describes a set of accelerated test
conditions from which to choose (such as the type of illuminant). The standard merely suggests some
possible guidelines for most of the key assumptions that are necessary to predict a numerical value,
stated in years, for lightfastness. Among these critical assumptions are the nominal light intensity in the
customer display condition, the type of light illuminating the print, and the failure criteria that a typical
viewer would associate with noticeable fading.

Lightfastness for Inkjet Photo Prints
In a typical accelerated lightfastness test, a diagnostic print similar to Figure 1 is subjected to highintensity illumination for a period of weeks or months until failure criteria is reached.

Figure 1: Section of Diagnostic Print

Indoor illumination comes from a variety of sources such as incandescent bulbs, fluorescent lights, and
reflected or direct sunlight via windows. For test purposes, many labs agree that the cool white
fluorescent illuminant described in the ANSI/NAPM IT9.9 1996 standard is a reasonable
approximation of real-world illumination conditions. However, labs are likely to differ on assumptions
about light level and failure criteria. If Lab A assumes a nominal indoor room condition of 150 Lux,
while Lab B assumes 450 Lux, Lab A predictions will be three times as many years as Lab B. If Lab A
uses failure criteria that are less conservative than those used by Lab B, the lightfastness predictions of
Lab A will be inflated as compared to those of Lab B.
The issue of non-standard test specifications for light level and failure criteria applies across all photo
print technologies including silver halide, inkjet, dye diffusion thermal transfer and others. The lack of a
lightfastness test specification causes confusion for customers trying to compare the lightfastness claims
of different types and brands of photo prints.

2

S. A. Arrhenius, Zeit. Fur Phys. Chem., 4, 1889:226.
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Since the science of predicting display permanence was inherited from silver-halide, the inkjet industry
applied a commonly-cited standard, ANSI/NAPM IT9.9 1996, to predict light fade and dark fade for
inkjet photo prints. This standard suffers from several deficiencies and caveats that make credible
predictions complicated—but not impossible. Among the issues that need to be considered carefully
are lack of specific test criteria in the standard itself and its application to inkjet photo media.
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Emerging De Facto Test Specifications
In the past few years, there has been a convergence within much of the inkjet imaging industry toward
what might be called a de facto lightfastness test specification. Recent lightfastness claims made in
ads, on packaging, or in press materials from three major inkjet print solution manufacturers—HP,
Epson, and Canon—all refer to a relatively similar set of test conditions (75-degree Fahrenheit or 24degree Celsius air and cool white fluorescent illumination) and calculation assumptions (450 Lux per
12 hour day or 500 Lux per 10 hour day). Although a de facto specification has not yet emerged for
lightfastness failure criteria, HP considers the failure criteria used by Wilhelm Imaging Research, a
leading test lab, to be the best that are currently available.

Other Inkjet Photo Permanence Factors
While the ANSI/NAPM IT9.9 1996 standard can account for light-induced fading, there are factors
other than light that may affect the permanence of a photo print. What if a displayed photo print also
degrades (fades) from contact with airborne pollutants and gases? Does the thermal degradation
dark-fade standard tell us anything useful about inkjet photo prints? Are there any other degradation
mechanisms to worry about?
In order to understand print permanence as it relates to inkjet, it is necessary to define the two basic
types of ink-receptive coating used in inkjet photo papers—swellable (also called non-porous) and
porous.
The swellable type of coating was the first to be introduced. In general, swellable coatings are
comprised mainly of synthetic or natural polymers that swell when contacted with water or inks. After
drying, the dye colorant is encapsulated in the coating, which essentially protects the colorant from
any contact with air and therefore airborne pollutants. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: Swellable Coating
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Figure 3: Porous Coating
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Lack of detailed test specifications does not mean that it is impossible to make credible lightfastness
comparisons. Even the existing, non-specific standard allows for credible relative comparisons, like
those available at www.wilhelm-research.com, provided one is careful to compare results derived from
identical test conditions, calculation assumptions, and failure criteria.
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By contrast, porous coatings for inkjet photo prints are a more recent technology that was introduced
in order to decrease dry time. These semi-rigid coatings are comprised of millions of microscopic
particles. The ink flows through the spaces between the particles and deposits the dye colorant on the
surface of the particles as illustrated in Figure 3. Spreading the ink across the surface of all of the
particles exposes it to air, which enhances dry time. (To envision how thinly the ink is spread in porous
media, imagine the ink in a snapshot-sized photo spread across a tennis court.) Unfortunately, the dye
deposited by the ink is very susceptible to contact with air pollutants. Thus, dye colorants on porous
media are in continuous contact with air and airborne pollutants whenever the print is displayed
without protection such as glass or lamination.

•

•

Air fade is not completely understood at this time. However, most research indicates that ozone is
a significant contributing factor to air fade. HP research indicates that other commonly
encountered pollutants may also contribute to overall air fade. An industry consensus on a
predictive ‘air fade’ prediction (in Years) based on elevated ozone exposure tests appears
increasingly likely. Even in the absence of such a standard, current methods enable a qualitative
distinction between products that are highly susceptible to air fade vs. products that are relatively
unsusceptible.
HP and other researchers have consistently found that all porous media are subject to significant
air fade and swellable media are much less susceptible to air fade. Figure 4 displays data
gathered from an internal HP test that was presented at NIP 17.7 HP’s test was conducted on a
wide variety of inkjet media that were printed with the same dye-based inks on a desktop printer.
The prints were exposed to normal office air in a dark environment for a total of four months. The
results shown below are the percent of optical density (OD) loss for pure cyan with an initial 0.5
OD. The failure criteria used to indicate noticeable fade was a loss of 30 percent OD.
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Figure 4: Air Fade Comparison

M.D. Stone, PC Magazine, January 16, 2001:52.
M. Oakland, D. Bugner, R. Levesque and R. Vanhanehem, Proceedings of IS&T NIP17: International Conference on Digital
Printing Technologies, October 2001:175-178.
5
D. Sid, Proceedings of IS&T NIP17: International Conference on Digital Printing Technologies, October 2001:171-174.
6
H. Onishi, M. Hanmura, H. Kanada and T. Kaieda, Proceedings of IS&T NIP17: International Conference on Digital Printing
Technologies, October 2001:192-196.
7
S. Guo and N. Miller, “Estimating Lightfastness of Inkjet Images: Accounting for Reciprocity Failures,” Proceedings of IS&T
NIP17: International Conference on Digital Printing Technologies, 2001:168-191.
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Air Fade Various researchers3,4,5,6 have found that contact with airborne gases and contaminants can
lead to what HP terms air fade. Two important points can be made about air fade:
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Figure 4 shows that lightfastness predictions based on standard accelerated methods (ANSI/NAPM
IT9.9 1996) are applicable to the swellable inkjet photo print category without restriction. For the
porous category, the same lightfastness prediction methods can be used, but are only applicable for
predicting fade resistance for prints that are continuously protected from contact with air. Since many
prints are displayed without special protective measures, manufacturers and their customers need to be
cautious about lightfastness claims for any porous coating photo media.

HP tries to avoid misleading fade resistance claims by publishing estimates in “number of years” only
on products for which the current lightfastness test standards are credible and applicable—that is, to
swellable HP photo media.
Dark Fade Unlike silver-halide photos, there is no evidence that modern inkjet inks are generally
subject to significant dark fade at typical indoor temperatures. Thus, the limiting factor is the yellowing
rate of the paper itself, not the printed areas. Fortunately, most premium quality inkjet photo papers on
the market use high-grade materials that turn yellow extremely slowly at room temperature (100 yrs.
+). The only method to test for dark fade is to elevate temperature, while still remaining in the range
for which the Arrhenius equation remains applicable.9 In practice, Arrhenius constraints mean that
dark fade tests for inkjet prints require one to two years before any useful predictions can be obtained.
Wilhelm Imaging Research recently completed testing of prints made with HP Premium Plus Photo
Paper (Glossy and Matte), printed with the HP 57 & HP 58 or HP 57, HP 58 and HP 59 inkjet print
cartridges. Test results indicate that, when stored in an album or other dark place at room temperature
(73°F [23°C]) and 50% relative humidity, prints should last more than 200 years before noticeable
fading of the image or yellowing of the paper occurs.
Humidfastness Humidfastness refers to the migration of colorant particles when the print is exposed to
elevated levels of humidity. It is the movement, not the destruction, of colorant that causes changes in
color and hue that might be objectionable. HP and the inkjet industry continuously work to better
understand humidfastness. The challenges include:
•
•

Defining nominal conditions–Humidity tends to cycle up and down during the day and is strongly
influenced by the season as well as the geographic location.
Hues can change when inkjet photo prints are exposed to excessive humidity. This type of change
is different than the actual color loss issues that can occur during light induced (or ozone-induced)
fade. The permanence science community is making progress in defining failure criteria for
humidity-induced changes, but more work is needed. HP's premium-quality papers and HP photocapable inks are designed together with special chemistries to minimize humidity-induced changes
in normal home environments. The many satisfied HP customers around the world who have used
the HP six- and eight-ink color photo solutions introduced in 2002 and 2003, respectively, provide
further evidence that humidity fastness is not a significant issue for HP products.

8

Henry Wilhelm, “How Long Will They Last? An Overview of the Light-Fading Stability of Inkjet Prints and Traditional Color
Photographs,” IS&T 12th International Symposium on Photofinishing Technology Proceedings book, 2002:32-37.
9
ANSI/NAPM IT9.9 1966, Imaging Materials—Stability of Color Photographic Images—Method for Measuring.
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In an article presented at the International Symposium on Photofinishing Technology titled “How Long
Will They Last? An Overview of the Light-Fading Stability of Inkjet Prints and Traditional Color
Photographs,” 8 Henry Wilhelm compared performance of various photo prints, marking each porous
media with this footnote: “Field experience has shown that, as a class of media, microporous papers
used with dye-based inks can be very vulnerable to ‘gas fading’ when displayed unframed and/or
stored exposed to the open atmosphere where even very low levels of certain air pollutants are
present; to a greater or lesser degree, these papers have a pronounced sensitivity to pollutants such as
ozone, and in some locations, displayed unframed prints have suffered from extremely rapid image
deterioration.”
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Regardless of whether a photo print is silver halide, inkjet or some other technology, it is always a
good idea to store photos in a cool, dry place. HP suggests the following guidelines:
•

•

Avoid constant exposure to conditions wetter than 80 percent relative humidity (RH). For most
homes and offices, this simply means avoiding display areas for prints that are typically high in
moisture such as the bathroom.
Fully dry prints for several days at conditions below 70 percent humidity before placing the print
behind glass or in a sleeve or before laminating. For customers who live in frequently humid
geographic regions and who display prints in areas without air conditioning, protecting the print
from air and therefore from extreme humidity is the best approach for displaying prints.

The Role of Ink in Photo Print Permanence

Unlike pigmented inks, which remain on top of the paper, often forming small bumps on the surface,
dye-based inks penetrate below the surface to provide rich color depth, minimal dot visibility, and
uniform gloss. Dye-based prints can exhibit outstanding DOI (Distinctness of Image), a measure
commonly used in the auto industry to reflect the glossiness of the painted surface or finish. DOI, an
important component of perceived gloss, is what enables dye-based ink to produce the glossy threedimensional “wet” look typical of high-quality photo prints. Prints made with pigmented inks often
display poor DOI and undesirable variations in gloss that result from the different amounts of ink used
to produce light and dark colors.
Although the lack of a true standard makes precise predictions impossible, HP internal air-fade (and
ozone-fade) tests place current HP dye/swellable prints and pigment/porous prints in the ‘resists air
fade for decades’ category, with dye/swellable showing a slight advantage in longevity. In the same
tests, dye/porous products fall in the range of several months to perhaps over a year or more.
Dye molecules, by virtue of their small size, penetrate below the paper coating. Because the coating
on the paper is essentially transparent, we ‘see’ the image even though the dye molecules have
penetrated below the surface of the swellable media. This is one reason dye-based photo prints
typically have better image quality on high-gloss papers than pigmented ink prints.
In addition to image quality and fade resistance, durability (scratch resistance and water resistance) is
also a critical attribute. Since dye-based inks penetrate the paper’s surface, dyes can deliver good
scratch resistance and good water resistance on the appropriate media—the only limitation is the
paper itself.

HP’s Photo Print Solutions: Fade Resistance Superior to Silver Halide
Early generations of inkjet photo prints had light fade resistance in the range of three to ten years.10
Since most silver-halide photo brands in Europe and the Americas have up to 22 years of lightfastness,
early inkjet photo prints were clearly deficient. In more recent generations of inkjet photo prints, inks
and media improved such that claims of greater than 25 years of “lightfastness” for branded

10

Based on de-facto standard assumptions or Wilhelm Imaging Research assumptions, which are similar.
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All references to ink thus far in this paper have been to dye-based ink. There is another ink technology
in photo printing, which uses pigmented ink. Which type of technology, pigment- or dye-based,
delivers the best combination of image quality and fade resistance? Within current ink technologies
available today, the best choice for photo printing is dye-based ink on swellable paper.
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ink/paper/printer photo prints became possible. However, air fade greatly reduced the net fade
performance on porous media, as some customers found to their disappointment.
HP’s latest (2003 and later) photo inkjet systems push light fade resistance performance into a whole
new realm —73 years or more. These systems combine HP Premium Plus Photo Paper and the latest tricolor and photo print cartridges. These HP six-ink (and eight-ink), fade-resistant systems depend on
proprietary ink formulations, new dyes—many of which are exclusive to HP—and a highly evolved
swellable coating that encapsulates the dye further protecting it from fade.

For 2004, HP’s newest inks accomplish two main improvements:
•

Significantly improved fade resistance for three-and four-ink configurations
The new inks used in the tri-color inkjet print cartridges improve lightfastness for color photos
without compromising plain paper color saturation and vibrancy. Results of early internal HP
testing indicate that color photos printed on HP Premium and HP Premium Plus photo papers
should resist fading much longer than with previously introduced HP three- and four-ink photo
printing systems.

•

Extended and improved six- and eight-ink fade resistance
Fade resistance tests with the newest HP inkjet print cartridges for six- and eight-ink color photo
printing are in progress at Wilhelm Imaging Research. Based on internal HP test results and results
to-date from Wilhelm Imaging Research, HP is confident that color photos printed with the new
print cartridges on HP Premium and HP Premium Plus photo papers will resist fading longer than
previous HP six-and eight-ink printing systems.

Figure 5. Fade Resistance Comparison

11

Henry Wilhelm, op.cit.
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The benefits derived from HP’s co-developed inks and photo papers are obvious in Figure 5. Photos
printed using HP Premium Plus Photo Paper with the HP 57 tri-color inkjet print cartridge and HP 58
photo inkjet print cartridge exceed the fade resistance of Kodak Ektacolor Edge Generations silverhalide paper, and of Fuji Crystal Archive - the most fade resistant silver-halide paper - according to
Wilhelm Research.11 Using just the HP 57 tri-color inkjet print cartridges (introduced in 2002) with HP
Premium Plus Photo Paper, for three-ink photo printing, still delivered fade resistance consistent with
several silver halide brands.
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HP currently offers fade resistance of 115 years for black and white photo prints.12 This excellent level
of performance is expected to continue with the new eight-ink printer and photo gray inkjet print
cartridge that will be introduced in 2004.

Figure 6. Media selection guide example

Summary
The science of estimating photo permanence has matured and evolved with the growing importance of
inkjet photo prints. The industry appears to be moving toward a more specific lightfastness standard,
which will benefit comparisons of all photo print technologies in the future. The industry is also
reaching a sophisticated understanding about how to apply permanence tests to inkjet prints. HP’s
latest photo printing options provide light fade resistance clearly superior to traditional silver halide
prints. Moreover, HP’s inks and ‘swellable’ photo papers are rigorously tested for excellent resistance
to degradation from airborne pollutants, humidity, and typical indoor temperatures. Thus, HP
customers can display and store these prints with confidence.

Nils Miller serves as the technical liaison between HP’s inkjet ink and media research and development
organizations. He is a key technical leader on strategic development projects and manages HP-sponsored ink and
media research programs at several universities and institutes. Miller has a B.S. in chemical engineering from
Oregon State University and a Ph.D. in chemical engineering/physical chemistry from the University of
Washington.

Glossary
Air fade Degradation in an inkjet image that is caused by contact with airborne gases and contaminants
Colorant Substance used for coloring a material; can be dye or pigment
According to Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., when displayed under glass, using the HP 59 gray photo inkjet print cartridge,
HP PhotoSmart 7960 printer in grayscale mode, and HP Premium Plus Photo paper.

12

Inkjet Photo Prints: Here to Stay
Miller, June 2004 (rev 7-18)
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Although HP swellable media offers the best fade resistance, HP porous coatings offer a useful blend
of attributes such as quick dry times and scratch resistance. By offering two types of media coatings,
the HP photo media product line offers customers a choice of technologies, depending on which
attributes they value most. To help customers decide which HP photo paper is best suited to their
particular need, HP offers a selection guide on every media package, similar to the one shown in
Figure 6.
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Dark fade Thermal degradation of an image in the absence of light
Dye-based ink Ink containing dissolved colorants in molecular form less than 10 nm in size
Dye diffusion thermal transfer Technology that transfers photographic dyes from a ribbon to specially
coated paper via a heat process (also called thermal dye sublimation)

Fade Destruction of the color-generating characteristics of colorants
Humidfastness Migration of colorant when a photo image is exposed to elevated levels of humidity
Inkjet Printer technology in which droplets of ink are projected onto paper
Lightfastness Prediction of how long a photo image can be subjected to light before noticeable fade occurs
(also called light fade resistance)

Lux Unit of illumination equal to one lumen per square meter
Optical density (OD) Measure of transmitted or reflected light
Ozone Colorless gas that is naturally formed in the atmosphere by a photo chemical reaction; a major air
pollutant in the lower atmosphere but a beneficial component of the upper atmosphere

Pigmented ink Ink containing insoluble colorant particles that range in size from 20 to 200 nm
Polymer Chemical compound consisting essentially of repeating structural units
Silver halide Photofinishing technology that uses light to expose an image onto the silver-halide crystals in

Inkjet Photo Prints: Here to Stay
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photo paper; the image is developed when it comes in contact with chemicals that activate dyes that are also a
part of the photo paper
Staining Image changes due to degradation of residual chemicals in silver-halide photos (also called yellowing)
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0DQ\SHRSOHDVNPHZKDWSULQWHUWKH\VKRXOGEX\7KHUH VQRULJKWDQVZHUWRWKLV
TXHVWLRQEHFDXVHGLIIHUHQWSHRSOHKDYHGLIIHUHQWQHHGVHVSHFLDOO\ZKHQLWFRPHVWR
SURGXFLQJ')$TXDOLW\SULQWV7KHULJKWZD\WRVHOHFWD')$SULQWHULVWRILJXUHRXW
ZKDWNLQGRISULQWV\RXLQWHQGWRSURGXFHILUVWWKHQZRUN\RXUZD\EDFNZDUGV
)RULQVWDQFHLI\RXSODQWRH[FOXVLYHO\SURGXFH[JORVV\SKRWRJUDSKV\RXU
FKRLFHVDUHPXFKZLGHUWKDQLI\RXZDQWWKHVDPHSULQWHUWRDOVRSURGXFHPDWWHLPDJHV
RQKHDY\VWRFN,I\RXZDQWWRFUHDWHORQJSDQRUDPDV\RX OOQHHGDUROOSDSHUIHHGHU
$QGVRRQ
%HFDXVHHDFKSDSHUDQGLQNVHWKDVLWVRZQFKHPLVWU\PL[LQJDQGPDWFKLQJSDSHUVDQG
LQNVIURPDYDULHW\RIVRXUFHVLVDMRXUQH\LQWRWKHXQNQRZQ&RPSDQLHVOLNH(SVRQ
DQG+HZOHWW3DFNDUGIRUPXODWHWKHLUSDSHUVWRZRUNZLWKKLJKO\VSHFLILFLQNVHWV)RU
H[DPSOHDSDSHUPLJKWKDYHDQDGGLWLYHLQLWSUHFLVHO\WDUJHWHGWRSURWHFWWKHORQJHYLW\
RIDSDUWLFXODUPDJHQWDG\HWKDWZRXOGRWKHUZLVHEHIXJLWLYH

$V,PHQWLRQHGDERYHWKLUGSDUWLHVVXFKDV)XMLPDNHSDSHUVWRR,WHVWHGWKHLU
3UHPLXP3OXVJORVV\SKRWRSDSHUZKLFKSURGXFHGVRPHYHU\QLFHUHVXOWV+RZHYHU,
ZDVQHYHUDEOHWRJHWDQ,&&SURILOHIRULWRUDQ\LQIRUPDWLRQIURP)XMLDERXWLWV
DUFKLYDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFV&RPSDQLHVOLNH'HOOVHOOSDSHUVZKRVHRULJLQVDUHREVFXUH
.RGDNLVDJJUHVVLYHO\SURPRWLQJWKHLUQHZVZHOODEOH8OWLPDSDSHUDVWKHXOWLPDWH
VROXWLRQIRULQNMHWTXDOLW\DQGORQJHYLW\UHJDUGOHVVRIZKDWSULQWHULW VXVHGLQ$SUHVV
UHOHDVHVD\VWKDWZKHQXVHGZLWKWKHODWHVWLQNVIURPYDULRXVPDQXIDFWXUHUVSKRWRV
SULQWHGRQWKHSDSHUZLOOODVWIRUPRUHWKDQ\HDUVLQW\SLFDOKRPHGLVSOD\ZLWKRXW
SURWHFWLRQIURPJDVDQGKXPLGLW\HYHQLIOHIWXQSURWHFWHGRQDWDEOH
8OWLPDSDSHUPD\YHU\ZHOOKDYHVRPHH[FHOOHQWDUFKLYDOTXDOLWLHVEXWQRSDSHUZLOO
LPSURYHWKHSURSHUWLHVRIDIDGHSURQHLQN:KHQ,DVNHGD.RGDNUHSUHVHQWDWLYHLI
KHIHOWFRPIRUWDEOHPDNLQJWKH\HDUFODLPZLWK/H[PDUN VODWHVWLQNVKHVDLGWKDW
UHDOLVWLFDOO\VL[\HDUVPLJKWEHPRUHOLNHLW,VWURQJO\UHFRPPHQGRQO\ZRUNLQJZLWK
SDSHUVDQGLQNVWKDWDUHFOHDUO\FHUWLILHGE\WKHSULQWHUPDQXIDFWXUHUWRZRUNWRJHWKHU
7HVWLQJIRU3HUPDQHQFH
)RUDORQJWLPHWKHLQNMHWLQGXVWU\IRFXVHGLWVHIIRUWVRQLPDJHTXDOLW\1RZWKDW
SUREOHP VHIIHFWLYHO\VROYHGDQGDWWHQWLRQKDVPRYHGWRLPDJHSHUPDQHQFH2EYLRXVO\
DOOHIIRUWVWRGHWHUPLQHSULQWORQJHYLW\DUHWKHRUHWLFDOWRWKHH[WHQWWKDWQRRQHNQRZVLI
DSULQWZLOOUHDOO\ODVW\HDUVXQWLO\HDUVKDYHJRQHE\6XUSULVLQJO\WKHUHLVVWLOO
QR$16,,62WHVWLQJVWDQGDUGLQSODFHDOWKRXJK, PWROGYDULRXVFRPPLWWHHVDUH
ZRUNLQJWRZDUGRQH
7KHPRVWFRPSUHKHQVLYHGDWDUHODWHGWRLQNMHWORQJHYLW\FRPHVIURP+HQU\:LOKHOPD
SLRQHHURISKRWRDUFKLYDOLW\WHVWLQJ+LVFRPSDQ\:LOKHOP,PDJLQJ5HVHDUFKWHVWV
SULQWHUVLQNVDQGSDSHUVIURPDZLGHYDULHW\RIFRPSDQLHVUDWHVWKHPIRU
OLJKWIDVWQHVVDQGSXEOLVKHVWKHUHVXOWVRQLWVZHEVLWH
:LOKHOPWHVWVPHGLDIRUIRXUGLVFUHWHIDFWRUVWKDWFRQWULEXWHWRLPDJHIDGLQJOLJKW
WHPSHUDWXUHKXPLGLW\DQGR]RQH6\QHUJ\LVDILIWKIDFWRUWKDW VKDUGHUWRPHDVXUH
)RUH[DPSOHKH VGLVFRYHUHGWKDWKXPLGLW\DFFHOHUDWHVR]RQHGHJUDGDWLRQ
:LOKHOP VWHVWLQJSURFHGXUHKDVEHHQDGRSWHGE\YLUWXDOO\HYHU\PDMRUSULQWLQJ
FRPSDQ\LQFOXGLQJ(SVRQ&DQRQ)XML+3$*)$.RQLFDDQGWKHRWKHUXVXDO
VXVSHFWVPDNLQJLWDGHIDFWRVWDQGDUGIRUWKHWLPHEHLQJ2QO\.RGDNXVHVDGLIIHUHQW
V\VWHP$VDUHVXOW.RGDN\HDUVPXVWEHLQWHUSUHWHGGLIIHUHQWO\IURP:LOKHOP
\HDUV
7HVW6WDQGDUGV
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%RWK:LOKHOPDQG.RGDNWHVWIRUDOOIRXUIDFWRUV+RZHYHUZKHUH.RGDNXVHVDOLJKW
H[SRVXUHV\VWHPEDVHGRQH[SRVLQJDSULQWWROX[RIOLJKWIRUWZHOYHKRXUVDGD\
:LOKHOP VPHWKRGHPSOR\VOX[IRUWKHVDPHSHULRGRIWLPH
$FFRUGLQJWR+3ERWKLQLWVDQG:LOKHOP VWHVWVRIWKH+33UHPLXP3OXVSDSHUVWKDW
DUHUDWHGZLWKDOLIHH[SHFWDQF\RI\HDUVWKHOLPLWLQJIDFWRULVOLJKW,QWKLVFDVH
ZKHUHOLJKWLVWKHPRVWLPSRUWDQWIDFWRULQGHWHUPLQLQJDSULQW VOLIHWKH.RGDNPHWKRG
\LHOGVDOLIHH[SHFWDQF\FDOFXODWLRQIRXUWLPHVDVORQJDV+3 V
$QRWKHUGLIIHUHQFHLQWHVWLQJPHWKRGRORJ\LVWKDW.RGDNXVHVDVLQJOHRSWLFDOGHQVLW\WR
WHVWZLWKZKHUHWKH:LOKHOPV\VWHPXVHVWKUHH7\SLFDO')$SULQWVDQGSKRWRJUDSKV
KDYHYDU\LQJLQNGLVWULEXWLRQGHQVLWLHVDQGHYHQLIRQO\SDUWRIDSLFWXUHIDGHVLWV
H[KLELWLRQDQGUHVDOHSRWHQWLDODUHJUHDWO\UHGXFHG

,QDGGLWLRQWRORZHUOLJKWOHYHOV.RGDN VV\VWHPDVVXPHVSULQWVDUHH[KLELWHGZLWK89
ILOWUDWLRQZKLFKLVQRWDOZD\VWKHFDVH,IDQLPDJHLVGLUHFWO\H[SRVHGWRWKHVXQVXFK
DVLQDVWRUHZLQGRZ89GDPDJHFDQEHGHYDVWDWLQJ+RZHYHUWKLVHIIHFWLVJUHDWO\
PLWLJDWHGLQPRVWKRPHYLHZLQJHQYLURQPHQWVZKHUHWKHOLJKWUDGLDWLRQLVUHIOHFWHGDQG
DEVRUEHGE\ZDOOVDQGUXJVDQGVRIRUWK, YHEHHQWROGWKDW89RIWHQGURSVWRQHDU
]HURLQWKLVVLWXDWLRQ
2QWKHRWKHUKDQGDOLYLQJURRPLQ'DOODVZLWKDQLFHELJVN\OLJKWPLJKW\LHOGYHU\
GLIIHUHQWUHVXOWV7ZRWKLQJVHYHU\RQHGRHVDJUHHRQLVWKDWDQ\NLQGRIVWRUDJHRU
IUDPLQJFXWVWKHDLUIDVWQHVVLVVXHWRQHDU]HURDQGSLFWXUHVNHSWLQER[HVRUDOEXPV
KDYHHYHU\FKDQFHRIRXWODVWLQJWKHLURZQHUV
6RPH*UHDW3DSHUV
2IWKHIRXUSULQWHUPDQXIDFWXUHUVPHQWLRQHGDERYH+3DQG(SVRQRIIHUWKHEHVWLQN
DQGSDSHUFKRLFHVIRU')$SULQWLQJ6RPH&DQRQRIIHULQJVIHDWXUHH[FHOOHQWUHVROXWLRQ
EXWWKHLUSDSHUFKRLFHVDUHOLPLWHG/H[PDUN VLQNVDUHQRWNQRZQIRUWKHLUOLJKWIDVWQHVV
DQGWKH\GRQ WEUDQGWKHLURZQSDSHU
,QNMHWSDSHUFRDWLQJVDUHHLWKHUPLFURSRURXVRUVZHOODEOH3RURXVFRDWLQJVGU\
TXLFNO\DQGKDYHJRRGPRLVWXUHUHVLVWDQFHEXWDUHVXVFHSWLEOHWRR]RQH6ZHOODEOH
SDSHUVSURYLGHJUHDWHUOLJKWIDVWQHVVDQGDUHPRUHVWDEOHZKHQLWFRPHVWRSROOXWDQWV
EXWWKH\ UHVHQVLWLYHWRKXPLGLW\%ULOOLDQWZKLWHSDSHUVXVHEULJKWHQHUVWKDWIOXRUHVFH
EOXHDQGDEVRUEKDUPIXOXOWUDYLROHWUDGLDWLRQ²D\HOORZHUSDSHUZLWKOHVVEULJKWHQHUZLOO
KDYHDORQJHUOLIH
8VHGZLWKWKHULJKWLQNVVRPHLQNMHWSDSHUVIDURXWSHUIRUPWUDGLWLRQDOFRORU
SKRWRJUDSKV+3 VFRWWRQEDVHPDWWH3KRWR5DJSURGXFHGIRULWV'HVLJQMHWDQG
ODUJHVFDOHSULQWHUVLQSDUWQHUVKLSZLWK*HUPDQ\ V+DKQHPXKOHLVUDWHGWRODVWDQ
DVWRQLVKLQJ\HDUVZKHQXVHGZLWKLWVSLJPHQWHG89LQNV$QRWKHULPSUHVVLYHODUJH
IRUPDWLQNMHW+3SDSHULVLWVLQVWDQWGU\+33URGXFWLYLW\6HPL*ORVVWKDW VUDWHGDW
RYHU\HDUV
(SVRQ VOLQHRISLJPHQWHG8OWUD&KURPHLQNSULQWHUVUDQJHLQVL]HIURPWKH[
EHG6W\OXV3KRWRXSWRWKHZLGH6W\OXV3UR(SVRQ
RIIHUVQHDUO\WZRGR]HQSKRWRJUDSKLFDQG')$SDSHUVIRUWKLVVHULHVRISULQWHUV
LQFOXGLQJ(SVRQ8OWUDVPRRWK)LQH$UWSDSHUZKLFKLVUDWHGWRODVWRYHU\HDUV$
PDWWHSDSHU, PYHU\LPSUHVVHGZLWKLV(SVRQ VDFLGIUHH9HOYHW)LQH$UWPDWWHFRWWRQ
UDJSDSHUZKLFKFDQODVWXSWR\HDUVZKHQSURWHFWHGE\89JODVVDQG\HDUV
ZLWKDSURWHFWLYHVSUD\,WDOVRKDVJUHDWERG\
,QGDUNNHHSLQJVXFKDVDER[RUDOEXPPRVWRI(SVRQ SDSHUVDUHUDWHGWRODVWRYHU
\HDUV7KLVPDWFKXSRISULQWHUVSDSHUVDQGLQNVDFURVVLWV8OWUD&KURPHLQN
SULQWHUOLQHOHWV\RXFUHDWHSHUIHFWVPDOOSURRIVRQWKHGHVNWS6W\OXVEHIRUH
SURGXFLQJDILQDOSULQWRQWKH
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'\HVYV3LJPHQWV
,QNMHWG\HDQGSLJPHQWLQNVKDYHDELJDGYDQWDJHRYHUWUDGLWLRQDOFRORUSKRWRJUDSKLF
SURFHVVHV%HFDXVHWKHUH VQRLQWHUPHGLDU\SURFHVVLQJVWDJHWKHFRORUDQWVJRGLUHFWO\
IURPWKHLQNFDUWULGJHWRSDSHU\LHOGLQJEHWWHUEULJKWQHVVDQGSHUPDQHQFH2QWKH
RWKHUKDQGLQNMHWPHGLDWHQGWREHKLJKO\DEVRUEHQWVLQFHWKDW VSDUWRIKRZWKH
WHFKQRORJ\ZRUNV
)RU\HDUVWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOZLVGRPKDVEHHQWKDWG\HEDVHGLQNVDUHEULJKWHUWKDQ
SLJPHQWHGRQHVDQGSLJPHQWVDOZD\VRXWODVWG\HV7RHYHU\RQH VVXUSULVHLQFOXGLQJ
WKH5 'FRPPXQLW\QHZGDWDUHYHDOVWKDW VQRWDOZD\VWKHFDVH)RUH[DPSOHG\HV
H[KLELWVXSHULRUFRORUUHQGLWLRQDORQJWKH\HOORZPDJHQWDUHGRUDQJHD[LVEXWSLJPHQWV
RIWHQZLQRXWLQWKHEOXHSXUSOHUDQJHVRPHWKLQJZH YHFRQILUPHGZLWKWHVWVLQRXUODE

&RPSDUHGWRSLJPHQWVG\HVDUHDQRUGHURIPDJQLWXGHPRUHVXVFHSWLEOHWRIDGLQJ
ZKHQ\RXUDQGRPO\PL[DQGPDWFKSDSHUVDQGLQNV:KHUHSLJPHQWVPD\EHDERXW
WKUHHWLPHVDVVHQVLWLYHWRWKLVNLQGRIVLWXDWLRQG\HVPD\EHWZHQW\WRWKLUW\WLPHVDV
VXVFHSWLEOH
'\HVDQGSLJPHQWDOVRUHYHDOQRWLFHDEO\GLIIHUHQWVXUIDFHSURSHUWLHV3LJPHQWHG
VXUIDFHVDUHHDVLHUWRVFUDWFKDQGRIWHQGLVSOD\XQHYHQVXUIDFHVLQPL[HGFRORUDQG
WRQHDUHDV7KH\ UHDOVRPRUHVXEMHFWWRDSKHQRPHQRQNQRZQDVPHWDPHULVPZKLFK
FDXVHVZKDWVKRXOGEHQHXWUDOJUD\VWRGLVSOD\DPDUNHGFRORUFDVWXQGHUGLIIHUHQW
OLJKWLQJFRQGLWLRQVRIWHQVNHZHGWRZDUGWKHJUHHQUDQJH
2QWKHSOXVVLGHSLJPHQWHGLQNVLQFUHDVHSDSHUFKRLFHVRYHUG\HVDWSUHVHQW0RVWRI
WKHUHDOO\FRRO')$SDSHUVDUHGHVLJQHGWRZRUNZLWKSLJPHQWVZKLOHPRVWG\HVDUH
SDLUHGZLWKJORVVRUVDWLQSKRWRJUDSKLFSDSHUVDQGDYHU\OLPLWHGVHWRIPDWWHVXUIDFHV
3LJPHQWHGLQNVGRRIIHUVRPHXQLTXHTXDOLWLHV)RUH[DPSOH(SVRQ V8OWUDFKURPH
PDWWHEODFNVLPXODWHVSHUIHFWO\WKHHIIHFWRID5HPEUDQGWHWFKLQJPDGHZLWKDVWHHO
SODWHDQGSULQWHU VLQN$YHU\QLFHIHDWXUHRIWKHLUQHZZLGHEHG6W\OXV
3URLVWKDWLWLQWHOOLJHQWO\VZLWFKHVEHWZHHQDPDWWHEODFNFDUWULGJHDQGDJORVV\
3KRWR%ODFNRQHGHSHQGLQJRQZKDWSDSHU VORDGHGLQWKHSULQWHU
6RPHRIWKLVPHGLDFKRLFHLPEDODQFHLVGXHWRDPDUNHWSHUFHSWLRQWKDWKLJKHUHQG
SULQWHUVDUHVXSSRUWHGE\WKHSUHSUHVVDQGSURRILQJPDUNHWVZKLFKKDYHPRUHOLPLWHG
UHTXLUHPHQWVWKDQWKH')$PDUNHWDQGVRPHRILWKDVWRGRZLWKEDFNZDUGV
FRPSDWLELOLW\LVVXHVZLWKHDUOLHUSULQWHUV$FRXSOH\HDUVGRZQWKHURDGWKLVVFHQDULR
FRXOGEHYHU\GLIIHUHQW
&RQFOXVLRQV
:H YHURFNHWHGIURPRXWRIWKH6WRQH$JHDQGLQWRWKH0RGHUQ(UDRILQNMHWSULQWLQJ
EXW,H[SHFWWKHEHVWLV\HWWRFRPH&RORUILGHOLW\ZLOOLPSURYHDQGSULQWOLIHH[SHFWDQF\
ZLOOFRQWLQXHWRJURZRYHUWKHQH[WVHYHUDO\HDUV
3URGXFLQJ')$SULQWVUHTXLUHVPRUHZRUNWKDQVLPSO\KLWWLQJ3ULQWDQGVHHLQJZKDW
FRPHVRXWWKHRWKHUHQGRIWKHSDSHUWUD\EXWFUHDWLQJPXVHXPTXDOLW\SULQWVRQ\RXU
GHVNWRSLVQRZXQTXHVWLRQDEO\DUHDOLW\(YHQLI\RX UHQRWSURGXFLQJWLPHOHVVDUW
WKHUH VQRUHDVRQ\RXUIDPLO\SLFWXUHVVKRXOGQ WORRNDVJRRGDVSRVVLEOHDQGODVWDV
ORQJDVSRVVLEOH
&RQWULEXWLQJHGLWRU'DYLG(P VGLJLWDODUWKDVEHHQH[KLELWHGLQPXVHXPVDQGEURDGFDVWLQ
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7KH)LQH$UWRI'LJLWDO3ULQWLQJ3DUW
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$PHULFD(XURSHDQG-DSDQ<RXFDQHPDLO'DYLG(PDW GDYLGHP#HDUWKOLQNQHW)RUPRUH
RIKLV DQGDVVRFLDWH$OH[3RXUQHOOH V FROXPQVYLVLWWKH0HGLD/DE&ROXPQ,QGH[
&RQWDFW%<7(FRPDWKWWSZZZE\WHFRPIHHGEDFNIHHGEDFNKWPO
3DJHRI

0DUNHW3ODFH
357UDFNHU%XJ7UDFNLQJ6RIWZDUH

(OHPHQWRRO%XJ7UDFNLQJ7RRO

7KHOHDGLQJ:HEEDVHGEXJWUDFNLQJDQGVXSSRUW
PDQDJHPHQWWRRO1RQHHGWRLQVWDOODQ\VRIWZDUH9HU\HDV\
WRXVH2IIHUVDIUHHEDVLFRSWLRQ
6WRSVWUXJJOLQJWRJHWQHZFOLHQWVDQGSURMHFWV

ZHE

,QQRYDWLYHPDUNHWLQJDQGVDOHVDGYLFHH[FOXVLYHO\IRU,7
SURIHVVLRQDOVDQGFRQVXOWDQWV)UHHDUWLFOHVDXGLRWLSVDQG
DZHHNO\QHZVOHWWHUSDFNHGZLWKXQLTXHSURYHQVWUDWHJLHVWR
JURZ\RXU,7EXVLQHVV



-RXUQ\[7LPHVKHHWLV)UHHIRUXVHUV

,QFUHDVH\RXUFRQVXOWLQJELOOLQJVE\DXWRPDWLQJELOOLQJ
ZLWKWKLV)5((ZHEEDVHGWLPHVKHHWIRU/LQX[:LQWHO
6RODULV$,;)UHH%6'62$3;0/$3,:KLFKRI\RXU
SURMHFWVDUHXQSURILWDEOH"-RXUQ\[ZLOOWHOO\RX
1HW&KDUWLQJ6HHWKH0RYLH $FWLYH'HPR

(QJLQHHULQJ6FLHQWLILF)LQDQFLDODQG6HULRXV%XVLQHVV
&KDUWVDQG*UDSKLQJFRPSRQHQWVILWVHDPOHVVO\LQWR\RXU
(;(RU:HE6LWH,QFOXGHV$VS1HW$FWLYH;DQG'//
LQWHUIDFHVIRU9LVXDO6WXGLRDQG9%
:DQQDVHH\RXUDGKHUH"

&RS\ULJKW&030HGLD//&3ULYDF\3ROLF\7HUPVRI6HUYLFH
6LWHFRPPHQWVZHEPDVWHU#E\WHFRP
6'0*:HE6LWHV%<7(FRP&&8VHUV-RXUQDO'U'REE V-RXUQDO 06'10DJD]LQH1HZ$UFKLWHFW 6'([SR6'0DJD]LQH
6\V$GPLQ 7KH3HUO-RXUQDO8QL[5HYLHZFRP:LQGRZV'HYHORSHU1HWZRUN
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SDULV KRWHOVFKLFDJR KRWHOV8QELDVHG 3ULFH&RPSDULVRQV 
)DVKLRQ 6KRSSLQJ$ 0&6(0&6$0&$'&HUWLILFDWLRQ7UDLQLQJ

:LWKLWVVHQVLEOHGHIDXOWFRQILJXUDWLRQVR\RXFDQEHJLQ
WUDFNLQJEXJVULJKWDZD\ZKLOHFRQILJXULQJWKHVRIWZDUHRQ
WKHIO\WRVXLW\RXUQHHGV)HDWXUHVDVVLJQPHQWVRUWLQJ
VHDUFKLQJUHSRUWLQJDWWDFKPHQWVHPDLOQRWLILFDWLRQDQG
PXFKPRUH
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Kodak's response to the Henry Wilhelm article
We agree that a common standard is needed, and Kodak is co-chairing an industry committee to seek
out the most accurate testing parameters with the consumer in mind.
Kodak uses controlled, accelerated test conditions to simulate the long-term effects of light, heat,
humidity, and ozone on image quality. Typical home conditions are 23 degrees Celsius, 50 percent
relative humidity, 0.01 ppm ozone/12 hr/day, 120 lux/12 hr/day. These conditions are documented in
our paper published in the Proceedings of the 13th IS&T Photofinishing Symposium, February 8-10,
2004.
All four factors -- light fade, ozone fade, thermal fade and humidity keep -- can affect the longevity of a
print. Many competitors ignore the weakest link in their testing, such as factoring out ozone fade or
humidity keep. As such, they aren't representing a true home environment.
Kodak's new Ultima Picture Paper with ColorLast technology is a significant advancement in picture
longevity, with over 100-year degradation resistance when used with state-of-the-art inks. These stateof-the-art inks are widely available in current consumer photo-quality printers.
The typical home display paper, a white paper documenting our testing methodologies, and a listing of
ink/printer combinations that provide over 100 years longevity when used with new Ultima Picture
Paper are available from the "Science Behind ColorLast Technology" link at
http://www.kodak.com/go/inkjet/
Ends"
The Ultimate Kodak challenge
Kodak are sending some sample packs of paper to photo-i. Regular readers will know that I do not
usally test third party media within any printer review. However, I will do a real world test on this media,
i.e. I will print the same image using a; HP7960 & HP media, Canon i965 & Canon media, Epson R800
& Epson media. Each of the printers will also be used for printing on Kodak's paper. I will print three
pictures on each printer (3 own brand & 3 Kodak Ultima), one print will be sealed in a dark box, the

http://www.photo-i.co.uk/News/Apr04/Kodak.htm (1 of 2) [2004/04/26 4:11:33 PM]
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Kodak responds

other will be placed in a sunny living room (I did say a real world test didn't I) and the last print will be
pinned on a kitchen notice board - the kitchen is a good place for any test as the picture will be
subjected to heat, vapour and anything else that may be floating about. Forget the labs, the kitchen is
the ultimate test for anything!

Simulated fade picture
Home Display conditions document (PDF)
Technology behind Kodak Ultima paper (PDF)
Print life chart for paper and inks (PDF)
photo-i article
© Vincent Oliver 2004 www.photo-i.co.uk
Please use the Forum to post your questions and views.

click to Shop at the photo-i shop

http://www.photo-i.co.uk/News/Apr04/Kodak.htm (2 of 2) [2004/04/26 4:11:33 PM]
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In a Digital Age, Who Knows
When Photogr aphs Will Fade
Henr y Wilhelm Puts Output
Of Color Pr inter s to Test

6LWH0DS
'LVFXVVLRQV
+HOS
&RQWDFW8V

7RGD\,Q

#<RXU6HUYLFH
)LQDQFLDO:RUNVWDWLRQV
DW3&SULFHV
)5((UHSRUW*HW\RXU
6WRFN0DUNHW2XWORRN
&/,&.+(5(
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*HWSRVWDJHDW
\RXURIILFH
*LYHWKHSHUIHFWJLIW
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DGYHUWLVHPHQW

By GEORGE ANDERS

Staff Repor ter of THE WALL STREET J OURNAL

*5,11(//,RZD:KHQVRPHRIWKHZRUOG VELJJHVWFRPSDQLHVZDQW
WRSHHULQWRWKHIXWXUHWKH\WXUQWRWKLVFROOHJHWRZQLQWKHPLGGOHRI
,RZDIDUPFRXQWU\%XWWKH\DUHQ WVHHNLQJRXWSURIHVVRUV
+HZOHWW3DFNDUG&R&DQRQ,QFDQG6HLNR(SVRQ&RUSDPRQJRWKHUV
WUDFNGRZQ\HDUROG+HQU\:LOKHOPD*ULQQHOO&ROOHJHGURSRXWZKR
KDVVSHQWPRVWRIKLVOLIHVWXG\LQJWKHZD\VSKRWRJUDSKVGHFD\ZLWKWKH
SDVVDJHRIWLPH
'D\DIWHUGD\0U:LOKHOPDQGVHYHQDVVLVWDQWVVKRYHWKRXVDQGVRI
SKRWRVXQGHUEOLQGLQJO\EULJKWIOXRUHVFHQWOLJKWVWRVHHZKHWKHUWKH
FRORUVIDGH2WKHUSLFWXUHVDUHWUDSSHGLQKXPLGRUVWKDWUHVHPEOHWKH
GDPSVWHDP\FRQGLWLRQVRI0LDPLRQDVXPPHUDIWHUQRRQ$QGLIWKDW
LVQ WHQRXJKSXQLVKPHQWDWKLUGEDWFKRISKRWRVLVEDQLVKHGWRDQR]RQH
FKDPEHUWLPHVDVFRUURVLYHDVDEDGDLUGD\LQ0H[LFR&LW\
$IWHUHQRXJKRIWKLVWRUWXUHPRVWSLFWXUHVVWDUWWRORRNDZIXO6RIW
KLJKOLJKWVLQSHRSOH VKDLUGLVDSSHDU6NLQWRQHVWXUQJUHHQ7KHGHOLFDWH
SDWWHUQRIDZHGGLQJGUHVVGLVLQWHJUDWHVLQWRDVKDSHOHVVZKLWHIRJ7R
0U:LOKHOPHDFKVWDJHRIGHFD\LVIDVFLQDWLQJ$WQLJKWKHFRQILGHV
, OOJRDQGVHHKRZWKHVDPSOHVDUHGRLQJ(DUO\RQLQWKHDJLQJSURFHVV
\RXFDQVWDUWWRSUHGLFWZKDWZLOOIDGH,FDQ WLPDJLQHDQ\WKLQJPRUH
HQHUJL]LQJ
2QFHSLFWXUHVDUHVXIILFLHQWO\GDPDJHG0U
:LOKHOPVWRSVWKHH[SHULPHQWGRHV
FDOFXODWLRQVEDVHGRQKLV\HDUVRIH[SHULHQFH
DQGGHFODUHVKRZORQJSDUWLFXODUSKRWRSULQWLQJ
WHFKQRORJLHVZLOOODVWRQH\HDUILYH\HDUV
\HDUVRUXQGHUQRUPDOLQGRRUGLVSOD\
FRQGLWLRQV
7KRVH1RVWUDGDPXVOLNHIRUHFDVWVKDYHEHFRPH0U:LOKHOP VKDOOPDUN:LWKQHZ
WHFKQRORJLHVIRUPDNLQJSKRWRVSUROLIHUDWLQJDQGFRQVXPHUVQRWDOZD\VDEOHWR
DFFHVVRULJLQDOQHJDWLYHVRUGLJLWDOILOHVKLVUDWLQJVKDYHEHFRPHWKHZLGHO\
DFFHSWHGVWDQGDUGIRUKRZSHULVKDEOHDSULQWHGLPDJHLV3ULQWHUPDNHUVZKRVFRUH
ZHOOIUHTXHQWO\WRXWKLVUDWLQJVLQWKHLUDGV
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In A Digital Age, Who Knows When Photographs Will Fade
:6-FRP,QD'LJLWDO$JH:KR.QRZV:KHQ3KRWRJUDSKV:LOO)DGH

:KDWPDNHVVRPH
EXVLQHVVHVVWDQGRXW"
)LQGRXWPRUHDW
ZZZWKHSOD\HUVWY

7RWKHQDNHGH\HPDQ\WHVWSKRWRVORRNLQGLVWLQJXLVKDEOHIURPRQHDQRWKHUUHJDUGOHVVRIKRZPXFK
SXQLVKPHQWWKH\KDYHWDNHQ%XWQRERG\DW:LOKHOP,PDJLQJUHOLHVRQH\HEDOOLQJDSKRWRJUDSK,QVWHDGODE
DVVLVWDQWVSOXFNRXWWKHSKRWRVDVRIWHQDVWKUHHWLPHVDGD\DQGUXQWKHPWKURXJKD6ZLVVPDFKLQH
WKDWDQDO\]HVFRORUFRPSRVLWLRQ+DVWKH\HOORZEHJXQWRIDGHDQGLIVRKRZPXFK",VWKHPDJHQWDHEELQJ
DZD\VOLJKWO\IDVWHUWKDQWKHF\DQEOXH"7KHUHDUHVXFKWHVWVWKDWPXVWEHUXQDQGDQ\RQHRIWKHPFDQ
IOXQNDSKRWR
0U:LOKHOPNQRFNHGDERXWDELWEHIRUHKHSHUIHFWHGKLVVSHFLDOW\+HJUDGXDWHGIURPKLJKVFKRROLQ
$UOLQJWRQ9DLQDQGKHDGHGWR%ROLYLDDVD3HDFH&RUSVYROXQWHHU(YHQLQWKHVLPSOHVWKXWV0U
:LOKHOPUHFDOOVDIHZIDPLO\SKRWRVZRXOGEHKDQJLQJLQDSODFHRIKRQRU,WZDVVRKXPLGWKDWIXQJXVZDV
JURZLQJRQWKHHPXOVLRQ,WPDGHPHUHDOL]HKRZSUHFLRXVWKRVHSKRWRVZHUH

)RUWKHQH[W\HDUV0U:LOKHOPUDWWOHGDURXQGRQWKHHGJHVRIWKHSKRWRLQGXVWU\QHYHUILQGLQJKLVQLFKH
+HVKRWIUHHODQFHSKRWRVRIWKH&KLFDJR'HPRFUDWLF1DWLRQDO&RQYHQWLRQRQO\WRGHFLGHWKDWKH
FRXOGQ WPDNHDOLYLQJDVDQHZVSKRWRJUDSKHU+HZURWHDUWLFOHVIRUSKRWRPDJD]LQHV
,QKLVPRVWQRWRULRXVDGYHQWXUH0U:LOKHOPSDWHQWHGDSKRWRSULQWZDVKHUDQGVHWXSDVPDOODVVHPEO\OLQH
LQKLVEDVHPHQWWRPDQXIDFWXUHWKHPDFKLQHV:KHQWRZQRIILFLDOVILQHGKLPIRUYLRODWLQJ]RQLQJUXOHV
KHUHIXVHGWRSD\DQGVSHQWILYHGD\VLQMDLO,WWXUQHGRXWZHOO0U:LOKHOPVD\V5HPHPEHUWKLVLV
,RZD7KHZDUGHQ VZLIHPDGHGLQQHUIRUXVHYHU\QLJKW
7KURXJKRXWWKHV0U:LOKHOPOLYHGRQJUDQWVIURPPXVHXPVDQGWKH*XJJHQKHLP)RXQGDWLRQWRVWXG\
LPDJHSUHVHUYDWLRQ+HDQGKLVVHFRQGZLIH&DURO%URZHU:LOKHOPVSHQWDGR]HQ\HDUVSURGXFLQJD
SDJHERRN7KH3HUPDQHQFHDQG&DUHRI&RORU3KRWRJUDSKV7KHGHQVHZRUNGHOLJKWHGSKRWR
PDJD]LQHVDQGWKHFXUDWRURI+DUYDUG V3HDERG\0XVHXPEXWZKHQLWZDVSXEOLVKHGLQLWVROGMXVWD
IHZWKRXVDQGFRSLHV:HJRWVRIDUEHKLQGRQRXUELOOVWKDWWKHHOHFWULFLW\FRPSDQ\WKUHDWHQHGWRFXWXVRII
UHFDOOV0UV:LOKHOP
7KHQFDPHWKH3&:RUOGWUDGHVKRZDW1HZ<RUN&LW\ V-DYLWV
&HQWHULQ$WWHQGHHVZHUHEX]]LQJDERXWDQ(SVRQLQNMHW
SULQWHUWKDWZDVSULFHGIRUWKHPDVVPDUNHW0U:LOKHOPORYHG
WKHWHFKQRORJ\EXWKHDOVRUHDOL]HGWKDWLIPDQXIDFWXUHUVHYHU
ZDQWHGWRVOLFHLQWR(DVWPDQ.RGDN&R VWUDGLWLRQDOILOP
PDUNHWFRQVXPHUV GRXEWVDERXWSKRWRGXUDELOLW\ZRXOGQHHG
WREHDOOD\HG0DQXIDFWXUHUVKDGQ WVHWWOHGRQDWHVWLQJVHUYLFH
5LJKWWKHUH,NQHZZHKDGDEXVLQHVV0U:LOKHOPUHFDOOV
7(//0($6725<

5HDGVHOHFWHGH[FHUSWVIURPWKHDQWKRORJ\
)ORDWLQJ2IIWKH3DJH7KH%HVWRI7KH:DOO
6WUHHW-RXUQDO V 0LGGOH&ROXPQ 

(DJHUO\0U:LOKHOPDSSURDFKHGILOPDQGSULQWHUFRPSDQLHVZLWKRIIHUVWRWHVWWKHLUPDFKLQHVIRUDERXW
DSLHFH+HWDONHGXSKLVGHFDGHVRIH[SHULHQFHLQWKHSKRWREXVLQHVV+HKDQGHGRXWFRSLHVRIKLV
ERRNSRVLWLRQLQJKLPVHOIDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWRWKH,PDJLQJ3HUPDQHQFH,QVWLWXWHLQ.RGDN VKRPHWRZQ
5RFKHVWHU1<6RPHPDQXIDFWXUHUV\DZQHGEXW(SVRQDQG)XML3KRWR)LOP&RVLJQHGRQDVHDUO\
:LOKHOPFXVWRPHUV
0U:LOKHOP VVWXEERUQVWUHDNGLGQ WPDNHWKLQJVHDVLHU+HJRWLQWRDGUDZQRXWVSDWZLWK.RGDNDERXW
WHVWLQJVWDQGDUGVDQGSURGXFWTXDOLW\ .RGDNWRGDWHKDVQ WVXEPLWWHGDQ\SURGXFWVWREHWHVWHGE\0U
:LOKHOP VODE +HEDONHGDWPDQXIDFWXUHUV UHTXHVWVWRNHHSTXLHWDERXWSRRUUHVXOWVRUWRDOWHUWHVW
FRQGLWLRQVWRVXLWFXVWRPHUV ZLVKHV+HQU\WHOOVWKHPDQXIDFWXUHUVVWXIIWKH\GRQ WZDQWWRNQRZVD\V
&KLFDJRSKRWRJUDSKHU-HII6FKHZH7KDW VZKDW,OLNHDERXWKLP
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THE FADE FACTOR

when you’ve taken a perfect
photo, you want to keep the
image fresh for years to come.
But for digital shutterbugs
who make their own prints,
that isn’t as easy as it sounds.
18
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Both the paper you choose
for your ink jet printer and the
ink you use with your hardware make a big difference in
whether your snapshot will
last or will fade within a year or

NOVEMBER 2002

two—and sometimes whether
it will print well at all.
Fortunately, since we first
looked at photo-print longevity
last year (see find.pcworld.
com/31094), manufacturers

have made big improvements.
For $152, you can buy HP’s
Deskjet 5550, a PC World Best
Buy this month (see Top 10
Printers, page 149), which produces great-quality prints that
should last over 70 years—
with the right paper and ink
(see “Someday Your Prints
Will Fade,” page 20), and with
the proper care.
As consumers switch from
film cameras to digital models
in droves, more and more people are expected to face these
choices. Lyra Research, which
covers the imaging industry,
says that 63 percent of PCowning households print digital photos, and photo printing
even accounts for 10 percent
of printer usage among people without digital cameras.
To evaluate the best printer/
paper/ink combinations this
year, we again worked with
Wilhelm Imaging Research

ILLUSTRATION: GORDON STUDER

INK JET PHOTOS CAN LAST FOR YEARS—OR A FEW MONTHS, DEPENDING ON THE PRINTER, INK,
AND PAPER. WE IDENTIFY THE BEST PRODUCTS AND DEALS. B Y A N U S H Y E G YA Z A R I A N
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YPASS

Display permanence rating (years)

GS
PAPER

OUR
CompUSA High Gloss
Photo ($0.25 per
sheet)

R, INK,

Epson
Stylus
Photo
2200

10 1

52

n/a

22 1

51

2

2

n/a

1

1

Canon
S900,
S9000

CompUSA Super High
Gloss Photo ($0.37
per sheet)

9

Hammermill Jet Print
Photo, Professional
($0.50 per sheet)

12

Kodak Ultima Picture
Paper High Gloss
($0.87 per sheet)

7

Staples Premium
Glossy Ink Jet Photo
($0.25 per sheet)

3

Printer manufacturer’s
best paper (costs vary)

38

1

2

42

Approximately 30

HP Deskjet
5550,
Lexmark
Z55,
Photosmart
7150, 7350,
Z65
7550

16

8

5

22

4

n/a

21

3

2

Approximately 30

2

1

More than
90

73

27

6

n/a = Not applicable; this paper is not suitable for a pigment-ink printer. 1 Inks puddle or resist
drying even after two weeks. 2 Visible color distortion or surface gloss irregularities occur
(unrelated to fading). See “Someday Your Prints Will Fade” on page 20 for test methodology.
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(www.wilhelm-research.com),
an Iowa-based firm whose
founder, Henry Wilhelm, has
been researching the topic for
more than 30 years.
Wilhelm employs special
high-intensity lighting and
temperature techniques to accelerate the aging process and
project print longevity. This
year he looked at the latest
crop of printers, inks, and
papers from the leading printer manufacturers—Canon,
Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and
Lexmark—to see which produce the longest-lasting prints.
For the first time, the study
also tested five common thirdparty papers sold at computer
and office-supply stores. We
found some to be fairly good
bargains, combining lower
cost with acceptable print
longevity. But prints made on
many third-party papers won’t
endure long, and in some

cases the print quality is so
poor, you wouldn’t want them
around anyway (see “Does
Low-Cost Paper Last?” above).

FEW BARGAINS
for the best longevity and
quality, the Wilhelm study
confirms that you’re better off
with the manufacturer’s recommended papers and inks
instead of the typically cheaper third-party brands.
Bargains do exist: In a few
cases, the study shows prints
on third-party papers were projected to last as long as 12 and
sometimes even more than 20
years (all reported results are
for prints framed under glass
in a fairly bright room—see
find.pcworld.com/31136 for
details on the testing procedures). But in many more instances, photos either were
projected to fade within a couple of years or didn’t print well

IN BRIEF

Product Pipeline
SAFE: Trekstor is now shipping its security-focused
USB 1.1 Trek ThumbDrive
Touch, which employs biometric technology to authenticate and verify users.
Its sensor uses your body’s
natural electrical charge to
measure the difference in
potential energy between
the ridges and valleys in a
fingerprint, and then creates
a set of data points to recognize you. Drive sizes range
from 16MB for $69 to 128MB
for $199, and up to three
other users may be authenticated to share a drive. find.
pcworld.com/31121

Tidbyte
ZOOM: Want to see what
your neighborhood looks like
from a satellite? With Keyhole’s EarthViewer3D installed on your PC, type in an
address and watch the viewer zoom in from outer space
to just a few thousand feet
above the chosen location.
The images shown are built
from recent satellite photographs. To use the viewer,
your PC must have an NVidia
graphics processor (either
NForce or a GeForce2 card—
or better). You pay nothing
for the first 30 days, then
$80 for 12 months. Go to
find.pcworld.com/31109.
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DOES LOW-COST PAPER LAST?

in the first place. The inks
dried improperly and ended
up pooling or smudging onto
nearby paper; in some cases
the photos exhibited defects
such as bronzing, in which
blacks and other colors take
on a metallic sheen. Still,
using inexpensive paper for
test prints might make sense.
Moreover, paper that works
well with one printer may not
work well with others. For example, pictures printed on
Kodak’s 87-cents-per-sheet
Ultima Picture Paper High
Gloss were projected to last 21
years with HP’s printers—a
good showing—but just 3 and
4 years with some printers
from Lexmark and Epson, respectively. Prints from Canon’s
S900 and S9000 series should
last for about 7 years, but the
Kodak paper didn’t absorb the
ink properly—it puddled on
the surface and never dried as
it should have.
Hammermill’s Jet Print
Photo Professional paper did
reasonably well with Canon
printers, yielding prints rated
to last about 12 years, and was
fairly good with HP and Epson printers, producing prints
projected to last 8 and 4 years,
respectively. With Lexmark’s
printers, however, neutral colors ended up bronzing. At 50
cents per sheet, it was also the
second-most-expensive thirdparty paper that we saw. (We
dropped Jet Print Photo MultiProject Photo Paper from the
study because it yellowed after
exposure to light.)
Prints on CompUSA-brand
papers had good fade resistance; they were estimated to
last over 20 years with HP’s
printers. But the papers consistently had problems absorbing inks and drying properly,
or they distorted colors. 
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Staples’ Premium Glossy Ink
Jet Photo paper, at 25 cents
per sheet, was the cheapest in
the study; but its print life was
rated at just 1 to 3 years with
most of the printers (although
it did not exhibit drying or
color-distortion problems).
The Staples and Jet Print
Photo papers were the only
third-party media able to print
with Epson’s new Stylus Photo
2200. Like its predecessor, the
2000P, the 2200 uses pigmentbased inks, which tend to be
more stable than the more
common dye inks. That often
helps prints resist damage
from light, water, and air pollutants, so they last longer.
But pigment inks require specially matched papers to ensure that images look good.

The Kodak and CompUSA
papers couldn’t handle the
2200’s inks properly, and so
were not included in the results. The Jet Print Photo and
Staples papers did very well
with this printer: Their print
life was projected to be approximately 30 years. (As we went
to press, these longevity tests
were still in progress.)

PRINTS AND PAPER
why do results vary so much
with different printer-andpaper combinations? It’s all in
the chemistry. Each printer
manufacturer has its own set
of formulas and creates products that work together to give
the best results.
HP has made a particularly
noteworthy breakthrough by

creating new papers and inks
for the company’s Deskjet
5550, as well as its Photosmart
7150 ($180), 7350 ($250), and
7550 ($400) printers. Using
dye-based inks—including a
specially developed magenta—
and a new Premium Plus
Photo Paper (Glossy), HP’s
printers produced prints that
Wilhelm’s study projected to
last for 73 years. That kind of
longevity rating was previously exclusive to pricey archival
printers such as Epson’s Stylus Photo 2000P ($899) and
2200 ($699)—and to the best
traditional prints from film.
What’s more, in PC World’s
tests of the Deskjet 5550, we
found its photo quality among
the best we’ve seen. The model also offers good speeds and

SOMEDAY YOUR PRINTS WILL FADE
Cost
per
sheet

Display
permanence
rating (years) 1

Canon Photo Paper Pro PR-101

$0.93

38

Canon High Gloss Photo Film (11 by 17 inches)

$5.50

12

Canon Glossy Photo Paper GP-301

$0.50

5

Epson ColorLife SemiGloss Photo Paper

$0.77

27

Epson Matte Paper, Heavyweight

$0.26

18

Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper

$0.70

5

Epson Photo Paper, Glossy

$0.45

3

Epson Photo Quality Glossy Film

$0.59

2

PRINTER/INK

Paper

Printer: Canon S900 Bubble Jet Photo
Printer ($349), S9000 ($499)
Ink: Canon BCI-6 ($72 for six individual colors)
Printer: Epson Stylus Photo 785EPX ($149),
820 ($99), 890 ($299), 925 ($299), 960
($349), 1280 ($499)
Ink: Epson black cartridge ($25),
color cartridge ($22; for 1280, $30)
Printer: Epson Stylus Photo 2200 ($699)
Ink: Epson UltraChrome ($75 for seven
individual colors)

Epson Watercolor Paper, Radiant White (13 by 19 inches)

$1.25

90

Epson Premium Glossy Photo Paper

$0.70

50

Epson Premium Luster Photo Paper

$0.70

47

Epson Enhanced Matte Paper (formerly Archival Matte)

$0.32

30 2

Printer: HP Deskjet 5550 ($152); Photosmart
7150 ($180), 7350 ($250), 7550 ($400)
New HP Premium Plus Photo Paper, Glossy
Ink: HP #56 black ($20), #57 tricolor ($35),
#58 photo cartridge ($25)

$0.80

73

Printer: Lexmark Z55 ($129), Z65 ($170)
Ink: Lexmark black cartridge ($30);
color cartridge ($35)

$1.00

6

Fujicolor Crystal Archive

$0.30 3

60

Kodak Ektacolor 8

$0.30 3

22

Traditional color photographs

Ilford Printasia Photo Glossy Paper

HOW WE TEST: Tests conducted by Wilhelm Imaging Research; results provided to PC World. Wilhelm Imaging Research tests prints as follows: Prints
are carefully prepared and dried for two weeks in a controlled environment, then exposed to high-intensity fluorescent light at a constant temperature and humidity. Data from these accelerated tests is extrapolated to a “real world” display condition of fairly bright room illumination (45 lux) for
12 hours per day, with prints framed under glass. For details on test methodology, see find.pcworld.com/31136. All papers are 8.5 by 11 inches unless
otherwise noted. Each manufacturer’s ink cartridge is of unique size. 1 Time of display before noticeable fading occurs for prints framed under glass.
2
Prints resist fading to 62 years, but yellowing becomes objectionable at 30 years. 3 Cost of print development not included.
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reasonable ink costs of 4.4
cents per page for text and
13.1 cents for graphics. For
the best photos, though, you’ll
have to pay for the premium
paper, which runs about 80
cents per sheet and is one of
the more expensive we tested.
One snag: HP’s system has
three different ink cartridges,
and with the low-cost Deskjet
you will have to switch them
manually—it can handle only
two at a time. The defaults are
the regular #56 black and the
standard color cartridges, not
the #58 photo cartridge (which
includes special black, magenta, and cyan inks and must be
purchased separately, as it
does not come with the printer). You do get the #58 photo
cartridge (but not the #56
black) with the company’s
Photosmart printers, along
with other amenities like digital camera media-card slots
(for easy printing) or preview
screens (on the 7550, which
also chooses between the inks
for you). You will pay more for
those units, however.
Both Canon’s printers and
Epson’s dye-based Stylus Photo printers make prints with
good projected longevity: for
example, up to 38 years for the
$499 Canon S9000 Bubble Jet
Photo wide-format printer
(see find.pcworld.com/31100)
and 27 for the $149 Epson Stylus Photo 785EPX (see find.
pcworld.com/31097), often
with good print quality as well.
(Results apply to other Canon
and Epson printers that use
the same inks and papers.) But
for the longest-lasting prints,
you must spend 77 cents per
sheet for Epson’s paper and a
pricey 93 cents per sheet for
Canon’s. Still, Epson’s $99
Stylus Photo 820 is such a
good value that you may 
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At the other end of the longevity spectrum are Lexmark’s
Z55 ($129) and Z65 ($170)
Color Jetprinter models. But
even Lexmark has improved
its inks since the last study:
Prints made with the recommended Ilford Printasia Photo

Glossy Paper should last six
years, compared to less than
one year with the Kodak Premium Picture Paper and the
Z52 printer tested last year.
(Lexmark is the only printer
vendor in this group that does
not have its own photo paper.)
Lexmark’s printers are fairly
inexpensive and have been
well rated in PC World tests
(see Top 10 Printers, page 149).
Overall, we found that you

don’t have to break the bank
to create long-lasting prints.
Advances by HP and other
companies mean that you can
create prints with extremely
long life expectancy by using a
printer that costs just $150.
In addition, Epson is working to bring pigment inks into
the mainstream with its new
$149 Stylus C82 (which also
made our Top 10 chart
this month). The company markets this fourcolor ink jet printer
as a general-purpose
model and not as a
photo printer (which is
the reason we excluded
it from this study), but its
prints are rated to last for up
to 80 years, depending on the
paper. If the Stylus C82 is successful, Epson may introduce
a six-color version into its Stylus Photo line.
You can also save some
money by using third-party
papers, though you will have
to experiment to see which
brands work with your printer. The bottom line: Select
your printing hardware and
supplies carefully, because
printers, inks, and papers are

not created equal.

IN BRIEF

Product Pipeline
GET REAL: Media-savvy PC
users tired of launching different applications to access
RealVideo, QuickTime, and
Windows Media files online
can now run all those files
with a single tool, RealNetworks’ new RealOne PlayerPlus Version 2. In addition to
playing the three popular
media types (and 50 others),
the software offers DVD playback and new tools for CD
burning. Free to subscribers
of RealNetworks’ monthly
$10 SuperPass service and
its $6 RadioPass service, the
player also is available for a
one-time fee of $30. Get it at
find.pcworld.com/31211.

Did You Know?
IN A GLOBAL SURVEY of
more than 225 companies,

33
PERCENT

nearly onethird admitted that they
may not be

adequately equipped to deal
with cyberterrorist attacks
on their networks.
SOURCE: INTERNET SECURITY ALLIANCE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF MANUFACTURERS, AND REDSIREN TECHNOLOGIES.

PHOTO PRINTING OPTIONS PROLIFERATE
How should you print your pictures? Here’s a quick snapshot of the most popular methods, with prices, pros, and cons.
Print costs 1

Film photo processors
Kiosks (for digital photos,
applies to Kodak Picture kiosks)
Online services
(e.g. Shutterfly, Ofoto)
Ink jet printing

Pros

Cons

$0.30 for 4 by 6,
$2.30 for 5 by 7,
$4.30 for 8 by 10 2

No special camera required. One-hour processing widely available.
Standard-size prints are inexpensive.

Larger prints and additional copies get expensive, as
do special papers. You must print and pay for all
shots on a roll to see what you’ve got.

$0.50–$2.33 for 4 by 6,
$3.50 for 5 by 7,
$7 for 8 by 10

Service is becoming widely available. You can print only the photos
you want. Basic image editing tools and CD burning may be offered.

Upload times may be long. Print sizes and paper
choices are typically limited.

Services are accessible from home. You can print only the photos you
want. Basic image editing tools, online access for friends and family,
and many printing options (such as cards and frames) are available.

Upload times may be long. Services may not handle
all file formats. You must pay shipping. You must
wait for prints. Paper choices may be limited.

You can print at home (or on the road with a portable printer). You
can select photos, sizes, and number of copies. Image editing is at
your discretion.

Learning how best to use printer and editing tools
may take time. A PC is usually required (except for
printers that accept digital media).

$0.49 for 4 by 6,
$0.99 for 5 by 7,
$3.99 for 8 by 10
$0.96 per
8.5-by-11-inch page 3

Prices vary by region and by individual manufacturer and store; prices listed are averages for 24-exposure rolls. 2 Includes development. 3 Includes average cost of glossy paper (about 71 cents per
page), with average ink consumption (assumed to be twice that of nonphotographic images; 12.7 cents is about average for color graphics).
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not mind the high paper costs.
Costs are higher for prints
with the longest life expectancy. Epson’s new high-end
photo printer, the 2200, boasts
the longest projected print life
in this study—more than 90
years—but it costs $699 and
paper for prints projected to
last longest costs about $1.25
per sheet. This printer is
the first model in the
mainstream market to
print in seven colors
(see find.pcworld.com/
31106), and it uses new
pigment-based UltraChrome inks that produce images that are
more vibrant than those
from the 2000P.
Those new inks do sacrifice
some longevity: In last year’s
study the 2000P produced
images that were projected to
last more than 100 years with
each of the tested papers,
while the 2200’s prints should
last over 90 years with specialty watercolor paper—but only
from 30 to 50 years with allpurpose (and cheaper) glossy
and matte papers. Still, all of
the 2200’s prints should last
about as long as the best traditional photographs.
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Bill Pierce's
Nuts & Bolts

Last month we discussed the processing and storage of negatives and transparencies
for long life. However, very few people, outside of yourself, are interested in your
negatives and transparencies. They want to see prints or, maybe, projected slides.
Producing color prints that have a long life is a bit iffy. Most prints contain dyes that
will fade with time, usually less time when they are exposed to light—so someone can
see them—than when they are put away in the dark (just one of God's little jokes).
About all you can do is pick the current color print materials that have the longest life
and reprint if something better comes along. Ilfochrome Classic Deluxe polyester
base (reversal) and Fujicolor Crystal Archive (negative) materials are currently in the
lead among the conventional materials using dyes. (A little common sense will also
prolong the life of color prints. Less fading occurs if they are exhibited in tungsten-lit
rooms rather than the uv-rich light from a picture window.)
There are a handful of color processes that use pigments, instead of dyes, coated
onto long lasting bases. Prints using these processes are expensive, but may be
worth it to you, especially if you are selling color prints as art and the customer has
reasonable expectations that his purchase will last.
While some of these processes are not available in this country (Fuji-Inax Photocera
Ceramic prints, inorganic pigments on ceramic tiles, have always had a perverse
fascination for me), information on long lasting processes based on digitally produced
separation negatives and pigment printing can be had from several sources in this
country.
A complete description of their pigment printing process can be found on the
Ultrastable website at http://www.ultrastable.com/.
Printing services are available from EverColor. Their website at
http://www.artlink.com/art/everclr.htm/ is currently under construction but provides
easy email requests for information.
Http://www.wilhelm-research.com/ is the website for Wilhelm Imaging Research. It
http://digitaljournalist.org/issue9903/nutsandbolts.htm
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provides information on the stability of current processes including an extensive list of
digital printing materials. Henry Wilhelm was mentioned in last month's column as the
author of the bible on photographic permanence, "The Permanence and Care of Color
Photographs." (Don't be fooled by the title; it covers black and white.) You can order
it through his website.

llford suggests a wash of five minutes followed by 10 minutes in a washing aid (Heico
PermaWash, etc.), and another five minutes of wash. During the wash periods I
constantly move prints, one at a time, from one tray to another of fresh water. When
all the prints have been moved to the new tray of fresh water, the old tray is dumped,
refilled and the process started again. This "move and dump" technique provides the
very important complete changes of water, and the exposure of all prints surfaces to
the fresh water. A clump of prints turning in the middle of a rotary washer or a big tray
with a siphon does neither.
Prints should be rotated continuously for the first five minutes in the washing aid, and
at least intermittently for the second five. (Truth be told, my second water wash is
usually a little longer than five minutes, nothing fixed, something that depends on my
appetite and what's on television.)
The best prints are further treated in dilute Kodak Rapid Selenium Toner or Agfa
Sistan to protect them against what Agfa graciously refers to as "environmental
influences." Treatment in selenium requires that the prints go through another wash
cycle, but with some papers their is an increase in d-max and change in tone that
makes it worthwhile.
Prints are air-dried on screens, not put through a heated dryer whose transport or
aprons could be come hypo laden after years of use.
You don't think of RC prints as long lasting. Yet more and more prints are made on
RC papers. Several years ago, a Kodak spokesman said that Kodak RC prints that
had been treated with selenium toner would last 100 years. I think the accuracy of
that statement depends on what they are doing during that 100 years. But selenium
and Sistan have already been shown to prevent some of the decomposition that can
occur to RC prints relatively rapidly under some circumstances. Certainly these
precautions are in order if you find yourself printing more and more of your best work
on RC.
Black and white prints can be stored acid-free storage boxes. Added protection can
be provided by putting individual prints in envelopes or sleeves of mylar, polyethylene
or polypropylene. If your photo store folks give you a blank look, mail order supplies
can be purchased from Light Impressions (http://www.lightimpressionsdirect.com).
http://digitaljournalist.org/issue9903/nutsandbolts.htm
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Proper processing and storage for black and white prints is a little simpler. For fiber
prints, proper fixation can be obtained in one minute by using "film strength"
ammonium thiocyanate fixer (NH5, etc.). This system, developed by Ilford, avoids the
long immersion times that allow the fixer and fixing byproducts to lock onto the paper
fibers.
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Last month, we told you we would say something about color slides. Most
photographers I know store their slides in "slide pages." Avoid polyvinyl chloride; go
with polyester (mylar), polypropylene or polyethylene pages. Low density
polyethylene pages and 3.5 gauge polypropylene pages will occasionally stick to the
surface of a sleeved slide and permanently mark it. This is a relatively rare
occurrence; the thickness of the slide mount protects the film. But it does happen;
most of us can testify to it. There are 5.0 gauge sheets that are safer, and I
recommend them if you are a "page person." Me, I now store my slides in acid free
cardboard boxes. It may be simple minded, but it's safe. Besides, the slide never gets
stuck in one of those little "pockets" and damaged when old butterfingers tries to
remove it during a midnight editing session.
To say that these last two columns are only an indication of the steps you have to
take to preserve photographic images is an understatement, but it is an important
indication. I hope you learn more about archiving and process and store your images
properly. That seems preferable to watching your work go down the time toilet.
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Past 30 Days

6HDUFK

*RWR$GYDQFHG6HDUFK_7LSV_+HOS

7KLVSDJHLVSULQWUHDG\DQGWKLVDUWLFOHZLOOUHPDLQDYDLODEOHIRUGD\V,QVWUXFWLRQVIRU6DYLQJ_
$ERXWWKLV6HUYLFH _0HPEHU&HQWHU

-DQXDU\7KXUVGD\

.HHSLQJ&RORU3KRWRV%ULJKWDQG)DGH)UHH
%\&+$5/(6+$*(1 1<7 ZRUGV

7+(KROLGD\VDUHRYHUWKHJLIWVJLYHQDQGUHFHLYHGWKHIDPLO\VQDSVKRWVWDNHQ1RZFRPHVWKHWULFN\
SDUWJHWWLQJWKHILOPSURFHVVHGSURSHUO\DQGVWRULQJWKHSLFWXUHVVRWKDWWKH\ZLOOODVWDVORQJDV
SRVVLEOH
0RVWSHRSOHOHDUQWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHVHWDVNVWKHKDUGZD\E\ZDWFKLQJDWUHDVXUHGFRORUVQDSVKRW
IDGHWRSXUSOH
,KDGDFKLOGD\HDUDJRVR, PYHU\DZDUHRIWKHSUREOHP VDLG/HVOLH1RODQWKHFXUDWRURI
SKRWRJUDSK\DWWKH0XVHXPRIWKH&LW\RI1HZ<RUN ,KDYHEODFNDQGZKLWHSLFWXUHVRIP\
JUDQGPRWKHUZKHQVKHZDVRUDQGWKH\ UHLQJUHDWFRQGLWLRQ%XWP\RZQEDE\SLFWXUHVZKLFKDUH
LQFRORUIRUJHWLW 
3URORQJHGH[SRVXUHWROLJKWZLGHO\IOXFWXDWLQJWHPSHUDWXUHVWRRPXFKKXPLGLW\DQGURXJKKDQGOLQJDUH
DOOHQHPLHVRISKRWRJUDSKLFSULQWV0RUHLQVLGLRXVIRHVDUHWKHKDUPIXOFKHPLFDOVIRXQGLQVRPHDOEXP
SDJHVDQGWKHXQVWDEOHFKHPLFDOVLQWKHUHVLQFRDWHGSKRWRJUDSKLFSDSHUVXVHGIRUYLUWXDOO\DOOFRORU
SULQWVDQGIRUPDQ\EODFNDQGZKLWHSULQWV%RWKFDQFDXVHLPDJHVWRFKDQJHFRORUDQGORVHGHWDLOZLWK
WKHSDVVDJHRIWLPH
%XWWKHUHLVVRPHJRRGQHZVZLWKSURSHUSURFHVVLQJDQGVWRUDJHWKHOLIHRISKRWRJUDSKVFDQEHJUHDWO\
H[WHQGHG
)LOPVDQGSDSHUVKDYHJRWWHQPXFKEHWWHU RYHUWKHODVWWZRGHFDGHVVDLG+HQU\:LOKHOPD
FRQVHUYDWRULQ*ULQQHOO,RZDZKRZLWKKLVZLIH&DURO%URZHUZURWH 7KH3HUPDQHQFHDQG&DUHRI
&RORU3KRWRJUDSKV  3UHVHUYDWLRQ3XEOLVKLQJ :LWKSURSHUFDUH0U:LOKHOPDGGHG FRORU
SULQWVFDQEHNHSWIRUKXQGUHGVDQGHYHQWKRXVDQGVRI\HDUV 
:LGHO\UHJDUGHGDVWKHJXUXRISKRWRJUDSKLFFRQVHUYDWLRQ0U:LOKHOPKDVGHYRWHG\HDUVWR
VWXG\LQJWKHVXEMHFWDQGWRFDUU\LQJRXWH[WHQVLYHUHVHDUFKRQFRORUSHUPDQHQFHLQKLVRZQODEV+LV
ILUVWUHFRPPHQGDWLRQLVWRWDNH\RXUILOPWRDODEWKDWXVHV)XMLFRORUSDSHU )XMLFRORUSULQWVRQGLVSOD\
ZLOOODVWPRUHWKDQIRXUWLPHVDVORQJDVSULQWVRQDQ\RWKHUFRORUQHJDWLYHSDSHU EHIRUHVLJQLILFDQW
http://query.nytimes.com/search/restricted/article?res=F30B11F635540C718CDDA80894DF494D81
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IDGLQJRFFXUV0U:LOKHOPVDLG7KDWPHDQVWKDWXQGHUQRUPDOFRQGLWLRQVIUDPHGSULQWVXVLQJWKLV
SDSHUZLOONHHSWKHLUEULJKWFRORUVIRU\HDUVRUPRUHRUIRUPXFKORQJHUZKHQVWRUHGLQDQDOEXPRU
ER[

+RZORQJFRORUSULQWVZLOOODVWLVDWEHVWDQLQH[DFWVFLHQFH3DXO$OOHQWKHPDQDJHURIFRUSRUDWHPHGLD
UHODWLRQVDWWKH(DVWPDQ.RGDN&RPSDQ\LQ5RFKHVWHUWKHRWKHUWRSPDQXIDFWXUHURIFRORUSDSHU
GLVSXWHV0U:LOKHOP VFRQFOXVLRQV 2XUWHVWVLQGLFDWHWKDWXQGHUDYHUDJHFRQGLWLRQVSULQWVRQ.RGDN
SDSHUVKRXOGODVWDWOHDVW\HDUVDQGLQDOEXPV\HDUVRUPRUH 0U$OOHQVDLG

%ODFNDQGZKLWHSULQWVRQUHVLQFRDWHGSDSHUDUHQRWLPPXQHWRWKHFKHPLFDOFKDQJHVWKDWDIIOLFWFRORU
SULQWV7KH\ VKLIWWRZDUGDQXJO\EURZQFRORU LIWKH\DUHRQGLVSOD\IRUDQ\OHQJWKRIWLPH0U
:LOKHOPVDLG7KLVVKLIWVHOGRPRFFXUVZLWKSULQWVPDGHRQILEHUEDVHGSDSHUVDVPRVWZHUH\HDUV
DJREXWPDQ\ODEVQRZXVHWKHFKHDSHUUHVLQFRDWHGSDSHU0U:LOKHOPUHFRPPHQGVFRS\LQJ
EODFNDQGZKLWHUHVLQFRDWHGSKRWRVRQWR)XMLFRORUSDSHU
7KHFKRLFHRIFRORUSDSHULVWKHVLQJOHPRVWFULWLFDOIDFWRU LQLQFUHDVLQJWKHOLIHRIDQ\SULQW0U
:LOKHOPVDLG
)DGLQJLVQRWWKHRQO\GDQJHUSKRWRJUDSKVIDFH+RZSULQWVDUHVWRUHGLVDOVRFUXFLDODQGKHUHWKHROG
ZD\VPD\VWLOOEHWKHEHVW %HOLHYHLWRUQRW VDLG*UDQW5RPHUWKHGLUHFWRURIFRQVHUYDWLRQDWWKH
*HRUJH(DVWPDQ+RXVH,QWHUQDWLRQDO0XVHXPRI3KRWRJUDSK\DQG)LOPLQ5RFKHVWHU WKHWUDGLWLRQDO
PHWKRGRIVWRULQJSKRWRJUDSKVLQDQDOEXPDQGPRXQWHGZLWKSKRWRFRUQHUVWXUQVRXWWREHDJRRG
IOH[LEOHZD\RISUHVHUYLQJSULQWV 
-XVWGRQ WVNLPSRQWKHTXDOLW\RIWKHDOEXPDQGDERYHDOOQHYHUXVH PDJQHWLF RUVHOIVWLFNDOEXP
SDJHV7KHDGKHVLYHXVHGRQWKHSDJHVLVUXEEHUEDVHGDQGRYHUWLPH0U5RPHUZDUQHGWKHSDJHV
DQGWKHFOHDUSODVWLFWKDWFRYHUVWKHPWHQGWRGHJUDGHEHFRPLQJLQFUHDVLQJO\VWLFN\$IWHUWKDWKH
DGGHG \RXFDQ WUHPRYHWKHSULQWIURPWKHSODVWLFPHVV 
,QVWHDGORRNIRUDOEXPVODEHOHG DUFKLYDO RU QR39& V 7KLVDEEUHYLDWLRQVWDQGVIRUSRO\YLQ\O
FKORULGHDSDUWLFXODUO\XQVWDEOHNLQGRISODVWLFWKDWHPLWVJDVHVWKDWGDPDJHSKRWRJUDSKV1RWDOO
SODVWLFVXVHGLQDOEXPVDUHEDG0U:LOKHOPOLVWVSRO\HVWHU0\ODUDQGKLJKGHQVLW\SRO\SURS\OHQHDV
VDIHPDWHULDOV
6RPHDUFKLYDODOEXPVIHDWXUHSDJHVPDGHRISDSHUWKDWLVIUHHRIGHVWUXFWLYHDFLGV+LJKTXDOLW\DOEXPV
FDQEHIRXQGLQFDPHUDDQGVWDWLRQHU\VWRUHVRUFDQEHRUGHUHGIURPDUFKLYDOSURGXFWVFRPSDQLHVOLNH
/LJKW,PSUHVVLRQVLQ5RFKHVWHU  *D\ORUG%URWKHUVLQ6\UDFXVH  RU
8QLYHUVLW\3URGXFWVLQ+RO\RNH0DVV  
7KHVHVXSSOLHUVDUHDOVRJRRGVRXUFHVIRURWKHUDUFKLYDOSURGXFWVLQFOXGLQJER[HVPDGHRIDFLGIUHH
FDUGERDUGDQGDUFKLYDOSKRWRFRUQHUV3ODVWLF7XSSHUZDUHFRQWDLQHUVFDQDOVREHXVHGDVDUFKLYDO
VWRUDJHER[HV0U5RPHUVDLG
,WLVDJRRGLGHDWRLGHQWLI\ZKHQDQGZKHUHDSLFWXUHZDVWDNHQDQGZKRLVLQLW$JRRGZD\LVWR
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SURYLGHDFDSWLRQRQWKHDOEXPSDJHEHQHDWKHDFKSLFWXUH0U5RPHUVDLG 3HRSOHRIWHQFRPHLQWRWKH
PXVHXPZLWKDIDPLO\DOEXPDQGVD\ 0\JUDQGPRWKHUNQHZZKRDOOWKHVHSHRSOHZHUHEXWQRZVKH V
GHDGDQGZHGRQ WNQRZDQ\RIWKHLUQDPHV  
$OEXPVVKRXOGEHNHSWLQDGU\FRROSODFH WKHNLQGRISODFHZKHUH\RX\RXUVHOIDUHPRVW
FRPIRUWDEOH 0U5RPHUVDLG 7KDWJHQHUDOO\PHDQVQRWLQWKHEDVHPHQWRUWKHDWWLFDQGQRWLQD
FORVHWWKDW VQH[WWRDIXUQDFH $QGIRUDSDUWPHQWGZHOOHUVQRWRQDERRNVKHOIQH[WWRDUDGLDWRU
0U5RPHUVXJJHVWHGSXWWLQJSLFWXUHVLQLQVXODWLQJOD\HUVRISURWHFWLRQ ,W VEHWWHUWRNHHSDQDOEXPLQ
DER[WKDQMXVWRQDERRNVKHOI KHVDLG

&RSLHVWXUQRXWEHVWZKHQWKH\DUHPDGHIURPQHJDWLYHV0U:LOKHOPVXJJHVWVRUGHULQJGXSOLFDWHVRI
ZHGGLQJSKRWRVRUVFKRROSLFWXUHVEHFDXVHWKHQHJDWLYHVPD\EHGHVWUR\HGRUKDUGWRORFDWHLQIXWXUH
\HDUV7KLVLVHVSHFLDOO\LPSRUWDQWIRULPDJHVWKDW\RXSODQWRNHHSRQGLVSOD\
2IWHQWKHQHJDWLYHVRIWUHDVXUHGIDPLO\SKRWRJUDSKVKDYHEHHQORVWDQGILQGLQJDSKRWRJUDSKHUFDSDEOH
RIPDNLQJJRRGFRSLHVIURPDSULQWFDQEHGLIILFXOW0U5RPHUVXJJHVWHGFDOOLQJORFDOPXVHXPVRU
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NOT many photographers walk into a photo shop and ask, "Will the film you're selling me
and the prints you make last a hundred years?"
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But Henry Wilhelm has spent most of his life in the world of photography testing how long
photographic films and prints -- both black-and-white and color -- can last, and what can
be done to make them last longer.
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He has just written a book on the subject, "The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs:
Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides and Motion Pictures." It has
long been awaited in the field and is a welcome guide to quality and permanence of
photographic and electronic images.
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The author is well known as a tester of film and equipment. He was a founding member of the American National
Standards Institute subcommittee that created testing methods for measuring the stability of color photographs. He was
also a founding member of the photographic materials group of the American Institute for Conservation.
Mr. Wilhelm thinks the transition from black-and-white to color photography has been a rough one. "The change to
color," he writes, "resulted in the loss of the essentially permanent images provided by black-and-white photography
that had long been taken for granted by photographers and the general public alike."
The major problem with color is that it fades. Just as clothes, car finishes, flags and paint fade, so does color in
photographs. The main villains are heat, moisture and light,
In the photographic industry, fading is a major problem, more whispered about than discussed openly. But it is a serious
matter for the consumer who sees images growing dim in their frames and for museum curators who must care for
perishable treasures. Increasing stability is a high priority in the development, manufacturing and marketing of
photographic color films, color papers and processing systems.
The scope of the book is encyclopedic. Its 20 chapters cover the past, present and future of knowledge of image
deterioration and stability. There are over 2,600 items in the index, and 543 pictures, including many examples of just
how color fades. (The book covers products and tests through late 1992.)
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Mr. Wilhelm's work is a valuable guide for everyone who uses a camera seriously. It is packed with tips on what color
film to use, how to find the right processing centers and how to mount and store pictures.
Carol Brower, his wife, also an expert on preserving images, is listed as a contributing author. She wrote a chapter on
the handling, presentation and conservation matting of photographs, a subject of great importance since the chemicals
in some mounting materials contribute to image deterioration.
Generously scattered throughout the 744 pages are large, boxed-off blocks of text in which the author names names,
describing faults and praising strengths in films, papers, storage systems and processes.
In one such box, he answers one of the most frequently asked questions: What are the overall longest-lasting color
transparency films?
Four of the answers come from Fujichrome: the company's professional, Velvia professional, amateur and CDU
duplicating films. If projection can be avoided (for example, by showing duplicates instead), Kodachrome professional
and amateur films will last just as long. He gives similar information for color negative films in four speeds and for
paper to be used in making prints.
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It may take all summer to get through this large, detail-packed book. But the time to think about lasting quality of color
and lasting images is before shooting and processing film.
"The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs" costs $69.95, plus $4.95 for shipping and handling, from
Preservation Publishing Company, Box 567, 719 State Street, Grinnell, Iowa 50112; telephone (800) 335-6647; fax: (515)
236-0800.

» Portrait Photography
» Background Paper

John Durniak is a freelance writer, editor and consultant on photography.

A version of this article appeared in print on Sunday, July 18, 1993, on
section 9 page 16 of the New York edition.
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CHICAGO AREA CONSERVATION GROUP

Henry Wilhelm

Contemporary Fine Art
and Documentary Color Photography
The illustrated presentation will cover current methods of making color prints, including silver-halide dye,
pigment and dye inkjet, and the newest UV-curable inkjet printers for making ultra-large format color prints on
solid substrates. The presentation will also discuss sub-zero cold storage for the permanent preservation of color
and black-and-white films and prints, motion pictures, newspapers, magazines, books, and other paper documents.
A brief discussion of the long-term preservation of original nitrate film will be included.

Tuesday, June 18
Reception 5:30
Program 6:30 – 7:30 pm
CHICAGO HISTORY MUSEUM

1601 N. Clark Street, First Floor – Guild Room
Henry Wilhelm is the founder and director of research at Wilhelm Imaging Research Inc. Through its website, the
company publishes print permanence data for printers, color papers and digital presses. The company’s test
methods have become the worldwide standard for print permanence evaluation and are used by most digital
printer manufacturers. WIR also provides consulting services to museums, archives, and commercial collections
on sub-zero cold storage for very long-term preservation of still photographs and motion pictures.

Due to limited space, RSVP is required. Contact CAROL TURCHAN
at (312) 799-2073, or turchan@chicagohistory.org
PARKING on the street (mind the Pay to Park meters), or in the city lot, corner of Clark Street and
LaSalle Drive. Enter from Stockton Drive in the park. Bring tickets in for validation.
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A TRIP TO IRON MOUNTAIN WITH SONIC EDITIONS
By Russell Blackmore at 2:50pm

I've visited quite a few large
photographic archives in my time at
Sonic Editions. They're normally
housed in dusty buildings in
unloved parts of big cities — with
rows of filing cabinets, the acrid
vinegar smell of decomposing
celluloid, and a brace of archivists
who treat the collection like their
personal fiefdom and guide you
through the myriad corners and
walkways like Theseus in the
Labyrinth. Our trip to see Corbis's
Bettmann collection was different
from the very start. Firstly, we had
to find it.

All photos by Sean Sullivan

Flying into New York a week or two
after Sandy had done her best to
mangle the Eastern Seaboard, I
picked up the last SUV on the Avis
lot, picked up my two co-pilots on
the mission (Sean Sullivan of The
Impossible Cool and Chris Black
of Done to Death) and we plugged
the address into the GPS and set
off west.
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Jonathan Evans

The instructions were pretty simple: get out of Manhattan, find the I80, stay on the I80 for
about a day. 400 miles of cruise control, empty freeway, occasional juggernauts that
warranted a slow down and photo out of the window, and frequent stops for weak coffee and
strong donuts. The only notable thing in 10 hours on the road was a sign to Punxsutawney,
home of the Groundhog.

Senior Online Editor, Style &
Grooming
VIEW ALL POSTS

Max Berlinger

We arrived late Sunday night in Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania, past the gas flares from the
fracking industry, and hit the town for an hour before we were off to our road-warrior Hampton
Inn for the night.

Contributing Online Style Editor
VIEW ALL POSTS

>>> CHECK OUT ALL THE IMPOSSIBLE COOL X SONIC EDITIONS PRINTS

Mark Mikin

Associate Editor, Discoverer of Cool
Things Online

Monday morning, 8:00am, we set off on the last 10 miles to find Iron Mountain — a former
Limestone mine that has been converted to an underground archive storage facility — and
without the GPS, we'd still be looking for it now. In between the low hills and scrubby woods
of rural Pennsylvania, we suddenly came across a parking lot and what looked like the
gatehouse of a super-max prison. We walked up to the pedestrian entrance, were allowed
through the first set of doors where a man behind a bulletproof glass screen asked to see two
forms of photo ID. It all seemed slightly over the top until I glanced the rack of machine guns
behind him, and the Baghdad Green-Zone facility for vehicle searches through the other side
of the guardhouse window.

VIEW ALL POSTS

Matt Bell

Online Grooming Correspondent

Nick Sullivan

Fashion Director
VIEW ALL POSTS

Wendell Brown

Senior Fashion Editor
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Nic Screws

Senior Associate Market Editor
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Richard Dorment
Senior Editor
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IRON MOUNTAIN: 60 MILES FROM PITTSBURGH, 225 FROM COLUMBUS, AND 350 FROM NEW YORK

Michael Stefanov

Luckily our papers were in order, our guide was summoned out to get us, and we were told
we were allowed drive down the concrete ramp into the mine. First, we were summoned into
the airlock, the barriers came down behind us, and the car was searched from top to bottom.
Again, this all seemed like overkill for the chance to look at some rare shots of Marilyn
Monroe, but the rack of E-Z grab machine guns suggested that pointing this out wouldn't go
down well with the men in bulletproof vests going through the contents of the trunk.
Once Ann, our guide and the head of the Corbis Archive, arrived, we were told to follow her
car, and as we drove down, into the mine itself, and the scale of the facility became apparent.
Mile after mile of tunnels, the bare rock jagged all around, a real-life Labyrinth. We drove on
for ten minutes before we stopped outside a white wall with a sign saying Corbis and a
plasma screen showing a loop of iconic images.
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We entered into what looked like a well-ordered lending library crossed with a modern office
space. Antique card catalogues in heavy wooden cases, photos of the moon landings,
presidents, and historic moments hung over the walls, which were unmistakable hewn from
bare rock and painted white in a Bond-villain-underground-lair-chic type of way.
It was here that Ann explained a little bit
more about the facility, and the reason for
all that security. It turns out that this former
limestone mine doesn't just contain one of
the world's largest photo archives. It was
set up in the '50s as a bunker for
Pittsburgh's heavy industry to move to in
the event of nuclear attack. Inside the 1.7
million square feet of archives (not
including the other 200 acres of unused
space), over 2,000 companies keep
archives of everything from the latest
server back-ups to the major movie
studios' original celluloid of movies like ET,
Jaws and Back to the Future (you can't
store stuff underground in California due
to the earthquake risk); the master
recordings of Sinatra, Elvis, and Glen
Miller; and Spielberg's Shoah
Foundation's video testimony of Holocaust
survivors. But the real reason behind the
strict no-filming rule, the machine guns,
and super-max security is that The United States Office of Personnel Management maintains
a highly secure facility that contains all the documents from security clearance proceedings.
The United States Patent and Trademark Office stores original records in the facility, as well.
The mine has an almost zero percent earthquake risk, and is designed to store all these
records for 5,000 years in this temperature and humidity controlled environment.

GoDaddy.com
Why Pay More? Compare Us! Free Hosting w/Site
Builder & More.

Storage Container

www.ATandSonline.com
Low Cost Storage Solution. Download Special Offers
Brochure Online Now!

The New Acer Chromebook

google.com/chromebook
Boots in seconds. Favorite apps built-in. For $199.

Dell™ Computer Outlet

www.Dell.com/Outlet
Shop Dell™ Outlet For Discounted Computer
Refurbs, w/ Intel® Core™

All in all, over 2,000 people work in this underground world. There are cafes, parking lots — it
even has its own power supply and a closed-circuit TV feed so you can see what the
weather's doing outside.
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Minds blown, we donned white cotton gloves and went though a real-life airlock into the
refrigerated vault that stores the Bettmann collection of photography. Unlike other dusty,
rusty, and musty archives, this looked like a pharmaceutical clean room: sparkling white,
refrigerated to 4 degrees centigrade. With the air as dry and crisp as a winter morning, we
walked in to the Batcave.
When, in the 90s, Bill Gates' Corbis was looking for somewhere to keep its newly acquired
Bettmann archive, they decided on Iron Mountain and set about building this state of the art
facility. Once every image has finally been catalogued they will seal the room and reduce the
temperature down to -4 degrees to preserve the files forever.
The Bettmann collection contains over 20
million images, including iconic shots like
Einstein sticking his tongue out, the men
sitting on the beam during the building of
Rockefeller Center in New York, and
Marilyn Monroe singing Happy Birthday to
JFK. There are wooden boxes of glass
negatives and cans of film, and row upon
row of filing cabinets. But we weren't here
for the well-known or the much-loved. We
were here to find some shots that we'd
never seen before, shots that had never
been scanned, and there's only one way
to do that — start pulling files.
The key to the Impossible Cool
collections on Sonic Editions is always to
find images that surprise and delight —
iconic faces in situations you wouldn't
normally expect them, with just the right
pair of sunglasses, or just the right look on
their face. We pulled a trolley's worth of
files and headed back to the warmth to
start going through them. This is always the fun part of the trip. Light boxes are switched on,
you crouch round the loop as the detail emerges from the negative — Jack Nicholson in the
early 80's on a ski trip in Aspen, Muhammad Ali driving a bus, the back of Paul Newman's
head as he's sat in his racing car, his blood type clearly labelled on his helmet for the medics
in case of an emergency. In an archive this size you don't just come up with a name and pull
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Once you start going through the files you lose all semblance of time. Lunch was delivered to
the door on a golf buggy (this underground kingdom has got it all sorted out), and we broke
away from the photos to wolf down our sandwiches before heading back to the avalanche of
files. The selects pile grew as the afternoon went on. Back into the cold store for more files, all
the while trying to narrow down our selections, whilst struggling not to get caught up on any
particular subject, as otherwise you keep going off on tangents as curiosity gets the better of
you. By five that evening we were done, the selects whittled down to around 35 shots that we
left to be scanned. Then it was back to the SUV, and out through the labyrinth of tunnels to
the ramp, through security, and off into the Pennsylvania twilight.
One day in Iron Mountain isn't nearly
enough to see a fraction of the stuff
contained in the 12 square miles of this
former mine, and we didn't even scratch
the surface. But our day in Corbis' facility
was truly incredible. As we drove back
down the I80 the next day, we couldn't
stop talking about the shots we'd seen,
and the mine in general — 2,000 people
working every day to make sure that all
these archives, from server back-ups to
recordings, celluloid to patents, are
protected and saved for eternity.
As for the collection, I love the shot of Air
Force One. When you look, you can just
see Kennedy's face in the window — it
somehow conveys the power and the
loneliness of the job. The shot of
Muhammad Ali driving the bus is another
favorite. He apparently decided he was
going to drive the press bus returning reporters from his training camp, so just jumped in and
drove off. Not something you'd ever expect today in these controlled-access times.
Check out the whole Impossible Cool x Sonic Editions collection, after the jump...
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a file. JFK has his own filing cabinet, so you've got to choose which files are going to contain
the shots you'll be interested in. Hyannis Port and the yacht? Foreign excursions? Family?
Campaigns? We left the assassination folder in the cold store — not really a subject for a print
collection. Amongst the pile of folders there was ringside shots of every Ali fight, early club
shots of Springsteen, and Hemingway at the bullfight.
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定稿 (供�布用)

Corbis 开� Sygma �像保存及取用中心
在巴黎市郊建�中心，� Sygma 的独特�影�像�源�
能够保存上千年，并供�影�、
研究人�、肖像学家、�史学家及�意��人�使用
巴黎 (2009年5月15日) – Corbis (www.corbis.com)是一家著名的�像媒体供�机�，今天宣布 Sygma
年已�开始�行。我�在法国巴黎市郊新建的�像保存及取用中心里�行活�，并作出此�宣布。当�出席
的人士包括�影�、�片��、政要、以及 Corbis 与 Locarchives (��建立有关�施的文件管理公司)
的行政人�。
�存超�5年的作品，Sygma
保存及取用中心妥善保存�源�里的5�底片、彩色幻灯片，以及接触晒印片，可供�影�、研究人�、肖
像学家、�史学家，以及�片��及美�指�使用。
“Sygma 保存及取用中心的成立，�明我�致力保存 Sygma �个非常重要的�像�源�。”Corbis
的首席行政�裁 (CEO) Gary Shenk �。“�多才�横溢的�影�都曾�� Sygma
作出�献；能够�今天及未来的社会保存�些珍�的�像，并�人得以取用，我��在感到十分荣幸。”
致力研究如何�期保存照片的�家 Henry Wilhelm 曾�于2006 年�助 Corbis � Sygma
�像�源�作�仔�的��。在他的悉心指�下，Locarchives 在 Garnay
(位于巴黎市郊，45分�便可抵�) 特意� Sygma
�像�源���及建造一个保存中心。�个地方离巴黎市不�，方便�家��自前往。800平方米 (8,600
平方尺) 的地方，�放着7,000米 (4.3
英里)的架子，�是一个温度及湿度都受到�密�控的密��境，有着先�的防火及保安��。
“精密的模�及数字保存程序将会把温度�置� - 20°C (4°F)，并�密控制湿度，�个冷��存方式，可防止�像逐�褪色，也可防止用醋酸塑料�卷所拍�的原�
像��。”Wilhelm �。“�了保存近年�影�用高精度数字�描器及数字照相机所�制的�片， Corbis
提供安全的服�器，�行异地�份程序。”
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“如果�像�源�年�存在不受控制的�境，以及自然室温之下、它�将会在本世�末�坏。”

Wilhelm

接着�。“新建成的 Sygma �像保存及取用中心将会�久保存 (一千年以上) Sygma �影��法国人
－－及全世界 －－所拍�的出色�像。
我�可以在中心里找到原本的�像，而 Corbis
更会与�影�合作，把�像�源�里最重要的�片找出来，并制成数字化�像，然后存放在 Corbis
网站内。�去几年，Corbis 已�把 80,000 ��片制作成数字化�像，�网站内可在�使用的�像�数�到
800,000 �以上。
Corbis 早于 2004 年已�开始�行 Sygma �像保存及取用�划。Corbis
�行�像分类工作，而���便��各种各�的新�像，�行�像数字化程序，以及作广泛的宣�。Corbis
已��得超� 10,000 位供�者答允参与�个�划。与此同�，Corbis 也找到合适的地点，�行兴建工作。
“Corbis 投放大量�源，建造可以�久保存 Sygma �像�源的世界��施。”Locarchives �裁 Pierre
Fonlupt �。“保存在�个中心里的�像�源，全都是令人��的作品。我�很高兴能够参与其中。”
Sygma
是其中一个最大的��类�影�源�。�是一个极珍�的�史��，��了法国、欧洲，以致全世界的重要
人物及事件。它包含九个20世�后半期的�片�。1950s 及 1960s 的�像，来自 Apis、 Universal
Photo、Interpress、Spitzer、Reporter Associés 及其它代理公司。1970s 或以后的�片�，包含来自
Sygma �片社的著名新��影、新�、�志、名人及肖像，�有 Kipa 的��及�影�片，以及 Tempsport
的体育�像。
###
关于 Corbis
Corbis
是一家著名的��媒体供�机�，��意��人�提供各类��的当代、�史及��类�像，以及�多�典的插画和短片。�些�像
每天都可以在世界各地的广告、媒体、出版刊物及公司内部通�中看到。Corbis
的�部�于美国西雅�，并在北美洲、欧洲、�洲及澳大利�分别�有18个�事�，服�网遍及全球超�50个国家。希望�取更多信
息，���www.corbis.com 或 http://cn.corbis.com。
希望�取更多信息或更多来自 Sygma �片�的�片 (只供新�媒体使用)，��系：
Dan Perlet
Corbis
Tel. +44 (0) 20 7644 7418
dan.perlet@corbis.com
Julia Burchell
GolinHarris UK for Corbis
+44 (0) 207 067 0017
jburchell@golinharris.com
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For Immediate Release

Corbis Opens Sygma Preservation and Access Facility
New Facility Outside Paris Will Preserve Sygma’s Extraordinary Photography Collection
for more than a Thousand Years While Making Images Accessible for Photographers,
Researchers, Iconographers, Historians and Creatives Worldwide
PARIS (May 15, 2009) – Corbis (www.corbis.com), a leading visual media provider for the creative

made at an event held at the new facility outside of Paris, France, attended by photographers, photo
editors, government dignitaries, and executives from Corbis and Locarchives, the document
management company that built the facility.
The culmination of more than five years of work, the Sygma Preservation and Access Facility ensures
that the collection’s 50 million negatives, prints, colour transparencies, and contact prints are carefully
preserved and easily accessible for research and rediscovery by photographers, researchers,
iconographers, historians as well as photo editors and art directors.
“The Sygma Preservation and Access Facility is a testament to our commitment to preserving the
profoundly important Sygma collection,” said Gary Shenk, CEO, Corbis. “So many talented
photographers have contributed to Sygma, and we are honoured to safeguard and make accessible
these treasures for today and the future.”
With guidance from Henry Wilhelm, an expert in the long-term preservation of photographs who
conducted a detailed examination of the Sygma collection for Corbis in 2006, Locarchives designed and
built a specialized preservation facility dedicated to the Sygma collection located in Garnay,
approximately 45 minutes outside Paris. The close proximity to Paris makes it easy for professionals to
consult the archives in person. The 800-square-meter (8,600 square feet) facility has approximately
7,000 meters (4.3 miles) of shelving in a temperature and humidity-controlled, airtight environment
with advanced fire safety and security protections.
“The comprehensive analogue and digital preservation program will systematically phase in minus 20°C
(minus 4°F), humidity-controlled cold storage to halt gradual colour fading and prevent deterioration of
the acetate plastic film base of the irreplaceable photographic originals,” said Wilhelm. “To preserve
the high-resolution digital scans made of the photographs and the digital camera captures produced by
photographers in recent years, Corbis has provided secure servers that are backed-up offsite.”
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“If

the collection had remained in the uncontrolled, room-temperature conditions where it had been

kept for so many years, it would have perished before the end of this century,” continued Wilhelm.
“The new Sygma facility will preserve and make accessible the extraordinary legacy of the work of the
Sygma photographers for the people of France – and for the world – for more than a thousand years into
the future.”
While the originals can be accessed at the facility, Corbis has worked with photographers to identify
and digitize the most significant images from the collection to make them available on the Corbis web
site. Over the past few years, Corbis has digitized 80,000 additional photographs to bring the total
number from the collection available online to more than 800,000.

the collection to classify pictures by photographer rather than by theme, and editors have been
selecting new images to digitize and promote more extensively. Corbis also contacted more than
10,000 contributors to confirm that they wished to participate in the initiative. Meanwhile, Corbis
identified a suitable location for the new facility and undertook construction
“Corbis has invested in a world-class facility that was specially designed for the long-term preservation
of the Sygma collection,” said Pierre Fonlupt, President, Locarchives. “The photographic heritage
conserved here is awe-inspiring, and we are proud to be part of the project.”
Sygma is one of the greatest collections of documentary photography in the world. It is an invaluable
historical record of important people and events in France, Europe and around the world. It is
comprised of nine separate collections from the second half of the 20th century. The 1950s and 1960s
imagery includes photography from Apis, Universal Photo, Interpress, Spitzer, Reporter Associés and
other agencies. The collections from the 1970s and beyond includes the prestigious photojournalism,
news, magazines, celebrities and portraits from the Sygma photo agency, as well as television and
movie set imagery from Kipa, and sporting events from Tempsport.
###
About Corbis
Corbis is a leading visual media provider for the creative community, licensing the widest array of award-winning contemporary,
historical and entertainment photography as well as extensive collections of acclaimed illustration and footage. Its imagery is
seen everyday around the world in advertising, media, publishing and corporate communications. Corbis is headquartered in
Seattle with 18 offices throughout North America, Europe, Asia and Australia that serve more than 50 countries worldwide. For
more information, visit www.corbis.com.
For more information or images from the Sygma Collection, press only, please contact:
Dan Perlet
Corbis
Tel. +44 (0) 20 7644 7418
dan.perlet@corbis.com
Julia Burchell
GolinHarris UK for Corbis
+44 (0) 207 067 0017
jburchell@golinharris.com
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Pour publication immédiate

Corbis inaugure son centre de préservation et d'accès
Sygma
Le nouveau site situé près de Paris conservera l'extraordinaire collection Sygma
pendant des siècles et offrira un accès aux photographes,
chercheurs, iconographes, historiens et créatifs du monde entier.

communauté créative, a annoncé aujourd'hui l'ouverture de son centre de préservation et d'accès
Sygma, aboutissement de l'initiative du même nom lancée en 2004. Photographes, éditeurs et membres
du gouvernement se sont rassemblés autour des responsables de Corbis et de Locarchives, société
spécialiste de la gestion de documents et chargée de construire le centre, afin de célébrer l'événement.
Aboutissement de plus de cinq ans de travail, le centre de préservation et d'accès Sygma est la garantie
que les 50 millions de négatifs, tirages, films inversibles et planches contact de la collection seront
soigneusement conservés et facilement accessibles pour les photographes, chercheurs, iconographes,
historiens, ainsi que les éditeurs et directeurs artistiques.
« Le centre de préservation et d'accès Sygma démontre notre volonté de préserver la précieuse
collection Sygma, » a déclaré Gary Shenk, PDG, Corbis. « De nombreux photographes de talent ont
contribué à Sygma et nous sommes fiers de pouvoir protéger et proposer ces trésors dès aujourd'hui et
pendant très longtemps. »
Avec l'aide d'Henry Wilhelm, spécialiste de la conservation à long terme des photographies et qui a
réalisé, en 2006, l'étude approfondie de la collection Sygma pour Corbis, Locarchives a conçu et
construit, à Garnay, à 45 minutes de Paris, un lieu de conservation spécial totalement dédié à la
collection Sygma. Du fait de sa localisation à proximité de Paris, les professionnels ont tout loisir de
venir consulter les archives. Le site d'une superficie de 800 mètres carrés offre une capacité d'environ
7 000 mètres linéaires dans un environnement où la température et l'hygrométrie sont contrôlées, et
qui est doté de systèmes de sécurité et d'extinction d'incendie de premier ordre.
« A terme le programme de préservation permettra le maintien permanent d'une température de moins
20°C à hygrométrie contrôlée, afin de conserver les émulsions qui pourraient s'altérer sur les supports
des films inversibles et des négatifs, » a déclaré Henry Wilhelm.
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« Pour protéger les images obtenues après la numérisation en haute définition, ainsi que les images
numériques prises par les photographes au cours de ces dernières années, Corbis fournit des serveurs
sécurisés avec sauvegardes hors site. »
«

Si la collection était restée stockée à température ambiante sans contrôle, où elle était depuis tant

d'années, elle se serait détériorée avant la fin du siècle, » a continué Henry Wilhelm. « Le nouveau site
Sygma va préserver, tout en proposant à la consultation, le formidable héritage transmis aux Français
et au monde entier par les photographes Sygma, pendant encore plusieurs siècles. »
Si les originaux peuvent être consultés à Garnay, Corbis a collaboré avec les photographes pour
identifier et numériser les images les plus marquantes de la collection afin de les proposer sur son site
Internet. Au cours des dernières années, Corbis a numérisé 80 000 photographies supplémentaires, ce

Depuis le lancement de l'initiative par Corbis en 2004, une équipe d'archivistes s'est attachée à
réorganiser la collection et à classer les photographies par photographe et non par thème, tandis que
des éditeurs recherchent de nouvelles images à numériser et à mettre en valeur. Corbis a également
contacté plus de 10 000 photographes afin de s'assurer qu'ils souhaitaient participer à l'initiative. En
parallèle, Corbis a trouvé un lieu d'accueil pour le nouveau centre et commencé la construction.
« Corbis a investi dans un espace conçu spécialement pour la préservation à long terme de la collection
Sygma, » a déclaré Pierre Fonlupt, président de Locarchives. « Le patrimoine photographique conservé
à cet endroit est extraordinaire et nous sommes fiers d'avoir participé à ce projet. »
Sygma est l'une des plus grandes collections de photographies de reportage. Elle constitue un
témoignage historique inestimable sur les grands personnages et événements de la France, de l'Europe
et du monde. Elle est composée de neuf collections distinctes qui ont pris naissance au cours de la
seconde moitié du vingtième siècle. Certaines des photographies des années 50 et 60 proviennent des
agences Apis, Universal Photo, Interpress, Spitzer, Reporters Associés et d'autres. Les collections des
années 70 et au-delà comprennent les fabuleuses photographies de news, magazines, photojournalisme,
célébrités et portraits de l'agence Sygma, ainsi que des images de plateaux de télévision et de cinéma
de Kipa, et des événements sportifs de Tempsport.
###
À propos de Corbis
Corbis est un des principaux fournisseurs d'images de la communauté créative proposant la cession de droits d'utilisation de la
plus vaste collection de photographies contemporaines, historiques et de divertissement primées ainsi que de vastes collections
d'images et clips animés prestigieux. Tous les jours les images Corbis sont utilisées pour la publicité, les magazines ou les
brochures institutionnelles. Le siège social de Corbis se situe à Seattle avec 18 bureaux répartis en Amérique du Nord, Europe,
Asie et Australie, proposant leurs services à plus de 50 pays. Pour en savoir plus, rendez-vous sur www.corbis.com.
Pour en savoir plus ou pour obtenir des images de la collection Sygma (presse uniquement), veuillez contacter :
Dan Perlet
Corbis
Téléphone +44 (0) 20 7644 7418
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Zur sofortigen Veröffentlichung

Corbis eröffnet Sygma Preservation and Access Facility
Neue Einrichtung bei Paris sichert den Erhalt der einzigartigen Sygma-Fotokollektion
für mehr als tausend Jahre und macht die Bilder gleichzeitig für Fotografen,
Rechercheure, Ikonografen, Historiker und Kreative in aller Welt zugänglich
PARIS (15. Mai 2009) – Corbis (www.corbis.com), ein führender Anbieter visueller Medien für die

Sygma Preservation and Access Initiative dar, die 2004 ins Leben gerufen wurde. Die Bekanntgabe
erfolgte im Rahmen einer Veranstaltung in der neuen Einrichtung bei Paris, an der Fotografen,
Fotoeditoren, Regierungsvertreter sowie leitende Mitarbeiter von Corbis und Locarchives teilnahmen.
Das auf die Verwahrung von Dokumenten spezialisierte Unternehmen Locarchives zeichnet für den Bau
der Einrichtung verantwortlich.
Die Sygma Preservation and Access Facility, Höhepunkt von mehr als fünf Jahren Arbeit, stellt sicher,
dass die 50 Millionen Negative, Abzüge, Farbdiapositive und Kontaktbögen sorgfältig konserviert werden
und gleichzeitig problemlos für Fotografen, Rechercheure, Ikonografen, Historiker sowie Fotoeditoren
und Art-Direktoren zur Recherche und Wiederentdeckung von Bildern zugänglich sind.
„Die Sygma Preservation and Access Facility ist Ausdruck unseres Engagements für den Erhalt der
bedeutenden Sygma-Kollektion“, so Gary Shenk, CEO, Corbis. „So viele talentierte Fotografen haben zu
Sygma beigetragen und wir fühlen uns geehrt, diese Schätze für die Gegenwart und Zukunft schützen
und zugänglich machen zu können.“
Mit Unterstützung von Henry Wilhelm, einem Experten für die langfristige Konservierung von
Fotografien, der 2006 eine eingehende Untersuchung der Sygma-Kollektion für Corbis durchgeführt
hatte, entwickelte und baute Locarchives eine spezielle Einrichtung zur Konservierung der SygmaKollektion in Garnay, rund 45 Minuten von Paris entfernt. Der Standort unweit von Paris macht es
Interessenten leicht, die Archive persönlich zu besuchen. Die 800 Quadratmeter große Einrichtung
verfügt über rund 7.000 Regalmeter in einer temperatur- und feuchtigkeitsregulierten, luftdichten
Umgebung mit modernsten Brandschutz- und Sicherheitsvorrichtungen.
„Das umfassende analoge und digitale Konservierungsprogramm bewirkt systematisch eine
feuchtigkeitsregulierte Kühllagerung bei minus 20 °C, um das allmähliche Verblassen der Farben zu
stoppen und den Zerfall der Acetatfolie der unersetzlichen Originale zu verhindern“, erklärt Wilhelm.
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Kreativbranche, gab heute die Eröffnung der Sygma Preservation and Access Facility bekannt. Die
Einweihung dieser Einrichtung für den Erhalt und den Zugang zu der Kollektion stellt den Höhepunkt der
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„Um die hochauflösenden Digitalscans der Fotos sowie die Digitalaufnahmen zu erhalten, die in den
letzten Jahren von Fotografen angefertigt wurden, hat Corbis sichere Server mit ortsfernen BackupSystemen installiert.“
„Wäre

die Kollektion weiter unter den unregulierten Zimmertemperatur-Bedingungen gelagert worden,

denen sie so viele Jahre lang ausgesetzt war, wäre sie noch vor Ende dieses Jahrhunderts zerfallen“, so
Wilhelm weiter. „Die neue Sygma-Einrichtung sichert den Erhalt und die Zugänglichkeit dieses
einzigartigen Erbes der Sygma-Fotografen für das französische Volk – und die ganze Welt – auf mehr als
Tausend Jahre hinaus.“
Während die Originale in der Einrichtung zugänglich sind, hat Corbis mit Fotografen
zusammengearbeitet, um die bedeutendsten Bilder der Kollektion zu ermitteln und zu digitalisieren,

online verfügbar sind, nun bei mehr als 800.000 liegt.
Seit Corbis 2004 mit der Initiative begann, hat ein spezielles Team von Corbis-Archivaren an der
Neuorganisation der Kollektion gearbeitet, um die Bilder nach Fotografen anstatt nach Themen zu
klassifizieren, und Editoren haben neue Bilder ausgewählt, um sie in digitalem Format besser anbieten
zu können. Darüber hinaus kontaktierte Corbis mehr als 10.000 Fotografen, um sich zu versichern, dass
sie an der Initiative teilnehmen wollten. Währenddessen suchte Corbis nach einem passenden Standort
für die neue Einrichtung und gab den Bau in Auftrag.
„Corbis hat in eine erstklassige Einrichtung investiert, die speziell für die langfristige Konservierung der
Sygma-Kollektion entwickelt wurde“, so Pierre Fonlupt, Präsident, Locarchives. „Das fotografische
Vermächtnis, das hier bewahrt wird, ist wirklich ehrfurchtgebietend und wir sind stolz, Teil dieses
Projekts zu sein.“
Sygma ist eine der eindrucksvollsten Kollektionen dokumentarischer Fotografie weltweit. Sie bildet ein
unschätzbares historisches Archiv wichtiger Personen und Ereignisse in Frankreich, Europa und der
ganzen Welt. Ihre neun separaten Kollektionen umfassen Material aus der zweiten Hälfte des 20.
Jahrhunderts. Unter den Bildern aus den 50er und 60er Jahren befinden sich Fotos von Apis, Universal
Photo, Interpress, Spitzer, Reporter Associés und anderen Agenturen. Die Kollektionen aus den 70er
sowie jüngeren Jahren enthalten berühmte Bilder aus den Kategorien Fotojournalismus, Nachrichten,
Magazine, Stars und Porträts der Sygma-Fotoagentur, sowie Fernseh- und Filmset-Aufnahmen von Kipa
und Sportereignisse von Tempsport.
###
Über Corbis
Corbis ist ein international führendes Unternehmen im Bereich digitale Medien, das eine große Vielfalt preisgekrönter
zeitgenössischer, historischer und Unterhaltungsfotos sowie eine umfassende Palette an Illustrationen und Filmmaterial anbietet.
Corbis Bilder werden Tag für Tag rund um den Globus in der Werbung, den Medien und in der Unternehmenskommunikation
eingesetzt. Corbis hat seinen Hauptsitz in Seattle und verfügt über 18 Niederlassungen in Nordamerika, Europa, Asien und
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damit sie auf der Corbis Webseite zur Verfügung gestellt werden können. Im Laufe der letzten Jahre hat
Corbis weitere 80.000 Fotos digitalisiert, so dass die Gesamtzahl an Bildern aus der Kollektion, die
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Australien, die Dienstleistungen für Kunden in mehr als 50 Ländern weltweit erbringen. Weitere Informationen unter
www.corbis.com.
Zusätzliche Informationen oder Bilder aus der Sygma-Kollektion (nur Presse):
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Susanne Mendack
Corbis Germany/Austria/Switzerland
Tel.: 0211.436 03 44
susanne.mendack@t-online.de
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Per comunicazione immediata

Corbis apre una sede per la conservazione e l'accesso
alle immagini della collezione Sygma
Un nuovo complesso, nei pressi di Parigi, sarà adibito alla conservazione della straordinaria collezione
fotografica Sygma
per più di mille anni e renderà accessibili le immagini a fotografi,
ricercatori, iconografi e professionisti creativi di tutto il mondo

per le comunità creative, ha annunciato oggi l'apertura del complesso per la conservazione e l'accesso
alle immagini della collezione Sygma, il risultato più significativo dell'iniziativa per la conservazione e
l'accesso alla collezione Sygma, avviato nel 2004. L'annuncio è stato effettuato oggi in occasione di un
evento tenutosi presso la nuova sede vicino a Parigi, in Francia, al quale hanno partecipato fotografi,
editor di foto, autorità del governo e dirigenti di Corbis e di Locarchives, la società di gestione dei
documenti che ha edificato il complesso.
Risultato di più di cinque anni di lavoro, il complesso per la conservazione e l'accesso alle immagini
della collezione Sygma garantisce la conservazione accurata di 50 milioni di negativi, stampe,
diapositive a colori e stampe a contatto della collezione, offrendo, al contempo, un facile accesso dei
materiali a fotografi, ricercatori, iconografi e storici, nonché a editor di foto e direttori artistici.
"Il complesso per la conservazione e l'accesso alle immagini della collezione Sygma è una testimonianza
del nostro impegno volto alla conservazione della collezione Sygma, una raccolta di inestimabile
valore", ha dichiarato Gary Shenk, CEO, Corbis. "Poiché alla collezione Sygma hanno contribuito
numerosi fotografi di talento, è veramente un onore per noi conservare e rendere accessibili questi
tesori, sia oggi che nel futuro".
Grazie al contributo di Henry Wilhelm, un esperto di conservazione di foto da lungo tempo, che ha
studiato nel dettaglio la collezione Sygma per conto di Corbis nel 2006, Locarchives ha progettato e
costruito un complesso specificatamente adibito alla conservazione della collezione Sygma, situato a
Garnay, a circa 45 minuti di distanza da Parigi. La notevole vicinanza a Parigi lo rende facilmente
raggiungibile per i professionisti che desiderano consultare di persona gli archivi. Il complesso di 800
metri quadrati dispone di un'area con scaffalature di circa 7.000 metri, in un ambiente ermetico con
livello di temperatura e tasso di umidità controllati e dotato di un ottimo sistema antincendio e antiintrusioni.
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"Il sistema di conservazione completamente analogico e digitale programma automaticamente la
conservazione a freddo ad umidità controllata e a una temperatura inferiore a 20°C, progettata per
bloccare il graduale sbiadimento del colore e impedire il deterioramento della base di pellicola in
plastica acetata degli insostituibili originali fotografici", ha affermato Wilhelm. "Per conservare le
scansioni digitali ad alta risoluzione delle fotografie eseguite manualmente dai fotografi e di quelle
realizzate di recente con fotocamera digitale, Corbis ha fornito server sicuri, i cui backup sono eseguiti
e conservati fuori sede".
“Se

la collezione fosse rimasta ancora nelle condizioni di conservazione non controllate e a temperatura

ambiente in cui è stata conservata per molti anni, si sarebbe deteriorata prima della fine del secolo",
ha continuato Wilhelm. "Il nuovo complesso Sygma conserverà e renderà accessibile lo straordinario

Gli originali saranno accessibili presso il complesso, mentre le immagini più significative della
collezione, scelte e digitalizzate da Corbis in collaborazione con i fotografi, saranno disponibili sul sito
Web di Corbis. Negli scorsi anni, Corbis ha digitalizzato altre 80.000 foto, rendendo disponibili online
oltre 800.000 immagini della collezione.
Da quando Corbis ha avviato l'iniziativa nel 2004, un team di archivisti Corbis si è dedicato alla
riorganizzazione della collezione, classificando le immagini per fotografo anziché per tema, mentre un
team di editor si è occupato della scelta di nuove immagini da digitalizzare per promuoverle più
diffusamente. Corbis ha, inoltre, contattato più di 10.000 collaboratori per chiedere loro se
desideravano partecipare all'iniziativa, individuando, nel frattempo, una sede adatta per il nuovo
complesso e avviando, quindi, i lavori di costruzione.
"Corbis ha investito in un complesso di prim'ordine, specificamente progettato per la conservazione a
lungo termine della collezione Sygma", ha dichiarato Pierre Fonlupt, presidente di Locarchives. "La
collezione fotografica qui conservata è di inestimabile valore e siamo orgogliosi di aver partecipato a
questo progetto".
Sygma è una delle maggiori collezioni di fotografie documentarie esistenti al mondo e rappresenta una
testimonianza storica di importanti personalità ed eventi dal valore inestimabile in Francia, in Europa e
in ogni parte del mondo. La raccolta è suddivisa in nove collezioni separate, a partire dalla seconda
metà del 20° secolo. Le immagini del periodo compreso tra gli anni Cinquanta e Sessanta includono
fotografie di Apis, Universal Photo, Interpress, Spitzer, Reporter Associés e altre agenzie. Le collezioni
relative agli anni Settanta e agli anni successivi comprendono i preziosi materiali di fotogiornalismo, le
notizie, le riviste, le immagini e i ritratti di celebrità dell'agenzia fotografica Sygma, nonché immagini
di set cinematografici e televisivi dell'agenzia Kipa e quelle di eventi sportivi dell'agenzia Tempsport.
###
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lavoro dei fotografi della collezione Sygma per i francesi e per gli abitanti di tutto il mondo per più di
mille anni a venire".
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Informazioni su Corbis
Corbis è un'azienda leader nella fornitura di contenuti visivi per la comunità creativa, in grado di concedere in licenza una
vastissima gamma di fotografie contemporanee, storiche e di entertainment pluripremiate, nonché un’ampia collezione di
illustrazioni e immagini di repertorio celebri. Le immagini Corbis vengono viste ogni giorno in tutto il mondo nella pubblicità, nei
media, nell'editoria e nelle comunicazioni aziendali. Corbis ha sede a Seattle, con 18 uffici dislocati tra Nord America, Europa,
Asia e Australia, in grado di servire più di 50 paesi in tutto il mondo. Per ulteriori informazioni, visitate il sito Web
www.corbis.com.
Per ulteriori informazioni o immagini relative alla collezione Sygma (solo per la stampa), contattate:

Julia Burchell
GolinHarris UK for Corbis
+44 (0) 207 067 0017
jburchell@golinharris.com
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Dan Perlet
Corbis
Tel. +44 (0) 20 7644 7418
dan.perlet@corbis.com
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BUTLER COUNTY, Pa. - Mine foreman Chuck Doughty steers his golf cart
through a vast labyrinth of limestone tunnels, passing armed guards, bulging
gray walls studded with dynamite holes, and storage vaults the size of WalMarts.
Squirreled away in this subterranean world 220
feet beneath the rolling hills of western
PHOTOS Go inside the
Pennsylvania are some of the nation's iconic
underground storage complex
photos: original prints and negatives of Albert
Einstein sticking out his tongue, Harry Truman
playing the piano for Lauren Bacall, and Ted Williams clowning with Joe
DiMaggio before an All-Star game. They are stored along with cultural artifacts,
such as master recordings of Michael Jackson and Elvis Presley, and sensitive
data from Wall Street investment houses and top-secret government agencies.
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All of it is safeguarded in a hidden 145-acre complex owned by Iron Mountain
Inc., the Boston-based data protection and storage services company. Security
here is so tight the federal government classifies it just one level below the
White House and Pentagon.
Since the 2001 terror attacks, financial firms, medical providers, and other
companies have speeded efforts to store important documents offsite. At the
same time, as digital data have proliferated and cyber-attacks have increased,
they have also been scrambling to back up their records at remote locations.
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they have also been scrambling to back up their records at remote locations.
And recently, pharmaceutical companies have looked to transfer digital data
into physical formats, in case their computer networks are destroyed.
"We are entrusted with some one-of-a-kind collections, very valuable,
irreplaceable documents," said Doughty, whose title is "vice president - the
underground" but who is often referred to as the complex's mayor. His domain,
where he's labored for 36 years, is part of a former US Steel Corp. mine north of
Pittsburgh. The site, believed to be the world's largest document storage facility,
boasts not only world-class security but a climate-controlled preservation
environment ideal for protecting the country's critical data and artifacts.
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The company acquired the subtropolis when it purchased National
Underground Storage Inc. in 1998. Iron Mountain has since invested tens of
millions of dollars in excavations, technology upgrades, and green energy
initiatives, including a geothermal cooling research project with Carnegie
Mellon University to recycle water from abutting mines. The water cools the
site's 110 data vaults, built into limestone-walled caves that are plugged with
heavy freezer doors.
On a recent afternoon in a micrographics lab that is part of the underground
complex, employees stationed at giant digital archive machines downloaded
customers' data, converting it to microfilm that can be stashed for centuries. At
one workstation, workers listened to Madonna's "Vogue" at high volume while
methodically turning streams of bits and bytes into microfilm. "We're voguing,"
said operations supervisor Christy Cook.
Storing paper documents, digital tapes, and microfilm - plus leasing space to
customers such as Corbis, which manages its own storage of prints, negatives,
and film reels here - is proving lucrative for Iron Mountain. Sales climbed 15
percent and operating income was up 11 percent in the three months ending
June 30, as the company notched its 78th consecutive quarter of storagerevenue growth.
"Companies are beginning to worry about the security of their most vital
records," said industry analyst Edward J. Atorino, managing director for
Benchmark Co., a New York brokerage firm. "So you're seeing some of these
new businesses, like microfilm, percolating below the surface. And Iron
Mountain is taking advantage of it."
Richard Reese, executive chairman of Iron Mountain, said there's room for the
underground site to expand - in neighboring parts of what originally was a
1,000-acre mine or at two or three alternative locations in nearby abandoned
mines - though he wouldn't discuss specifics. "What you see down there is an
operation that shows the complexities of our business," said Reese.
Driving through the countryside above, past cornfields, cattle farms, and forest,
a motorist can't spot any sign of the Fort Knox of data and documents, until
reaching a sprawling parking lot filled with cars and a sign bearing Iron
http://www.boston.com/business/articles/2008/09/02/at_this_mine_the_precious_nuggets_go_in/?page=full
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Iron Mountain has quietly built a $3 billion-a-year global business managing
information for companies and organizations that are required by law to hold
onto vital records, ranging from charters to deeds to patents. Some can
eventually be disposed - for that, Iron Mountain has a mammoth paper
shredding plant in Jersey City, N.J. The underground facility in Pennsylvania is
the company's data-storage mecca, attracting a roster of top-drawer customers
such as digital image company Corbis Corp., Bertelsmann Music Group, and
Marriott International Inc.
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Mountain's triangular logo.
Another sign directs those arriving down a slope into an opening in the side of a
rocky hill. Inside, security guards check identification badges of about 2,700
employees of Iron Mountain and of the customers that lease space from the
company to store records and, in some cases, operate remote data centers.
(Iron Mountain also runs its own fire department and water treatment plant.)

Just as in the past, working below the earth's surface is not for everyone. Even
though the Iron Mountain site is the premier employer in this rural county,
Leslie Armstrong, its supervisor of employee services, said about two out of 10
applicants ultimately decide they can't hack it in a windowless world. "Most of
us get used to it," she said.
For some, an underground job has its charms. Ann Hartman is library and
records manager for Corbis, the Seattle-based company founded by Bill Gates.
Corbis has operated its largest film preservation center in space leased from
Iron Mountain here since 2001. As part of her job, Hartman scans, sorts, files,
and retrieves photos from the company's massive Bettmann Archive.
It's a daily history lesson: Here is Warren Harding shaking hands with Babe
Ruth. There are construction workers lunching on a crossbeam at a New York
high-rise. There is also Richard Nixon bowling and Ronald Reagan sharing a
laugh with Queen Elizabeth.
Prints and negatives for these and thousands of other photos are stored in a
freezer-like vault cooled to 45 degrees with 35 percent humidity. The vault also
houses banks of card catalogs, glass plates in wooden crates, and rows of file
cabinets crammed with photos of historic figures (or actors who have played
them in movies), athletes, and celebrities: Jennifer Lopez is across from
Thomas Jefferson; Martina Hingis has a place next to Hootie & the Blowfish.
Displaying the famous print of Einstein with his tongue out - from a photo
taken in the winter of 1951 in Princeton, N.J. - Hartman shows off some of her
amateur historian's repertoire.
"I understand Einstein's family wasn't happy with that photo," she says. "They
felt it didn't represent him well."
Robert Weisman can be reached at weisman@globe.com.
© Copyright 2008 Globe Newspaper Company.
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The flourescent-lit caves shine some light on the sweeping changes that have
reshaped this region and the broader business landscape over the past century.
Hundreds of miners, many from southern and eastern Europe, labored
underground from 1902 to 1950 hauling limestone - used as flux to drain
impurities from pig iron during the steelmaking process - from what was then
US Steel's Anandale mine. Today, some of their grandchildren move vital
records down to the same spots to be stored and retrieved on demand.
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UNDER IRON MOUNTAIN
Corbis Stores "Very Important
Photographs"
At Zero Degrees Fahrenheit
Gary Haynes joined United Press International as a photographer in Detroit in 1958. By 1969 he was UPI’s
assistant managing editor of photography in New York. From inside UPI, as a shooter and a boss, he saw
nearly every UPI picture to move on the network for close to 11 years. Now, 35 years later, he’s deep in a rock
cavern underneath a Pennsylvania mountain, looking for historic UPI negatives and original prints for a new
picture book. Here’s what he and a few old cohorts discovered down at the bottom of a cold, deep mine,
inside the "Corbis Cave."

http://www.nppa.org/news_and_events/news/2005/01/corbis_cave.html (1 of 7) [2005/06/04 2:28:51 PM]
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By Gary Haynes
From Inside Iron Mountain, PA
Bill Gates caught flak from photographic historians and researchers in 1995 when he moved his vast Corbis
photographic collection from New York City to a refrigerated cave 220 feet beneath the ground in a rural
Pennsylvania mountain, near Butler, about an hour’s drive northeast of Pittsburgh. The move, which took
place between summer 2001 and March 2002, required 19 refrigerated trucks.

David Milne and I visited Corbis for the first time in June 2004 to locate photographs for a book about United
Press International Newspictures. In addition to all the other things he owns, Gates owns all of UPI’s pictures,
including all the photographs I made during my 11 years with UPI. The Corbis headquarters are in Seattle,
with offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, London, Paris, Düsseldorf, Vienna, Hong Kong, Kuala
Lumpur, and Tokyo.
Iron Mountain Storage Facility, where Corbis stores it all, is reached by a two-lane road that rambles through
the bucolic Pennsylvania countryside. Suddenly there’s the mountain, a sign with a cryptic symbol, and an
expansive driveway. Iron Mountain has been in the storage business since 1951. They own several mines
around the country that are similar to the Corbis Cave. By 1995 Iron Mountain’s revenues exceeded $100
million and they went public in 1996. Since then they’ve acquired 100 companies in 124 markets in 17
countries.
When you arrive at Iron Mountain and turn
into the driveway, enormous concrete
barriers slow your approach. Polite but
armed guards emerge from a trailer to ask
where you’re going. If you are unable to
furnish a name of someone inside who
expects you, that’s as far as you’ll get. When
you tell them your destination, they call to
confirm that you’re expected. They then
inspect your car. The glove compartment.
Under the seats. The trunk. The spare tire
compartment.
The first encounter with Iron Mountain makes
you wonder if you’ve somehow strayed onto
the set of a James Bond film.
I’ve covered the White House. It’s easier to get into 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue than inside Iron Mountain.
After they clear your car, you navigate more roadblocks and stop at a traffic arm. When the arm is raised, you
proceed down a ramp into mouth of the mountain itself. Giant steel gates open, swallow your car, and close
behind you. There are more guards, friendlier somehow than the ones at the front entrance, but just as well
armed. Everyone must sign in and produce two valid pieces of photo identification.
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The photographs might be preserved, critics said, but nobody would ever again have easy access to them.
"Far from the reach of historians," huffed The New York Times. Most of those skeptics now realize that Gates
—and Gates is Corbis, which he founded in 1989 —did the right thing. He has preserved an irreplaceable
photographic history and has kept it accessible.
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They give you an ID badge to wear and a fire extinguisher to carry in your car. You are told to park a few
yards away to wait for your escort to arrive in a car to lead you to their site, a half mile or more away along a
winding road through tunnels burrowed into this old limestone mine. More confining than a traffic tunnel, the
ceiling is about 25 feet high.

Someone must escort you even when you’re on foot outside the Corbis facility, which is how you reach the
bathroom a few yards away. Your escort takes you there and waits to escort you back. Even the bathrooms
are high-tech —the sinks and toilets must drain UP.
The Corbis entrance appears to be just a pair of doors hung on the side of the tunnel, with a doormat and two
potted plants, flanked by a modest lighted "Corbis" sign on one side and an LCD photo display on the other.
Through the doors, which are kept locked, is a 10,000 square foot space carved out of the mountain with
irregular walls and ceiling formed by the cave itself. A fourth of the space, in the front, is used for offices and a
work area with high-end digital equipment, light boxes, editing tables, and copiers.
The walls are rough-hewn but white, and the facility is well-lighted. It is unsettling to be so deep underground,
in part because there are no windows, but it’s not somber.
Several commercial food freezers currently protect 28,000 "Very Important Photographs" at zero degrees
Fahrenheit, including some famous gems like "Albert Einstein Sticking Out His Tongue" and "Marilyn Monroe
Having Skirt Trouble on a Subway Grate."
Past the offices and workspace is the refrigerated, humidity-controlled Film Preservation Facility, about 600
feet long (the length of two football fields). You enter through a pressure chamber, through two doors to
preserve humidity and temperature levels. Inside are orderly rows and hundreds of file cabinets and crates
containing old negatives, glass plates, and prints.
So much work remains to be done inside the FPF by Corbis staff that a compromise temperature of 44
degrees protects the film without frostbiting the staff. There is no firm timetable, but sometime after 2005 the
FPF will be lowered to 4 degrees below zero, and the "Very Important Photographs" will move back to the
FPF.
UPI’s vast collection is in there, the weathered and well-worn New York bureau daily logbooks, and the
thousands of original 4x5 envelopes used for negative files well after UPI executive editor Harold Blumenfeld
switched UPI photographers to 35mm in the 1960s (the 35mm film was cut into three-frame strips so it could
be filed in 4x5 envelopes).
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We followed our host in serpentine fashion past doors of some of the other tenants of Iron Mountain: the U.S.
Government, the National Archives, Warner Brothers, Universal Studios, the Federal Office of Management
and Budget, US Investigations Services. Many doors are unmarked. At almost every turn side tunnels lead to
other recesses of the cave. There are lights at the end of the tunnels —but our host makes clear that we are to
do no exploring this underground hideaway is the workplace for more than 1,700 people. It has its own fiveengine fire department, power generators, and dehumidification, refrigeration, and air filtration systems.
There’s a water purification system fed by an underground lake. High-tech sprinklers and plumbing and
security system cables snake across and up the walls and ceilings. Security cameras are everywhere. The
temperature throughout the old mine is kept at 55 degrees. The mine covers a thousand acres, and about 130
acres have been developed for storage by 2,300 clients.
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Bureaus and photographers would ship both
film and prints to New York, where there was
no motive or staff to re-fix the film and prints.
The 4x5 inch Kraft file envelopes were made of acidic paper and held together with animal glues —more
enemies of film preservation. Prints were filed by subject in ordinary file cabinets and kept at room
temperature with no humidity control.
In short, UPI was doing just about everything wrong in the way it stored and handled prints and negatives at
its headquarters at 220 E. 42nd Street in New York. As early as the 1970s a strong hint of vinegar in the air
warned of prints and film going bad.
IN 1972, UPI was sold to a couple of entrepreneurs whose management skills could never catch up with their
cash needs. Things got so bad that they began selling irreplaceable parts of UPI, including its thriving foreign
photography bureaus (sold to Reuters) and staff and client contracts, dispatched at fire-sale prices.
Perhaps the crown jewel was the picture library: 11.5 million images of events and personalities on glass
plates, negatives, and prints dating back to the Civil War. The archive was priceless and not just because of
its size, but because of the "you are there" quality of the collection: historic material from International
Newsphotos (1912-1958), Acme Newspictures (1923-1960), Pacific and Atlantic Photos (1927-1930), and
UPI’s entire trove since 1907. Photo sales were bringing in $1 million or more a year, every year, without any
marketing effort and with only four salesmen. UPI’s business department suggested that an electronic retrieval
system and a marketing plan could double or triple that income.
UPI’s chieftains didn’t have money to spend as they scrambled just to meet the payroll. "Who cares about a
damn picture library?" one of the owners said and in 1984, for a $1.1 million "advance royalty," Bettmann
Archive gained exclusive control of the collection.
That meant moving all of UPI’s pictures from its headquarters on 42nd Street across town to Bettmann on
21st Street. UPI lost ready access to its own files and had to pay Bettmann $35 every time it needed a copy of
one of its own pictures.
The UPI collection, however, might not have survived at all had not Bettmann taken over. UPI didn’t have the
resources to preserve it, and the company’s owners didn’t understand its value. Even with Bettmann in
control, several hundred negatives on glass plates were hauled to the trash because the glass was dangerous
to handle and a pain to store. Despite entreaties by the UPI photography editor assigned to Bettmann, no
prints or new copy negatives were made.
http://www.nppa.org/news_and_events/news/2005/01/corbis_cave.html (4 of 7) [2005/06/04 2:28:51 PM]
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UPI’s photographs had been produced for
speed, not archiving. In the rush to transmit
pictures to UPI clients, black and white film
and prints were rarely fixed long enough to
dissolve out all the residual silver. Acetate
was the most common film base from the
mid-1920s into the early 1980s and the base,
in time, deteriorates. The deterioration
occurs even more quickly when film is
improperly fixed and when it isn’t kept cool
and dry. It is also believed that degrading
acetate films are contagious and can hasten
the decay of other films stored in the same
area.
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Bettmann could also "smell the vinegar" in the collection, rotting and even badly decomposed acetate
negatives. Bettmann installed a computerized index system, cleaned up and reorganized the collection, and
began investigating ways to better preserve it.
In 1995 Bill Gates’ Corbis bought it all —UPI’s 11.5 million images and the 5 million pictures Bettmann had
accumulated since 1933 —for an "undisclosed" price, reported by Newsweek to be $6 million. Corbis has since
added several other large photographic collections and more than a dozen smaller ones.
Corbis kept its UPI acquisition in a New York office but knew that the clock was ticking on a collection that had
been deteriorating for years from heat, humidity, and less-than-gentle care and handling.

Hundreds of "B" negatives had already deteriorated past the point of being saved. As it sought a long-term
solution to preserving its collection, Corbis did a heroic edit of the vast archive, trying to learn what had sold
well and what was most likely to sell in the future.
Corbis worked with Henry Wilhelm, an expert on the preservation of traditional and digital color photographs
and motion pictures and the long-term preservation of photographic materials in subzero cold storage. Wilhelm
wrote a 21-page recommendation for rescue options, and when Corbis decided that subzero storage was the
way to go, Wilhelm oversaw the vault’s construction at Iron Mountain.
Keeping the collection at 4 degrees below zero Fahrenheit would halt deterioration, Wilhelm determined, and
leave the photographs intact and usable for at least another five thousand years. He compared the effect to
that of a woolly mammoth whose perfectly preserved carcass was found in Siberian permafrost in 1999. The
mammoth slipped into an ice crevice and froze before decay could begin, to be discovered 20,000 years later
with tissues intact.
"It’s a real demonstration of how cold storage works,’ Wilhelm says. "The lessons for film materials are clear.
The gelatin layer of film is made from connective tissue of cows, essentially the same as the woolly mammoth.
There’s just no doubt that this will work for film."

ON THAT FIRST visit I had a secret test for Corbis. I wanted them to find an obscure photograph I’d taken in
July 1966, when Frank Sinatra married Mia Farrow in Las Vegas. We were in Los Angeles and were given
less than an hour’s notice to photograph the couple after the ceremony. Being Hollywood, I had some
connections and called Clay Lacey, who sold Lear Jets. He got me to Las Vegas with minutes to spare.
Sinatra hated the press, and we were allowed fewer than five minutes with the newlyweds as they just stood
there, five yards away, taking no directions and answering no questions.
After photographing the couple, I shot a 300mm telephoto close-up of 98-pound Farrow’s tiny hand weighed
down with Frank’s Lord-only-knows-how-many-carat diamond ring. Not a prize-winning photograph, but one
that got UPI a lot of play and prompted AP to try to match the shot by cropping just the hand and ring out of
their general view (enlarger to the ceiling and easel to the floor, resulting in a photograph with more grain than
ring).
UPI’s old daily logs are the Rosetta stone to UPI’s files. The New York picture desk recorded every
http://www.nppa.org/news_and_events/news/2005/01/corbis_cave.html (5 of 7) [2005/06/04 2:28:51 PM]
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Corbis's researchers (many of them longtime Bettmann employees) discovered that only about 100,000 of the
UPI/Bettmann collection’s 11 million original images had ever been looked at by a client, and of that number,
only about 75,000 had ever been licensed.
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photograph transmitted on UPI’s wire by date, time, and number. Provided a date and sack number, a whitegloved researcher went into the FPF and, fewer than 10 minutes later, handed me the original file envelope.

FORMER UPI SAIGON picture bureau chief
and photojournalist Bill Snead accompanied
Dave and me on a second visit to Iron
Mountain. Snead, who started at the
Lawrence (KS) Journal-World in the
photography department in 1954 while still in
high school, rose up through newspapers in
Topeka, KS, and Wilmington, DE, before
running UPI’s photo operation in Vietnam
and then later working at The Washington
Post and National Geographic. He’s now
back home in Kansas as the deputy editor of
the Journal-World, in charge of the
newsroom. He volunteered to scour the
Vietnam files for us.
"From the late 1950s to 1975 literally
hundreds of journalists from all over the
world poked their heads in at one time or
another to check out the war, do a little dance with death, and pop out again," Snead says. "You could push
fate as far as you wanted. Shooters who got the best pictures played it (Vietnam) like a rubber band, and
sometimes it snapped." Five of UPI’s photographers didn’t return from Vietnam. Snead was soon surrounded
by UPI photography logs and immersed in the Vietnam film and print collection.
"For the 40-some years that I shot film I had a well-earned reputation for not filing my negatives," says Snead.
"My locker at The Washington Post, crammed with stained coils of 35mm negatives hanging on hooks, was
known as ‘ Snead’s Hanging Gardens of Kodak.’ But, when I worked in Vietnam (from 1967 to 1969) running
the UPI photo bureau, I was pretty dependable at sending packets of captioned negatives to New York via air
express after we’d transmitted the best pictures from Saigon. So 35 years later, while assembling a
retrospective photography show, I wanted to see what happened to nearly two years worth of pictures that a
lot of young men risked their lives to make with their choice to be combat photographers."
Snead says that after meeting Haynes and Milne at the Corbis Cave, Ann Hartman, manager of Library and
Records Management for Corbis, and her crew happily pulled files that matched his time spent working in
Vietnam.
"I found a half dozen frames that I’d taken —but only one had my photo credit. Six pictures, out of hundreds. I
looked in vain for Kent Potter’s incredible before-and-after sequence of a GI losing an arm to a rocket, for
Kyochi Sawada’s photographs of the Tet Offensive from Hue’s Citadel, where a very-alive Marine buried
under rubble popped out from under a 50-caliber machine gun that was blasting away. Wearing my little white
gloves, sorting through the old negatives, I felt sad that there weren’t more old memories to see and relieved
when I’d see a frame that had put UPI on lots of front pages for a day."
Snead concluded, "It’s ironic that these historic images are deep underground —just like the majority of the
shooters who made them."
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In my cotton-gloved hands were the 35mm negatives that I’d touched last 38 years before! It was a wonderful,
truly nifty moment.
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WHILE CRITICS HARPED about moving so much photographic history from New York to a cave in
Pennsylvania, Corbis was still busy creating digital scans of many of the pictures, at a cost of from $50 to $70
for each high-resolution scan. The electronic archive of more than a quarter-million images, including the
entire UPI collection, is available online to anyone at www.corbis.com.
The early fuss about hiding history came from critics who hadn’t actually seen what Corbis has done. A
Washington Post reporter was an early visitor, and reported that the FPF was a "vault, not a grave."

SEVERAL BOOKS ABOUT the old UPI have chapters about the Newspictures operation, but none of UPI’s
actual pictures (because the cost of buying the rights to use the photographs could have financially doomed
the books). Gates agreed in January 2004 to give us unlimited access to, and use of, UPI’s pictures for a
hardcover book about UPI for a special fee that makes taking the risk of doing such a book possible.
UPI’s photographers won eight Pulitzer Prizes along with every other award known to news, feature, and
sports photography: World Press Photo awards, National Press Photographers Association Pictures of the
Year awards, White House News Photographers Association awards, George Polk Memorial Awards, and
regional and statewide photography competitions. We wanted the UPI Newspictures story told with pictures:
for several decades UPI Newspictures gave world-class headaches to the folks over at the larger and richer
Associated Press. The typical UPI photographer would travel the globe and shoot thousands of pictures. After
a decade or more he would leave UPI and have less than two dozen prints (and no negatives) of his work to
show for his career. Our new book will celebrate UPI Newspictures, showcase some great pictures, and
include some of the photographers’ inside stories about their pictures and what it was like to work for UPI.
Bill Gates started Corbis with the idea of selling homeowners photographs for display on wall monitors
throughout their houses. On the walls of his Seattle mansion, he can display digital photos or fine art as mood
and occasion dictate. On his tenth wedding anniversary, the monitors reportedly displayed wedding pictures.
But whatever photographs may interest Gates or a Corbis client, it’s comforting to know that, thanks to Gates,
it will all still be here, perfectly preserved, 5,000 years from now.
We will return to the Corbis Cave to continue mining the UPI photo collection. We’ve been enthralled by
hundreds of images, including unfamiliar photographs of familiar events that we didn’t know existed —because
they aren’t the "iconic" photos of an event, or because they haven’t been published since the day after they
were taken. We hope this fresh look will provide our book about UPI Newspictures with more depth than we
first dreamed.
In addition to his career at UPI, Haynes has also worked at the Salinas (KS) Journal, was a national picture
editor for The New York Times in 1969, and in 1975 was the assistant managing editor of photography for The
Philadelphia Inquirer. He can be reached at verity@rochelle.net.
©NPPA 2005.
All rights reserved
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The furor has died down but Corbis must have been tempted to remind naysayers that Corbis legally owned
all those photographs and could do whatever it wished with them. Bill Gates —Corbis —has the financial
resources and clearly has an understanding of the importance of the irreplaceable records he is preserving.
Corbis and its larger rival, Getty Images, now appear to dominate the photography market.
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La nuova caverna di Platone è una rete
di cunicoli sepolta sotto settanta metri
di roccia nei monti della Pennsylvania.
Qui, in un eterno crepuscolo al neon a venti gradi
sotto zero, venti milioni di immagini, solo in parte
digitalizzate, sfidano i secoli
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Nell’archivio visivo dell’umanità
MICHELE SMARGIASSI
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PITTSBURGH

ella nuova caverna di Platone il tempo è due volte
immobile: al minuto e all’ingrosso. Non scorrono i
giorni in questo perenne crepuscolo di
luci al neon, non cambiano le stagioni
nell’eterno autunno a temperatura costante, senza pioggia e senza vento. Ma
anche la grande Storia qui è ferma: letteralmente congelata in venti milioni di fotografie ibernate a venti gradi sotto zero,
sepolte sotto settanta metri di roccia calcarea, pronte a sfidare i secoli.
Nel mito più celebre della filosofia greca le immagini del mondo reale si riflettono nelle viscere della montagna, dove
schiavi incatenati le credono vere. Anche
in fondo alla penombra di queste chilometriche gallerie troverò le immagini
speculari del mondo esterno. Ma non mi
aspetto che a custodirle siano semiselvaggi ingenui e abbrutiti. Infatti, «Benvenuto sottoterra!», quando in fondo a una
galleria laterale un portone blindato rosso si apre, è un’elegante signora bionda
ad accogliermi con un sorriso. Si presenta: Ann Hartman, manager del Film Preservation Facility di Corbis, l’agenzia
fondata da Bill Gates nel 1989. È la vestale della memoria visiva degli
ultimi centocinquant’anni.
La sacerdotessa del più
ambizioso e fantascientifico progetto di conservazione iconografi-

È stato Bill Gates,
fondatore
dell’agenzia Corbis,

a spostare nel 2002
il suo tesoro visuale,
acquistato dal grande
“mercante di scatti”
Otto Bettmann,
da un palazzo
di Manhattan
a questa città
sotterranea
L’80 per cento
del materiale
è un deposito
ancora
inesplorato

ca mai tentato: mettere in salvo il fragile
specchio del pianeta, tenerlo al riparo da
uragani, terremoti, attentati terroristici e
guerre nucleari, per centinaia, forse migliaia di anni, in fondo a una vecchia miniera di minerali ferrosi, sessanta miglia
a nord della capitale americana dell’acciaio: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Arrivarci non è facile. Anche Luca e Silvia di Corbis Italia, filiale aperta da pochi
mesi, hanno un’idea vaga di dove si trovi
il cuore del loro patrimonio aziendale.
Scivoliamo in auto dentro una cartolina
della provincia americana, fra colline
boscose, laghetti e casette di legno col
dondolo sotto il portico. Il villaggio rustico di Boyers è l’ultimo riferimento, poi si
va a intuito. Niente segnali: solo un parcheggio e una stradina chiusa da una
sbarra presidiata da uomini armati suggeriscono che siamo arrivati. «Stop please», sorridenti, ma col mitra ben in vista,
perquisiscono l’auto con cortese efficienza. Chiedono due documenti per
ogni visitatore. Verificano via radio: sì,
siamo attesi. Otteniamo un pass e un piccolo estintore rosso: «Tenetelo sempre
con voi», non è rassicurante.
La sbarra si alza, la
strada si tuffa

all’ingiù, s’infila sotto la collina.
Sembra un tunnel come un altro, ma appena dentro si apre in un dedalo di grandi gallerie asfaltate, scolpite nella roccia
grezza, trenta chilometri di incroci, curve, corsie che sfumano nella foschia
biancastra dei neon. Se qualcuno non ci
facesse strada sarebbe impossibile arrivare a destinazione. Dietro una curva un
incongruo pupazzo di Babbo Natale, ma
non i segnali che t’aspetteresti, neppure
per l’uscita di emergenza. Motivi di sicurezza: «Chiunque riesca a ingannare i
controlli, è meglio che non sappia orientarsi». Bagliori di fari, nella penombra incrociamo altre automobili. C’è traffico
nel labirinto sotterraneo. Corbis non è il
solo abitatore del luogo: oltre i finestrini
scorrono decine di portoni blindati rossi, la maggior parte anonimi, identificati
da un codice, alcuni invece con insegne
molto famose, che però devo promettere di non citare. Oltre duemilacinquecento tra uffici governativi e aziende private hanno affittato pezzi di galleria per i
loro archivi più preziosi. È un caveau
grande come una città. Una multinazionale della conservazione, la Iron Mountain, fondata da un ex coltivatore di funghi che comprò la miniera dismessa nel
1950. Anni di guerra fredda: l’America
pareva ossessionata dall’olocausto nucleare, e qui doveva sorgere un
enorme bunker per la sopravvivenza dei più previdenti, o più
importanti, o più ricchi. Curioso: gli americani preferirono salvare i loro ricordi più che i loro
corpi. La città dei rifugiati diventò
un condominio di scantinati di
lusso, una enorme cassaforte supertecnologica.
Ma anche così brulica di vita come un termitaio. Nella città senza
tempo lavorano millesettecento
persone. «Abbiamo un corpo di vigili
del fuoco con sei automezzi, squadre
di tecnici, impiegati, archivisti. In caso
di necessità abbiamo viveri per trenta
giorni, ed energia per una settimana»,
elenca Charles
J. Doughty,
vicepresidente
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La Miniera delle Foto
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Nella pagina
di sinistra, Mussolini
immortalato
nel 1935 durante
la conferenza
di Stresa
Più a destra,
la mitica foto
di Albert Einstein
che fa
la linguaccia
il giorno
del suo
settantaduesimo
compleanno
il 14 marzo 1951

di Iron
Mountain,
al volante del
carrello elettrico,
di quelli che girano sui
campi da golf, con cui ci ha
prelevato da uno dei parcheggi
interni. Guida e intanto fa da cicerone, girato all’indietro, tanto lui il labirinto lo sa a memoria: «Una volta mi lasciarono dentro a luci spente. Trovai l’uscita
a tentoni. Lavoro qui sotto da trentaquattro anni...». Un’esperienza davvero
underground. «Non è diverso che lavorare al sessantesimo piano di un grattacielo. Col vantaggio che gli impiegati non
escono a farsi una passeggiata», ride.
Ci fermiamo davanti a un portone con
il logo di una celeberrima major cinematografica: dietro, centinaia di pile ben ordinate di “pizze” in scatole tonde d’alluminio. Le copie master dei film. Sulle etichette, titoli che hanno fatto la storia del
cinema. È incredibile quante cose l’umanità pensa debbano essere conservate in
eterno. I brevetti di tutte le invenzioni
americane. I registri matrimoniali della
contea di Somerset. I prototipi dei gioielli di una notissima firma. I biglietti depositati dalla pietà popolare sul luogo (non
lontano da qui) dove si schiantò l’UA93,
l’«aereo degli eroi» dell’11 settembre.
«Carta, microfilm, bytes, in qualsiasi modo l’umanità voglia lasciare traccia di sé,
noi la aiutiamo a farlo», commenta mr
Dougthy con orgoglio aziendale.
L’ingresso di Corbis è il più elegante di
tutti. Luce bianca, tappeto, piante in vaso, uno schermo al plasma su cui scorrono le più celebri immagini dell’archivio.
E d’improvviso, varcato il portone, svanisce la claustrofobia. L’ambiente è ampio, luminoso, ben arredato, fiori, poster, pavimenti scintillanti, computer,
reticoli di tubature gialle, blu, rosse. Altre
due archiviste di Corbis e tre stagisti s’aggirano nel ronzio dell’aria condizionata,
come in qualsiasi ufficio di città, ma senza il rumore del traffico. C’è una piccola
mensa con dispensa, microonde e bollitore del caffè. «Vuole favorire? Qui non è
comodo scendere al bar all’angolo». Solo le pareti scalpellate al grezzo, ma laccate di bianco, ricordano che l’aria aperta è lontana come il tetto di un palazzo di
venti piani.
Ann C. Hartman dirige il Fpf dal 2002,
poco dopo il gran trasloco. Fu un’operazione quasi militare, efficiente e riservata. Una colonna di diciotto camion frigoriferi partì da New York, precisamente
dal palazzone sulla 44ª strada che per
mezzo secolo era stato il regno di Otto
Bettmann, il più straordinario mercante
d’immagini che la storia ricordi. Bibliotecario a Lipsia, fuggiasco nel 1935 dalla
Germania nazista, sbarcò a Manhattan
con pochi vestiti ma con due bauli pieni
di fotografie. Portava con sé, in esilio, le

immagini di un’Europa minacciata
dalla barbarie. S’inventò un mestiere,
quello di venditore di fotografie, e fondò
quella che oggi si chiamerebbe una stock
image agency, ma che allora era poco più
di un mestiere da trovarobe. Fu lungimirante: la civiltà dell’immagine era in pieno boom. E Otto, meticoloso come un tedesco, aveva inventato un sistema di archiviazione che nell’era pre-Google gli
consentiva di rintracciare in pochi minuti, tra le migliaia presto divenute milioni, l’immagine giusta per il cliente di
turno. Era l’efficientissimo servizio da
archivista borgesiano, più che il valore
delle foto, che i giornali e gli editori gli pagavano volentieri. Tanto da permettergli, nel 1981, di ritirarsi in pensione in
Florida. Senza bauli, questa volta.
Le sue foto, undici milioni, restarono
orfane. E s’ammalarono. Contrassero la
tremenda lebbra dei negativi. Scattate
quasi tutte su pellicole di deperibile acetato, andavano letteralmente in pappa.

La puzza di aceto, nelle stanze dell’archivio, era soffocante quando Bill Gates
andò a visitarlo, nel 1995. Al signor Microsoft era venuta un’idea: diventare il
proprietario, e il rivenditore, di quante
più immagini possibile. Aveva appena
fondato Corbis, che in latino vuol dire cesto, e un cesto aspetta di essere riempito.
L’archivio Bettmann (assieme ad altri archivi di agenzie e giornali nel frattempo
acquisiti da Gates, per un totale di venti
milioni di reperti) era un ottimo inizio.
Ma rischiava di veder subito la fine. Gates seguì il consiglio di un esperto, Henry
Wilhlem: «Scegli il freddo. Congela le foto e dureranno in eterno».
Ed eccoci qui, nella ghiacciaia dell’immaginario mondiale. «Questa è la
sezione vip, very important photos»,
Ann apre lo sportello zincato di un congelatore: sui ripiani, in buste numerate
di plastica sottovuoto, scatole beige
ospitano a venti gradi sotto zero gli originali delle immagini più note dell’ar-

chivio Bettmann, ovvero le più vendute:
la vertiginosa merenda sulla trave dei
muratori del Rockefeller Center, Einstein che fa la linguaccia, Rosa Parks che
viaggia orgogliosa sul bus non più riservato ai bianchi, eccetera. Dal loro gelido
letargo, le foto da hit parade escono solo in casi eccezionali: «Riportarle a temperatura ambiente è un’operazione rischiosa». In giro vanno i loro duplicati
digitali ad alta definizione.
Ma l’emozione vera deve ancora arrivare. Sta in fondo al primo tunnel, dietro
un portello bianco con oblò e maniglia
d’acciaio, tipo cella del macellaio. «Si
metta il giaccone», fa Ann, «andiamo in
miniera». Uno stanzino di acclimatazione. I piedi s’appiccicano al pavimento:
un tappeto adesivo preleva la polvere
dalla suola delle nostre scarpe. Si apre il
secondo portellone. Il salto di temperatura è brusco: siamo a sette gradi centigradi, umidità 35% costante. Nel biancore polare, il colpo d’occhio è straordinario: centinaia di scaffali, migliaia di cassetti, allineati in corridoi lunghi come
due campi di calcio. Vecchi schedari di
metallo grigio, classificatori di lamiera,
casse di legno: è il mobilio di Bettmann,
portato qui tale e quale, contenitori e
contenuto, perché era più urgente salvare che riordinare.
Eccole, dunque. Abitano qui le icone
della memoria ottica collettiva. Le immagini che abbiamo scolpite nella mente, senza le quali non sapremmo più pensare la storia. Sono qui i fragili originali di
carta, celluloide o vetro, di alcune delle
foto più famose del mondo. L’Hindenburg che brucia, Hitler che passeggia al
Trocadéro, Mao che sguazza nello
Yangtze, Neil Armstrong che saltella sulla Luna, papa Wojtyla che s’accascia ferito in piazza San Pietro, l’ignoto eroe di
piazza Tien An Men davanti al carro armato, Stalin Roosevelt e Churchill sulla
panchina di Yalta, lo sguardo livido dei
gerarchi nazisti a Norimberga. Sono qui,
accanto alle loro sorelle, le immagini dimenticate o inedite, ma altrettanto preziose. La guerra civile americana, il fondo più antico. L’impagabile archivio Upi
sul Vietnam. I reportage della seconda
guerra mondiale. Archivi interi di grandi
fotografi: Riis, Weegee. I ritratti glamour
dei divi di Hollywood. Da grandi poster
sui muri, Malcom X e Martin Luther King
che si stringono la mano, Audrey Hepburn, Babe Ruth sembrano i santi patroni della gelida cattedrale silenziosa.
Ci infiliamo guanti bianchi di cotone,
apriamo con trepidazione uno, due, tre
cassetti a caso. Ecco le immagini lebbrose, corrugate come pelli di coccodrillo o
sollevate come pasta sfoglia: «Ma il degrado è bloccato. Le recupereremo col
restauro elettronico». Per ora riposano
nell’ordine che stabilì lui, il tedesco geniale. La sua calligrafia inclinata spunta
a tratti dal dorso di una foto, su una scheda. Un oceano di scatti che nessuno
guarda da decenni. Solo il venti per cento degli originali è stato scannerizzato e

digitalizzato. Ancora meno, poche centinaia di migliaia, sono le foto che chiunque può sfogliare online sul sito di Corbis. Tutto il resto, parliamo di milioni di
immagini, è un deposito archeologico
ancora da scavare. Per quanto ne sappiamo, capolavori ignoti della fotografia
mondiale potrebbero essere sepolti in
questo enorme freezer.
Ogni apertura di cartella dà il brivido
della scoperta. Peschiamo a caso: Italia,
fascismo, dopoguerra. Spuntano, tra veline dattiloscritte, ingiallite e fragili come
ostie, le eccezionali immagini dei reporter dell’International News Photos, grandi professionisti anonimi. Personaggi,
eventi pubblici, ma anche scene di strada,
vita quotidiana: le scarpe fuori misura degli scugnizzi, lo sberleffo di un Balilla tra i
piccoli camerati, sciuscià che giocano alla morra nelle strade di Roma liberata,
«ecco questa è inedita», conferma Ann
dando un’occhiata al retro. Una busta ha
un titolo particolare: «Mussolini, esecuzione». Ci vuole stomaco forte: ecco la tristemente nota impiccagione di piazzale
Loreto, ma anche una serie di scatti più
terrificanti, il volto del Duce tumefatto,
l’autopsia, la ricomposizione dentro una
cassa di legno grezzo, tra un frate benedicente e donne che ridono. Ann distoglie lo
sguardo: «È orribile, ma è storia. E la storia
va conservata tutta quanta».
Certo. Ma per chi? Quando Corbis annunciò l’operazione grande freddo, la
stampa si scatenò. Gates seppellisce in
una tomba la memoria visiva del mondo,
accusarono editorialisti del New York Times e del New Statesman. «Da allora ci
sforziamo di smentire quel pregiudizio»,
dice Ann. L’archivio è accessibile, su appuntamento, a storici e ricercatori, ma
pochi ne approfittano. «Abbiamo cinquanta richieste a settimana, ma quasi
tutte via email. Troviamo noi le immagini che cercano. Fisicamente vengono
qui solo cinque ricercatori all’anno».
Certo, il viaggio è scomodo. «Ma un posto come questo non c’era alla periferia
di New York». Be’, un edificio refrigerato
forse si trovava. Ma la caverna delle immagini è molto di più di un magazzino
commerciale coscienziosamente gestito. È una fantasia post-human, è il sogno
di scavalcare almeno in effigie la fine della nostra specie. Sotto fresche e asciutte
coperte di calcare, anche quando finirà
l’elettricità le fotografie continueranno a
mantenersi, forse per migliaia di anni. È
un monumento all’homo photographicus, l’unico animale creatore e consumatore d’immagini, ad uso degli archeologi, forse dei paleontologi, di chissà
quale futura epoca o razza. I bauli di
Bettmann, un po’ più gonfi di quando
fuggirono dall’Europa in fiamme, sono
partiti per un altro viaggio, temendo forse un’altra apocalisse. I viventi che abiteranno la Terra dopo di noi decifreranno
questi geroglifici di carta dissepolti dalla
piramide di Pittsburgh. Se avranno occhi, vedranno come eravamo. Ma noi
non ci saremo.
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Nella pagina, alcune delle foto più richieste agli archivi
Corbis. A sinistra, 11 uomini che pranzano su una trave
sospesa nel vuoto durante la costruzione di un grattacielo
di New York nel 1932, di C. Ebbets
A destra, un corridoio
dell’archivio; sotto, suore
a Disneyland nel 1962
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By Scott Williams
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Freezing Time

Corbis has become a major player in the image business by preserving history.

Thank you, Kato.”

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROS
But the search did not end there. In the
publishing business, rights to a celebrity’s picture are often owned by that star.
Reproducing a photo of that person without clearance from the celebrity would
violate federal copyright laws. Stars manage those rights very carefully. Always
image conscious, many celebrities like to
control which of their photographs
appear where.
So the Boston ad company turned to
www.washingtonceo.com

another of Corbis’
capabilities: rights
services. “We don’t
own a lot of what we
have,” explains Corbis
CEO Steve Davis. “As
a result, we have to
be a super-expert in
intellectual property
rights.”
Corbis put its group
of intellectual property specialists on the
problem. The company says it has the
world’s largest group
of experts on this subject, including Davis,
who specialized in
intellectual property
issues as a lawyer at
Seattle’s Preston Gates
& Ellis law firm before
joining Corbis in 1993. Corbis CEO
Those specialists Steve Davis is an
chased down the intellectual
property lawyer
celebrities needed by who has helped
Arnold Worldwide, turn “Bill Gates’
some of whom no other company”
longer had represen- into a success.
tatives to handle the
negotiations. The specialists were
dogged. They found ex-Olympic figure
skater (now occasional boxer) Tonya
Harding, for instance, in a rural
Washington trailer park.
Corbis is the brainchild of Gates, who in
1989 envisioned selling digitized images
to homeowners for display on wall monitors throughout their houses. Gates’ own
$40-million-plus mega-mansion on
Lake Washington, near Seattle, has phoKATHLEEN KING

The creative department at one Boston
advertising firm, Arnold Worldwide, was
in fine form last year when it produced
the TV-ad copy launching the latest version of Trivial Pursuit. Tongue in cheek, it
gratuitously thanked some recent public
figures who have completed their 15 minutes of fame while using their questionable reputations to publicize their client’s
product.
But the pre-Christmas advertisement
would have lost much of its punch if the
creative group at Arnold Worldwide had
not added pictures — photographs of Joey
Buttafucco, Kato Kaelin, Dennis Rodman,
and a number of other famous (or infamous) celebrities who were mentioned in
the popular board game.
The advertising firm turned to Seattlebased Corbis Inc. Arnold Worldwide
found the photos it was looking for among
Corbis’ 70 million images. Most of those
images have been digitized and are available on Corbis’ website. Corbis owns a
huge collection of still photos, as well as
fine art, illustrations, and film footage.
Owned entirely by Microsoft Chairman
Bill Gates, Corbis is often called “Gates’
other company.”

No.58

tographs and digitized fine art that he can
shift based on the occasion or his mood.
On the 10th anniversary of his marriage,
he posted his wedding pictures.

AMONG THE WORLD’S LARGEST
While Gates’ vision has not been realized
quite yet, Davis has successfully accumulated enough images to make Corbis’
collection one of the world’s largest.
Corbis’ 70 million images are double the
size of the collection held by its main
competitor, crosstown rival Getty
Images, which was also started by Big
Money (in its case Mark Getty of the
Getty Oil clan). While Getty focuses on
the photojournalism side of the business, Corbis adds a larger service component, offering rights clearance and
WASHINGTONCEO • MAY 2004
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Money
Saving
Strategies
for Privately-Held
Companies
1. Recovering lost profits from
overpaying federal, state, and
local taxes
2. Solving the estate tax
dilemma without the cost of
life insurance
3. Using valuation discounts
to transfer business to the
next generation
4. Rewarding key non-family
executives with equity
participation
5. Receiving high level
financial advice from an
independent CFO
Contact Jeff Pannell
jpannell@clarknuber.com
425.454.4919

CLARK NUBER
Certified Public
Accountants & Consultants
10900 NE 4th Street
Suite 1700
Bellevue, WA 98004

www.clarknuber.com

“Take Your Network Higher”
Wireless
LAN/WAN Solutions
and Integration Services

www.airopath.com
(425) 497-2522

CIO To Do List
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Lower the bottom line
Cut out monthly reoccurring costs
Save on costly cable and labor
Increase efficiency
Make sure the WLAN is secure
Schedule meeting with Airopath
Tell the CEO it was your idea
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creative services to its customers, who
are mainly advertising firms, creative
professionals, graphic designers, news
media, and publishers.
The company’s concept has consolidated
the $2 billion stock photography business,
once considered the poor cousin of the
industry. Today, its images remain its core
business. Corbis features news, editorial,
sports, creative, fine art, and historical
images — all available online.

GROWING STOCK PHOTO
BUSINESS
The Corbis collection is constantly updated. Photographers from news organizations such as Reuters and Paris’ Sygma
contribute, as do leading photojournalists
such as Gideon Mendel, David Turnley,
and Rolling Stone chief photographer
Mark Seliger. Images in the collection
have come from the National Gallery in
London, the Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Christie’s, and the Brett Weston collections. Arrangements can be made for a
custom shoot by Corbis’ own creative or
editorial photographers, if needed.
According to Davis, Corbis’ “crown
jewel” is the Bettmann collection, an 80year compilation of more than 11 million
photographs purchased from the KrausThomson Organization in 1995. Davis
negotiated the purchase. The collection
contains some of the most famous pictures in history. The photo of Albert
Einstein sticking out his tongue at the
camera; Marilyn Monroe with her white
skirt lifted by the wind; the Hindenburg
exploding in a ball of flame and smoke —
all are part of the Bettmann archive.
Corbis’ entire collection is not actually
kept in Washington. Instead, much of it
resides in a secretive underground repository in western Pennsylvania known as
Iron Mountain. (The Washington Post,
which sent a writer into Iron Mountain,
said, “Since 9/11, it’s been harder to get in
here than into the White House.”)
A former limestone mine about 65
miles north of Pittsburgh, Iron Mountain
could provide safekeeping for centuries
for the collection, which shares space
with other delicate photographs, film,
and documents owned by such groups as
Warner Bros., Universal Studios, the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget, and
the National Archives.
The problem with photographs and film
is that they can deteriorate over the years.
The chemicals on photographic materials
— film and print paper — become unstable
with time, particularly if they are exposed

to light, heat, and humidity. Most blackand-white negatives taken from the
beginning of the century to the 1980s, as
well as color pictures from the early days
of color photography — the 1930s — to the
1980s, are particularly vulnerable.
The problem is widespread. And only a
few facilities — including two presidential
libraries (the John F. Kennedy and Jimmy
Carter libraries), NASA , Canada’s
National Archives, and a HarleyDavidson facility — are freezing their
materials. The Library of Congress and
the National Archives store huge collections of photographs at 35 to 45 degrees
Fahrenheit.
When Corbis acquired the Bettmann
archive, it was jammed into filing cabinets
in an old New York City building, where the
roof leaked and there was little temperature control.

SAVING BETTMANN
Much of it had been damaged — severely, in
many cases — through years of exposure
and human contact. Corbis moved the
archive into Iron Mountain, where the
photographs are frozen at 4 degrees below
zero Fahrenheit, essentially locking them
in time.
Beginning in 1997, Corbis spent five
years selecting images from the collection, looking for images of “maximum
historical value and saleability” for digitization. More than 1.3 million images (26
percent of the collection) have been edited and 225,000 have been digitized.
So far, Corbis has not turned a profit.
But when you are Bill Gates, you can be
patient. And that patience may pay off
soon. Davis believes this is the year
Corbis will make money for the first time.
He has said 2003 revenues were about
$140 million. While still far behind
Getty’s $523 million, the company’s
growth rate of 20 percent a year may begin
to close the gap. That rate will probably be
duplicated in 2004, Davis says.
Also in the future may be a public offering. Both Davis and Gates have hinted as
much. “We have no plans to go public at
this point. We are very focused. . . . But
over time, three to five years out, we will
look at our options. It would make sense
to diversify ownership at some point,”
Davis projects.
It might not be another Microsoft, but a
Corbis IPO would likely catch a few eyes.
Scott Williams is senior editor for
Washington CEO magazine. He can be
reached at swilliams@washingtonceo.com.
www.washingtonceo.com
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A Visit to the Corbis Picture Mine
June 2003

A Special Report by Dirck Halstead

It was heart breaking.
Ken Johnston loved photographs and photojournalism. For two decades he had been a researcher for the Bettman archives, one of the largest
collections of photography in the world. In the late 1980s, Bettmann bought the United Press International archives, and in 1995, Corbis, the
giant corporation privately held by billionaire Bill Gates bought the entire collection.
For Johnston the problem was that his beloved collection was rapidly dying. Of the 11,000,000 plus negatives, plates and prints stored in manila
folders on shelves in Bettmann's Manhattan office, many were turning to vinegar.
The smell permeated the entire floor that Bettmann occupied. Employees would start to gag as they retrieved priceless photographs for clients.
And worst of all, the negatives would crumble into dust as they were removed from their envelopes.

The root of the problem is that photographs are inherently unstable. Many photographers are painfully aware that color negatives, prints, and
transparencies have a relatively short life span. The dyes in color reversal film introduced in the 1950s are especially vulnerable to fading
following exposure to sunlight. But serious photographers take comfort that black and white film has survived for as much as a century, and in
most cases outlives the photographer. What they did not realize was that some insidious chemical reactions were taking place which would
eventually destroy even the best cared for prints and negatives.
Negatives are comprised of two layers of materials--the base and the emulsion. Cellulose acetate, a plastic that decays, creating acetic acid, or
vinegar has been used as a base. The light-sensitive emulsion glued to the top of cellulose acetate is very stable. But as the base decays, the
emulsion starts to break away from it, bubbling up and contracting. Heat and humidity accelerate the deterioration. Once the process gets to this point, the photograph is rendered
unusable and cannot be saved. As the bulk of the collection at Bettmann aged, the process started spreading like a plague throughout the shelves. In particular, the acetate based
negatives from the 1930s and 1950s, were decomposing fastest.
Photographic archiving expert Henry Willhelm was hired by Bill Gates to see if something could possibly be done to at
least slow down the process. In a 21-page report Willhelm recommended that the collection be put in cold storage.
Specifically, the room temperature surrounding the photographs needed to decreased to the sub-zero range. Willhelm
was aware of the effects that cold had on a wooly mammoth that had stumbled into a pre-historic ravine, and essentially
was frozen before decay could start. Thousands of years later the beast was still intact, complete with its fur.
But how would you refrigerate an area that held 11,000,000 photographs?
The answer it turned out was in an abandoned limestone mine near Butler, Pennsylvania. There were almost a million
square feet of tunnels more than 200 feet below the Appalachian forest. In the 1960s the government had started moving
critical information into the mine. The property was acquired by a company called Iron Mountain, which started to provide
vault space to the Defense Department, the National Archives, major corporations, film studios. Gates decided that was
answer.
So in late 2001, nineteen trucks moved the collection from Manhattan to the mine.
When Corbis announced the plan, far from being hailed as the savior of photographic history, Gates was pilloried by the
press, photographers, and researchers. The New York Times' Sarah Boxer wrote in a front page story, " The Bettmann
archive, the quirky cache of pictures that Otto Bettmann sneaked out of Nazi Germany in two steamer trunks in 1935 and
then built into an enormous collection of historical importance, will be sunk 220 feet down in a limestone mine situated 60
miles northeast of Pittsburgh, where it will be far from the reach of historians." The Digital Journalist was just one of many other voices that in columns and editorials lambasted Corbis
and Gates for removing accessibility to this great collection, and thus limiting choice for publications.
Gates did not help his image much during this period. Most of the move was done secretively. The entrance to the mine itself, complete with
heavy iron gates and armed guards looked like some foreboding high security installation from the cold war. To Bettman's former clients, it
appeared that they were being locked out.
So, it was with some surprise, especially after writing a commentary for The Digital Journalist that baldly stated that Bill Gates was responsible
for the biggest change in the health of the photography industry in 25 years, that I received an invitation from Corbis' Vice President of News
and Editorial Photography, Brian Storm,, to join a small group of photographers and editors to travel to the mine and spend a weekend helping
to research and edit photographs for a new book commemorating Otto Bettmann's 100th Birthday.
On a beautiful spring day, we faced the huge iron gate that rolls up into the mouth of the cave. After being briefed and issued fire extinguishers,
our small company was driven deep into the mine. 200 feet below the earth, powered by their own generators, mercury lights provided an eerie
glow as we drove past red doors inserted into the rock wall. We were cautioned not to photograph them, because many of the clients that Iron
Mountain provides services for do not want it known that their archives and vital records are stored there.
About a mile into the cavern, we turned a corner, to see two small palm trees and a plasma screen next to a door displaying the gray logo,
Corbis. The plasma screen on the wall displays a continuing series of some of the world's greatest photographs, which represent the visual
history of the past century.
Inside the door, is a long room dominated by editing tables and light boxes. It is here that researchers can spend hours, days, or weeks, looking
through the collection. White-gloved employees bring in carts stacked high with folders filled with pictures.
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A Visit to the Corbis Picture Mine by Dirck Halstead- The Digital Journalist
This is one of the first things that began to change my opinion about the purpose of the mine. I had envisioned all these
pictures being locked into cold storage, away from the eyes of people who wanted to search this knowledge base. In fact,
the opposite was true. As any one who has tried to do major research in the New York office will attest, the process was
not easy. There was limited desk space, and a flurry of coming and going which was not conducive to the sometimes
lengthy hunt for photographs. Here, there seemed to be all the time in the world, with no distractions. True, you must go
to Western Pennsylvania to do it, but for serious researchers this is not a huge problem.
In the meantime, Corbis continues to scan photographs from the collection. It is not a cheap endeavor. It costs about $70
per image to make the high definition scans required, including captioning, photo shop, and research. Corbis encourages
researchers to come to the mine. As the clients find photographs, the staff takes note, and if the photos ordered have not
been scanned, that will be done as soon as possible. It is using intellectual karate to improve the collection's online
resources. Searches can also be instigated from New York, or cities around the world.
Although the temperature of the vast vault which lies behind the editing room is capable of being lowered to the zero
degree level recommended by Willhelm, it will be kept at a level of 44 degrees for the next few years. This enables
bundled-up researchers to spend the time they need in the archives.

The vault itself stretches for hundreds of feet into the
limestone room. There are long rows of filing cabinets that
contain millions of envelopes of photographs, with captions.
Glass plates are carefully boxed, but available. The
employees, many of whom have worked at Bettmann for
years, know exactly where the treasures are located.
Opening a drawer containing International News Photos
images from the 1930s, the smell of vinegar suddenly
emanates. For Ken Johnston, who is now the manager of
Historical Collections, the satisfaction comes from knowing
that the aging process in now being dramatically arrested.
One of the big jobs facing Johnston and his colleagues is to
identify the photographers who took the photographs. The
filing systems of INP, ACME, and United Press, generally
did not put the names of their staff photographers on the
captions. The Corbis staff is trying to decipher the initials used on the captions to discover who the photographer was. They also encourage users who go to the Corbis web site to
give them further information about the photographers who took the pictures.
During our two days in the mine, we all had projects that we wanted to research. I wanted to see the ENTIRE Vietnam War collection. Well, not quite the entire collection, since that
was nearly a million images on its own, but at least all the prints made at the time, which were the selects made by the editors of UPI. I was one of them, as the picture bureau
manager in Saigon in 1965-1966. For the next three hours, staff brought out cart after cart, more than 4,800 images, which I went through one by one. Some of them, such as the
picture by Kyoichi Sawada which won the Pulitzer Prize in 1966, of a Vietnamese family swimming across a river to escape a battle, I knew about. But as I went through the pictures, I
realized that I was amassing a major portfolio by a photographer who I had totally forgotten about.
The Corbis people were surprised as I laid out a story by Shunske Akaatsuka about the battle for Hamburger Hill. It was
one of the strongest portfolios of combat photography I had ever seen. It had been sleeping, unnoticed in the archives for
the past 35 years.
It is just this sort of thing that encourages me. As Corbis allows more and more photographers, editors, and academics
into this room 200 feet below ground, our visual legacy will be enriched, and most important, preserved for the
generations to come.
© Dirck Halstead
dhalstead@austin.rr.com
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IXUWKHUGHWHULRUDWLRQWKHWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHILOPSUHVHUYDWLRQ
YDXOWZLOOEHUHGXFHGWR±GHJUHHV

7KHSUHVHUYDWLRQYDXOWVDIHJXDUGVWKHSKRWRJUDSKLFKLVWRU\RI
QHDUO\HYHU\DVSHFWRIOLIHLQWKHWKFHQWXU\IURPWKH%HDWOHV
GUHVVHGLQ(OL]DEHWKDQFORWKHVWRWKHVHDULQJLPDJHVRI3HDUO
+DUERULQIODPHVDQGWKHSRLJQDQWSLFWXUHRI-RKQ).HQQHG\-U
VDOXWLQJKLVIDWKHU¶VFDVNHW3LFWXUHVRIORFDOLQWHUHVWLQFOXGHWKH
-RKQVWRZQ)ORRGDQGVWHHOPDJQDWH$QGUHZ&DUQHJLHZLWKODERU
XQLRQUHSUHVHQWDWLYHV$OWKRXJKPRVWRIWKHSLFWXUHVFDQEH
UHOHDVHGWRWKHSXEOLFVRPHSKRWRVDUHUHVWULFWHGLQFOXGLQJVRPH
RIWKH.HQQHG\¶V-RKQ/HQQRQDQG-XG\*DUODQG
7KHPRPHQWRXVMRERISUHVHUYLQJWKH%HWWPDQQ83,$UFKLYH
EHJDQLQHDUQHVWLQ:LOKHOP,PDJLQJ5HVHDUFK,QFD
KLJKO\UHVSHFWHGFRPSDQ\LQWKHUHVHDUFKDQGSUHVHUYDWLRQRI
ILOPDQGSKRWRJUDSKVDVVLVWHG&RUELVLQWKHSUHVHUYDWLRQSURMHFW
7KH,RZDEDVHGFRPSDQ\SURYLGHVFRQVXOWLQJVHUYLFHVWR
PXVHXPVDQGDUFKLYHVRQORZWHPSHUDWXUHFROGVWRUDJHIRUWKH
ORQJWHUPSUHVHUYDWLRQRIEODFNDQGZKLWHDQGFRORUVWLOO
SKRWRJUDSKVDQGPRWLRQSLFWXUHV
³7KHSUHVHUYDWLRQRIWKHVHSKRWRJUDSKVZLOOPDNHFHUWDLQWKDWWKH
RULJLQDOQHJDWLYHVDQGWUDQVSDUHQFLHVZLOOFRQWLQXHWREH
DYDLODEOHLQWKHEHVWFRQGLWLRQSRVVLEOHIRUIXWXUHGLJLWDOFRORU
UHVWRUDWLRQILOPJUDLQUHGXFWLRQDQGLPDJHVKDUSQHVV
HQKDQFHPHQWWHFKQRORJLHVVDLG+HQU\:LOKHOPSUHVLGHQWRIWKH
FRPSDQ\³)RUSKRWRJUDSKHUVZKRVHLPDJHVDUHFRQWDLQHGLQWKH
&RUELVFROOHFWLRQVWKHQHZSUHVHUYDWLRQIDFLOLW\ZLOOKHOS
SUHVHUYHWKHLUOLIH¶VZRUN±DQGWKHLUSODFHLQSKRWRJUDSKLF
KLVWRU\±IDULQWRWKHIXWXUH´
,QWKHODVWVL[\HDUV&RUELVVSHFLDOLVWVKDYHVSHQWWKHHTXLYDOHQW
RI³VWDII\HDUV´ILQGLQJDQGGLJLWL]LQJLPDJHVIURPWKHYDVW
FROOHFWLRQ)LYHPLOOLRQRIWKHPLOOLRQRULJLQDOLPDJHREMHFWV
DUHVODWHGWREHHGLWHG7RGDWHPLOOLRQRUSHUFHQWKDYH
EHHQYLHZHG6RIDUSKRWRJUDSKVKDYHEHHQGLJLWL]HG
DQGSODFHGRQWKH:HEVLWH
,IDSLFWXUHFDQ¶WEHIRXQGRQWKH:HEVLWH5REHUWVZLOOVHDUFK
DPRQJWKHGR]HQVRIILOHFDELQHWVWRORFDWHLWVFDQLWDQGGHOLYHU
LW$OWKRXJKPRVWRIWKHSLFWXUHVDUHDFFHVVLEOHYLDWKH:HEVLWH
RUE\UHTXHVWVWKURXJK&RUELVDFFRXQWH[HFXWLYHVVSHFLDO
UHTXHVWLQSHUVRQYLVLWVWRWKHIDFLOLW\FDQEHDUUDQJHG+RZHYHU
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EHFDXVHRIWKHIUDJLOHDQGKLVWRULFDOQDWXUHRIWKHSULQWVDQG
QHJDWLYHVDOLEUDU\DVVRFLDWHZLOOUHWULHYHDQGKDQGOHWKH
UHTXHVWHGLPDJHV

2IWHQDPDMRUZRUOGHYHQWZLOOWULJJHUDUHTXHVWIRUDSLFWXUH
+DUWPDQVDLG6KHQRWHGWKDWUHTXHVWVUDQJHIURPFRPSDQLHV
VXFKDV6RQ\3LFWXUHVVHHNLQJDSLFWXUHIRU3OD\6WDWLRQWR
(OL]DEHWK$UGHQVHDUFKLQJIRUSKRWRJUDSKVRI(OL]DEHWK7D\ORUWR
XVHIRUDGYHUWLVLQJWKHIDPRXVPRYLHVWDU¶VSHUIXPHOLQH
,WWDNHVDSSUR[LPDWHO\IRXUKRXUVIRUDSLFWXUHWKDWLVQRWLQWKH
RQOLQHGDWDEDVHWREHIRXQGVFDQQHGGLJLWL]HGDQGVHQWRXW
+DUWPDQVDLG8VXDOO\D&RUELVDFFRXQWH[HFXWLYHUHTXHVWVWKH
SLFWXUHIRUDFOLHQWDQG&RUELVUHVHDUFKHUVILQGWKHSLFWXUHYLDD
QHZGLJLWDOWH[WGDWDEDVHIURPWKHLUGHVNWRSFRPSXWHUV
$IWHU5REHUWVORFDWHVWKHLPDJHIURPWKHILOPSUHVHUYDWLRQYDXOW
'LQD.HLOOLEUDU\DVVRFLDWHVFDQVHGLWVDQGGLJLWL]HVLWLQWKH
IDFLOLW\¶VKLJKUHVROXWLRQILOPGLJLWL]DWLRQODE8VLQJWKHGLJLWDO
FDPHUDDQGHPDLOLQJWKHLPDJHWRWKHFOLHQWLVWKHTXLFNHVW.HLO
VDLG2IWHQVHYHUDOLPDJHVRIDVXEMHFWZLOOEHHPDLOHGVRFOLHQWV
FDQVHOHFWWKHRQHVWKH\ZDQW$FOLFNRIWKHPRXVHHUDVHVDQ\
LPSHUIHFWLRQVVXFKDVGLUWRUVFUDWFKHVVRWKDWWKH³LQWHJULW\´RI
WKHSLFWXUHLVSUHVHUYHG.HLOVDLG
$WLFNHUWDSHSDUDGHLQKRQRULQJWKH$SROORDVWURQDXWV
DIWHUWKHLUUHWXUQIURPWKHPRRQGHVLJQHU&KULVWLDQ'LRU
LOOXVWUDWLQJWKHQHZKHPOLQHVIRUDQGD9LHWQDPHVHZRPDQ
LQKROGLQJDZRXQGHGEDE\LQKHUDUPVUHIOHFWWKHPLOOLRQV
RIKLVWRULFDOLPDJHVWKDWKDYHEHHQFDSWXUHGRQILOP
,QHVVHQFHWKH%HWWPDQQ83,$UFKLYHVHUYHVDVDWLPHFDSVXOH
ILOOHGZLWKKLVWRULFDOSLFWXUHVWKDWFDQFRQWLQXDOO\EHRSHQHGIRU
JHQHUDWLRQVWRFRPH
)UHTXHQWO\DVNHGTXHVWLRQV
4:KDWLVWKH%HWWPDQQ$UFKLYH"
$7KH%HWWPDQQ$UFKLYHLVOLNHWKHZRUOG VSKRWRDOEXP,WLVD
FRPSLODWLRQRIPRUHWKDQPLOOLRQKLVWRULFDOSKRWRJUDSKLF
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$FFRUGLQJWR2VERUQDQ\RQHFDQOLFHQVHDSLFWXUHIRUXVHIURP
WKH%HWWPDQQ83,$UFKLYH:KHWKHULW¶VDSKRWRRIWKHSRSXODU
FRPHG\WHDPIURPWKHV&KHHFK &KRQJRUDSLFWXUHRI
$QQH)UDQNFKDQFHVDUH&RUELVZLOOKDYHLW$VWXGHQWGRLQJD
UHVHDUFKSDSHURQ:RUOG:DU,,FDQUHTXHVWVSKRWRVRI1D]L
*HUPDQ\DQDGDJHQF\FDQUHTXHVWDSLFWXUHRIDSRSXODULFRQ
GXULQJWKH VRUDQDWLRQDOPDJD]LQHRUWHOHYLVLRQQHWZRUNFDQ
UHTXHVWDKLVWRULFDOSKRWRJUDSKWRDFFRPSDQ\DVWRU\RQDFXUUHQW
HYHQW3KRWRJUDSKVDUHHYHQDYDLODEOHIRUSHUVRQDOXVHVXFKDV
ZDOODUW2VERUQVDLG,IWKHSLFWXUHVDUHDPRQJWKH
DYDLODEOHRQWKH&RUELV:HEVLWHWKH\FDQEHGRZQORDGHG
GLUHFWO\RIIWKHFRPSXWHU
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QHJDWLYHVDQGSULQWVIURPWKHWKDQGWKFHQWXULHV
UHSUHVHQWLQJVRPHRIWKHPRVWUHFRJQL]DEOHIDFHVDQGHYHQWV
IURPWKHFHQWXU\%HJLQQLQJDVWKHFRQWHQWVRIWZRVWHDPHU
WUXQNVWKDW2WWR%HWWPDQQWRRNZLWKKLPDVKHOHIW1D]L*HUPDQ\
LQIRUWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVWKHFROOHFWLRQJUHZRYHUWKH\HDUV
ZLWKWKHHYHQWXDOPHUJHZLWKWKHQHZVSKRWROLEUDU\RI8QLWHG
3UHVV,QWHUQDWLRQDO7KHKLVWRULFDOO\LPSRUWDQWFROOHFWLRQLQFOXGHV
VXFKQHZVLPDJHVDVWKH:ULJKW%URWKHUVLQIOLJKWDQLUUHYHUHQW
$OEHUW(LQVWHLQVWLFNLQJRXWKLVWRQJXHDQG5RVD3DUNVVHDWHGLQ
WKHIURQWRIWKHEXV
4'LG&RUELVEX\WKHFROOHFWLRQGLUHFWO\IURP2WWR%HWWPDQQ"

4:K\LV&RUELQLQYROYHGLQSUHVHUYLQJWKH%HWWPDQQ$UFKLYH"
$:LWKRXWSUHVHUYDWLRQGLJLWL]DWLRQDQGSURSHUVWRUDJHD
VLJQLILFDQWYLVXDOUHFRUGRIWKHWKFHQWXU\ZRXOGEHORVW
IRUHYHU
4:K\GRSKRWRJUDSKLFPDWHULDOVGHFD\"
$$OOSKRWRPDWHULDOFRQWDLQRUJDQLFPDWHULDOVDQGDVDUHVXOW
GHJUDGH(PXOVLRQVFDQIDGHIODNHDQGSHHOSODVWLFILOPEDVHFDQ
OLTXHI\RUGU\RXWFHOOXORVHDFHWDWHWKHPRVWFRPPRQILOPEDVH
UHOHDVHVDFHWLFDFLGDVLWGHFD\V
4:KDWLV%LOO*DWHV UROHLQWKLVSURMHFW"
$:KLOH%LOO*DWHVLVWKHVROHLQYHVWRULQ&RUELVKHLVQRW
LQYROYHGZLWKGHFLVLRQVUHODWLQJWRWKHSUHVHUYDWLRQRIWKH
%HWWPDQQ$UFKLYH&RUELV GXDOWHDPRI6WHYH'DYLVDQG7RQ\
5RMDVUXQ&RUELVDQGWKH\KDYHGLUHFWHGWKHFRPSDQ\ VHIIRUWV
ZKLOHGHOHJDWLQJWDFWLFDOGHFLVLRQVWRLPDJHDQGSUHVHUYDWLRQ
H[SHUWV
4:K\KDVWKHFROOHFWLRQEHHQUHORFDWHGWRUXUDO3HQQV\OYDQLD"
$7KHIDFLOLW\LQ3HQQV\OYDQLDZDVFKRVHQEHFDXVHLWLVWKHPRVW
VHLVPLFDOO\VRXQGDQGHQYLURQPHQWDOO\RSWLPDOORFDWLRQIRUILOP
SUHVHUYDWLRQLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHV7KHIDFLOLW\SURYLGHVD
FRQWUROOHGHQYLURQPHQWRIGHJUHHV)DQGDUHODWLYHKXPLGLW\RI
SHUFHQWFRQGLWLRQVVSHFLILFDOO\FDOFXODWHGWRPDLQWDLQ
SKRWRJUDSKVLQDQXQFKDQJHGVWDWH$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHIDFLOLW\
SURYLGHVDQH[WUHPHO\KLJKOHYHORIVHFXULW\KDVDQH[FHOOHQW
PDLQWHQDQFHUHFRUGDQGLVXVHGE\PDQ\ODUJHFRUSRUDWLRQVIRU
VWRUDJH
±&RUELV
%DFNWRKHDGOLQHV
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$1R,Q&RUELVERXJKWWKH%HWWPDQQ$UFKLYHIURP.UDXV
7KRPSVRQQRZNQRZQDVWKH.UDXV2UJDQL]DWLRQ.UDXVERXJKW
WKH%HWWPDQQ&ROOHFWLRQLQDQGLQWKH.UDXVRZQHG
%HWWPDQQ&ROOHFWLRQDFTXLUHGWKH83,SKRWRFROOHFWLRQ
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&OLFNKHUHIRUDGYHUWLVLQJLQIRUPDWLRQ__/LVWDOO$GYHUWLVHUV
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,PDJHVDQGWH[WFRS\ULJKWE\7KH7ULEXQH5HYLHZ3XEOLVKLQJ&R
5HSURGXFWLRQRUUHXVHSURKLELWHGZLWKRXWZULWWHQFRQVHQWIURP3LWWVEXUJK/,9(
+DYHDFRPPHQWDERXWRXUZHEVLWH"&OLFNKHUH6HHDSUREOHP"5HSRUW%XJ
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For Immediate Release
Contacts:
Marc Osborn, Corbis
(425) 649-4552
marco@corbis.com

Corbis® Opens New Film Preservation Center that Rescues and
Preserves Access to America’s Most Famous Images
Corbis Ensures Preservation of American Icons Such As Rosa Parks, the Kennedys,
Franklin Roosevelt, Ernest Hemingway and Marilyn Monroe

SEATTLE (April 29, 2002) — Who knew that one day Marilyn Monroe and Albert Einstein might
reside side-by-side — today, and a thousand years from now?
Corbis (www.corbis.com), a global leader in digital photography and imagery, today announced
the opening of a state-of-the-art, cold storage film preservation facility in western Pennsylvania to house the
world-renowned Bettmann Archive. The archive includes 11 million pictures, photographs, illustrations and
memories that capture moments in history and feature cultural icons such as Rosa Parks, the Kennedys, the
Beatles and Marilyn Monroe.
The new 10,000 square-foot storage archive, digitization lab, and research work area will preserve
these fragile original negatives and prints, rescuing them from deterioration. It will also preserve worldwide
access to them for customers, researchers, clients and others who use historic pictures.
“We are thrilled to see our six years of work to preserve this valuable archive and to open it up
digitally come to fruition,” said Leslie Hughes, Corbis President, Markets and Products Group. “These
priceless images will now be saved and accessible for the long term. This not only benefits Corbis and our
clients, but also future generations because this rich collection of our history will be preserved for them to
see and experience.”
Last year, Corbis took a major step in its six-year initiative to ensure long-term preservation and
access to the rare collection by transferring it to a new Corbis facility at Iron Mountain/National
Underground Storage in Western Pennsylvania. Failure to preserve the images in a secure, environmentally
sound location would have ensured their decay, destruction and disappearance forever.
-more-
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Corbis Storage Facility Release, Page 2
Preservation
Prior to acquiring the collection in 1995, leaders at the Bettmann Archive recognized that significant
deterioration due to heat, humidity and handling had occurred in the collection. A team was assembled and
plans implemented to care for the Bettmann Archive photographs where they resided in New York.
When Corbis purchased the Bettmann Archive in 1995, the company expanded and accelerated these
efforts to include locating facilities that would provide permanent preservation, but also enable the pictures
to be accessible.
Working with a number of outside consultants – most notably Wilhelm Imaging Research of
Grinnell, Iowa – Corbis selected Iron Mountain/National Underground Storage in Pennsylvania as the site for
archive was moved to this new location between summer 2001 and March 2002.
The new Corbis facility at Iron Mountain is environmentally controlled with conditions that have
been calculated to maintain photographs in an essentially unchanged state for thousands of years. [The
collections storage area will be maintained at minus 20 degrees C (minus 4 degrees F) and 35% RH.] These
conditions preserve the inherently unstable cellulose acetate film base used with the great majority of
photographic films, as well as the generally very unstable dye images of the color transparencies and color
negatives found in historical collections. Although some effects of degradation are already present and
cannot be reversed, the goal is to arrest color fading and film deterioration so that the original images will be
preserved for future access and digital restoration.
Access
While the search went on for a permanent home for the archive, Corbis conducted an unprecedented
edit of the 11 million-image collection, viewing 1.3 million of the 7 million original negatives and prints,
including all images known to have previously circulated or sold. Corbis digitized more than 225,000 of
these – all of which are currently available Online through Corbis to creative professional, editorial, business
or personal customers. This means that more images from the Bettmann Archive are more easily accessible
than ever before. Further edits and digitization are possible now that the archive is in its new home.
To ensure access after the move, Corbis also developed a sophisticated cataloging and on-line digital archive
system, and installed a high-resolution film digitization lab at the new facility in Pennsylvania.
Specifically, access to the pictures in the Bettmann Archive is now achieved through three primary
methods:
•

First, anyone can search, find and license 225,000 images from the archive online at
www.corbis.com.

•

Second, for clients who require an image yet to be scanned, Corbis employees at the new facility will
find it, retrieve it, scan it and fulfill it digitally. This ensures the originals stay safe, but clients get
what they need quickly.
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-moreCorbis Storage Facility Release, Page 3
•

Third, as was the case when the archive resided in New York City, in-person visits by clients will be
accommodated with advance notice and appropriate arrangements made.

By housing the collection in a secure preservation environment, by offering so many of the images
online, by being set up to digitize and fulfill orders through an on-site lab at the storage facility, and by
offering in-person access when appropriate, Corbis is able to achieve its two key goals – preserving the

About the The Bettmann Archive
With 11 million images (7.5 million original objects, 3.5 million duplicates), the Bettmann Archive is the
world’s most comprehensive and renowned collection of 20th Century historical images. Began in 1933 after
founder Otto Bettmann left Nazi Germany for New York City with two trunks full of pictures, the collection
contains many of the most iconic and memorable images, but also includes many rare and never-published
images that are invaluable records of American and world history. The collection also includes other major
collections such as the United Press International Photo Collection. Corbis purchased The Bettmann Archive
in 1995. Corbis acquired the archive and all the collections in it in 1995. Prior to its move to the new Corbis
film preservation facility in Pennsylvania, it resided at Corbis’ office in midtown Manhattan.
About Corbis®
Corbis® is the definitive destination for photography and fine art in the digital age. With 65 million
images—2.1 million on line—it is the leading provider of digital images to the creative professional,
business and consumer markets. Headquartered in Seattle, the privately owned company has offices in New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, London, Paris, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Dusseldorf and other locations worldwide.
For more information about Corbis and its products and services, call 1-800-260-0444 or (425) 641-4505, fax
(425) 746-1618, or visit the Web site at www.corbis.com.
About Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. (www.wilhelm-research.com) conducts research on the stability and
preservation of traditional and digital color photographs and motion pictures. Included among its activities is
consulting to museums, archives, and commercial collections on sub-zero cold storage for the very long term
preservation of still photographs and motion pictures.
The company’s founders, Henry Wilhelm and Carol Brower, are the authors of the landmark 744-page book, The
Permanence and Care of Color Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides, and
Motion Pictures.
Henry Wilhelm is a founding member of the American National Standards Institute/ISO subcommittee that is
responsible for developing standardized accelerated test methods for the stability of color photographs and digital
print materials; for the past eighteen years he has served as Secretary of the group. Wilhelm is also an active
member of the ANSI/ISO subcommittees responsible for storage standards for black-and-white films and prints.
He was a founding member of the Photographic Materials Group of the American Institute for Conservation of
Historic and Artistic Works.
Wilhelm has been a consultant to the Museum of Modern Art in New York and other institutions on issues
related to the display and preservation of both traditional photographic prints and digital print media. Since
1995 he has been an advisor to Corbis on the long-term preservation of the Corbis photography collections.
###
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Famous Photos Frozen Forever
By Reena Jana

2:00 a.m. July 24, 2001 PDT

Talk about creepy. Bill Gates' minions are currently laying the floor for a 10,000 square foot,
tomblike facility in rural Pennsylvania to preserve, in part, an image of Albert Einstein's tongue.

It's a symbolic declaration that physical photographs are dead and should literally be buried.
See also:
Digitizing Archives Not So Easy
Library of Congress Goes Digital
Out of Print, But Into Digital
Read more Technology news
Discover more Net Culture
Gates' plans call for more than mere burial. The Bettmann Archive will be stored in specially
engineered, subzero rooms -- a first in the history of photo preservation.
The Bettmann facility, scheduled to open in 2002, will operate at minus-4 degrees Fahrenheit, with
35 percent humidity. In comparison, New York's Museum of Modern Art currently stores 95 percent
of its photographs at 60 degrees Fahrenheit, with 40 percent humidity.
The current standard for cold storage of valuable still photograph and motion picture film is
between 35 and 55 degrees Fahrenheit with about 40 percent humidity. Only NASA's Space Flight
Originals preservation facility in Houston and the John F. Kennedy Library in Boston have items
stored at zero degrees Fahrenheit.
"We treat cakes better than we treat important photographs," said Bill Hannigan, editorial director/
digital archivist of the Bettmann Archive.
Hannigan said that consultants hired to design the new facility visited food industry giants such as
Sara Lee to understand extreme cold storage options, which should preserve the photographs for
500 to 1,000 years.
The Bettmann Archive was acquired in 1995 by Corbis, the stock photo company founded by Gates
in 1989. Corbis is digitizing the photos, banking on the idea that pixelated versions of famous
images will simply take the place of their film-and-paper-based predecessors.
"By digitizing the photographs, we're making the images more available to the public than ever," said
Marc Osborn, a spokesman for Corbis, whose customers range from newspaper editors to regular
Joes wanting to create custom screensavers.
http://www.wired.com/news/print/0,1294,45379,00.html
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It's the future home of the Bettmann Archive, a renowned collection of more than 11 million historic
photographs and negatives -- including such iconic images as Einstein sticking out his tongue and
the Wright Brothers in flight.
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Critics of Corbis say the digitization process is actually making the archive even more inaccessible,
at least immediately. Only 225,000 of the 11 million photographs have been scanned in nearly six
years.
"Yes, we've put long-term goals above short-term ones," Osborn said.
But because the photographs are fragile and highly valuable, it's already difficult for the public to
get access to the originals. For the time being, Corbis has an office in Manhattan, where historians
can make appointments to see the Bettmann photographs. Only 20 to 30 visits are granted per
year, said Osborn.
Still, historians are worried that the new facility will make the photographs even harder to see. The
Bettmann Archive is located within the Iron Mountain National Underground Storage site, a former
limestone mine 220 feet underground in remote Boyers, Pennsylvania.

Earle, who commends Corbis' extreme preservation efforts, nonetheless stresses that originals need
to be easily accessible to art history scholars.
"We need to see the material nature of a photograph. It's an artifact," Earle said. "Maybe there are
handwritten notes on the back. We need to access a negative to discover what the photographer
saw before he printed and cropped it into a photograph."
Osborn stated that scholars and historians are welcome at the new site as well, although he
admitted "It's definitely less convenient than Manhattan. But that's a small price to pay for the
Bettmann photographs to be around for 1,000 more years."
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"I guess the new locale will be parallel to faraway museums that we never get to frequently," said
Edward Earle, curator of digital media at the International Center for Photography in Manhattan.
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Corbis To Build Premiere Sub-Zero Photographic Film Preservation Facility

For Immediate Release
Contacts:
Marc Osborn, Corbis
(425) 649-4552
marco@corbis.com

Corbis® to Build Premiere Sub-Zero Photographic
Film Preservation Facility
Efforts ensure preservation and accessibility of the Bettmann Archive®
and other historical images for thousands of years
SEATTLE (April 16, 2001) — Embracing its role as cultural steward, Corbis® (www.corbis.com), a
global leader in digital photography and imagery, today announced it plans to build a state-of-the-art, subzero film preservation facility in western Pennsylvania to store and preserve the massive and aging
collection of the Bettmann Archive® and other historical images for centuries to come. To accomplish
this goal, Corbis is constructing a 10,000 square foot underground storage facility and film digitization
lab that will preserve and make accessible worldwide the millions of photographs in the Corbis
collections in their original form for countless generations. Construction of the facility, and movement of
the Bettmann Archive into it, is expected to be completed by winter 2002.
“This is a momentous occasion for photography,” said Corbis CEO Steve Davis. “Along with the
digitization of much of the Bettmann Archive and other historic collections that we’ve already completed,
the storage facility and lab ensures that precious imagery from American history will not only be
preserved, but that it be accessible to people for the long term.”
“It is a wonderful thing that in the final chapter of the 150-plus years of traditional photography—now
rapidly being replaced by digital imaging technology—such a major effort is being waged to preserve this
large and important body of original material so that it will remain available in its original form for future
generations,” said Henry Wilhelm, president of Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., the company assisting
Corbis in the preservation project.
-more-
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Prior to its acquisition by Corbis in 1995, leaders at the Bettmann Achive recognized that significant
deterioration due to heat, humidity and handling, had occurred in many of the nation’s historical
photography collections, including the 17 million-image Bettmann Archive itself, and others such as
United Press International, International News Photos and Acme. A preservation team was assembled and
plans implemented to care for the Bettmann Archive photographs where they resided in New York. When
Corbis purchased the Bettmann Archive, these initiatives were expanded to include exploring facilities

As the search for a permanent home went on, Corbis digitized more than 250,000 of the Bettmann
Archive images—most of which are currently available through Corbis to creative professional, editorial,
business or personal customers. Eventually, working with a number of outside consultants—most notably
Wilhelm Imaging Research of Grinnell, Iowa—Corbis selected Iron Mountain/National Underground
Storage in Pennsylvania as the site for the new, long-term storage facility. As the collection is moved
from New York to Pennsylvania, the Bettmann Archive will be temporarily unavailable only as Corbis
packs and ships it over the next 10 months. Prior to, and after the move, access will be the same as it has
been.
The facility will be environmentally controlled with specific conditions (minus 4°F, relative humidity of
35%) that have been calculated to maintain photographs in an essentially unchanged state for thousands
of years. These conditions preserve the inherently unstable cellulose acetate film base used with the great
majority of photographic films, as well as the generally very unstable dye images of the color
transparencies and color negatives found in historical collections. Although the effects of degradation
already present cannot be reversed, the goal is to arrest color fading and film deterioration so that the
original images will be preserved for future access and, when necessary, digital restoration. Failure to
preserve the images in this way would ensure their destruction and disappearance forever.
Coinciding with the preservation process and the move, Corbis is pursing an overall corporate goal to
build an all-digital business model and work flow. For the Bettmann Archive, this meant the development
of a sophisticated cataloging and on-line digital archive system, as well as the installation of a high-more-
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resolution film digitization lab at the Pennsylvania facility. So, by transferring all available Bettmann
Archive caption cards into a globally accessible text database and being able to digitize and fulfill orders
through an on-site lab at the storage facility, Corbis will be able to achieve its two key goals—preserving
the collection and providing worldwide access to the photographs.
“The preservation of these photographs will also make certain that the original negatives and
transparencies will continue to be available in the best condition possible for future digital color
photographers whose images are contained in the Corbis collections, the new preservation facility
will help preserve their life’s work—and their place in photographic history—far into the future,”
said Wilhelm. “The Corbis facility will set new preservation standards for both museum and
commercial photographic collections worldwide.”

###

http://www.corbis.com/corporate/press/releases/content_default/prfiles/PR4%5F16%5F01.htm
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Moving From Scruffy Quarters to a Limestone Labyrinth
he New York office of Corbis at Broadway and
20th Street, where the Bettmann and U.P.I.
archives are now stored, is a researcher's candy
store and a conservator's nightmare.
The place has an Old World scruffiness. It is full of old
movie stills and yellowing logbooks. There are Otto
Bettmann's thumbnail sketches of the items in his
collection, little-known photographs of Diego Rivera with
Frida Kahlo, never-seen pictures taken by Weegee at
Coney Island and glass-plate negatives.
Two refrigerators are stuffed with negatives. There are
Frances Roberts for The New York Times
stacks of unmarked boxes and millions of crumbling note
cards. A tag on a file of one collection reads: "Jesus — Do A few of the millions of photographs that are about to
be
removed
from
the New York office of Corbis.
not use." The photographic collections of Hearst, Scripps,
The Daily News and The Chicago Tribune are all here,
each stored according to its own system. It is organized
chaos. And then there is the smell. Sniff the air, and it
A Century's Photo History Destined for Life in a
smells like vinegar. That is the scent of photographs
Mine (April 15, 2001)
decomposing.
But soon this office will be emptied of its pictures. The
mine that the photographs are going to is a limestone labyrinth, a postapocalyptic city designed to outlast
human life. To get there, fly to Pittsburgh and then drive northeast for 90 minutes through rolling hills.
Signs warn of hunters in the hills. The entrance to the mine is barred by steel gates and guards. All visitors
are immediately asked to surrender their firearms, drugs and explosives.
The air in the mine is chilly. Twenty miles of tunnels illuminated by fluorescent lights and hemmed in by
thick, rough limestone walls and ceilings lead to the various storage facilities, which are owned by Iron
Mountain/National Underground Storage. The mine has its own fire department underground.
Flintstone-style golf carts cruise the streets, and smokers huddle and puff at roadside picnic tables. The
walls are painted silver.
It is a city of giant vaults whose owners are nowhere to be seen. Dentists' records reside near archives that
hold the original patents for cotton gins and mousetraps. Old government aerial photographs are near
offices that hold original Elvis recordings and NBC radio broadcasts.
Some storage units are so large that they have their own ZIP codes. Some entrances have plain steel doors.
Others are gussied up to look like mansions, with quaint lamplights and planters. Some have flypaper
doormats that remove the dust from your shoes. Others require you to take an air shower that blows you
clean in the vestibule. The place Corbis will rent is still dark and rubbly, littered with empty dynamite crates
and the soles of miners' boots. SARAH BOXER
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A Century's Photo History Destined for Life in a Mine
By SARAH BOXER

t will be a surreal burial.
The Bettmann archive, the quirky cache of pictures that
Otto Bettmann sneaked out of Nazi Germany in two
steamer trunks in 1935 and then built into an enormous
collection of historical importance, will be sunk 220 feet
down in a limestone mine situated 60 miles northeast of
Pittsburgh, where it will be far from the reach of
historians. The archive, which is estimated to have as many
as 17 million photographs, is a visual history of the 20th
century. Since 1995 it has belonged to Corbis, the private
company of Microsoft's chairman, William H. Gates.
The Bettmann archive is moving from New York City to a
strange underworld. Corbis plans to rent 10,000 square
feet in a mine that once belonged to U.S. Steel and now
holds a vast underground city run by Iron
Mountain/National Underground Storage. There Corbis
will create a modern, subzero, low-humidity storage area
safe from earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, vandals,
nuclear blasts and the ravages of time.

Librado Romero/ The New York Times

The Bettmann archive, home of the Corbis image of
Einstein, is moving from New York City to a mine in
Pennsylvania.

Moving From Scruffy Quarters to a Limestone
Labyrinth (April 15, 2001)

But preservation by deep freeze presents a problem. The
new address is strikingly inaccessible. Historians,
researchers and editors accustomed to browsing through
photo files will have to use Corbis's digital archive, which
has only 225,000 images, less than 2 percent of the whole
collection.
Some worry that the collection is being locked away in a
tomb; others believe that Mr. Gates is saving a pictorial
Librado Romero/ The New York Times
legacy that is in mortal danger. One thing is clear. This is a The entrance to the underground storage facility, 60
momentous occasion. As Henry Wilhelm, a film
miles northeast of Pittsburgh, that will soon house the
preservationist in Grinnell, Iowa, put it, "This is the closing Bettmann photography archive.
of the era of traditional photography."
The Bettmann archive, now housed at Broadway and 20th
Street in Manhattan, includes not only Bettmann's private collection — millions of images of everything
from sunglasses to demolitions to medical tools — but also the United Press International collection, 10
million news photos from archives that once belonged to Hearst, Scripps, The Daily News and The Chicago
Tribune.
The pictures are moving for their own good, said Bill Hannigan, the editorial director of Corbis's digital
archive. For years no one thought the photographs were valuable. They were "components of a business,"
he said. They were pictures made to be printed in newspapers and magazines. They were bent, scribbled on,
captioned and recaptioned. Some were stored near radiators and leaky pipes. No one took care of them, and
now many are falling apart. A lot of the color film has faded and the acetate-based negatives have begun to
break down, bubble and crack.
By 1997 the verdict was clear, Mr. Hannigan said: "Get them out of here." Film needs to be in cold, dry
storage. That is the only thing that can slow its deterioration, Mr. Wilhelm said. At the moment, the most
vulnerable Bettmann negatives in New York are in two commercial freezers, awaiting the move to the mine.
As Mr. Wilhelm noted, "Sara Lee cakes are much better taken care of than most film."
That will change soon. This fall, Corbis will start trucking all of its photographs, negatives and other graphic
materials from New York to the new site that Mr. Wilhelm is helping to plan in the Pennsylvania mine.
"The objective is to preserve the originals for thousands of years," he said.
When the move is done, Corbis's New York office will contain nothing but people and their computers,
plugged into a digital archive. No photographic prints, no negatives, no rotting mess. Analog is having a
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/04/15/national/15BETT.html?searchpv=site01&pagewanted=all
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burial, and digital is dancing on its grave.
And that is the rub. "What is the point of conserving the photographs if no one can see them?" asked Gail
Buckland, a photo historian and curator who used the Bettmann to research the photographs used in the
book "The American Century" by Harold Evans. Photographs are original historical documents, she said.
As a historian "you develop a sixth sense" when you work with them. You stumble on things you would
never find on your computer.
"I know the ephemeral qualities of holding pictures in your hand," said Mr. Hannigan, who wrote "New
York Noir," a book based on the crime photos in the Daily News Collection. Going through the Corbis
collection, he said, he found a lot of images no one had seen before, including photographs taken by
Weegee at Sammy's Bowery Bar and at Coney Island.
Ken Johnston, who has worked for the Bettmann archive since 1985 and is now the manager of Corbis's
historical collection, sounded wistful about the archive's departure. "I love that stuff," he said. "Not being
able to get my hands on it will be tough. But I will develop a relationship by remote control."
The remote relationship may already be compromised, though. Only a fraction of the photographs will be
digitized before the move. And after the move, the digitization will be slow at best. In other words, the
researchers who help newspapers, magazines and publishers find the images they need will not be working
with a full deck of pictures.
When Mr. Gates bought the Bettmann and U.P.I. collections in 1995, digitization was his mission. Mr.
Gates, who also owns Sygma (a documentary photo agency based in Paris that has about 30 million
images) and Saba Press (a news-photo service based in New York that has about a million photos) and has
the rights to license digital reproductions of works from the Hermitage in St. Petersburg, Russia, the
Philadelphia Museum, the Barnes Collection in Merion, Pa., and the National Gallery in London, had
always planned to make his worldwide collection, now 65 million photographs strong, fully digital.
So in 1996, Corbis began transferring the Bettmann and U.P.I. images into digital format at the cost of
about $20 per picture. But suddenly this January, when only about 225,000 photographic images had been
scanned, the scanning stopped. Corbis laid off 79 members of its worldwide staff of 1,300, including those
involved in editing and digitizing Bettmann and U.P.I. images.
Why? "There was too much of a preservation issue" to finish editing and digitizing the whole thing, Mr.
Hannigan said. If Corbis had scanned everything it would have taken 25 years to finish. And that was time
the pictures did not have. "It is heartbreaking to look at these images and see their structure breaking
down."
The images scanned first were those deemed most valuable, both culturally and commercially. Pictures of
Kennedys, Rockefellers, Roosevelts, the Depression, the two world wars and the Vietnam War have been
scanned. As have money- making 20th-century icons: Einstein sticking out his tongue, Rosa Parks on the
bus, Jimi Hendrix at Woodstock, Orson Welles doing his "War of the Worlds" broadcast and anything
with Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, Jackie Robinson, Babe Ruth or Martin Luther King Jr. in it.
Then the collection was searched for undiscovered treasures. "It's like shucking oysters," Mr. Hannigan
said. One has to go through a lot of boring pictures of ribbon cuttings and mayors with their eyes shut
before finding the pearls. But pearls were found: a blood-spattered Miles Davis being arrested after fighting
with a police officer who had ordered him off a Manhattan sidewalk, Dorothy Dandridge with Samuel
Goldwyn, and Joe DiMaggio in a batting cage at Yankee Stadium.
What will happen to the still-unshucked images? They will be going to the mine with the rest of the
pictures. Eventually some will be digitized, Mr. Hannigan said, "but how and when has not been finalized."
The mine will be staffed by only two people, one for research and one for scanning. With such a small staff,
the prospect of finding hidden gems or doing much digitizing seems remote.
Meanwhile, Corbis's most popular photographs — say, the picture of John F. Kennedy Jr. saluting his
father's coffin — will become ever more popular. Even now, Mr. Johnston said, "the same stuff is seen over
and over again." Of all the pictures that Corbis owns, he said, "only a small amount have ever been used for
stories — a tiny percentage." And the more pictures are requested, the more they are requested. Visual
history is doomed to repeat itself.
But at least the history won't disappear. Corbis is lucky, Mr. Hannigan said, that "its owner is wealthy
enough and committed enough to build the new facility." But critics are quick to point out that Mr. Gates is
probably also rich enough to finish digitizing the collection and choose a more accessible location.
Many other photo and film collections are digitizing, and many have off-site storage facilities. The Museum
of Modern Art has one in Pennsylvania and the Library of Congress has one in Maryland. But, Ms.
Buckland said, "they are not packing up and moving out." Why should all of the Bettmann and U.P.I.
photographs be moved when not all of them are in immediate danger? "Why send every one out to the
boondocks just because a few are ailing?" she asked.
She added: "These images are part of our history and culture, a sacred trust, and if Bill Gates is buying it
up, he's creating a monopoly situation by not giving access to it."
But the collection "was never a public trust," even in Bettmann's time, Mr. Hannigan said. "It has always
been privately held," a for- profit business. "We don't allow people to get to the originals now," he added.
And for most of Corbis's clients, like People magazine, American Heritage magazine, cable television
stations and advertisers, it is easy to find a photograph to suit their needs. "It doesn't matter to them whether
it's a daguerreotype or a digital image," Mr. Hannigan said.
http://www.nytimes.com/2001/04/15/national/15BETT.html?searchpv=site01&pagewanted=all
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And scholars, he said, can always look on the Corbis Web site (www.corbisimages.com) for a picture they
want or have a Corbis researcher help them. If they need an image that hasn't been digitized, it can be
defrosted and scanned in the mine. All of the written information that exists about the collection in card
catalogs and logbooks will be in the digital database by the time of the move. So, "If we can find it now,"
Mr. Hannigan said, "we can find it then."
But maybe retrieving specific images is not the point. "I want to see everything," Ms. Buckland said. "I
don't think Bill Gates understands the importance of originals." Maybe, she said, he is figuring that "as long
as he keeps the reproduction rights, who cares about the objects?"
It is just the opposite, Mr. Wilhelm said. "I believe that thousands of years from now, Bill Gates will be
remembered for having preserved — and made digitally accessible — a very important segment of our
photographic history," he said.
Burial means different things to different people. To some it means preservation. To others it means death.
"Conservators will think it's the greatest thing," Mr. Hannigan said. "Others will think Bill Gates locked up
the collection and threw away the key."
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Filed at 5:17 p.m. ET
NEW YORK (AP) -- The Bettmann Archive, a collection of photographs
encompassing the 20th century, is being moved to underground quarters for
safekeeping but where its estimated 17 million pictures will be less accessible to
scholars and editors, The New York Times reports.
The collection, owned by Bill Gates' Corbis Corp., is currently housed in drawers,
drawers and boxes in offices in lower Manhattan that are permeated with a vinegar
odor, ``the scent of photographs decomposing,'' the newspaper reported in
Sunday's editions.
Its new home will be a refrigerated, humidity-controlled complex in a commercial
storage facility operated deep inside the tunnels of a former limestone mine near
Pittsburgh.
While the move will protect the photos from vandals and natural disasters, the
Times said, it will create a problem for researchers.
Instead of being able to browse through the raw material, they will have to rely on
Corbis' digital archive, although only 2 percent of the photos have been copied into
computer-readable digital files, the Times said.
The alternative will be going to Pittsburgh and taking a 90-mile drive to Iron
Mountain/National Underground Storage, which already archives material ranging
from government patent records to original Elvis Presley recordings.
The Bettmann Archive started with two trunks of photographs smuggled out of Nazi
Germany by Otto Bettmann in 1935. Corbis acquired the Bettmann Archive in
1995 along with the 10 million news photos of United Press International.
Corbis began the next year to transfer both collections into digital format at a cost
of $20 a picture. Some 225,000 had been scanned as of January, when the process

http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/nyregion/AP-Photo-Archive-Storage.html?searchpv=aponline
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was suspended and Corbis laid off 79 of its 1,300 employees, including the
scanning staff, the Times said.
Bill Hannigan, editorial director of Corbis' digital archive, said the task of digitizing
the entire collection would take 25 years -- not enough time to save some
deteriorating photos.
Gates, the founder and chairman of Microsoft Inc., also owns Sygma, a Parisbased photo agency, which has 30 million pictures, and Saba Press of New York,
which has 1 million, plus licensing rights for digital images from several other
collections and museums.
There was no immediate response Sunday to calls to Corbis for comment.
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Cold Storage Freezes Time for
Photographic Film and Prints

By E. Sapwater
Kirsten Mortensen and
Helen Johnston,
Contributing writers

E

arly in the 20th century, attorney,
writer, and philosopher W.H.
Coin Harvey envisioned the
archival documentation of
what he considered a rapidly selfdestructing civilization—humanity.
He drew up plans and began to
build a concrete pyramid in Monte
Ne, Arkansas, to house historical
documents, books, and papers.
These would be protected by glass
and transparent paper that Harvey
believed would preserve them for
thousands of years. He predicted
that as time passed, earth would
settle around the structure, leaving
only the shaft leading down into the
pyramid and its contents. Attached
to the shaft would be a plaque
inscribed, “When this can be read,
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go below and find the cause of the
death of a former civilization.”
As fate would have it, civilization
survived and the pyramid was
never built. With the onset of the
Great Depression, there was no
money to fund this massive project.
The pyramid’s foundation now lies
at the bottom of a lake. Occasionally,
when the water level is very low,
you can see parts of the amphitheater
that was to surround the pyramid.
Harvey’s legacy serves as a
reminder that we all must make a
concerted effort to preserve the
things we value.
It is this concern for historical
documentation that has driven the
photographic industry to search for
archival materials and processes to
preserve creative works. To the
digital world, archiving means
saving data to CD, DAT tape, or a
computer hard drive. In general,
the data is intended to last for a
period of six to 12 months, or

perhaps several years. History,
however, requires a permanent
record, with no time limits.
In historical terms then, what
must we do to protect our film, prints,
digital data, and other precious
materials for future generations?
How do we prevent a color
photograph from fading, or film
from decomposing? What if the
images we store in a digital format
are unreadable and unrecoverable
in the years to come?
Jim Wallace, director of the Office
of Printing and Photography Services
of the Smithsonian Institution,
addresses yet another archival
issue: Will we be able to translate a
digital image file 100 years from
now? There is no imaging
equivalent to the ASCII code. “You
have to commit to a particular file
format today, and build the cost of
future file conversions into your
budget months or years down the
road,” he said. And once you’ve
chosen the file format, where do
you store the data?
The most trusted and popular
digital archiving media so far is the
compact disc. In fact, the CD, in
every application-specific permutation, plays a leading role in a
number of industries. Audio CDs
are the backbone of the recording
industry. Software companies have
chosen CD-ROM as the vehicle for
shipping their technology. Businesses
use CD-Recordable (CD-R) and
CD-Rewritable (CD-RW) discs to
store and distribute everything
from invoices to document archives.
Virtually all personal computers
ship with CD-ROM drives, and CD
recorders promise to be the next
must-have peripheral.
While CDs are more rugged and
less finicky than other removable
storage devices, they are not infallible.
In response, data recovery specialists
have sprung up throughout the
digital community. A CD data
recovery store in Phoenix reported
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The image (top) was captured in 1959 on Ektachrome 120 transparency film and stored at
room temperature for 40 years. “Had the transparency been stored at 0F, it would be in
pristine condition today,” said photographic preservation expert Henry Wilhelm. “It
would look similar to this Kodachrome duplicate (above) that was made from the original.”
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that in the first month after
installing disc repair equipment,
they fixed approximately 300 CDs.
Because CDs are inexpensive and
easily duplicated, it makes sense to
keep several copies of your vital files
stored on CDs in various locations.
“The compact disc is here to stay
for the foreseeable future,” agreed
Cheryl Bianchi, worldwide category
manager of the Eastman Kodak
Company Digital and Applied
Imaging division. “According to
the Santa Clara Consulting Group,
650 million CD-Recordable discs
were sold worldwide last year. And
that number could go as high as
2 billion by the year 2000. It’s an
incredibly strong market. Users can
feel confident that the media will
continue to be supported.”
The CD base is so strong, in fact,
that backward compatibility has
become a key objective in the storage
industry for the latest storage format,
DVD (digital versatile discs). That’s
good news for anyone considering
CD media for archiving digital
image files. If you decide to switch
to DVD, you won’t have to transfer
your entire collection at the same
time, because the DVD format also
reads CD-based formats.
Bianchi says information stored
on CD will last at least a century,
and that’s probably a conservative
estimate. This is due in part to the
metallic coating that reflects the
laser as it reads the data. Experts
say the better the metal, the more
stable the data. Most discs are coated
with gold instead of aluminum,
and a CD’s lifetime can be placed—
at the minimum—in the same
range as properly preserved
photographic film and prints.
Henry Wilhelm and Carol
Brower of Wilhelm Imaging
Research, in Grinnell, Iowa, were
awarded a three-year research
contract by the Smithsonian
Institution. They are leading a team
that is investigating how to
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Henry Wilhelm (left) and Mark McCormick-Goodhart stand in the cold storage vault at Wilhelm Imaging Research Inc., in Grinnell,
Iowa. The vault is part of a three-year research project in preservation for the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. The doors of
the cabinets that line the walls are fitted with sealing gaskets that protect the negatives, film, and prints stored within the freezer units.

package and store photographs
and motion picture film in nonhumidity-controlled freezer units
that are commercially available and
moderately priced. Mark McCormickGoodhart, vice president of Old
Town Editions Inc. and former
Smithsonian senior research
photographic scientist, is a principal
researcher with the project. Wilhelm
and McCormick-Goodhart are
testing the longevity of photographs
stored at -20°C (-4°F) in sealed
cabinets where moisture is
controlled passively, rather than
actively with dehumidified systems.
“Cold storage wins hands down
compared to any other method,”
said McCormick-Goodhart, “and it
always comes up cheaper. The
archivist at motorcycle manufacturer
Harley-Davidson, for example,
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entertained bids on duplicating
their photographic collection of
approximately 40,000 sheets of
8x10-inch film, both digitally and
conventionally. The work dates
from the company’s founding in
1903. Some of the film was nitrate,
some acetate-based black-andwhite negative film, and some
Ektachrome transparencies.
“The estimates came in at more
than $4 million because there were
so many images. Whether you scan
the images, or dupe them conventionally on film, that figure seems
just about right to me,” said
McCormick-Goodhart. “When they
finally decided to invest in a cold
storage system to preserve the
images, the cold vault cost about
$20,000, and the storage packages
approximately $15,000. So for less

than $40,000, the collection is
preserved in a state of near
suspended animation.
“Taking into consideration the
electricity needed to run the vault,
and the cost of maintenance over
100 years, each image will cost
about $10 to preserve. But by that
point, all those duplicates that you
would have spent over $100 per
image to make would have to be
reworked, too. And they’d be second
generation, rather than originals.”
McCormick-Goodhart researched
low temperature storage for 10
years at the Smithsonian under a
mandate to preserve the Institute’s
photographic collections indefinitely.
“The first cold storage vaults were
used for color collections around
1975. The idea of cold storage for
processed materials gained
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which could, if necessary, be
At a safe humidity, the
credibility with a 1971 article by
brought out again to make fresh
indicators are blue. As moisture
Adelstein, Graham, and West
files. Computers and cold storage
slowly passes through the polyethypublished in the Journal of
are a match made in heaven.
lene bag, shifts in humidity change
Photographic Science. They showed
One of McCormick-Goodhart’s
the color of the patch to lavender.
that low temperatures could
early projects was to develop a
The permeation rate of moisture
significantly reduce dye fading and
packaging system that professional
through the polyethylene bag is a
other problems.
and amateur photographers could
direct function of temperature. The
“The original cold storage vaults
use in their studios or homes. One
process does not work nearly as
were custom-built with dehumidkit holds materials equivalent in
well at 35°F and higher. If the
ifiers,” said McCormick-Goodhart.
volume to 2,000 35mm slides and
moisture increases, you must
“These early vaults demanded
costs around $60. Photographic
remove the materials from the
serious commitment. They were
materials are placed in a polyethylene
freezer and replace the dry mount
complex to engineer and required
bag inside an acid-free box. Inside,
board inside the box. The material is
specialized staff to build and
the box contains buffers of ordinary
protected from water, the prevailing
maintain them.”
photo mount board on the top and
cause of damage to photographs.
Wilhelm and McCormickbottom. On the outside, two small
An archivist on a budget can
Goodhart met in 1991 through
patches of paper impregnated with
create a cold storage vault by using
membership in the Film Preservacobalt chloride serve as humidity
the Metal Edge Inc., in Commerce
tion committee of the American
indicators. They are visible through
California, archival packaging, and
National Standards Institute. Their
the final packaging layer, a second
a typical domestic freezer. “For
association led to a joint investigation
polyethylene bag.
about $700, you can buy one with
of cold storage preservation using
commercial refrigeration products.
Anyone, they felt,
should be able to
purchase a standard
cold storage vault
normally used to store
food, and let it do the
work of the more
expensive, complex
systems.
“The downside of
this setup is that curators
can’t access their
collections without
allowing warm-up
time,” said McCormickGoodhart. “They have
to bring a cold object
out slowly, which can
take minutes or hours.”
At this point they
realized the importance
of digital archiving,
that digital reproduction
would make the images
more accessible. The
museum curator could
examine digital reproHollywood Vaults cold storage (www.hollywoodvaults.com) in Hollywood, California, was founded by
ductions without
David Wexler to preserve many valuable materials, including motion picture film, photographs, audio recordings,
and computer data. The vaults are equipped with state-of-the-art temperature and humidity controls.
disturbing the originals,
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auto-defrost,” said McCormickGoodhart. “I have two in my
basement where I store some
30,000 images.”
A typical freezer runs at 0°F for
common food storage, an optimum

“Stored at 45°F, it would take 75
years for a loss of 10 percent to
occur. Drop the temperature to
35°F and ‘just noticeable’ fading
won’t occur in an estimated 160
years. By bringing the temperature

“Cold storage wins hands down
compared to any other method,”
said McCormick-Goodhart, “and it
always comes up cheaper.”
temperature for preservation. Like
food, little aging happens as long
as the material is frozen. However,
when it is removed from the freezer,
it picks up the aging process where
it left off. If the strategy works for
food, then it will work for
photographic materials, newspapers,
magazines, books, almost any
organic material that has poor
stability at room temperature.
“To any photographer who is
serious about handing down his
work as a legacy, I would also
emphasize hard copy prints,” said
McCormick-Goodhart. “Prints are
easily read and their value can be
quickly assessed. If I had to bet on
an archiving strategy, I would bet
that 50 years from now, more digital
prints will be made from hard copy
prints from this era than will be
made by calling up a digital file. A
prime example is the remastering
of old motion pictures.”
“Temperature is key,” said
Wilhelm. “If you store a substrate
like Ektacolor 74 color printing
paper, commonly used for color
prints in the ‘70s and ‘80s, at room
temperature (75°F), there is
noticeable fading (10 percent loss)
over approximately eight years.
Naturally, this loss might occur
faster, depending on the adequacy
of processing and washing.
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down to 0°F, that figure shoots up to
as long as 2,700 years. Kodachrome
transparency film, known to be
highly stable, will last a predicted
32,000 years at 0°F before
noticeable fading occurs.”
For those who have neither the
funds nor the inclination to build a
cold storage vault, Hollywood
Vaults provides secure, 24-hour
access to refrigerated space on a
rental basis. Founded in 1985 by
David Wexler, a former filmmaker,
the company provides self-service
protection for a variety of precious
items, including motion picture
film, video tape, computer data,
and photographs. Wexler offers
storage chambers in 11 sizes, plus a
cryogenic freezer. Recently upgraded
and expanded, Hollywood Vaults
supports stringent, state-of-the-art
temperature and humidity control,
fire protection, and air filtration.
Rental space costs between $65 and
$1,350 monthly.
“My clients read like a Who’s
Who of the entertainment industry,”
said Wexler. “From film to
television, music, museums, and
archives. The names are kept
confidential for security reasons.”
Maintained at 25 percent humidity,
photographs often curl at the
edges. But once the print is
removed from storage and has a

chance to rehydrate, it flattens out
again at about 50 percent humidity.
The Kennedy Library in Boston
was the first historical institution to
initiate 0°F storage. This is significant,
because John F. Kennedy was the
first United States president to be
photographed predominantly in
color. White House photographers
used color negative film that was,
for the most part, very unstable. In
fact, by the time the library
construction was completed, the
negative film had already faded
more than 10 percent. Today this
collection is better preserved
primarily because the library’s
audiovisual curator, Alan
Goodrich, has placed the historical
still photographs, plus 6,000
reels of motion picture film, in
cold-vault storage.
NASA stores space flight films
in 0°F vaults, including the footage
from the Apollo missions.
Determined to preserve these films
forever, NASA used a “classic
dehumidified” vault with 20
percent humidity. While a
dehumidified vault is an excellent
environment for large collections,
Wilhelm pointed to several
disadvantages. The design requires
the expertise of specialized
engineering firms, and construction
is costly. Maintenance must be
supplied by a company that
specializes in dehumidified vaults,
and the cost of energy is much
higher than a normal vault.
The Smithsonian maintains a
number of humidity-controlled
vaults. They have many dispersed
collections that ideally should be
kept in cold storage. The goal of
the Smithsonian-funded project is
to design a system that costs less to
maintain and can be built rapidly
and inexpensively. What they will
gain from this will benefit all.
Two years ago, a large stash of
motion picture films was
discovered buried in the ground
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Archiving Your Images
So what does one do? Here are PEI’’s recommendations for archiving your images:
1. When making digital copies, scan or create images at high resolution, higher
than you’ll ever need. Tomorrow’s equipment may take advantage of this.
2. Save files in uncompressed file formats. Compression can strip out data and
deteriorate image quality.
3. Make several backup copies—film, paper, and digital.
4. Print to high-quality photorealistic output. Today’s rule is that often, the more
photorealistic, the less archival output is, but this will change with newer paper and
ink formulations. If you’re going to drop it into cold storage, why not use the best
looking output available?
5. Freeze your output/film using one of the cold storage solutions mentioned in
this article.
6. Occasionally back up your digitally stored data to ensure compatibility with
newer equipment.
7. Take nothing for granted. In technology, anything can happen—remember
SyQuest? When portable storage took off, their 44MB cartridge was the industry
standard. No longer.
Digital image access and cold storage of originals go hand-in-hand. McCormickGoodhart’s advice is to first put your money into cold storage to halt deterioration,
then plan for digital access to the archive.

soft rubber gaskets surrounding the
door, these units are reasonably air
tight and vapor tight. The cabinets
were donated to the project by
three manufacturers: Delta Designs
Inc., Topeka, Kansas; Viking Metal
Cabinet Company, Chicago,
Illinois; and the Steel Fixture
Manufacturing Company, Topeka,
Kansas. “The contents are well
protected from a broken pipe or a
leaky roof. In the event of fire, the
most likely hazard would be the
water sprayed from fire hoses and
sprinkler systems, which can drip
down from floor to floor. But these
cabinets provide excellent
protection against water.”
The security in the system is very
high—more so than a dehumidified
vault in which objects often lie
unprotected on shelves. “Most
collections store well at zero degrees,”
said McCormick-Goodhart. “You
can’t exactly go in and browse at
that temperature, so what most
people will do is accumulate
requests for materials during the
day, then take out those items at
night to warm up for viewing the

next morning.” McCormickGoodhart envisions having a
digital or visual database, so that
you can see images of everything
the vault contains. “This would be
applicable to any cold storage
vault. Most people who would
implement a system like this would
at the same time start to scan
everything at low-resolution and
build a visual database with search
capabilities.”
“Someone might look at this and
say, ‘My color prints don’t really
need to last 2,700 years,’” said
Wilhelm. “The reality is that if they
had an Ektacolor 74 print from the
’70s or ’80s, and this work had been
kept at room temperature in the
intervening years, it would have
already lost way more than 10
percent, and the yellowish staining
would already be there. The real
justification for zero-degree storage
is to stop everything where it is, so
it can be accessed in 10, 20, 30, or
even 3,000 or 32,000 years from now.”
Ultra low-temperature storage also
enables passive humidity control,
so it becomes less expensive than
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under the Yukon permafrost. Back
when those movies were passed
along the theater circuit, shipping
them back to the studio from
Alaska was way too expensive.
Instead, theater owners decided to
dispose of them right there, tossing
them into an abandoned swimming
pool, which they covered with dirt.
There beneath the permafrost, the
films were well preserved, in spite
of the lack of protection from
moisture. In some cases, these
became the only surviving copies.
The temperature in the new
research vault at Wilhem Imaging
Research is kept at 0F. Monitors
continuously record temperature
and humidity. A chilled mirror
hygrometer inside the vault
double-checks the accuracy of the
relative humidity readings. The
data can be accessed either on
premises or remotely, via Windowsbased software made by Pace
Scientific Inc., Charlotte, North
Carolina. Once the project is in full
swing, the modem access telephone
number will be published so that
interested parties may also
download the software and view
the vault settings.
One concern about any cold
storage vault is what happens in
the event of power failure or
compressor failure, or if the door is
left open. The new vault design
“fails safely,” so the collection is not
harmed physically. However, the
normal chemical deterioration rate
resumes. “We don’t consider this
particularly consequential, as long
as the vault is brought back online
in a timely manner,” said
McCormick-Goodhart.
The Smithsonian project uses
pre-fabricated vaults originally
intended for the food industry.
They are cheaper than custommade vaults with compressors and
dehumidifying systems. Special
storage cabinets house the
collection inside the vault. With
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dehumidified vaults running at
higher temperatures. “This is a
win-win situation that is not
intuitive,” said McCormick-Goodhart.
The team believes the biggest
application for this procedure will
be for smaller collections, historical
societies, and corporate archives,
which every company has. The duo
plans to store a variety of material
inside the vault. There will be
output from various digital print
systems, including Iris and Epson,
made with different ink sets and
substrates. “When we retire or
depart from this Earth,” said
Wilhelm, “we will be passing down
an important part of history.”
If you expect your digitized
collection to be archivable, there will
be serious problems. Digital image
archiving is viable for storing your
pictures, but take it from the
experts, there’s still an important

place for film, and as McCormickGoodhart noted, “Originals are
critical to authentication.”
An artist’s original intent is best
served by the final print he makes,
not by a digital file that won’t print
or display the same way on future
output devices, even if the file is
readable. To some extent, this
argument is also true for photographic negatives, but we preserve
film negatives as important source
material. “I think digital files will
also become important source
material, worthy of long-term
preservation,” said McCormickGoodhart. “But no one has yet
worked out a proven strategy for
their survival.”
At the Smithsonian, Jim Wallace
believes conventional and digital
archives have complementary
roles. “Digital archives make our
collections more accessible,” he

says. “When someone calls for a
print, it is easy to scan it onto a
CD-ROM and send them the scan.”
In handling several such requests
daily, the digital image archive is
flexible and efficient.
The Smithsonian is building a
database that will provide access to
images of the museum’s collection
of objects. The Institution’s vast
store of object-related photographs
is being scanned to Photo CDs, or
in the case of large originals such as
8x10 glass plates, directly to 2Kx3K
TIFF files. The Photo CD image
pack, containing various resolutions
of image data or TIFFs, will be
stored in a digital archive. The
public will be able to view smaller
versions of the image files on the
Web. Museum staff will be able to
access the full-size file for
downloading and printing.
Even in a digital world, Wilhelm
expects cold storage to be implemented worldwide. This is our
opportunity to save the remainder
of the traditional photographic
legacy of silver halide. “Sara Lee
takes better care of her cakes,” said
Wilhelm, “than the motion picture
industry in this country cares for its
multi-million dollar motion
pictures. But, this is reality.”

The Permanence and Care of Color
Photographs: Traditional and Digital
Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides,
and Motion Pictures, a book by Henry
Wilhelm and contributing author Carol
Brower, with technical editor John Wolf,
was more than 20 years in the making
(ISBN 0-911515-00-3, $39.95). It has
become the standard reference on
preserving fading color photographs. In
this fully illustrated work, Wilhelm and
Brower evaluate hundreds of color photographic materials and reveal which color print
and film materials last longer than others.
It is available from Light Impressions at
www.lightimpressionsdirect.com,
amazon.com, and barnesandnoble.com.
Wilhelm and McCormick-Goodhart are
planning a book on cold storage for still
photographs, motion picture collections, and
paper books. For information, visit their
Web site at www.wilhelm-research.com.
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Impressions and Permanence
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During “the still smoky” Photokina, we had occasion of, thanks to the courtesy of Epson, to
interview to Henry Wilhelm, director of “Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.”.
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Henry Wilhelm is the most important specialist in investigation about the characteristics of
permanence and photographic storage and maintenance of materiel and image in general,
and the evolution of the sector of the photographic impression has taken to him to become
the inescapable reference at the time of evaluating the mentioned referred aspects of
permanence to the impression by red spurt.
During the brief interview - in Photokina the time is gold Henry Wilhelm us atendíó with the
amiability, precision and wealth of contents that characterize any to char it with, because we
must say that it was not the first time which we had occasion to converse with this authority in
the matter.
What follows, by question of translation of the English to the Spanish, is a transcription
corrected and clarified of the interview in if.
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© DSLR Magazine
DSLRMZ: Mr. Wilhelm, nowadays is spoken much about the printers that work with
pigmented inks, as opposed to that do it by means of “inks of colorantes” (“dye”)… which are
really the differences?
HW: (slowly) In their origins, the printers of red spurt, were merely machines for office, that
had to write texts correctly, like alternative to the noisy dot matrix printers, that used not less
problematic inked tapes.
Since widely that - at company level is assumed, of oficinal the documents that appear with of
color, graphs, for example, far better they are accepted, did not take much in commercializing
printers of red spurt with color capacity.
Logically, nobody thought about equipping to those colorantes of a certain stability, because
the printed documents considered (and they are it) something merely fungible, for a very
temporary use, the right one for its evaluation.
DSLRMZ: but, later, those same printers happened to be used to print photographies,
perhaps in a personal view, on the part of some employee who already had one of the first
digital cameras…
HW: if, and to taking not much, the manufacturers of printers began to intuit that a certain
potential of market in that sense existed.
From there, the race began to be able to reach what it entered to call “photographic quality”…
DSLRMZ: this is, that those impressions were looked most possible like a cromógena copy,
obtained in a conventional laboratory, from a negative or a slide…
HW: (smiling widely) It is certain, nowadays that no longer is discussed, of course, and we
could almost say that one discusses if some cromógenas copies reach the expresividad and
pitch range of made by red spurt… by means of a good printer and good means (red and
paper).
DSLRMZ: it seems to be widely assumed that the pigmented inks are superior in permanence
that the inks of colorantes. Epson first, HP shortly after, and more recently Canon, seems that
they have been decided by pigmented inks, at least for its more professional machines.
But… as is really the differences and reasons to defend a system or another one?
HW: like in commented at the outset, in his origin, the permanence it was not important, until
they were begun to print photographies with the printers of red spurt.
Chemically, inks with colorantes in a variety and almost infinite brilliance of colors can be
produced. For that reason, most of the manufacturers, who showed preference initially almost
exclusively for the consumption market, for the fans, decided on the alternative of the
colorantes. To that type of user it likes the very shining colors. And in addition, the system of
red spurt was not still considered like a serious alternative on the part of the professionals.
But that very is related to the papers…
http://google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dslrmagazine.com%2…Fimpresiones-y-permanencia-3.html&langpair=es%7Cen&hl=en&ie=UTF8
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DSLRMZ: one of the things that call to us more the attention is the great difference in
permanence that offers different papers, employees with the same printer and inks. Those
differences have not been put in the open more than through the tests that you make through
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.… What is what it really happens with the papers for red
spurt? How to choose them suitably, with a certain security in the results?
HW: that one is one of the key points of the question.
In general, two general types of paper exist, “absorbent” (“swellable”) and the had one
(“coated”). Perhaps the approximated denomination more would be “stuccoed” the one of.
Although it can say that an absolute mutual incompatibility between papers and inks does not
exist, and therefore papers of a type can be used or of another one with both types of red, it
is not less certain that the character of the paper and the combination with inks influence
much in the results, as much on aspects of conservation as aesthetic.

HW: the inks with colorantes, of organic nature, will offer always less permanence than those
of pigmented type that are of mineral character.
A copy made by means of inks of colorantes, on paper absorbent, takes much in curing and
becoming stabilized, indeed due to the form in which the paper absorbs inks. Many would be
surprised the knowledge that, although its copy seems to be already dry l tact, will take up to
one week in becoming stabilized!
Of course, a quality paper always represents an additional guarantee.
DSLRMZ: One week!
HW: if, and the problem, of course, is that one copy that we judge as correct the few
minutes to print will have it a different affluent aspect, in density and color after one
week.
On the other hand, with the domestic printers for A6 format (10 xs 15 cm), that every
time is faster, the copies can get to stick to each other, in case are piled up, since
usually it makes this type of user.
DSLRMZ: perhaps for that reason, Epson and HP have printers already to that concrete
size that they work by means of pigmented inks.
HW: partly for that reason, but also by the permanence.
Also those domestic users deserve that their copies last.
DSLRMZ: it seems therefore that the pigmented inks are the future…
HW: if, and in addition, since already it has worked much on it, the obtained colors
have little to envy to the offered ones by inks of colorantes, and mainly they are more
faithful to the reality, and not only the professionals, but also the public amateur
begins to value that aspect. Canon has entered behind schedule this land…
DSLRMZ: perhaps because emphasis put much in very small size of drops of red that
obtains by means of its technology of inks and injectors, that allow to obtain really
photographic quality, with very smooth transitions…
HW: doubtless, but already it has several new professional machines to pigmented
inks
DSLRMZ: returning to the papers…
HW: the quality of the paper is fundamental not only for the aspect, but for the
permanence and the conservation. To anybody it would be happened to him to badly
use a paper like support for his images.
Personally, I am of the opinion from which the greater advances in the land of the
photographic supports for impression, will come - in an immediate future of the
development of coatings more and more advanced for the papers of red spurt.
DSLRMZ: it is certain that we have heard, on the part of some manufacturers, who
those coatings really are refined, and incorporate in some cases, particles ceramics…
HW: of course. Part of the secret is in the form in which that coating “holds”, controls
and fixes the drops of red when receiving them, to avoid that the red “is run” in one
first stage. But once surpassed that phase, the coating must facilitate the good
appreciation of the color and guarantee the Maxima permanence…
DSLRMZ: personally doubts in the sense if consider we must or no, to talk about to
that receiving layer, to that coating, like “emulsion”…
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followed without being safe of what paper is better for our humble printer… Vale the pain to
pay by a good paper, more expensive?
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HW: of course one is not a photographic emulsion in the sense that it contains
photosensitive salts of silver, but is not less certain that one is a dispersed particle set
irregularly in means that serve to him as support, and from that point of view, it would
not be an erroneous denomination…
DSLRMZ: it is happened to us to think that it would not be to be strange that to taking
not much they are used nanopartículas for new types of paper for red spurt…
HW: of course. Although no great company/signature, as it can be Epson, HP or Canon
really makes what is the base paper itself, is certain that their departments of
investigation and development (I+D) work to formulate those “emulsions”, and later
order to the manufacturers of paper the preparation of the papers under its
specifications.
Since the paper manufacturers can do the same, an interesting refeeding takes place.
Thus, for example, Hahnemühle, has its own and extensive catalogue of papers of
forward edge, but it also makes under the mark of HP and Canon, among others.
DSLRMZ: of all this, and trying to summarize, it seems that the paper is very important,
and the inks also.

DSLRMZ: but we observed that even with papers of reputed marks, important
differences exist…
HW: for that reason, in Wilhelm Imaging Research we overturned as much effort in
making tests of the Maxima seriousness in accelerated aging. Those tests can offer to
the users a very trustworthy projection of which it can hope of a combination of
printer, inks and paper.
Entering our http://www.wilhelm-research.com page it can be acceded to information
very updated.

© Wilhelm Research Inc. In the page Web of Wilhelm Research Inc. numerous articles
can be as this sample. The mentioned page is in continuous actuialización, something
vital in this means so money changer.
DSLRMZ: which is its opinion about the specific ink games for black and white?
Manufacturers exist who offer those games…
HW: although it is certain that the printers that have not only a black cartridge “” but
two or up to three (gray of different density), offer magnificent impressions in black and
white already, cannot refuse that if is printed single in black and white, by means of
games of several inks ( up to six, eight or more) in tonalities of the clear gray to the
deep black, the impressions will be excellent.
If the inks are pigmented, mineral, for
example with coal, and a paper of
forward edge is used, the results will be
magnificent, as much in quality of
image as in permanence.
In my opinion, which is little practical is
to think about using the printer, that
particular unit, alternatively for black
and white color and.
Although in some models the cleaning
is not complicated, is preferable to
exclusively dedicate each unit to black
and white color and (with its own
cartridges) or to black and white, with
http://google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dslrmagazine.com%2…Fimpresiones-y-permanencia-3.html&langpair=es%7Cen&hl=en&ie=UTF8
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HW: of course. If what interests to us is the permanence and the quality of image,
which is understood will be the case of a professional, advanced become fond of artist
or, our election would go directed towards pigmented inks and the best paper than we
pruned to acquire…
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cartridges) or to black and white, with
the complete ink game of grays and
black.

Battery of cartridges in a Canon Pixma of the professional series

HW: in the tests of permanence made by Wilhelm Imaging Research Inc. it has been
stated who the protection in front of the atmosphere is a very important factor in the
conservation. The impressions by red spurt, mainly the obtained ones by means of
colorantes, are particularly sensible to ozone, and the absorbent papers, as its own
name suggests, are able to absorb not only the humidity, but the tobacco smoke,
smoke to cook, exhaust gases, etc. Many of the photographies exposed in domestic
atmospheres will be exposed those aggressors. In addition, the framed glass of
protects of very important form against the ultraviolet one, another very degrading
factor.
Of course we cannot ask to him a person who has made the digital impression for
example on linen cloth, that puts that work next under crystal. There is a balance for
everything. On the other hand, if we wished to enjoy the textures, always we can
conserve the work without framing, in boxes special for porfolios, and equipped with
gloves, enjoying its contemplation from time to time.
But sealed under crystal or special meth-acrylate, definitively it increases the
protection.
DSLRMZ: clear that that is little practical for copies in A6 size (10 xs 15 cm), more and
more popular.
HW: of course! But in addition, a great part of those copies is made by means of
technology of subliming, and that… is an affluent question different from the one from
the colorantes and pigments!
The subject will give safe, for another interesting discussion.

Last update (Thursday, 28 December 2006)

[Volver]
© 2006 DSLR Magazine

Joomla! is Free Software released to under the GNU/GPL License.
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DSLRMZ: and since we spoke of special papers, is essential to protect the impressions
framing them with crystal? To do it therefore prevents us, in good degree, to enjoy the
pretty texture of many of those papers…
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INTERVIEW
..

VON APFELN,
ORANGEN UND
WASSERMELONEN

Wilhelm Imaging Research beschäftigt sich mit der Entwicklung ausgefeilter Testmethoden
zur Haltbarkeit von Bildern und der Simulation von Langzeit-Alterungseffekten. Die Testergebnisse werden unter anderem von Epson, HP, Canon und Lexmark anerkannt, und dienen diesen Herstellern als Grundlage ihrer Aussagen zur Haltbarkeit von Prints. ProfiFoto
sprach mit Henry Wilhelm über technologische Trends und Testmethoden.
PROFIFOTO: Henry Wilhelm, wir befinden uns derzeit im finalen Stadium
des Übergangs von analoger zu digitaler Fotografie. Hat der Technologiewandel Einfluss auf den Stellenwert
fotografischer Prints?
Henry Wilhelm: Ganz sicher nicht. Ich erinnere mich an ein Foto in der New York Times. Es zeigte ein Hurrikan-Opfer aus New
Orleans. Das einzige, was die abgebildete
Frau aus den Fluten gerettet hatte, waren
ihre Familienbilder. Alles andere erschien ihr
ersetzlich.
Viele Insider der Fotoindustrie gehen tatsächlich davon aus, dass die Silberhalogenid-Fotografie bereits 2008 so gut wie
keine Rolle mehr spielen wird. Haltbarkeit
ist jedoch unabhängig von der verwendeten Technologie eine der Erwartungen, die

Haltbarkeit fotografischer Bilder?
Henry Wilhelm: Schwarzweiß-Vergrößerungen auf Barytpapier. Vintage Prints von
Altmeister Ansel Adams zum Beispiel sind
auf Barytpapier mit extrem hohem Silbergehalt entstanden, das so gut wie keiner Veränderung unterliegt, sofern die Verarbeitung
fehlerfrei erfolgte und die Prints vor extremen
Umwelteinflüssen ferngehalten werden. Das
Ende der Baryt-Ära und das Aufkommen
von PE-Papieren markiert den Beginn von
Problemen. Bei diesen Materialien kommt
es häufig zu fortschreitenden chemischen
Prozessen, die unter anderem zu Fleckenbildung, Farbstichigkeit oder partiellem Ausbleichen führen können.
Grundsätzlich führt jede Innovation im fotografischen Prozess zu Problemen mit der
Haltbarkeit, die vorher in dieser Form unbe-

>> JEDER NEUE PRINTPROZESS FUHRT
ZU EBENSO NEUEN PROBLEMEN MIT
DER HALTBARKEIT<<
wir an Fotografien stellen. Nicht, dass wir
tatsächlich alle Fotos, die entstehen, auch
erhalten wollen, aber grundsätzlich erwarten
wir, wenigstens die Option dazu zu haben.
Deshalb wurden seit der Einführung der Fotografie durch Daguerre in Frankreich 1839
immense Bemühungen unternommen, die
Haltbarkeit der Bildergebnisse zu sichern.
PROFIFOTO: Was ist Ihrer Erfahrung
nach das Maß aller Dinge in Sachen

50

PROFIFOTO 4/2006

kannt waren. Nun befinden wir uns am Ende
der analogen Schwarzweiß-Ära, und traditionelle Anbieter entsprechender Materialien
verschwinden - so wie Agfa - oder stellen
die Produktion ein, siehe Kodak.
PROFIFOTO: Und wie sieht es mit der
Stabilität von Farbfotografien aus?
Henry Wilhelm: Farbfotografie hielt Mitte
der 60er, Anfang der 70er Jahre auf breiter
Front Einzug, zuallererst in der professio-

nellen Porträt- und Hochzeitsfotografie. Die
Haltbarkeit dieser frühen Farbvergrößerungen war sehr limitiert, und die Reklamationsquote bei den Fotografen entsprechend
hoch. Schon nach drei, vier Jahren in
einem Bilderrahmen an der Wand waren
die Veränderungen nicht mehr zu übersehen. Insbesondere an frühen Farbprints
vorgenommene Retuschen fallen dadurch
auf, dass die dafür verwendeten Farben wesentlich stabiler sind, als die im eigentlichen
Foto. Auch viele der frühen Ektachrome Dias
haben heute einen starken Magentastich.
Sie werden digital restauriert und mit den
ursprünglichen Farben neu geprintet.
PROFIFOTO: Wie beurteilen Sie im Vergleich digitale Prints?
Henry Wilhelm: In den letzten 12 Jahren hat es einen immensen Fortschritt im
Bereich des Foto-Inkjetdrucks gegeben.
Heute kann man sagen, dass hinsichtlich
Bildschärfe und -qualität, der Papierauswahl
und der Möglichkeiten zur Bildbeeinflusssung durch Photoshop das Potential digitaler Prints weit über das hinausgeht, was
in der traditionellen Dunkelkammer möglich
war. Und außerdem übertrifft die Bildstabilität von Tintenstrahldrucken heute die der
meisten Silberhalogenidprints.
PROFIFOTO: Was waren aus Ihrer Sicht
die wichtigsten Meilensteine beim digitalen Foto-Output?
Henry Wilhelm: Der erste kommerzielle
Anbieter von Fine Art Inkjetprints überhaupt
war Nash Editions in Los Angeles. Das Unternehmen wurde 1991 von Graham Nash,
Mitglied der Band Crosby, Stills and Nash,
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gegründet. Damals waren die einzigen
Inkjetprinter, die in der Lage waren, fotografische Qualität auszugeben, Iris-Drucker
für über 100.000 Dollar pro Stück, was für
normale Fotografen natürlich unerschwinglich war.
Der erste Desktop-Inkjetprinter, der Fotoqualität ausgeben konnte, war 1994 ein
Epson Stylus Printer mit 720 dpi Auflösung.
Der war ein Meilenstein in der Geschichte
der Fotografie, wenngleich die Stabilität der
Drucke noch sehr mangelhaft war. Man darf
dabei nicht übersehen, dass der gesamte
Farbtintenstrahldruck eine Entwicklung aus
dem Bereich der Büro-Kommunikation war,
in dem Haltbarkeit kaum Bedeutung hatte.
Die wurde im Laufe der Zeit dennoch immer
besser, und plötzlich waren Anbieter wie Epson und HP Teil der fotografischen Industrie,
ohne den entsprechenden Background zu
haben. Selbst Canon als tradionsreicher Kamerahersteller hat niemals SilberhalogenidMaterialien produziert. Auch die Iris-Drucker
waren nicht für die Ausgabe fotografischer
Bilder konstruiert worden, sondern dienten
in erster Linie zum Proofdruck, für CAD-Anwendungen etc.. Iris wäre niemals auf die
Idee gekommen, jemand könnte Ausdrucke
in einem Bilderrahmen an die Wand hängen
und als Kunst betrachten.
Eine der ersten Fotoausstellungen, deren Exponate mit einem Irisprinter erstellt
wurden, fand 1995 in New York mit Fotos
von Arthur Elgort statt. Diese Schwarzweiß
Prints basierten auf dem Vierfarbdruck,
wobei Farbstiche in die eine oder andere
Richtung unvermeidlich waren. Außerdem
verblassten die enthaltenen Cyan-, Magenta- und Gelbtinten unterschiedlich schnell.
Der nächste Meilenstein im Digital Printing war eine Annie Leibowitz Ausstellung
1999 in Washington D.C.. Großformatige
Exponate bestanden allerdings noch aus

Teilausdrucken, die auf Aluminiumplatten
zusammenmontiert wurden. Natürlich waren
die Nahtstellen sichtbar. Großformatdrucker
haben dieses Problem längst gelöst. In der
Dunkelkammer war man jedenfalls wesentlich limitierter in seinen Möglichkeiten, Großvergrößerungen zu erstellen.
PROFIFOTO: Insbesondere für den
Kunstmarkt ist neben Formatfragen
vor allem die Haltbarkeit traditionell
von großer Bedeutung?!?
Henry Wilhelm: Natürlich ist Bildstabilität
für Sammler entscheidend, aber Zweifel an
der einen oder anderen Print-Technologie
sind am Kunstmarkt meinen Beobachtungen nach kein Thema mehr. Eine aktuelle
Fotoausstellungen der Fotoagentur VII in
New York vereint alle möglichen Arten fotografischer Prints, von klassischen Schwarz-

weiß-, über Farb-Vergrößerungen bis hin zu
Tintenstrahldrucken, wie etwa die von James Nachtwey. Der durchschnittliche Preis
der Exponate liegt bei drei- bis viertausend
Dollar pro Stück, unabhängig vom Herstellungsprozess. Der Peoplefotograf Greg Gorman erstellt Ausdrucke sowohl von Farb-,
als auch von Schwarzweißmotiven mit Epson Printern. Diese Prints werden in Galerien
für 20.000 bis 30.000 Dollar angeboten. Ein

anderes Beispiel: Die große Andreas Gursky
Ausstellung, die 2001 im Museum of Modern Art in New York stattfand, präsentierte
die für den Fotografen typischen, extrem
großformatigen Prints, die auf Basis von teilweise digital überarbeiteten Internegativen
auf traditionellem Weg beziehungsweise als
Lightjet-Ausbelichtungen entstanden sind.

Das Bild des Hurrikan
Opfers aus New Orleans, das seine Familienbilder aus der Flut
rettet, zeigt deutlich,
welche Bedeutung beziehungsweise welchen
Stellenwert Fotografien
für viele Menschen
haben (Foto: New York
Times)

PROFIFOTO: Einige der Gursky Bilder
kosten mehrere hunderttausend Dollar. Was empfehlen Sie zur optimalen
Lagerung wertvoller Farbfotografien?
Henry Wilhelm: Einfrieren! Das BatmanArchiv in New York mit seinen sehr großen
Beständen analoger Fotografie hat das zum
Beispiel so gemacht. Das Archiv wurde
1995 bekanntlich von Bill Gates dessen
Bildagentur Corbis einverleibt. Eine der
größten Herausforderungen für Corbis bestand darin, diese Bestände vor dem bereits
fortgeschrittenen Verfall zu retten. Falsche
Archiv-Hüllen hatten genauso Wirkung gezeigt wie die bekannten Farbveränderungen
analoger Materialien. Rund zehn Prozent der
Negative waren bereits hoffnungslos verloren. Die einzige Lösung bestand darin, das
Material in ein Archiv unter Tage zu über-
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Im Corbis Film Preservation Center werden
die analogen Bestände
des Batman-Archivs
in einem alten Bergwerksstollen in West
Pensylvania tiefgekühlt
gelagert
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führen, das in West Pensylvania in einem
alten Bergwerksstollen eingerichtet wurde.
Der gesamte Bildbestand wurde mit 18
Kühltransportern aus New York City abtransportiert. Wahrscheinlich der größte Transport einer solch großen Sammlung in der

Farbfotos bewusst. Schon damals lagerte
er seine Negative in Kühlschränken. In der
Frühzeit seines Schaffens war Colorpapier
sehr instabil, selbst bei einer Lagerung in
kompletter Dunkelheit, weshalb er heute mit
dem Re-Printing seiner Arbeiten beschäftigt

>> DIE ANTWORT AUF DIE FRAGE,
WIE LANGE INKEJTDRUCKE HALTEN, HANGT DAVON AB, WEN MAN
FRAGT.<<
Geschichte der Fotografie. Im Corbis Film
Preservation Center werden die Bestände
nun tiefgekühlt gelagert. Schrittweise wurde
die Temperatur auf - 20° Celsius gesenkt,
um so Prints und Original-Negative sowie
Dias optimal erhalten zu können, darunter
viele historisch wertvolle und preisgekrönte
Bilddokumente.
Joel Meyerowitz, einer der Pioniere der farbigen Fine Art Fotografie, war sich bereits
1981 der Probleme mit der Stabilität seiner

ist. Er scannt seine Originalnegative ein und
printet sie mit einem HP Designjet neu. Nach
seiner Einschätzung sind diese Inkjetprints
übrigens wesentlich besser als alles, was er
je in der Dunkelkammer produziert hat.
PROFIFOTO: Joel Meyerowitz steht
selbst am Drucker?
Henry Wilhelm: Warum auch nicht? Eine
der bemerkenswertesten Folgen der InkjetTechnologie für Fotografen ist, dass sie

ihre Prints wieder selbst erstellen können.
Zu Beginn der Fotogeschichte waren die
meisten Fotografen in den gesamten Prozess der Bilderstellung involviert. Printen
gehörte zu ihrem Handwerk einfach dazu.
Spätestens als die Farbfotografie aufkam,
sorgte der aufwändige Dunkelkammer Prozess dafür, dass Fotografen diesen Teil des
Bildermachens Spezialisten überließen. Die
Möglichkeiten der Bildbeeinflussung nach
der Aufnahme gingen in der Ära der Labordienstleister verloren. Nicht jeder Fotograf
will seine Prints selbst erstellen, aber vor allem im Fine Art- und im High End-Sektor der
Werbefotografie rundet diese Möglichkeit die
kreativen Ausdrucksmöglichkeiten der Fotografen ab. Anders als in der Dunkelkammer,
wo man außer duch aufwändige Maskierungen kaum Einfluss auf die Farbsättigung und
den Kontrast eines Farbprints hatte, bietet
die Arbeit am Computer eine Vielzahl an Eingriffsmöglichkeiten, von denen Fotografen in
der Dunkelkammer-Ära nur geträmt haben.
Ich kenne viele Studios, in denen die Dunkelkammer nur noch als Lager für Kartons
und Inkjetpapier dient.
PROFIFOTO: Was sind in Ihren Augen
die derzeit wichtigsten Innovationen
beim Inkjet-Druck?

PRINTVERFAHREN IM VERGLEICH:
WELCHES HALT WIE LANGE?
Epson PictureMate (Pigmentbasierte Inkjet-Drucke)
Gedruckt mit Epson PictureMate Tinten und Fotopapier

52
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Lebensdauer basierend auf jahrelanger Fluoreszenz-Beleuchtung (450
Lux, 12h/Tag) von Prints hinter Glas

104

HP Photosmart 325, 335, 375, 385, 422 und 475 (Dye-basierte Inkjet-Prints)
Gedruckt mit HP Vivera Tinten (HP 95, 97, 343 oder 344 Dreifarb-Tintenpatronen) mit HP Premium Plus und HP Premium Photo Papieren, High Gloss, Semi Gloss, Gloss oder Soft Gloss

82

Canon Selphy DS700 (Dye-basierte Inkjet-Drucke)
Gedruckt mit Canon BCI-16 Dreifarb-Tintenpatronen und Canon Photo Papier Pro PR-101

41

Fujicolor Crystal Archive Typ One Papier (Silberhalogenid Farbprints)
Gedruckt mit Fuji Frontier 370 Digital Minilab und Fuji Chemikalien

40

Kodak EasyShare Printer Dock Plus, Serie 3 und 6000 Printer (Dye-sub Drucke)

26

Kodak Royal Papier (Silberhalogenid Farbprints)
Ausbelichtet mit Noritsu QSS-3011SM Digital Minilab und Kodak Chemikalien

19

HP Photosmart 145 und 245 (Dye-basierte Inkjet-Prints)
• Gedruckt mit HP No. 547 Dreifarb-Tintenpatrone auf HP Premium Plus und HP Premium
Photo Papieren High Gloss, Glossy oder Soft-Gloss
• Gedruckt mit HP No. 547 Dreifarb-Tintenpatrone auf Kodak Ultima Picture Papier High Gloss
(Ultima ColorLast „Lasts over 100 Years“ Version)

18

Lexmark SnapShot P315 Photo Jetprinter (Dye-basierte Inkjet-Drucke)
Gedruckt mit Lexmark 33 oder 35 Farb-Tintenpatronen und Lexmark Premium Photo Papier

16

11

Olympus P-10 Digital Photo Printer (Dye-sub Drucke)

8

Canon CP-200, CP-220, CP-330, CP400 und CP500 Drucker (Dye-sub Drucke)

7

Sony DPP-FP30 Picture Station Photo Printer (Dye-sub Drucke)

6

Sony DPP-EX5, DPP-EX7 und DPP-EX50 Printer (Dye-sub Drucke)

4
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Henry Wilhelm: Zu den wichtigsten
Neuheiten der letzten Zeit zählen für
den digitalen Output von Schwarzweißbildern zweifellos Epsons UltraChrome K3 Technologie und HPs
Vivera Photo Gray Tinten für die Photosmarts 8450 und 8750. Diese Printer liefern Schwarzweiß-Bilder, die sich
kaum von traditionellen Barytabzügen
unterscheiden lassen.
2005 fiel bei Nash Editions mit dem
Druck von Schwarzweiß-Motiven
daher auch die letzte Domäne der
Iris-Printer. Seit dem arbeitet Nash exklusiv mit Epson Printern, die nicht nur
Pigment-Tinten bieten, sondern auch
auf beinahe jedem Material drucken
können. Die Vielzahl für Inkjetdrucker
angebotetener Druckmedien ist generell überwältigend.
Mit der Einführung der Epson K3
Technologie ist nicht nur die Wiedergabe noch besser geworden, sondern
auch die Bildstabilität. Im selben Maß
haben die Fähigkeit zur Farbwiedergabe zusätzliche Tinten verbessert zum Beispiel Rot und Blau bei Epsons

R800, R1800 und beim Picture Mate,
Orange beim Canon i9900 oder Blau
beim HP 8750.
Ebenfalls optimiert werden konnte die
mit pigmentierten Tinten erreichbare
Bildqualität, vor allem durch die Reduktion von Metamerie-Effekten durch
Epsons K3 Technologie. Damit einher
gehen bei allen Herstellern verbesserte Druckgeschwindigkeiten. Auch bei
Ausdrucken mit Dye-Tinten konnte
dank Epsons R320 und den Chromalife 100 Tinten für Canons Pixma Drucker die Ozon- und Lichtbeständigkeit
wesentlich gesteigert werden.
PROFIFOTO: Wer gewinnt das
Rennen um die beste Printtechnolgie Ihrer Meinung nach?
Henry Wilhelm: Epson Printer sind
derzeit bei vielen Profifotografen ganz
einfach deshalb so verbreitet, weil der
Hersteller immense technologische
Fortschritte vorzuweisen hat. Wichtige
Impulse bezieht Epson dabei von Anwendern: Greg Gorman zum Beispiel
war einer der Betatester der K3 Treibersoftware und hat bei der Entwicklung vieler Voreinstellungen für den
Schwarzweiß-Druck mitgearbeitet.
Aber Canon und HP holen auf, und in
den kommenden Jahren erwarte ich
von allen drei Anbietern wesentliche
Innovationen in der digitalen Drucktechnik.

Bogen

PROFIFOTO: Bei aller Begeisterung, wo sehen Sie die Schwachstellen der Inkjet-Technologie?
Henry Wilhelm: Neue Technologien

Der Fotograf Greg Gorman war einer der Betatester der Epson K3 Treibersoftware und hat
bei der Entwicklung vieler Voreinstellungen für den Schwarzweiß-Druck mitgearbeitet
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INTERVIEW
Bereits 1981 war Joel Meyerowitz sich der Probleme mit der Stabilität seiner Farbfotos bewusst. Seit
damals lagert er seine Negative in Kühlschränken

PROFIFOTO: Empfehlen Sie den Einsatz
von Dye- oder von Pigment-Tinten?
Henry Wilhelm: Beide haben Vor- und

leisten eine extrem hohe Bildstabilität, und
das bereits unmittelbar nach dem Ausdruck,
wenn andere Prints sich relativ stark verändern. Gerade beim Einsatz als Proofdrucker
ist dies ein Faktor, der nicht zu unterschätzen ist.
PROFIFOTO: Primär beschäftigt sich
Ihr Institut mit Haltbarkeitsstudien.
Wie gehen Sie dabei vor?
Henry Wilhelm: Unsere Testmethoden
wurden unabhängig von den Herstellern
entwickelt, die unsere Resultate nutzen.
Alle von uns getesteten Printtechnologien
unterziehen wir diesen einheitlichen Testmethoden. Unsere Philosophie: Je strenger die
Testanforderungen sind, desto aussagekräftiger sind die Ergebnisse.
Wir testen unter anderem im Auftrag der
wichtigsten Druckerhersteller wie Canon,

>> EINE DER BEMERKENSWERTESTEN
FOLGEN DER INKJET-TECHNOLOGIE
FUR FOTOGRAFEN IST, DASS SIE IHRE
PRINTS WIEDER SELBST ERSTELLEN
KONNEN<<
Der erste kommerzielle
Anbieter von Fine Art
Inkjetprints überhaupt
war Nash Editions in
Los Angeles. Das Unternehmen wurde 1991
von Graham Nash, Mitglied der Band Crosby,
Stills and Nash, gegründet. Heute arbeitet
Nash exklusiv mit
Epson Printern

Nachteile, und es ist schwer zu sagen,
welche Technologie sich durchsetzen wird.
Der Markt wird die Frage entscheiden. Zur
Zeit haben im High End-Bereich zweifellos
die Epson K3-Printer und -Medien die Nase
vorn, aber was in zwei oder fünf Jahren sein
wird, bleibt abzuwarten. HP bietet verschiedene Modelle mit Dye- und Pigmenttinten
an. Insbesondere die Pigmenttinten gewähr-

Epson, HP und Lexmark, aber nehmen
uns auch die Freiheit, jedes andere am
Markt erhältliche Produkt zu untersuchen
und die Ergebnisse auf unserer Webseite
und sonstwo zu veröffentlichen. Unser Test
kompakter Fotoprinter mit Farbthermo- und
Inkjettechnologie zum Beispiel umfasst zahlreiche Modelle, die wir auf unsere eigenen
Kosten einbezogen haben. Wir könnten keine Aussagen dazu treffen, welches Produkt
das Beste in seiner jeweiligen Kategorie ist,
wenn wir nicht gleichzeitig die wichtigsten
Wettbewerber testen. Unsere Unabhängigkeit ist uns wichtig, und wir erlauben es unseren Kunden nicht, unsere Testergebnisse
in ihrem Sinne zu beschönigen.

Henry Wilhelm: Erstmals in der Geschichte der Fotografie erwerben Endverbraucher
ihr Fotopapier selbst, vorher lag diese Entscheidung beim Fotolabor. Der Markt für
Inkjet-Fotopapier wird in der Folge von einer
Vielzahl unterschiedlicher Anbieter überflutet. Und beinahe jeder nimmt für sich in
Anspruch, eine Markenprodukten entsprechende Bildstabilität zu günstigeren Kosten
zu bieten. Dabei wird häufig der Eindruck
erweckt, diesen Aussagen lägen Testergebnisse zu Grunde, die einen solchen Vergleich
rechtfertigen würden.
Was jedoch im Markt für Fotoprints fehlt,
ist eine standardisierte Testmethode für
die objektive Bewertung der Produkteigenschaften, an der sich alle Marktteilnehmer

PROFIFOTO: Wie hat der Technologiewandel Einfluss auf den Testablauf
genommen?
Henry Wilhelm: Jedes Medium weist in
Abhängigkeit von den verwendeten Tinten
spezifische Stabilitätseigenschaften auf. Ein
einziger Druckertyp wirft in Kombination
mit den diversen Papier- und Tintentypen
heute mehr Varianten auf, als früher der gesamte Markt zu bieten hatte. Unsere Arbeit
ist dadurch heute wesentlich komplizierter
geworden als zu Zeiten der Silberhalogenidfotografie, als wir es lediglich mit vier, fünf
Colorpapiersorten zu tun hatten.
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PROFIFOTO: Die Frage der Haltbarkeit
scheint erst seit Vorstellung digitaler
Drucktechnologien ins allgemeine
Bewusstsein gedrungen zu sein.
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bringen immer auch neue Probleme mit
sich. Neben der Lichtempfindlichkeit von
Inkjetprints spielt zunehmend auch Ozon
eine schädliche Rolle, vor allem beim Einsatz
von Dye Tinten auf bestimmten, schnell
trocknenden Papieren. Außerdem stellt hohe
Luftfeuchtigkeit ein neu hinzu gekommenes Risiko für Tintenstrahldrucke dar. Bei
Silberhalogenidprints spielte Feuchtigkeit
nur im Zusammenhang mit Pilzbefall eine
Rolle, da diese ansonsten vergleichsweise
unempfindlich reagieren. Optische Aufheller
im Papier bereiten ebenfalls Probleme. Generell kann man auch bei Inkjetprints davon
ausgehen, dass Schwarzweiß-Drucke wesentlich stabiler sind als Farbbilder.

Joel Meyerowitz scannt seine Originalnegative ein
und printet sie mit einem HP Designjet neu aus
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PROFIFOTO: Wie schneiden
Druckmedien von Drittanbietern in Ihren Tests ab?
Herny Wilhelm: Alle großen Druckerhersteller arbeiten intensiv an der
idealen Kombination von perfekter
Farbwiedergabe und langer Haltbarkeit der Ausdrucke. Es ist relativ einfach, Tinten und Papiere herzustellen,
die hervorragende Druckergebnisse
ermöglichen, aber eben nicht in
Kombination mit akzeptabler Haltbarkeit. Da teilt sich die Spreu vom
Weizen.
In unseren Haltbarkeits-Tests schneiden Medien und Tinten der Druckerhersteller fast immer besser ab als
entsprechendes Verbauchsmaterial
von anderen Herstellern, auch wenn
die Prints unmittelbar nach dem
Ausdruck vergleichbare Wiedergabequalität bieten. Es ist eben wesentlich
anspruchsvoller, gute Bildqualität
nicht nur unmittelbar nach der Aus-

gabe, sondern auf auf lange Sicht zu
gewährleisten.
Warnen muss man in diesem Zusammenhang generell vor allen Fotopapieren, die kompatibel zu sämtlichen
Druckern und Tinten am Markt sein
sollen. Und: Je nach Testmethode
kann man für beinahe jedes Papier
eine Haltbarkeit von über 100 Jahren
nachweisen.
PROFIFOTO: Haben Sie dafür ein
konkretes Beispiel?
Henry Wilhelm: Ja, zum Beispiel
hat unser Vergleichstest zwischen
HP Glossy Photopaper und einem
Produkt des Bürofachmarkts Staples
ergeben, dass das Staples Material
bereits nach einem Jahr starken Veränderungen unterliegt. Wir kennen
aus unserer Testpraxis Fälle, in denen
Vergleichsprints mit Orginal-Tinten eine Haltbarkeit von 92 Jahren aufwiesen, die besten Tinten verschiedener
Drittanbieter jedoch gerade einmal
auf ein Jahr kamen. Das sind Fakten,
die den meisten Verbrauchern nicht
bewusst sind.

Lowepro

PROFIFOTO: Als Referenz wird
oft auf konventionelles Fotopapier verwiesen.
Henry Wilhelm: Bei Aussagen wie
„hält doppelt so lange wie normales
Fotopapier“ stellt sich die Frage, auf
welches Material konkret sich das
bezieht, denn auch hier gibt es erhebliche Unterschiede. Nehmen wir
als Beispiel Fujifilm Crystal Archive
Papier und Kodak Ektacolor Papier:
Unter identischen Testbedingungen
erweist sich das Fujifilm-Material in
unseren Tests als doppelt so stabil
wie das von Kodak. Mit anderen
Worten: Die Antwort auf die Frage,
wie lange Inkjetdrucke halten, hängt
davon ab, wen man fragt.

WILHELM IMAGING
RESEARCH
Wilhelm Imaging Research, WIR, ist ein unabhängiges Institut mit Sitz
in Grinnell, Iowa, und beschäftigt sich seit 35 Jahren mit Fragen der
Haltbarkeit von Bildern, angefangen mit der von Schwarzweiß-Prints,
über Silberhalogenid-Farbfotografien, bis hin zu digitalen Drucken.
Henry Wilhelms Ziel ist, dass Produkte vergleichbar werden. Ein weiterer Forschungsbereich von WIR ist die Lagerung und Langzeitarchivierung von Fotosammlungen unter Tiefsttemperaturen im Auftrag
großer Museen und Bildarchive. Wilhelm Research gibt umfangreiche
Informationen zum Stand seiner Forschung kostenlos auf seiner Website, darunter ein 89 MB großes PDF des Standardwerks zum Thema
Bildstabilität von Henry Wilhelm. Daten zu vielen Druckern und Materialien werden übersichtlich dargestellt.
www.wilhelm-research.com
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orientieren, ähnlich wie die zur Ermittlung der Verbrauchswerte von
Kraftfahrzeugen im Automobilmarkt.
Dieser fehlende Standard verursacht
erhebliche Verwirrung im Markt und
bei Anwendern angesichts der unübersichtlichen Angebotsvielfalt beim
Verbrauchsmaterial, insbesondere
bei Fotopapieren für Inkjetdrucker.
Verschiedene Hersteller treffen Aussagen zur Haltbarkeit ihrer Medien,
die auf gänzlich unterschiedlichen
Bedingungen beruhen. Da werden
Äpfel mit Orangen und Wassermelonen verglichen.
Ich befürchte, bis dieses Problem gelöst ist, wird es noch ein langer Weg
sein. In der Zwischenzeit haben einige Anbieter damit begonnen, unsere
Testmethode als Standard zu kommunizieren. Wir arbeiten jedenfalls
fortlaufend an der Weiterentwicklung
unserer Testmethoden.
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klassisch gestalteten Hasselblad-Gehäuse. ProfiFoto hat
eines der weltweit 500 Exemplare getestet
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Many have criticized his work because the WIR is funded from the companies
whose products he tests. In answer to this Henry is clear that WIR develops a
standard test and that companies that contract them to do testing have NO say
over the testing method. In fact WIR’s contracts with these companies make it
clear that WIR can publish the permanence performance of any product that is in
the marketplace. This last part is important as WIR does get called in by
companies to help in the development stages. Also WIR funds some testing
themselves, either because a key manufacturer prefers to do their own less
rigorous testing or because WIR deem a particular product category to be very
important. A recent example of this is their testing of 4 x 6 inch photo printer
display permanence (both digital and photographic). See 4x6 test.
Then we got into issues of their testing procedures. I had asked Henry in
Singapore about how he calibrates accelerated tests to real time. Here we got a
chance to get into the question in more detail. All WIR (and other people’s)
permanence testing is done using an accelerated testing procedure. It is obvious
that we can’t wait 100 years to find out how long a print will last. WIR has
specified a viewing environment in terms of light levels, etc. They test using much
stronger illumination to have any fading visible in a shorter time. The issue is one
of reciprocity failure, something all photographers should know. Reciprocity
failure touches on one of the fundamental photographic principles. In
photography an exposure is determined by two things: light level (aperture) and
shutter speed (or duration of exposure). They are supposed to be linked, so that if
you double the light level and half the exposure time (or visa versa) you get the
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same exposure. For conventional photographic film this holds true across a wide
range of light levels and shutter speeds. However it is known to break down at
both very short and very long exposures. People doing astrophotography (how I
got into photography) and high speed flash photography see this as a need to
compensate with more exposure than you would expect.

There is also some controversy about the light source used in these accelerated
tests. WIR uses fluorescent tubes. Henry acknowledges that there are some
issues with fluorescents, but not because of the emission peak quality of their
light emission. Rather it is because they have significantly different spectral
characteristics at the blue end of the spectrum. WIR still considers them best
though because of the heat issue. Alternatives, like Xenon, create a heat
problem. Heat lowers moisture which has a major effect on image longevity. WIR
is testing Xenon but have not been able to adequately solve the heat issue, plus
Xenon has higher UV than they would like. They are also testing other daylight
simulants.
WIR not only test inkjet printing methods but also conventional photographic
ones, though they limit themselves to four color silver halide processes. They do
not test film now as Henry observes that it is on the way out as a mainstream
capture method. Besides, he also finds inkjet the most interesting area at
present. Fuji’s Crystal Archive paper is currently the highest rating silver halide
color paper at a 40 year display life. I asked Henry if the printing method affected
display life, as in whether there was a difference for prints done on that paper in a
Noritsu or Frontier digital photo printer. In Henry’s tests there are no differences
in longevity caused by the printer chosen. The quality of processing can
obviously have an impact.
WIR is doing some testing of third-party papers and inks. One problem is that the
third party people will typically not pay for testing as they have no real interest in
accurate longevity tests. So the testing that they are doing they are funding
themselves. The major problem with doing any of this in a systematic way are the
number of permutations when you add third party papers, say, with even the
variations in ink from one manufacturer across their printer models. Henry has
major concerns about much of the third party product. For example, a new brand
of paper is on sale in the US under the National Geographic brand. The
packaging claims 100 year life for the prints ‘on any printer’. Henry said that he
knows that some of the printer models they then list inside the packaging cannot
achieve 100 years even on the printer manufacturer’s best papers under WIR’s
testing procedures, so he remains concerned about such claims. The issue is
that anyone can come up with a testing criteria (and Henry is very critical of
Kodak for exactly this) but unless it is a reasonable one then the claims may not
bear much resemblance to what people will actually get.
A note here. Henry is also constantly evaluating their own test criteria. WIR use a
standardized light level that is meant to be representative of typical display
conditions. However, he notes that light levels in houses have been steadily
increasing due to the much heavier use of glass and skylights letting more
http://www.dimagemaker.com/article.php?articleID=39
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WIR address reciprocity failure and other issues by using the lowest possible
accelerated light intensity (lower than anyone else uses). This means their tests
take longer. They have also gone to great lengths to calibrate their tests. They
have been lucky enough to find well documented examples of photographs
displayed in known circumstances for known periods of time and then have
tested the same materials under WIR’s testing procedure. This has allowed a
good degree of confidence to be built up at WIR that their accelerated years
ratings are close to the real number of years that could be expected. However
they are continuing to work on refining this. I also asked why they used a years
figure rather than a numeric or star rating system. Henry feels such a system is
just too complex for the average consumer and also that, as materials get better,
it becomes harder to show differences in materials that are getting closer
together in terms of performance.
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natural light in. This may mean that at some point they will have to raise their
standard light level.

WIR is starting the testing of water-based coatings and also lamination products,
especially on canvas. They are limiting it to water-based coatings mainly,
because of a belief these are better for the environment and the users, as long as
they work well. Such coatings are important not only from a surface protection
perspective but also for light filtering and protection from environmental gases,
which can have a major impact on unprotected prints.
Henry is involved with other people interested in true international standards
covering inkjet prints and other mediums.
Henry made a particularly interesting point towards the end of our lunch.
Because there is often a difference in longevity from colour to colour within an ink
set, with the blacks often being the longest lasting, he observed that the driver
version being used, and the driver settings, can have a major impact on print
longevity. This is through things like whether rich blacks or pure ink black is being
used, variation in the use of light ink colors, etc.
Henry was out in Australia to talk at a photo industry conference about the new
Epson 7800/9800 printers, whose prints he rates very highly for both display and
storage life. He has a lot of good things to say about the Epson's monochrome
print life because the black inks use carbon black pigments, about as long lasting
as you can get. We'll have more to say about this in a separate article coming
soon.
Both Henry and WIR are doing a great service to those of us who use digital
prints.
That’s all we had time for over lunch but expect more in the future.
www.wilhelm-research.com
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We then talked about artist’s materials and the interrelationship with digital prints.
He said that they had looked at the paint permanence rating systems used by
artist paint manufacturers to see if they could cross-calibrate the two systems, but
they found that the artist’s one is quite loosely constrained because it is a fairly
old standard and thus they couldn’t get them to cross relate. What he could say
was that in lots of old prints that have been retouched it is usually the retouching
material that has lasted better than the photographic color print, suggesting that
the artist’s materials are reasonably ok. I raised the issue of reactions occurring if
one overworked a digital print with artist’s material. Henry had seen nothing to
suggest that this occurred. Again he pointed out that the number of permutations
made systematic testing impossible. I also asked about framing materials and
buffered vs. non-buffered matt boards, for example. So far he has seen nothing
to suggest any issues with it and felt that buffered matt boards were probably an
advantage for long term atmospheric exposure issues (which still happen in a
framed print).
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An Interview with Henry Wilhelm of
Wilhelm Imaging Research
Pioneer into permanence research shares history of photography and preservation

It’s hard to imagine someone involved in traditional or digital
photography who hasn’t heard of, or quoted, Henry Wilhelm.
Since the 1970’s, when the serious collecting of fine art
photography began, photographers have been preoccupied with
the conceptual goals of “archival processing” and “archival
storage.” Special black-and-white fiber base papers, special
processing procedures, special archival print washers and drying
racks, special mounting, framing, and storage materials—a whole
new industry started in the black-and-white photographic
processing and printing field, then spread into color photography.
Now, as photography moves rapidly to digital capture and
printing, concern over the lasting properties of images continues to grow. Wilhelm, based in Grinnell, Iowa, has been
researching the topic of image permanence and long-term
preservation of photography for nearly 40 years. He began
with conventional archival processing and later expanded to
digital inkjet output. As part of his mission, he founded East
Street Gallery in 1967, ran Preservation Publishing Company
from 1981 to 1995, and now heads Wilhelm Imaging Research,
Inc. Throughout, Wilhelm has been at the center of imagepermanence testing and information dissemination. It’s almost
impossible to find a printer, ink, or paper from any of the major
manufacturers that has not been rated for permanence by
Wilhelm Imaging Research, or that does not have “Wilhelm
Numbers” for how long it will last. Wilhelm is the consumer
advocate who supplies us with objective data, as opposed to
manufacturers’ market hype.
I recently had the opportunity to interview Henry Wilhelm
and his partner and wife, Carol Brower Wilhelm.

| PHOTO Techniques

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2005

Paul Schranz (PS): How did you get started in photography and
especially your interest in image longevity?

38

Henry Wilhelm (HW): Between high school and college, I joined
the Peace Corps and went to Bolivia. I did a lot of photography
there. That was a pivotal experience for me, in terms of image
preservation. The Bolivian people I lived and worked with, by
and large, did not own cameras, but everyone had photographs,
generally portraits taken by traveling photographers.
It was very warm in the lush Alto Beni region, where we lived
in a small village in an extremely humid rain forest environment.
It was immediately apparent to me just how important these pictures were to them, just like photographs are to people here in
the United States—but also the rapid deterioration of prints:
fading, unstable color, fungus growth, you name it. In most
cases they didn’t have the negatives. For me it was a crystal-clear
lesson—the importance of the intrinsic permanence in the photographic prints.

Henry Wilhelm and Carol Brower Wilhelm of Wilhelm Imaging Research.
Photo by Elmo Sapwater

PS: The word “archival” has been bantered around since the
mid-1960s. In fact, much of what it meant was due to your
writing. What does it mean today?
HW: “Archival” is a word we don’t use anymore. Its original
definition was generally interpreted to mean “lasting longer
than 100 years.” And it really lost its meaning in the computer
age where the term “archival storage” came to mean simply
“data storage off-line.” Now we are more concerned with something called “noticeable fading” or “noticeable change” with
black-and-white or color images. That is, after how many years
or display or storage in the dark will the image have “noticeably” changed.
I’ve been involved in ANSI and ISO Standards development
in the permanence and preservation field since 1978. However,
I’m sad to say that this international effort has not yet produced
useful standards for determining the permanence of either traditional or digital photographic images.
PS: You were involved with the study of RC papers and problems they had when they were exposed to light during display,
especially when framed under glass?
HW: Yes, the discoloration of black-and-white RC was first discussed in detail in our book, The Permanence and Care of Color
Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures. And photographer and
author Ctein has published important additional information
about this since then.
The traditional fiber-base black-and-white paper uses barium sulfate as the whitening agent in the baryta layer on the
top side of the paper—and barium sulfate is not photo-reactive in any sense. But with RC papers, barium sulfate wasn’t
opaque enough as a whitening agent to be mixed into the
very thin topside polyethylene waterproofing layer—Kodak
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and the other manufacturers of
ers such Epson, HP, Canon, and Lexblack-and-white RC papers had to
mark, and it’s primarily testing prouse titanium dioxide instead. And
totypes of the new products. We
it, unfortunately, is reactive to
always follow-up these prototype
light. When black-and-white
tests by going out and buying the
prints are displayed under glass
printer, ink, and paper over the
over time—and it doesn’t take a
counter and testing it again. We
very high light level to do this—
spend a great deal of time and money
the paper itself slowly produces
on testing things we think are imporlow-level peroxides that attack the
tant in the marketplace, and we pubsilver image. The displayed print
lish the results. We also devote
self-destructs! Fiber-base papers
tremendous effort to developing
don’t have this serious flaw. But
improved test methods. We operate a
RC papers do. The introduction of
rather unconventional, researchRC papers is a very unfortunate Henry Wilhelm (left) and Mark McCormick-Goodhart
driven business in that regard.
in Wilhelm Imaging Research’s sub-zero cold storage vault,
ending to the traditional black- designed to preserve archival materials. The vault’s
and-white era.
“Sealed-Cabinet” cold storage technology (developed under a
PS: And your testing is absolutely
That’s why I mentioned earlier three-year project funded by the Smithsonian) eliminates the
objective. Do you get paid by the
that the fiber-base black-and-white need for expensive, maintenance-intensive dry desiccant
companies?
print, when reasonably well dehumidifiers to control relative humidity, and greatly reduces
processed and washed—and espe- the costs of construction and electricity.
HW: Yes, to independently test their
cially if it’s selenium toned—can be
products. But all of our customers
considered the high water mark of photography in terms of perunderstand that, regardless of any testing contracts we may have,
manence. And it’s a very useful comparison, because the silver
Wilhelm Imaging Research maintains the right to test and publish
image itself—the image appears black because of its very finely
data for all commercially available products. We absolutely have
divided, filamentary structure—is essentially pure silver that is
to maintain our neutrality. We really act as consumer advocates.
simply not affected by exposure to light, unlike color dyes or
even color pigment.
PS: The Wilhelm Research permanence numbers are all over the
manufacturers’ web sites, on the boxes of their printers, papers,
PS: The value of image permanence came to a head in the early
and inks.
1970s with the renaissance of photography as a valued and
HW: I think the industry as a whole has actually been very
collected art.
responsive. If we look back to 1984, Konica was the first comHW: Ansel Adams was the first well-known photographer to
pany to market a product addressing this concern when it introsystematically process his negatives and prints using procedures
duced its high dark-stability silver-halide “Century Paper.” Then
such as two-bath fixation, extended washing, and protective
Fuji made a tremendous advance with its now historic introductreatment with selenium toner—what came to be called
tion of Crystal Archive silver-halide color negative paper with its
archival processing. And I think that everyone accepted at face
greatly improved light stability. This paper has also served as the
value that his work was very important, and it was legitimate,
benchmark for comparing the overall permanence of inkjet and
and there was both a desire and expectation that it would last
other digital printing systems. It’s wonderful that inkjet manua very long time.
facturers are now taking the subject very seriously. To a great
We were the first to publish “apples to apples” comparisons
extent, Epson, HP, Canon, and Lexmark all view themselves as
of the image permanence of color prints, negatives, and transinheriting photography. So very early on, once we started pubparencies. I have a lot of faith in the marketplace to produce betlishing data, the manufacturers realized that good image permater things. I know that when given a clearly explained choice,
nence was an essential part of their being able to succeed. They
and when price, convenience, and other factors are reasonably
understood that the emotional driving force behind the reason
similar, consumers will almost always choose the longest lasting
that people take pictures is the desire to preserve memories.
product. But to motivate the market, there has to be a competiPrints should last as long as possible.
tive framework going on, and we have provided a very critical
element to make this an issue—and to provide recognition for
PS: So the goal of Wilhelm Imaging Research is the disseminaimprovements in image permanence.
tion of objective image permanence information?
What we now provide is a testing method with stated criteria for fading, changes in color balance, Dmin yellowish stain
HW: Yes, that’s the goal here, and it has been since we started,
formation, and lighting conditions to allow predictions to be
and we are developing all of this information and improved,
made so that the permanence of one product can be comstandardized test methods in order to do that. Our web site,
pared to another. Accelerated aging tests can get very compliwww.wilhelm-research.com, is our most important vehicle for
cated, and it’s getting more so with inkjet materials than was
making the results of our ongoing research readily available to
the case with traditional silver-halide color photography.
people around the world.
Our work has expanded into new areas, including thermal
(dark) aging, resistance to the effects of ozone, exposure to
PS: Who is Wilhelm Imaging Research?
high humidity, etc.
HW: Carol and I are the owners of the company.
A great deal of the work we do comes from major manufactur-

|
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Carol Brower Wilhelm (CBW): There are now 10 other people
working for us, including three people who come in as consultants in specialized areas. To us, it’s a pretty big operation. We all
feel the work is quite exciting.
HW: We do what we have to do to maintain our independence,
and actually it turned out that even in terms of our clients, who
are understandably concerned about the confidentiality of their
new products, that they are happy there is no board of directors,
nobody that we have to answer to or to share information with.
And that has actually helped our business. We didn’t perceive
that at the outset.
PS: But at the same time, if you somehow violate neutrality,
you’re out of business.
CBW: That’s true. It’s part of the trust that’s built up over a long
period of time. We have to be objective and not beholden to anyone, including our customers.

| PHOTO Techniques
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PS: Your research techniques and methodologies have been
sought by major museums and organizations.

40

HW: We also do consulting on sub-zero cold storage (minus
20°C or minus 4°F). In 1998, we started a three-year research
project with Mark McCormick-Goodhart for the Smithsonian
Institution—a study of low-cost walk-in, modular, sub-zero cold
storage units.
Some of our most interesting work with cold storage has
been with the Corbis-Bettmann Archive collection. A frontpage story in The New York Times published in April 2001
described how the collection was being moved out of New
York City so that high-security, sub-zero cold storage could be
provided to preserve this historically priceless collection for
thousands of years into the future. We were the lead consultants on this project. The Corbis-Bettmann Archive collection
consists of more than 11 million photographs, and is first and
foremost an historical collection, for which, in most cases, the
print itself is not the primary object. It’s the negatives or the
transparencies. Corbis is personally owned by Bill Gates, and
this is one of the reasons a lot a attention has been focused on it.
But even before Bill Gates acquired the Bettmann Archive in
1995, it was already the world’s best-known collection of historical photographs.
The biggest problem of this collection was the deterioration
of acetate-base negatives, with a significant percentage, probably approaching 8–10%, already lost. We were confronted with
how to preserve this for the long-term future, and we had to
move quickly. Time was not on our side. What no one wanted to
see happen was the idea that, well, we’ll just digitize it and toss
the originals or let them continue to deteriorate. The objective
was to preserve the collection in its original form, and digitize
the work over time for access and distribution worldwide
through the Corbis web site at www.corbis.com. It includes the
United Press International collection and its coverage of the
Vietnam War in color, almost all of which was shot with 35mm
Ektachrome transparency films. In those days, they didn’t use
color negative films for photojournalism. And you see the transparencies and realize that they are the original pieces of film that
were in the cameras on the battlefield, and which have tremendous artifact value in themselves.
Of the 11 million images in the Corbis-Bettmann Archive

collection, approximately 250,000 have already been digitized
in an ongoing scanning project. So, what they’ve done—and
it’s really a model for museums, archives, and other institutions—is to place the originals in a very secure and very cold
underground facility, and at the same time provide worldwide
digital access and distribution of the images. Cold storage
stops the deterioration of everything, including film, negative
envelopes with important historical inscriptions, improperlyprocessed fiber-base prints, unstable RC prints, etc. And based
on accelerated aging extrapolations, this collection will remain
essentially unchanged for thousands of years into the future.
Corbis has on-site digitization capability, because it’s very
risky from a preservation point of view to ship originals out
for scanning.
It’s not only a very important collection in and of itself, but it’s
a model of how all this should be done. It’s also actually, in an
interesting way, getting to the next preservation challenge,
which is the long-term digital archiving and access of the digital
files themselves, the scan files, and migrating them forward
through changes in file formats and digital storage technology. If
you’re like us, and essentially everyone shooting with digital
cameras, and making prints of a relatively small fraction of what
you photograph, preserving digital photography for the long
term presents a formidable challenge.
PS: I want to talk a little about your predictions for the future.
Photography is changing toward digital output. What do you
see happening to traditional photography?
HW: I think it will continue its steady decline in virtually every
segment of the field. But look at it this way: digital photography
is just another form of photography, like color photography is
just another form of photography when compared with blackand-white. What has changed, and what is so exciting to me, is
that it’s now possible for everyone—even school children—to
make exceedingly good prints with full control of the image in
terms of curve shape, contrast, color saturation, and so on. This
simply has not existed before. Frankly, every computer sold now
is imaging-capable and every desktop inkjet printer can now
print visually good-quality photographs.
In the digital age, people will still be making prints. I think it’s
always been true in photography that people select, print, and
display their most important pictures, and they display them the
longest. I don’t see the print going away. People love prints!
Even the average person is concerned about the lasting qualities of the inks and papers they use to record their personal and
family histories, and to preserve the works of art they create.
The choice is there, explained in very simple terms using Wilhelm Imaging Research “numbers.” And, suddenly, a consumer
who’s probably never even thought about this “invisible” aspect
of the products, thinks, “Oh, this one says it will last longer.”
And then some very interesting things happen in the marketplace. Permanence is never a bad thing and, given a choice,
almost everybody will pick the longest-lasting product, all other
things being equal. This simply gets to the core of what photography has always been about—and always will be. Capturing
and preserving special moments in time.
■
Paul Schranz is consulting and contributing editor at PHOTO
Techniques. Check www.wilhelm-research.com for information on
the lasting properties of various printers, papers and inks.
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Kodak's response to the Henry Wilhelm article
We agree that a common standard is needed, and Kodak is co-chairing an industry committee to seek
out the most accurate testing parameters with the consumer in mind.
Kodak uses controlled, accelerated test conditions to simulate the long-term effects of light, heat,
humidity, and ozone on image quality. Typical home conditions are 23 degrees Celsius, 50 percent
relative humidity, 0.01 ppm ozone/12 hr/day, 120 lux/12 hr/day. These conditions are documented in
our paper published in the Proceedings of the 13th IS&T Photofinishing Symposium, February 8-10,
2004.
All four factors -- light fade, ozone fade, thermal fade and humidity keep -- can affect the longevity of a
print. Many competitors ignore the weakest link in their testing, such as factoring out ozone fade or
humidity keep. As such, they aren't representing a true home environment.
Kodak's new Ultima Picture Paper with ColorLast technology is a significant advancement in picture
longevity, with over 100-year degradation resistance when used with state-of-the-art inks. These stateof-the-art inks are widely available in current consumer photo-quality printers.
The typical home display paper, a white paper documenting our testing methodologies, and a listing of
ink/printer combinations that provide over 100 years longevity when used with new Ultima Picture
Paper are available from the "Science Behind ColorLast Technology" link at
http://www.kodak.com/go/inkjet/
Ends"
The Ultimate Kodak challenge
Kodak are sending some sample packs of paper to photo-i. Regular readers will know that I do not
usally test third party media within any printer review. However, I will do a real world test on this media,
i.e. I will print the same image using a; HP7960 & HP media, Canon i965 & Canon media, Epson R800
& Epson media. Each of the printers will also be used for printing on Kodak's paper. I will print three
pictures on each printer (3 own brand & 3 Kodak Ultima), one print will be sealed in a dark box, the

http://www.photo-i.co.uk/News/Apr04/Kodak.htm (1 of 2) [2004/04/26 4:11:33 PM]
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other will be placed in a sunny living room (I did say a real world test didn't I) and the last print will be
pinned on a kitchen notice board - the kitchen is a good place for any test as the picture will be
subjected to heat, vapour and anything else that may be floating about. Forget the labs, the kitchen is
the ultimate test for anything!

Simulated fade picture
Home Display conditions document (PDF)
Technology behind Kodak Ultima paper (PDF)
Print life chart for paper and inks (PDF)
photo-i article
© Vincent Oliver 2004 www.photo-i.co.uk
Please use the Forum to post your questions and views.

click to Shop at the photo-i shop
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Henry Wilhelm on a flying visit to LONDON
".....Epson prints will last for 1000 years....", I don't think Henry quite meant that
but if we take Kodak's testing methods then this is what the life for expectancy for
Epson prints will be.
Journalists were treated to a revealing seminar given by Henry Wilhelm organised
by EPSON UK. Mr Wilhelm talked about print permanence and his testing
techniques, emphasizing that his testing was totally independent and that his
Institute is not influenced by any manufacturer in their testing procedures. Mr
Wilhelm has been involved with archival qualities of photographic materials since
the early 1960's and has written the definitive text book "The Permanence and
Care of Color Photographs" the book covers traditional and digital colour prints,
colour negatives, slides and motion pictures. Mr Wilhelm has advised many
museums and photo libraries on the best methods for archiving large and
valuable collections of photographs. No one can doubt Mr Wilhelm's expertise in
matters concerning photo permanence.
In recent years Mr Wilhelm has devoted much of his testing procedures towards
digital inkjet printing, any manufacturer who makes a claim for longevity will have
probably had their media tested by the Wilhelm Research Institute. Their tests are
regarded as definitive.
Mr Wilhelm regards today's photographic quality printers as being "a better
http://www.photo-i.co.uk/News/Apr04/Wilhelm.htm (1 of 3) [2004/04/03 5:28:27 PM]
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Mr Wilhelm expanded the topic into talking about the un stability of dyes on the
early inkjet printers from every manufacturer, these early colour printers had poor
permanence qualities. The printer manufacturers (Epson, HP, Lexmark & Canon)
all came from a plain paper office printer background. Photo printing was a totally
new topic and just seen as a "we can do this too". Today photo quality printers
are a whole new market and manufacturers have had to refine their printers and
inks into what we have today.
Interestingly Mr Wilhelm refers to the inkjet print as a photograph and not as an
inkjet print. I have been thinking about this very subject for several months now
and have not come to any conclusion as yet. My initial thinking was that we
should still refer to wet chemistry as a photograph and give a new name to a
digital print. But Mr Wilhelm went on to say, that in a few years time the inkjet print
will be the only kind of photograph that most people will know - does it then cease
to become an inkjet print or do we rename the original wet chemistry picture as
something else? The debate is wide open.
Regarding print permanence, Mr Wilhelm went on to say "it's not just the inks or
the paper, but it is a combination of the two and how they interact together". Using
a multitude of different paper from different manufacturers on the same printer
produced a considerable difference in print permanence. A Canon S900 printer
with their own branded paper will produce a print that will last for 38 years, with
Staples Office supplies paper this is dramatically reduced to three years. Again
with HP printers and their own paper, the life of a print is rated at 73 years, with
the same office paper this is reduced down to 2 years. These are tests on the
papers alone, put in a third party refill cartridge and the lifespan of the print will
reduce by a comparable amount. On the Epson C64 the ink life is rated at 92
years, using a third party ink this was reduced to 1 years. Epson uses pigment
inks whereas the refills are dye inks. The average consumer will probably be
unaware of the poor quality on offer from third party products, the only influence
will be the low price point.
Perhaps the biggest shock for most people comes from Kodak themselves.
http://www.photo-i.co.uk/News/Apr04/Wilhelm.htm (2 of 3) [2004/04/03 5:28:27 PM]
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enlarger, a better darkroom", Mr Wilhelm continued "the quality that today's
printers are offering the consumer is astonishing. Using a conventional enlarger
for colour printing the user had little or no control on contrast of colour saturation,
unless complex masking techniques are employed " Of course today, even with
entry level imaging applications, we have full control over every aspect of the
imaging process.
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Wilhelm's testing method use a constant light source of 450 lux day. Kodak uses
120 lux per day with a UV filter over their lights, this gives a 3.75 over 4X
advantage. Based on Kodak's test method an Epson Pro 4000 print on fine art
paper would last for over 1000 years. Of course we can laugh at this fiasco, but
the worrying fact is that consumers will see their prints fade and therefore trust
across the board will be lost. There are many consumers who still place a large
amount of trust in a major brand name such as Kodak, and for this company to
cash in on this is in my opinion unforgivable.
Mr Wilhelm's talk was stimulating and thought provoking, I learnt a lot from him
and I will share this information with you. Mr Wilhelm also very generously gave
me a (signed) copy of his excellent 744 page book, and added that he had visited
photo-i on many occasions and enjoyed the enthusiasm on the forums and the
site content. A PDF copy of Mr Wilhelm's book can be downloaded from
www.wilhelm-research.com

© Vincent Oliver 2004 www.photo-i.co.uk
Please use the Forum to post your questions and views.

click to Shop at the photo-i shop
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Kodak is a brand name that all photographers have grown up with and come to
trust. Kodak launched a range of Photo Quality paper called the Ultima inkjet
paper which is being marketed as Brilliant Colour photographs that will last for
100 years on any printer platform, on any ink set. This claim is based on a
distortion of the test method, based on Kodak's testing the new EPSON Picture
Mate would have a print life of 500 or possibly 800 years. Kodak states that a 100
year lifespan is available for any printer and lists the printers on the back,
including the Lexmark printers. According to Mr Wilhelm, that even using Kodak's
own testing method, there is no Lexmark printer that could even come close to
that. Kodak's claim is simply false and there is no disclaimer for that.
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what’s new at PDIA
G E N E

L A M B E R T

E X E C U T I V E

D I R E C TO R

The Professional Digital Imaging Association (PDIA) is a new organization that can connect
you with the specific information you need to achieve the best results in digitally printing your
images. In our members-only website, future issues of this magazine, and in our Great Output
Seminar Series, you’ll find practical advice for digitally outputting, finishing and displaying
your images.
Great Output magazine: Those of you who aren’t yet PDIA members are receiving this
premiere issue of Great Output magazine because we want to show you the type of quality
information that our first-class team of digital-printing experts will deliver. In 2004, PDIA
members will receive additional issues of Great Output in May, August and October. We’ll also
publish reference guides, training CDs, and other information resources.
Great Output seminars: The first course in PDIA’s Great Output Seminar Series is “Maximizing Profits in the Digital Darkroom” and will help professional photographers who have begun
using inkjet printers to output their own photographs. Visit www.greatoutput.com for the
complete course outline and details on when this seminar will be presented in a city in your area.
Great Discounts for Members: The annual PDIA membership dues of $99 for individual
members can easily be recovered through the many discounts we’ll offer you throughout the year.
PDIA members can take advantage of discounts on car rentals from Alamo and Budget, stock
photography from PhotoSpin, health and benefits programs for individuals and your employees,
and a vast array of media-technology books.
Education and knowledge are at the very heart of our mission. Our network of members,
partners and sponsors create an expertise pool that will deliver the knowledge you need when you
need it. Our exclusive focus on digital printing allows us to leverage 100% of our effort toward
your unique printing requirements. If you aren’t yet a PDIA member, we invite you to visit
www.greatoutput.com and sign up today. Then, tell us what help you need and we will deliver it.
We work for you!
All my best,

Gene Lambert
Executive Director and Publisher
gene@greatoutput.com

ADVISORY TEAM:
Elizabeth Cunningham
Bernard Girma • Henry Wilhelm
Ray Work • Kevin Vesely

The PDIA thanks our sponsors for
generously supporting our efforts
to bring you quality information:
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You’re Not All Alone in Wonderland
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If you sometimes wonder if you’re the only one baffled by the sometimes surreal
progression of questions about digital printing, rest assured. You’re not alone.
Digital-printing products are often rushed to market with minimal documentation
and little foresight into what real-world problems the newest “solution” might create
elsewhere in your digital workflow. It can all be extremely maddening—particularly
when good information is scattered throughout so many different sources.
At Great Output, we’ll address many of your concerns. The contents of this issue are
based on conversations I’ve had with many digital printing novices. In future issues,
we’ll answer the questions you send us.
We are gratified to have the support of some of the best-informed individuals in
digital printing. In this issue, you’ll find articles by Harald Johnson, who wrote the book
on “Mastering Digital Printing,” and color-management whiz Roy Bohnen, who has
personally used nearly all of the most popular software RIPs on the market. You’ll also
enjoy the conversation between Dr. Ray Work (one of the pioneers in developing
inks for inkjet printers) and image-permanence expert Henry Wilhelm of Wilhelm
Imaging Research.
You are receiving Great Output because we believe you may be interested in learing more
about digital printing. Future issues will be sent exclusively to members of the PDIA.
So if you like what you read in this magazine, please visit www.greatoutput.com, join the
PDIA, and tell us what questions you’d like to see addressed in our May, August and
October issues.
Together, we’ll find the answers!
Eileen Fritsch, Editor
eileen@greatoutput.com
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Shedding Light on Longevity Claims
The art lover who shells out big bucks for your inkjetprinted work will presume that it will remain looking
good whether he hangs it in an office or above the
living-room sofa. If the print fades prematurely, the
aggravated print buyer will probably demand some
sort of restitution—either in the form of a refund or a
new print. Lawyers call this the “implied warranty of
merchantability.”
Many digital printmakers have learned about this
implied warranty the hard way—by suffering the
embarrassing and costly consequences of using the

Different Companies Use Different Test Methods: In some of the same Rochester,
NY facilities used to test the consistency of their traditional imaging papers and films,
Kodak tests how their inkjet media will perform with different types of inkjet printer
and ink combinations. Shown here are tests being conducted for Kodak’s wideformat inkjet media.
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wrong digital printing materials for the job. The artist
writing the refund check either placed too much faith
in product-marketing claims or simply hadn’t done
sufficient homework to choose the right print materials and finishing techniques for the surroundings in
which the print would be hung.
Although great strides have been made in inkjet
materials-testing methodology, industry-wide test
standards are still in the development phase. In other
words: There are no standards.
Understanding how your inkjet materials were tested
can pay off because your prints can fade faster than
the manufacturer claims if your prints will be hung in
places where the lighting will be substantially different
from the lighting conditions in which the materials
were tested.
Bottom line: The test methods that printer manufacturers use to estimate how long a digital photo print
will look good hanging on a refrigerator door or office
cubicle may not be entirely accurate in estimating how
long a fine-art print will last when displayed over a
sofa in living room with lots of windows.
On pages 16-19, Henry Wilhelm of Wilhelm
Imaging Research explains what it means when a
printer manufacturer says a certain type of media
has been Wilhelm-tested to last a certain number of
years. In the next issue, we’ll look at alternatives to
Wilhelm’s test methods and some of the key differences between the test standards being developed by
committees of the ISO and ASTM.
The primary difference is that the ISO test standards
are evolving from methods originally developed to test
conventional photographs. The ASTM test standards
are being developed by the same committee that wrote
the test standards for oil paints, watercolors, pastels,
colored pencils and other traditional fine-art materials.
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YES, but only if you choose
printers, inks, and papers wisely

D R . R AY WO R K

I

t’s hard to believe that it’s been just 10 years since the fi rst
inkjet printers capable of printing photorealistic images were
introduced. Today, inkjet-reproduced photos can be found
everywhere—in indoor applications ranging from family
portraits, wedding albums, art exhibitions and in-store signage
to outdoor billboards and supersized wall murals.
But as that classic rock song reminds us: “You ain’t seen
nothin’ yet.” Digital camera sales are skyrocketing, and so is
interest in inkjet photo reproduction. Many people are already
asking: “Are inkjet-printed photos as good as the ones I can get
from the drug store or photo lab? ”
It’s a valid question, because so far, some inkjet-printing
marketing claims have proven to be either vaguely misleading or
downright false. And the situation is only bound to get worse as
some not-so-scrupulous suppliers seek to make a fast buck in a
booming market.
Respected image-permanence experts such as Henry Wilhelm
and Dr. Ray Work agree that inkjet printers are now technologically capable of outputting continuous-tone photographs that,
in terms of image quality, are every bit as good as, or even better
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than, what can be achieved with traditional photo processing.
The trouble is: You can’t assume that you’ll automatically get
the same high-quality, long-lasting results with just any off-theshelf inks and/or papers.
Buyers of inkjet printers and supplies should beware. Some
marketing claims deliberately over-simplify complex imagepermanence issues for the sake of making a quick sale. And, some
users of inkjets have been burned by marketing claims that were
made before all of the technical differences between traditional
photography and inkjet photography were fully understood.
In 2000, buyers of a new Epson 6-ink dye-based photo printer
that used dye-based inks and the then newly-introduced glossy
“instant dry” microporous paper were distressed to see that
prints they had been led to expect would last 9 to 10 years were
changing colors within a matter of days. The culprit behind the
fast-deteriorating dye images on microporous media turned out
to be the effect of small levels of atmospheric ozone, which can
be found in many urban areas.
Traditional photographic prints had never been affected by
ozone to any noticeable degree, and this new and never-
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image permanence
WORK: When one reads in product literature that a certain
ink or media has been “Wilhelm-tested,” what is the reader
supposed to think? What does that phrase mean?
WILHELM: Up to this point, it has come to imply a standard,
indoor light-stability test. We consistently apply the same set
of conditions to everything we test. Products are exposed to
lab-fi ltered cool-white fluorescent illumination extrapolated to
12 hours a day exposure at a brightness level of 450 lux. Tests are
conducted in rooms maintained at 75ºF and 60% humidity.
We also currently use a subset of other fi lters that could
preview other factors that affect light stability and exacerbate
color-balance shifts.
In the future, we’ll be much more comprehensive and start
looking at many aspects other than light stability. We have
xenon-arc tests that simulate bright daylight through window
glass, and we’ll look at other image-permanence parameters such
as ozone-fastness, humidity-fastness, and water-fastness. We’ll
also be looking at the yellowing behaviors of papers. We’re
moving quite rapidly in all of these areas.
WORK: So the term Wilhelm-tested

should no longer be construed simply
“You can’t assume that you’ll
to refer to lightfastness?
automatically get the same
WILHELM: No it
shouldn’t, because that
high-quality, long-lasting results represents
only one of the
many
important
areas of
with just any off-the-shelf inks
image permanence.
We’ve been trying, not yet
and/or papers”
with complete success, to get everyone
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who publishes our data to label our indoor
light-stability figures as Display Permanence Ratings. These
ratings are analogous to the miles-per-gallon figures provided to
buyers of automobiles. The miles-per-gallon figures for highway
and city driving are the result of standardized tests put together
by two different government agencies. These numbers allow
consumers to make apples-to-apples comparisons of one brand
of automobile to the next.
Imagine the confusion that could result if each car manufacturer designed its own tests. There would be tremendous incentives for manufacturers to design tests that would show continually increasing miles-per-gallon ratings for their own products.
Note that miles-per-gallon ratings don’t guarantee that a
particular driver will ever achieve exactly those numbers. But
the ratings do come standardized tests done across the board and
can be an important factor in buying decisions. We look at our
display permanence ratings to be very similar.
WORK: Why do you prefer to use the term display permanence
rating? Isn’t that the same thing as image permanence?
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before-seen mode of image deterioration caught everyone in the
industry off guard, including both Epson and Wilhelm Imaging
Research, Inc., the pre-eminent test laboratory for evaluating
the lightfastness of photographic papers. Th is was soon understood to be a classic example of a brand new technology with a
brand new image deterioration problem. True, Wilhem’s light
stability test data was stated to be only for prints framed behind
glass (and therefore protected from ambient ozone), but people
do not always display their prints behind glass.
Wilhelm Imaging Research is currently developing standardized tests that will not only measure the light stability of
images printed with different combinations of inks and media,
but will also test the effects of other known causes of inkjet
image deterioration, including ozone, humidity, and certain
chemicals used in paper manufacturing. Wilhelm Imaging
Research also has begun evaluating the effectiveness of various
image-protection methods, such as clearcoat sprays, varnishes
and laminating fi lms.
Henry Wilhelm, founder of Wilhelm Imaging Research, has
been involved in photographic-preservation research since 1965
and was recently profi led in
the Wall Street Journal as
a pioneer in inkjet image
permanence research.
Great Output magazine thought it would be
interesting if Mr. Wilhelm
were interviewed by a fellow
pioneer in inkjet-printing
research—Dr. Ray Work.
Work is a PhD-level chemist
and independent consultant who advises
many manufacturers of inkjet media and
inks. A long-time DuPont employee, Work is credited with
initiating and leading the development of DuPont’s inkjet-inkmanufacturing business in 1995.
Excerpts from Dr. Work’s interview with Wilhelm are
published here. Look for additional excerpts in the membersonly section of the PDIA web-site.
Wilhelm and Work aren’t the only ones with strong views
on inkjet-stability testing. Many concerned professionals advocate different approaches to inkjet-product testing, including
narrowing the definition of “noticeable fading” and revising how
projections of image longevity are reported.
Some of these points of contention are being hashed out in
national and international committees that are attempting to
establish standards for testing different variables of inkjet photo
reproduction. We’ll include some of these alternative points of
view in future issue of Great Output, because we believe that
establishing a more open dialogue about image-permanence
issues can only help today’s digital-imaging enthusiasts become
even more enthusiastic. —
—Eileen Fritsch, Editor
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WILHELM: If you were to consider the average display conditions for all color photographs, you would realize that most
photographs aren’t displayed at all. Most are kept in albums and
in shoeboxes. In these environments, light fade may not be an
issue, but the images could still be exposed to other damaging
elements such as high relative humidity levels.
Also, in the real world, both consumers and museums like to
put their most important photographs on display, and they tend
to display them for a long time.
I found an interesting statistic that the Photo Marketing
Association published a few years ago, in which they estimated
that more than 40% of all photographers on display in people’s
homes were on refrigerator doors—totally without glass or
plastic fi lters.
The objective of our display permanence rating system is to
obtain realistic and meaningful
comparisons of existing products
and interpret what type of performance buyers of those products can expect under a variety of
display conditions.
For example, putting images up
on refrigerator doors is a major
display condition that we have to
take into account.

manufacturer in the world now either uses that particular display
condition when reporting data, or a very closely related 500 lux
for 10 hours per day. The one exception is Kodak, which is using
an illumination level of 120 lux extrapolated to 12 hours per day.
If our research group and the product testers at Epson,
Canon or Hewlett Packard used the same illumination levels
that Kodak uses to report their display permanence data, you
could multiply all our numbers by a factor of roughly 3.75. For
instance, the HP product that we’ve rated to last 73 years would
last 270 years under Kodak’s test conditions.
What this means is that when Kodak advertises that their
Generations or Endura photo-printing papers can be displayed
for 100 years before noticeable fading, the consumer naturally
concludes that photographs processed on those papers are more
light stable than Epson’s pigment prints or HP prints, when in
fact the opposite is true. Kodak’s
data is in no way comparable to
what everyone else is reporting.
WORK: It’s also not realistic.
It’s hard to see a print at 120 lux.
WILHELM: It also doesn’t deal
with the significant part of the
display print population that is
displayed at much higher light
levels. So clearly there is the
need for standardized tests. We,
and many other people in the
industry, are working to develop
ISO test-method standards that
we hope will end that kind of
confusion.

WORK: How is it possible to
establish standardized tests when
prints are displayed so many
different ways? Wouldn’t it be
reasonable to develop different
tests for different markets?

WILHELM: Yes, it is difficult
WORK: Or at least make it clear
to develop standards. The entire
that other folks are playing by
basis of using accelerated testing
different rules.
to evaluate image permanence
is to try to relate essentially
Will the image you print today still look as good 25 years from now?
WILHELM: Right. It gets back
everything in the real world that
to the analogy of automobile gas
can affect inkjet prints, which
mileage tests. It wouldn’t be hard to even double or triple your
we now know conclusively includes light, thermal aging (dark
gas-mileage rating if you were very, very careful in the design of
storage), ozone, humidity and water. Prints can also be exposed
the test.
to many different types of lighting, including halogen, different
types of fluorescent lighting, and of course daylight, which could
WORK: How much has inkjet product testing evolved over
even be direct sunlight for a part of the day.
the past three to five years? What important lessons have
For the light-stability test, we have standardized on an expobeen learned?
sure of 450 lux for 12 hours a day, which would be characteristic
of a fairly brightly illuminated room. That’s not to say that there
WILHELM: Ray, as you know this isn’t a perfect science. We
aren’t common situations that have much higher illumination
are all learning as the field moves forward. And, you can find exlevels than that. Likewise, there are display environments that
amples of this throughout the history of color photography: New
have lower illumination levels.
technology can produce entirely new modes of image deterioraBut our 450 lux illumination level for 12 hours a day is a good
tion. For example, using “instant-dry” microporous papers with
standardized test. And in fact, almost every major imaging
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WORK: What advice would you give to buyers of inkjet printers who read various claims related to inks and media. What
should they be paying attention to?
WILHELM: First of all, is there any permanence data available
at all? At some level, everyone taking photographs is concerned
about image permanence or they wouldn’t be taking pictures in
the fi rst place.
Generally speaking, staying with the premium products of
each printer manufacturer would be initial good advice. One
major problem with third-party brands is that they’re trying
to design inkjet papers for all printers and ink systems, or the
lowest common denominator. The downside is that those papers
aren’t optimized for any of them—not just in terms of image
permanence, but in terms of ease of drying and other properties.
Right now, at the consumer end of things, most developers of
third-party inks and papers are paying little or no attention to
image-permanence issues. For example, there is a combination
of HP inks and media that we rated as lasting 73 years. Th is
life span fell to just two years when the consumer substituted a
Staples-branded photo paper for the HP premium photo paper.
And it’s rapidly becoming more even more insidious. Companies such as Office Depot and Office Max are launching their
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own house-branded inks, which may not last nearly as long as
the printer manufacturer’s product. An extreme example is a
third-party ink being sold for an Epson printer. Depending
on the type of Epson media used, prints produced with Epson
printers and pigmented inks were rated at 70 to 100 years. Some
of the third-party inks we tested took those numbers down to
less than six months, because the third-party ink suppliers were
substituting low-stability dye-based inks for Epson’s high-stability pigment inks and implying that the inks were suitable for
photography. It’s almost fraudulent.
WORK: From my experience, the reason stores are putting
out their own brands is simply to provide their customers with
a lower-priced alternative. But when they purchase lower-cost
supplies to sell to their customers, they don’t really understand
the criteria for sourcing quality products. I believe that as time
goes by—after these big stores get their fingers burned a few
times by consumer complaints—they’ll find suppliers that offer
them good, well-tested technology at a lower price.
WILHELM: I have devoted my entire life to the preservation of
photography. And when I see some of these third-party inksets,
I am really deeply distressed.
More than half the testing our company does is funded
internally—not by product manufacturers, but internally. We
test selected third-party inks and papers to provide a more
comprehensive view of what consumers can expect from different products on the market.
What we hope to get out of it is a more educated consumer. An
important part of my work is to provide a framework to stimulate
competition. I think competition is extremely important.
WORK: We need independent third parties who are capable
of pointing out deficiencies and needs for improvement in a
constructive way. The goal isn’t to pick on people, but rather to
move the entire industry forward in terms of quality, longevity,
and overall customer satisfaction.
Henry Wilhelm and Dr.
Ray Work are members
of PDIA’s Advisory
Team. PDIA members
can find additional
excerpts from their
dialogue on trends in
Work
inks and media in future Wilhelm
issues of Great Output
and in the members-only portion of the PDIA’s website:
www.greatoutput.com.
For more information on Wilhelm Imaging Research visit
www.wilhelm-research.com. For information about Dr. Work,
visit www.workassoc.com
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dye-based inks produced a system that was more sensitive to
ozone than anything we have seen in the history of photography.
When the ozone problem fi rst occurred, the reasons for the
problem weren’t well understood Our company was very much
caught up in that, because we had provided the light-stability
data to Epson that led consumers to believe that prints displayed
under glass would last 9 to 10 years before noticeable fading
would occur (at 450 lux for 12 hours a day). When consumers
started experiencing catastrophic changes in less than a week,
that was a major problem. At fi rst, we, nor anyone in the industry, didn’t understand what was happening or why.
Another important lesson I have learned is that not many
consumers display all of their traditional photos under glass. Nor
can we expect consumers to take a lux meter and measure the
optimal location in their homes to display their valuable photo.
People will put prints where they want to, and we must be able
to develop prints that can tolerate a range of display conditions.
Which brings me back to the need for standardized test
methods. Epson’s new R-300 photo printer uses a new dye-based
ink that has improved light stability and greater resistance to
ozone even on the existing microporous papers.
But how big an improvement is it? You must have standardized
ozone-exposure test methods to be able to answer that question.
People will also want to know how this improved product compares to polymer-type papers, pigment prints, laminated prints,
or even photographs output on Fuji Crystral Archive photo
paper. If you don’t have an accepted, universally applied test
method and consistency in reporting the data, then the whole
thing can be of limited usefulness.
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Henry Wilhelm Interview
By Chris Maher and Larry Berman
in the November 2003 Shutterbug Magazine
Chris and Larry: Your work as a pioneer in the field of image permanence has shown
you both the good and bad about ink jet printers. How can a photographer pick an ink jet
printer that they can trust to make prints that will be around for decades?
Henry Wilhelm: The simple answer is to pick a printer for which print permanence data is
available for the ink and media combinations used for that printer.
Chris and Larry: Where can that data to be found, and how much credence should
someone give to a manufacturer who claims a given expected lifetime of a print?
Henry Wilhelm: I think the important thing is that first the manufacture would describe or
at least have available a description in some detail how the tests were done. In the case
of HP and Epson, both of those companies have primarily relied on our company
(Wilhelm Research) to do the test evaluations and then they make that information
available, or steer people to our web site or to publications that are quoting it. Canon, with
its initial launch of its photo printer also did that. More recently, Canon has been
publishing data generated by them selves that uses similar but not identical test
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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procedures. I think that one important issue here is that the paper itself, particularly with
the dye-based inks, can have a significant impact on the permanence of the image, and
not only in terms of light stability. In other words, there is not just one single permanence
figure for a printer with its ink set.
Chris and Larry: That is an excellent point. It is not just the type of ink that will affect the
image stability, but the combination of the ink and paper used. When a manufacturer says
that their printers produce prints that will last a certain length of time, one should carefully
look at the exact paper and ink combination they used. Is it safe to assume that they
always use their own papers with their inks in testing?

Chris and Larry: So if one reads that a given printer will make a print that will last for a
hundred years or more when displayed, one should immediately ask exactly what paper
the test was done on. Often that is not stated very clearly. Would it be safe then to believe
that, using the exact ink and paper, one can probably achieve the same kind of archival
image stability?
Henry Wilhelm: Yes. Most of the quoted numbers have been for exposure to light on
long term display. In general, the data have been for prints framed under glass. I think we
also need to talk about susceptibility to ozone for prints that may be exposed to ambient
atmosphere for long periods of time. Prints that are not framed under glass, for example
the classic refrigerator display conditions or prints tacked to the wall in your office, things
like that. Especially smaller prints which will never be framed under glass. There is a
special concern about porous or microporous papers with dye based inks and greater
susceptibility of these papers to ozone. I think from the reader’s standpoint, the simple
way to distinguish between porous and microporous and swellable papers is that if the
paper package says instant dry. That’s pretty good assurance that it is a microporous
type. And if the printer is using dye based inks, which the majority of current desktop
photo printers are using, then you can probably assume that your prints on microporous
paper probably has a high susceptibility to ozone. You have to be careful there.
Chris and Larry: Tell us a little more about swellable verses microporous papers and
what is the squeak test that we’ve heard about?
Henry Wilhelm: Well the squeak test is a simple means of identifying microporous high
gloss papers. Just rub your finger across it – if the paper feels like it squeaks and sort of
grabs your finger that is caused in part by the papers being so absorbent that they absorb
the tiny traces of oil and moisture off your finger which act as a lubricant on smooth
surfaces. Nevertheless, I think looking for the designation “instant dry” is a good way to
identify microporous paper, and will probably more useful for most people. It is a pretty
accurate way to distinguish microporous from swellable.
The swellable ink jet papers use an ink receptive coating on the surface that is more akin
to traditional photographic gelatin. In fact, gelatin is one of the polymers frequently used in
swellable papers – usually in combination with others. When the ink hits the surface of the
print, the image receptive coating literally swells up. In areas of high-density ink coverage
it can take a number of minutes, or even longer depending on the ambient humidity and
the paper and ink combination, before it actually feels dry to the touch. The ink and its
dyes are absorbed into this now swollen layer and then, as the water evaporates, it then
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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shrinks down back to its original surface thickness with the dyes to some degree
encapsulated in it. That encapsulation provides a significant amount of protection from the
ambient atmospheric gases.
There is a parallel with traditionally photography here. Traditional black and white
photographs have an image composed of pure metallic silver, which looks black because
its very finely divided filamentary structure absorbs light instead of reflecting it. But if it
wasn’t for the protective affect of the gelatin emulsion and the overcoat in which that
silver layer resides, black and white photographs in many environments would only last a
day or two before the image would become stained or discolored.

Henry Wilhelm: Traditional color photography has always used dyes in its films and print
material, whether it is Ektacolor, Fujicolor, or any kind of type C prints. Even Ilfochrome or
Cibachrome are dye based. It actually has not been possible to use pigments in most
color photography processes. In the distant past there was tri-color carbro and a few
other esoteric processes that used color pigments. But they are very difficult processes,
requiring image sized separations in black and white, definitely not something the typical
photographer would ever manage to do. But historically, it is interesting to note that the
very first photographic color prints, by the French inventor Ducos Du Hauron, back in the
late 1870’s, did use pigments to form the image using glass plate separation negatives.
One of those prints is in the collection at the George Eastman House.
In a nutshell, dyes are dissolved in the ink vehicle, or dispersed in the image forming
layer, at the molecular level itself. Consequently, they are very, very small. Pigments, on
the other hand, are insoluble and are much larger particles. As classes of colorants go,
pigments certainly have the possibility of having much higher light stability. They are also
usually much more resistant to ozone, or gas fading as it’s referred to. Pigments have
other advantages as well. They have very little short-term drift. In other words, when you
print the image, after just a very quick initial drying phase, the image will change very little
over time. For people using color management, making profiles of each paper and ink
combinations, that’s a very important consideration. Dye based images tend to drift more.
And if you are using a tightly based color management system, then that may create
some real difficulties.
Chris and Larry: Earlier you had talked about microporous instant dry papers, and
compared them to the swellable encapsulating papers that take a while to dry. Will that
longer drying process actually affect how the image looks when it first comes out of the
printer compared to when it is totally dry?
Henry Wilhelm: Yes, to some degree it can. But the same problem can occur with some
dye-based ink and microporous paper combinations.
Chris and Larry: So you can look at a print when it first comes out of the printer which is
just great and a couple of hours or a day later come back and say, “wait a minute, that’s
not the same image that I saw before.”
Henry Wilhelm: That would be true. Now, it’s a different kind of change, it’s not fading,
normally. But it may shift in color balance somewhat. The density may change slightly and
not necessarily uniformly over the density scale.
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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Chris and Larry: So, one can’t just simply say that a print gets lighter or darker or shifts
in a certain color direction.

Chris and Larry: Could you tell us about the differences between the systems that use
four, or six or 7-inks. Is there a difference in the stability or is it simply a tonal issue?
Henry Wilhelm: Well actually, it’s both. Historically the use of dilute magenta and dilute
cyan inks would typically cut the light stability or display permanence by a factor of two or
even three times. Those inks were more susceptible to fading on exposure to light. Now,
with Hewlett Packard’s newest system used in the PhotoSmart and other HP printers
using dilute magenta and cyan inks, that is no longer true. In fact, the 6-ink
implementation of that is much more stable than the HP 4-ink implementations on HP’s
photo papers. That’s a departure.
One thing I’ve learned in this field is to be very careful about universal generalizations.
Even if they might be true at one point in history, with new products introduced a few
months later they might not be true. I think my previous caveat about light or display
permanence of 6-ink systems with dye-based inks is really no longer true.
The rational for using the dilute inks, whether it’s dye based or pigment is to improve
smoothness of tone. When you see a printer rated at 1440x720 DPI, those DPI figures or
resolution numbers are actually true only at only maximum image density. The only way
an inkjet printer can make lighter tones from darker inks is to leave droplets out, or to
some degree by varying the droplet size. In an image produced even with a nominally
high-resolution printer using only 4-inks, that leaves a feeling of granularity or lack of
smoothness to the image. This is especially true of the tonal gradations in lower densities
like the highlights in someone’s face, for example.
Chris and Larry: Is that why you can see a dither or some kind of dot pattern in some
four color printers?
Henry Wilhelm: It’s a feeling of what I call a granularity or texture that doesn’t have the
same smoothness. The use of dilute inks, the magenta and cyan, allows many more dots
to be laid down by the printer for the same density and that means there is less white
space in the lower densities. In addition, all other things being equal, color saturation is
also improved with 6-ink systems because in middle and lower densities there is less
desaturation of colors because of the visual mixing of the white space between ink
droplets that occurs with 4-ink systems. This is particularly important for portraits or
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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Henry Wilhelm: No. And it would depend very much on a particular ink set and the paper
it’s on. It would be even difficult to generalize. Some are much more stable in this respect
than others. With traditional color photography, people could not evaluate color prints until
they were completely dry. Papers like Ektacolor or Fujicolor appearance changed rather
remarkably in the course of drying so there is certainly no similarity here. However what is
different is that in traditional color photography once the print is dry coming out of an RA4
process, then it is highly stable in terms of this short-term drift phenomena. In other
words, in weeks or months later it will not change. With a dye based ink jet print that’s not
necessarily so, and it partly depends on the environment you’re in. If you are a
photographer in Miami, Florida where the humidity is very high this may be a more
serious problem. On the other hand pigmented ink systems have very good short term
drift behavior. Pigmented ink systems also tend to be waterproof.
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Now with the newest Epson printers, the 2200 and the large format units like the 7600
and the 9600, there is a seventh ink, a dilute black, which gives two benefits. One that in
the near neutrals it allows significant replacement of the color inks with black inks through
much of the tonal scale. It’s called GCR, or “grey component replacement.” That allows
for a more accurate and linear reproduction of the neutral scale. Also, because the black
ink, especially in pigments, tend to have higher stability, it can increase the overall
stability of most images, especially in terms of color balance shift. It also allows a
satisfactory printing of black and white images, which was more difficult before. It also
reduces what is called Metamerism or metameric failure, which a color print may look
significantly different when viewed under different light sources. For example, daylight
verses tungsten halogen verses florescent. You certainly want to minimize that to mimic
what human vision does. The use of the dilute black has improved that significantly.
Chris and Larry: What other factors should photographers consider when they choose a
printer, paper and ink?
Henry Wilhelm: I think there are several other performance distinctions between dyebasedinks with microporous papers, dye-based inks with swellable papers, pigmented
inks with microporous papers, and pigmented inks with swellable papers. One is that at
this point in time that there really isn’t really a completely satisfactory high gloss media for
pigmented inks. There are certainly satisfactory in terms of image permanence, however
they do exhibit what is referred to as differential gloss. In other words, the gloss of the
image is to some degree a function the density of the ink. If you look at the reflection of
light off the surface of a print, you will notice that. This is something traditional color
photographs never had a problem with. The gloss of your Ektacolor or Fujicolor print, if it’s
a high gloss surface, looked completely smooth. Dye-based inkjet is capable of printing
on high gloss papers, either swellable or micro porous and exhibiting little if any
differential gloss. So that’s something to consider.
Microporous papers both with dye-based and with pigmented inks are in general,
waterproof once they dry. At least they are for short-term exposure if you should spill
water on them. Swellable papers are not. Now of course as photographers we all know
it’s not a good idea to get your prints wet no matter what they were made with, but this is
a somewhat increased level of vulnerability.
At this point in history it’s difficult to say, overall, which system is better, if, particularly for
small prints, what we think of as 4x6 photo finishing prints, where most people seem to
prefer high gloss prints. That’s been a tradition, certainly in this country. If that is what
your goal is, at this point in inkjet technology you’re pretty much restricted to dye-based
inks. And with the microporous or instant dry papers, which have wonderful image quality,
very good water resistance, and the instant dry feature, the shortcoming, which is
potentially very serious, is susceptibility to ozone or other airborne pollutants. Again,
pigmented inksets like those used with the Epson professional photo printers or the
Hewlett-Packard large-format printers, in general have better light stability, and good
water resistance. But again, from a photographers point of view, one of the biggest
drawbacks is the lack of a completely satisfactory high gloss paper. Now for larger prints,
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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landscapes that have subtle skies. Many types of images benefit greatly from this. And
that is why the dilute inks were developed in the first place. It’s better for photographic
reproduction. Yellow ink is very low in image contrast, so there really hasn’t been any
perceived benefit to having a dilute yellow.
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this is not so much of a problem for many photographers because they prefer the sort of
semi gloss or luster surfaces anyway. So this gets down to a personal preference
question, and I think you do see a sort of split in both the printers and the way
photographers are using them, that in general people who have use small prints,
traditional photo finishing snapshots 3x5 or 4x6’s in general prefer high gloss papers. For
those people, dye-based inks may be preferred or even essential in order to get the
perfectly smooth high gloss surface.
Chris and Larry: Is lamination a possible solution?

Chris and Larry: Going back to glossy surfaces vs. luster, can it be roughly broken into
two camps? The amateurs that are shooting for snapshots and passing prints around to
their friends and the professionals that are shooting something that they would like to
outlive them as it hangs on a wall somewhere?
Henry Wilhelm: I think that’s a good point. Again drawing the analogy from traditional
photography that the wedding/portrait business historically has not used high gloss
photography papers, but rather the luster or semi-gloss. And the transition to ink jet with
pigmented inks is much easier. It’s the same kind of surface basically that’s been used all
along. And once large prints are framed under glass, it’s much harder to see the surface
reflections.
Chris and Larry: What about fingerprints?
Henry Wilhelm: Fingerprints also, but I wouldn’t say that inkjet prints are particularly
more or less susceptible than traditional photographs were. And I think most
photographers have learned to handle their prints reasonably carefully.
Chris and Larry: That’s probably true of serious photographers. Perhaps real amateurs
and the friends they hand prints to may not be so careful.
Henry Wilhelm: You mean the home snapshot amateur much less so, and you’re
correct. But I think that even the microporous dye-based prints or the swellable highgloss prints are reasonably resistant to fingerprints, or at leas the immediate evidence of
fingerprints. Fingerprints, as far as we can tell with these products, do not have a major
impact on ink jet permanence.
Fingerprints certainly did affect the initial types of dye sublimation prints before the
manufactures began protecting them with a clear coating after the image layers were in
place. Over time the oils from your fingers could cause the dyes to start migrating
physically. In the earlier Kodak dye-sub prints, this would manifest itself in the fingerprint
becoming visible as a red image. The cyan dye became mobile in that system. The early
dye-sub prints were also extremely susceptible to contact with plasticized PVC sleeves
such people have in their wallets or PVC notebook pages.
I think all of this shows a parallel to the completely new modes of deterioration such as
susceptibility to ozone that are possible in any new imaging technology. Traditional black
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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Henry Wilhelm: Lamination can be a very good solution. It’s just that, certainly on the
desktop, and even for fairly large-scale use of small prints by photographers, that it’s an
extra and potentially expensive step which the laminator itself may cost more than the
printer did.
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and white RC prints are another example of this. They suffer from a kind of deterioration
in which low-level oxidants are generated by the top polyethylene layer of the paper,
especially when framed under glass, which then in turn attack the silver image. That’s a
mode of deterioration that did not exist with traditional fiber-based black and white prints.
It’s really easy to forget that the entire inkjet printing field, at the photographic quality
level, is a very young field and could be dated to 1994 on the desktop when Epson
introduced the first 720 dpi printer. For a field that is less than 10 years old I think that an
astonishingly amount of progress has been made.

Henry Wilhelm: An important part of this whole discussion of pigmented verses dye is
that Epson has introduced 4-ink plain paper office printers that do use pigments. The
Epson C80 was the first. The Epson C82 is the printer currently on the market. These are
reasonably inexpensive, 4-ink systems that use fully pigmented ink sets. They offer the
advantage of actually being waterproof on plain paper. That has not previously been
possible with dye-based inks. And the light fading stability is the best of any general
purpose desktop printer.
Chris and Larry: The Epson C82, from what we’ve seen of it, makes a remarkably nice
picture, but it’s not photographic in quality.
Henry Wilhelm: Right, particularly when you get into the low densities, it is not up to the
image quality level of the 6-ink or 7-ink photo printers. Now this brings us to the HP
printers that can function as either 4-ink or 6-ink printers. The new HP PhotoSmarts, the
7150 the 7350 and the 7550 all have that capability. And so does the HP desktop printer,
the 5550, which is a modestly priced office printer. The DeskJet 5550 is sold with a 4-ink
configuration. It has a pigmented carbon black black ink. Pigments have long been used
on HP printers for the black for printing text, both because of the sharpness of it and the
nominal waterproofness of the black ink. Waterproof ink on plain paper is desirable if
you’re using it for addressing envelopes that might get wet, or restaurant menus and
things like that. That’s one thing people have always liked about laser printers is that their
images are waterproof.
With the new HP printers one can simply take out the black cartridge and replacing it with
what HP refers to as a photo cartridge that converts it from a 4-ink printer using a
pigmented black, to a 6-ink printer using a dye-based black. The reason for changing the
black of course, was to for the ability to print on high gloss photo papers. These are the
first printers on the market that can switch between four and 6-ink capability. And I think
that for particularly the snapshot photographer at home, that’s a significant advantage
because it means that one printer can do everything. It’s an excellent plain paper 4-ink
printer or you can switch to 6-inks when you want to print high quality long-lasting
photographs.
The top of the line new HP PhotoSmart printer, the 7550 actually has all three cartridges
in it and it, by the choice of paper, if you pick plain paper it will automatically switch to the
4-ink mode, with carbon black. If you pick one of the photo papers it switches to the 6-ink
mode with a dye-based black. Within the industry, I consider that to be an historic
development in that for the amateur desktop this will be increasingly be seen as a
desirable approach. You only have one printer connected to your computer and it’s only
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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Chris and Larry: Going back to our discussion of dye vs. pigment, there are actually
some affordable desktop pigment inkjet printers now.
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taking up one printer area on your desk, which usually is pretty crowded.
Chris and Larry: Are other manufactures going to follow HP lead?

On the level of advanced to professional photographers, it really boils down to Canon,
Epson and Hewlett Packard possibilities.
Most of us in the image permanence field, including myself, never really expected to see a
6-ink dye-based photo printer with the level of light stability that HP has achieved with
their newest ink set and paper. That was a major breakthrough. I think that there was sort
of a foregone conclusion that pigments would be the ultimate answer, and I think that’s
not so quite clear now. On the most stable paper combinations, in these cases HP
Premium Plus Photo paper, the light stability of prints on display is comparable to the
pigmented inks in the UltraChrome inkset currently used by Epson.
Chris and Larry: Now that gets us to the next question, which is about the color gamut or
the color range. The consensus has long been that the colors in the pigment sets were
not as rich or as vibrant as the dye based ink sets. Is technology changing that?
Henry Wilhelm: The previous pigmented ink sets that the Epson’s used, which was
known as the archival ink set and used in the 2000P and the 7500 and 9500 large format
machines, was what we considered an extremely high light stability pigmented set. With
many types of media it would go past 200 years in our standard display conditions test.
Epson came to believe, in part because of the very question you’ve asked about the color
gamut of pigment verses dyes, that photographers wanted higher color saturation and
larger gamut and sacrificed some of the light stability of the previous set to achieve that.
And that’s sort of a classic trade off that color photography’s always dealt with at one level
or another, that if you could ignore permanence completely that virtually every system
would have a larger gamut and higher saturation than actual systems on the market do.
The initial pigmented sets used by HP on their large format machines, like the 5000 or
5500, are extremely high stability 6-ink systems that are capable of being used for a
reasonable length of time, even in outdoor graphics. Epson’s UltraChrome inkset could be
thought of as the first pigmented ink set introduced by a major producer designed for
indoor use with a reasonable gamut, which takes advantage of the permanence
advantage that the pigments have. They also have advantages like short-term color drift,
resistance to high-humidity environments and so on. I think we are seeing very interesting
developments in the field right now where there are viable pigment systems that most
photographers feel have adequate color gamut. If any difference is really noticed with the
http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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Henry Wilhelm: Keep in mind that that in the HP printers, the cartridge and head are one
in the same. That allows instant change without worrying about residual ink in another
head. That made this process easier for HP to do it. Epson has its piezo heads, which are
permanently built into the printer, and Canon’s heads are nominally permanent with
separate ink tanks. However, there’s nothing that I’m aware of that would prevent those
manufacturers from simply switching off the dilute inks when you wanted to print on plain
paper. I don’t know if this will happen in the immediate future, but I think it at the amateur
home level, that’s a very desirable capability. I think there’s a lot of misunderstanding
between the four and 6-ink printers, and a lot of people focus on whichever DPI is the
highest, kind of ignoring the much larger difference between four and 6-ink. Lexmark, at
this point in time does not have a 6-ink printer option, nor what we consider a high
stability photo ink set.
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UltraChrome inkset it’s probably not so much the color gamut as it is maximum density, or
the depth of the blacks, which kind of anchors the sense of brilliance of the image.
Chris and Larry: What is the single biggest factor that causes print fading with today’s
inkjet printers?
Henry Wilhelm: Especially with any of the dye-based printers, whether it’s Epson, HP or
Canon, one really needs to be aware that the choice of paper can have a huge affect on
the outcome as far as permanence. It’s not just an image quality question.

Our company, as a matter of policy, has pretty much stayed away from the image quality
questions, leaving that to people like your selves. I will say that it’s a very multi-parameter
problem.
Chris and Larry: Optimum print quality is certainly subjective. Experimenting with
different ink and paper combinations can yield a rich range of image tones, but can yield
unexpected image stability issues. I found I really liked the way Canon printers produced
black and white images on Epson heavy weight matt paper, but the images were not very
stable.
Henry Wilhelm: Yes, I think a good example of that is if you like the flat matt papers as
many photographers do, that if you were to print on Summerset Enhanced using dyebased inks, you can produce absolutely stunning prints with a high d-max. However
resulting prints are extremely unstable with dye-based inks on every platform, including
the Iris printer. After you make the print and look at it you’ll say great, but six months of
display later it may look anything but great. There’s no way to know that out of the box - it
gets back to the point where if you don’t have specific information available about the
permanence of your ink media combination, you’re potentially going to have a disaster, or
something somewhere in between reasonable and disaster.
I think one of the real differences that has developed in photography in the past few years
is the ability of the average photographer, including rank amateurs or school kids at
home, to have the ability to make their own color prints. That was simply not possible
before without a major investment in equipment. Most photographers took their film to a
lab. It could have been a mini lab or a higher end professional lab. But the choice of paper
usually was not one that the photographer made. They might make a choice of surface,
like high gloss, semi gloss or luster, but the paper was the same. Now that has
completely changed.
If you walk into CompUSA or Best Buy, there’s a huge shelf full of paper and the end user
is now actually choosing and buying paper to make color prints and that never existed
before in photography. That’s one of the things that’s become confusing because people
have been offered a huge array of different papers at different prices, most of them
claiming to be excellent in every respect. You even see it on the Kodak Ultima inkjet
papers, which, on the front of the package, says it makes “long-lasting prints” as sort of a
general statement.

http://bermangraphics.com/press/wilhelm.htm
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An example that we always cite is our tests with Staples Premium Glossy Photo paper.
The new HP printers with their ink set and HP Premium Plus Photo Paper received a 73
year rating. The same printer and ink with the Staples paper was rated as lasting only two
years on display! It can be that dramatic.
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Certainly one thing I would advise people to be very aware of is that the papers made by
Kodak and the other third-party companies -- that is other than the printer manufacturers
themselves -- are all advertised, without exception, as being suitable for all printers. It
means that in the formulation that they are not optimized for any particular inkset or
printer. They are using a “one size fits all” approach and that means that they don’t fit any
of them well compared to what the printer manufacturers can do because they design
their papers specifically for their inksets.

This is all something we didn’t have to deal with in traditionally photography. People were
buying process RA-4 color prints and they were made with either Kodak or Fuji paper, or
it might have been Konica or Agfa paper. But whatever the lab used, that’s what you got.
Now you have almost infinite combinations of inks and papers that can be used. And I
think many photographers will do exactly what you just described. They will try different
papers looking for a certain surface or tonal quality at a price they like and when they find
that combination that’s what they will print on. But image permanence is sort of a hidden
thing. You can’t see how long an image will last just by looking at the print.

Pigments are far less reactive to paper than dyes are.
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I think that nowhere is that more evident in HP’s new photo inks and Premium Plus Photo
Paper, which is available in both a gloss and matt surface. At this point in history, I would
consider that ink and media match to be the most highly engineered match of an ink set to
a paper yet in terms of permanence. And it kind of points where I think the field is going.
That these are highly specialized products, and particularly with the dye based inks, a
proper match between ink and media is critically important.
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Micro pore paper is the most susceptible to gas damage, swellable papers are most resistant

In 1969 I spent a week in jail for building archival print washers in my basement. That's what it's like
living in a small town in Iowa.
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The real documentation of a family is their photographs.
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The Frontier is the standard that all forms of digital prints should be compared to.
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that’s not the case. We have seen some
major improvements and awareness about
archival quality materials from
manufacturers, and that’s good and has
resulted in some amazingly durable films
and papers. The same goes for storage
materials, and today we have a number of
firms offering nothing but archival quality
albums, pages, boxes, and slide storage
pages. But the fact remains that many of
the images made in the not too distant past
will fade and disappear, many before we
even have a chance to relive those
memories in our old age.
Along comes digital and a whole new set
of problems…and solutions. On the good
side, digital can help us rescue old photos
with ease. Get yourself a scanner, some
Applied Science Fiction (now Kodak)
software in the scanner for removing minor
cracks and surface defects and restoring
color, and you can get all those old photos
out and spend a few weekends making the
old photos new again. In the old days you’d
have to set up a copy stand or send the
work out to an expensive studio for copy
and restoration work.
On the bad side, the archival side of
digital is a still an open question. How long
do CDs last? What about DVDs? Are all
digital printers and ink and paper
combinations equal? Will your back-up
systems be able to be read 20 years from
now? These are issues we’ll be exploring in
the months ahead.
Which brings us to what I consider a
very important article in this month’s issue,
our interview with Henry Wilhelm on digital
print archival quality. Wilhelm is considered
one of the top people in the field of archival
and conservation research. His efforts have
opened many eyes into what has to be done
to ensure that our precious memories are
available for those who come after us. He is
a true friend to photographers and everyone
who values the image. I encourage you to
read the article and to visit Wilhelm’s
website at www.wilhelm-research.com.
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T

he issues
surrounding
the archival
keeping qualities of
photographic
materials have
always dogged us.
During the
development of the
photographic
process in the 19th
century the problem
was not capturing a moment but keeping it
from fading once it was again exposed to
light when viewed. Only when “hypo” was
discovered could the undeveloped silver
halides be removed from the light sensitive
emulsion, making the image somewhat
impervious to further deterioration. That
discovery made photography possible. But
other matters contributed to the keeping
problems with photographs—the tarnishing
of silver, the fading of dyes used in creating
color, the poor base support materials, and
the increasing effects of pollution, which
attack both paper and image layers in the
print. Indeed, even high temperature and
humidity became a storage issue, as did the
album pages and containers in which
photographs were held, which could emit
harmful gases.
While some black and white photographs
have withstood the test of time, color has
its own particular issues. Anyone who used
color film in the 1950s, ’60s, and even the
’70s knows what this is about. Of all the
color slide films only Kodachromes seem to
have done well, given they were stored
properly. My father made photographs of my
older brother in the early ’50s on
Kodachrome 4x5, and they still hold color
and density as if they just came out of the
lab. The same goes for black and white
prints on fiber paper I made in the early
’70s. I was a stickler then (and now) about
archival processing procedures, and those
extra steps have paid off.
Now nothing lasts forever, but at least
I’d like photographs I have made in my
lifetime to last as long as I do, whatever the
good Lord figures that out to be. But sadly,
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a manufacturer who claims a given
expected lifetime of a print?
HW: I think the important thing is
that first the manufacturer would describe
or at least have available a description in
some detail how the tests were done. In
the case of HP and Epson, both of those
companies have primarily relied on our
company (Wilhelm Research) to do the
test evaluations and then they make that
information available, or steer people to
our website or to publications that are
quoting it. Canon, with its initial launch
of its photo printer, also did that. More
recently, Canon has been publishing
self-generated data that uses similar but
not identical test procedures. I think that
one important issue here is that the paper
itself, particularly with the dye-based inks,
can have a significant impact on the
permanence of the image, and not only in
terms of light stability. In other words,
there is not just one single permanence
figure for a printer with its ink set.
SB: Is it safe to assume that
manufacturers always use their own papers
with their inks in testing?
HW: Yes, although manufacturers
themselves often will publish data just for
their paper that does the best, even though
they have additional papers available.
SB: Would it be safe then to believe
that by using the exact ink and paper one
can probably achieve the same kind of
archival image stability?
HW: Yes. Most of the quoted numbers
have been for exposure to light on long-term
display. In general, the data have been for
prints framed under glass. I think we also
need to talk about susceptibility to ozone
for prints that may be exposed to ambient
atmosphere for long periods of time. Prints
that are not framed under glass—for
example, the classic refrigerator display
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Henry Wilhelm is a true leader in the field
of image permanence. Involved in photography
since childhood, Henry became interested in
the preservation of photographs in 1963 while
working in the hot and humid jungles of
Bolivia while serving in the Peace Corps. In ’66
he served as an assistant to Ansel Adams
during one of Adams’ photo workshops in
Yosemite National Park, and in ’72 he received
the first of his patents on archival print
washers for black and white fiber-based prints.
In ’81 Henry received a Guggenheim Fellowship
for what became a 10-year study of color
print fading.
In recent years, Henry has been a
consultant to many collecting institutions,
including the Museum of Modern Art in New
York and Bill Gates’ Corbis, where he served as
an adviser on the long-term preservation of the
Corbis Bettmann photography collections.
Henry and Carol Brower Wilhelm are the
authors of the landmark 744-page book, “The
Permanence and Care of Color Photographs:
Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color
Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures,”
published in ’93.
Generally regarded as a leading authority
on ink jet permanence, Henry’s accelerated
testing of ink jet media has given today’s
photographers empirical evidence of the
archival quality of today’s ink and
paper combinations.
Shutterbug: Your work as a pioneer in
the field of image permanence has shown
you both the good and bad about ink jet
printers. How can a photographer pick an
ink jet printer that they can trust to make
prints that will be around for decades?
Henry Wilhelm: The simple answer is to
pick a printer for which print permanence
data is available for the ink and media
combinations used for that printer.
SB: Where can that data be found, and
how much credence should someone give to

conditions or prints tacked to the wall in
your office—may have different stability
figures, especially smaller prints that will
never be framed under glass. There is a
special concern about porous or microporous
papers with dye-based inks and the greater
susceptibility of these papers to ozone.
I think, from the reader’s standpoint,
the simple way to distinguish between
porous and microporous and swellable
papers is that if the paper package says
“instant dry.” That’s pretty good assurance
that it is a microporous type. And if the
printer is using dye-based inks, which the
majority of current desktop photo printers
are using, then you can probably assume
that your print on microporous paper
probably has a high susceptibility to ozone.
You have to be careful there.

The Squeak Test

SB: Tell us a little more about swellable
vs. microporous papers and what is the
squeak test that we’ve heard about?
HW: The squeak test is a simple means
of identifying microporous high-gloss
papers. Just rub your finger across it—if

More on page 130
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more akin to traditional photographic
gelatin. In fact, gelatin is one of the
polymers frequently used in swellable
papers—usually in combination with
others. When the ink hits the surface of the
print the image receptive coating literally
swells up. In areas of high-density ink
coverage it can take a number of minutes,
or even longer depending on the ambient
humidity and the paper and ink
combination, before it actually feels dry to
the touch. The ink and its dyes are
absorbed into this now swollen layer and

then, as the water evaporates, it shrinks
back down to its original surface thickness
with the dyes to some degree encapsulated
in it. That encapsulation provides a
significant amount of protection from the
ambient atmospheric gases.
There is a parallel with traditional
photography here. Traditional black and
white photographs have an image composed
of pure metallic silver, which looks black
because its very finely divided filamentary
structure absorbs light instead of reflecting
it. But if it wasn’t for the protective affect
of the gelatin emulsion and the overcoat in
which that silver layer resides, black and
white photographs in many environments
would only last a day or two before the
image would become stained or discolored.

Pigment Vs. Dye Based

SB: Can you tell us about pigment vs.
dyed-based inks?
HW: Traditional color photography has
always used dyes in its films and print
material, whether it is Ektacolor, Fujicolor,
or any kind of type-C print. Even
Ilfochrome or Cibachrome are dye based. It
actually has not been possible to use
pigments in most color photography
processes. In the distant past there was
tricolor carbro and a few other esoteric
processes that used color pigments. But
they are very difficult processes.
In a nutshell, dyes are dissolved in the
ink vehicle, or dispersed in the
image-forming layer, at the molecular level
itself. Consequently, they are very, very
small. Pigments, on the other hand, are
insoluble and are much larger particles. As
classes of colorants go, pigments certainly
have the possibility of having much higher
light stability. They are also usually much
more resistant to ozone, or gas fading, as
it’s referred to. Pigments have other
advantages as well. They have very little
short-term drift. In other words, when you
print the image, after just a very quick
initial drying phase, the image will change
very little over time. For people using color
management, making profiles of each paper
and ink combination, that’s a very
important consideration. Dye-based images
tend to drift more. And if you are using a
tightly based color management system,
then that may create some real difficulties.

Print Dry Down

SB: Earlier you had talked about
microporous instant dry papers, and
compared them to the swellable
encapsulating papers that take a while to
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the paper feels like it squeaks and sort of
grabs your finger, that is caused in part by
the paper being so absorbent that it
absorbs the tiny traces of oil and moisture
off your finger, which act as a lubricant on
smooth surfaces. Nevertheless, I think
looking for the designation “instant dry” is
a good way to identify microporous paper,
and will probably be more useful for most
people. It is a pretty accurate way to
distinguish microporous from swellable.
The swellable ink jet papers use an ink
receptive coating on the surface that is
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dry. Will that longer drying process actually
affect how the image looks when it first
comes out of the printer compared to when
it is totally dry?
HW: Yes, to some degree it can. But the
same problem can occur with some
dye-based ink and microporous
paper combinations.
SB: So you can look at a print when it
first comes out of the printer, which is just
great, and a couple of hours or a day later
come back and say, “Wait a minute, that’s
not the same image that I saw before.”

HW: That would be true. Now, it’s a
different kind of change, it’s not fading,
normally. But it may shift in color balance
somewhat. The density may change slightly
and not necessarily uniformly over the
density scale.
SB: So, one can’t just simply say that a
print gets lighter or darker or shifts in a
certain color direction?
HW: No. And it would depend very much
on a particular ink set and the paper it’s on.
It is difficult to generalize. Some are much
more stable in this respect than others.

With traditional color photography, people
could not evaluate color prints until they
were completely dry. Papers like Ektacolor or
Fujicolor changed rather remarkably in the
course of drying so there is certainly no
similarity here. However, what is different is
that in traditional color photography once
the print is dry coming out of an RA-4
process, then it is highly stable in terms of
this short-term drift phenomena. In other
words, in weeks or months later it will not
change. With a dye-based ink jet print that’s
not necessarily so, and it partly depends on
the environment you’re in. If you are a
photographer in Miami, Florida, where the
humidity is very high, this may be a more
serious problem. On the other hand,
pigmented ink systems have very good
short-term drift behavior. Pigmented ink
systems also tend to be waterproof.
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SB: Tell us about the differences
between the systems that use four, six, or
seven inks. Is there a difference in the
stability or is it simply a tonal issue?
HW: Well actually, it’s both. Historically
the use of dilute magenta and dilute cyan
inks would typically cut the light stability
or display permanence by a factor of two or
even three times. Those inks were more
susceptible to fading on exposure to light.
Now, with Hewlett-Packard’s newest system
used in the Photosmart and other HP
printers using dilute magenta and cyan
inks, that is no longer true. In fact, the
six-ink implementation of that is much
more stable than the HP four-ink
implementation on HP’s photo papers.
The rational for using the dilute inks,
whether it’s dye based or pigment, is to
improve smoothness of tone. When you see a
printer rated at 1440x720dpi, those dpi
figures or resolution numbers are actually true
only at maximum image density. The only way
an ink jet printer can make lighter tones from
darker inks is to leave droplets out, or to
some degree by varying the droplet size. In
an image produced even with a nominally
high-resolution printer using only four inks,
that leaves a feeling of granularity or lack of
smoothness to the image. This is especially
true of the tonal gradations in lower
densities, like the highlights in someone’s
face, for example.
SB: Is that why you can see a dither or
some kind of dot pattern in some
four-color printers?
HW: It’s a feeling of what I call a
granularity or texture that doesn’t have the
same smoothness. The use of dilute inks, the

More on page 134
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landscapes that have subtle skies. Many types
of images benefit greatly from this. And that
is why the dilute inks were developed in the
first place. It’s better for photographic
reproduction. Yellow ink is very low in image
contrast, so there really hasn’t been any
perceived benefit to having a dilute yellow.
Now, with the newest printers, there is a
seventh ink, a dilute black, which gives two
benefits. One is that in the near neutrals it
allows significant replacement of the color
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inks with black inks through much of the
tonal scale. It’s called GCR, or “Gray
Component Replacement.” That allows for a
more accurate and linear reproduction of the
neutral scale. Also, because the black ink,
especially in pigments, tends to have higher
stability, it can increase the overall stability
of most images, especially in terms of color
balance shift. It also allows a satisfactory
printing of black and white images, which
was more difficult before. It also reduces
what is called metamerism or metameric
failure, in which a color print may look
significantly different when viewed under
different light sources, for example, daylight
vs. tungsten, halogen vs. fluorescent. You
certainly want to minimize that to mimic
what human vision does. The use of the
dilute black has improved that significantly.

Making Choices
SB: What other factors should
photographers consider when they choose a
printer, paper, and ink?
HW: I think there are several other
performance distinctions between
dye-based inks with microporous papers,
dye-based inks with swellable papers,
pigmented inks with microporous papers,
and pigmented inks with swellable papers.
One is that at this point in time there
really isn’t a completely satisfactory
high-gloss media for pigmented inks. They
are certainly satisfactory in terms of image
permanence, but they do exhibit what is
referred to as differential gloss. In other
words, the gloss of the image is to some
degree a function the density of the ink. If
you look at the reflection of light off the
surface of a print, you will notice that. This
is something traditional color photographs
never had a problem with. The gloss of
your Ektacolor or Fujicolor print, if it’s a
high-gloss surface, looked completely
smooth. Dye-based ink jet is capable of
printing on high-gloss papers, either
swellable or microporous, and exhibiting
little if any differential gloss.
At this point in history it’s difficult to
say, overall, which system is better,
particularly for small prints—what we think
of as 4x6 photofinishing prints—where
most people seem to prefer high-gloss
prints. That’s been a tradition, certainly in
this country. If that is what your goal is, at
this point in ink jet technology you’re
pretty much restricted to dye-based inks.
And with the microporous or instant dry
papers, which have wonderful image
quality, very good water-resistance, and the
instant dry feature, the shortcoming, which
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magenta and cyan, allows many more dots to
be laid down by the printer for the same
density and that means there is less white
space in the lower densities. In addition, all
other things being equal, color saturation is
also improved with six-ink systems because in
middle and lower densities there is less
desaturation of colors because of the visual
mixing of the white space between ink
droplets that occurs with four-ink systems.
This is particularly important for portraits or
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is potentially very serious, is susceptibility
to ozone or other airborne pollutants.
Again, pigmented ink sets like those used
with the Epson professional photo printers or
the Hewlett-Packard large format printers, in
general have better light stability, and good
water-resistance. But again, from a
photographer’s point of view, one of the
biggest drawbacks is the lack of a completely
satisfactory high-gloss paper. Now for larger
prints, this is not so much of a problem for
many photographers because they prefer the
sort of semigloss or luster surfaces anyway.
So this gets down to a personal preference
question, and I think you do see a sort of
split in both the printers and the way
photographers are using them. In general, for
people who use small prints—traditional
photofinishing snapshots—dye-based inks
may be preferred or even essential in order to
get the perfectly smooth high-gloss surface.

SB: Is lamination a possible solution?
HW: Lamination can be a very good
solution. It’s just that, certainly on the
desktop, and even for fairly large-scale use of
small prints by photographers, it’s an extra
and potentially expensive step. The laminator
itself may cost more than the printer.

Surfaces

SB: Going back to glossy surface vs.
luster, can it be roughly broken into two
camps—the amateurs who are shooting for
snapshots and passing prints around to
their friends and the professionals who are
shooting something that they would like to
have outlive them?
HW: I think that’s a good point. We can
draw an analogy from traditional
photography where the wedding/portrait
business historically has not used
high-gloss photography papers, but

Special Offer From
Your Photo and Digital Imaging Resource

Seven-page website includes your own web
address, portfolio gallery and stock
photography search features.
Visit www.sitedesignworks.com/shutterbug
for more details
on this special offer
from Shutterbug.

rather the luster or semigloss. And the
transition to ink jet with pigmented inks is
much easier. It’s the same kind of surface
basically that’s been used all along. And
once large prints are framed under
glass, it’s much harder to see the
surface reflections.
SB: What about fingerprints?
HW: Fingerprints, as far as we can tell
with these products, do not have a major
impact on ink jet permanence.
Fingerprints certainly did affect the
initial types of dye sublimation prints
before the manufacturers began protecting
them with a clear coating after the image
layers were in place. Over time the oils
from your fingers could cause the dyes to
start migrating physically. The early dye sub
prints were also extremely susceptible to
contact with plasticized PVC sleeves, such
as people have in their wallets or PVC
notebook pages.
I think all of this shows a parallel to the
completely new modes of deterioration, such
as susceptibility to ozone that are possible
in any new imaging technology. Traditional
black and white RC prints are another
example of this. They suffer from a kind of
deterioration in which low-level oxidants are
generated by the top polyethylene layer of
the paper, especially when framed under
glass, which then in turn attack the silver
image. That’s a mode of deterioration that
did not exist with traditional fiber-based
black and white prints.
It’s really easy to forget that the entire
ink jet printing field, at the photographic
quality level, is a very young field and
could be dated to 1994 on the desktop
when Epson introduced the first 720dpi
printer. For a field that is less than 10
years old I think that an astonishingly
amount of progress has been made.
Most of us in the image permanence
field, including myself, never really
expected to see a six-ink dye-based photo
printer with the level of light stability that
HP has achieved with their newest ink set
and paper. That was a major breakthrough.
I think that there was sort of a foregone
conclusion that pigments would be the
ultimate answer, and I think that’s not so
clear now. On the most stable paper
combinations, in these cases HP Premium
Plus Photo Paper, the light stability of
prints on display is comparable to the
pigmented inks in the UltraChrome ink set
by Epson.

Color Gamut

SB: Now that gets us to the next
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question, which is about the color gamut or
the color range. The consensus has long
been that the colors in the pigment sets
were not as rich or as vibrant as the
dye-based ink sets. Is technology
changing that?
HW: The previous pigmented ink sets
that the Epson used, which was known as
the archival ink set and used in the 2000P
and the 7500 and 9500 large format
machines, was what we considered an
extremely high light stability pigmented
set. With many types of media it would go
past 200 years in our standard display
conditions test. Epson came to believe, in
part because of the very question you’ve
asked about the color gamut of pigment vs.
dyes, that photographers wanted higher
color saturation and larger gamut and
sacrificed some of the light stability of the
previous set to achieve that. And that’s sort
of a classic tradeoff that color
photography’s always dealt with at one
level or another, that if you could ignore
permanence completely that virtually every
system would have a larger gamut and
higher saturation than actual systems on
the market do.
The initial pigmented sets used by HP
on their large format machines, like the
5000 or 5500, are extremely high stability
six-ink systems that are capable of being
used for a reasonable length of time, even
in outdoor graphics. Epson’s UltraChrome
ink set could be thought of as the first
pigmented ink set introduced by a major
producer designed for indoor use with a
reasonable gamut, which takes advantage
of the permanence advantage that the
pigments have. They also have advantages
like short-term color drift, resistance to
high-humidity environments, and so on. I
think we are seeing very interesting
developments in the field right now where
there are viable pigment systems that most
photographers feel have adequate color
gamut. If any difference is really noticed
with the UltraChrome ink set it’s probably
not so much the color gamut as it is
maximum density, or the depth of the
blacks, which kind of anchors the sense of
brilliance of the image.

Fade Factors

SB: What is the single biggest factor
that causes print fading with today’s ink
jet printers?
HW: Especially with any of the
dye-based printers, whether it’s Epson, HP,
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or Canon, one really needs to be aware that
the choice of paper can have a huge affect
on the outcome as far as permanence. It’s
not just an image quality question.
An example that we always cite is our
tests with Staples Premium Glossy Photo
paper. The new HP printers with their ink
set and HP Premium Plus Photo Paper
received a 73 year rating. The same printer
and ink with the Staples paper was rated as
lasting only two years on display! It can be
that dramatic.
Our company, as a matter of policy, has
pretty much stayed away from the image
quality questions, leaving that to people
like yourselves. I will say that it’s a very
multi-parameter problem.
SB: Experimenting with different ink and
paper combinations can yield a rich range
of image tones, but can yield unexpected
image stability issues. I found I really liked
the way Canon printers produced black and
white images on Epson Heavyweight Matte
Paper, but the images were not very stable.
HW: Yes, I think a good example of that
is if you like the flat matte papers as many
photographers do, that if you were to print
on Somerset Enhanced using dye-based
inks, you can produce absolutely stunning
prints with a high D-max. However
resulting prints are extremely unstable with
dye-based inks on every platform, including
the Iris printer. After you make the print
and look at it you’ll say great, but six
months of display later it may look
anything but great. There’s no way to know
that out of the box—it gets back to the
point where if you don’t have specific
information available about the
permanence of your ink media combination,
you’re potentially going to have a disaster.
I think one of the real differences that
has developed in photography in the past
few years is the ability of the average
photographer to have the ability to make
their own color prints. That was simply
not possible before without a major
investment in equipment. Most
photographers took their film to a lab. It
could have been a minilab or a higher-end
professional lab. But the choice of paper
usually was not one that the photographer
made. They might make a choice of
surface, like high gloss, semigloss, or
luster, but the paper was the same. Now
that has completely changed.
If you walk into CompUSA or Best Buy,
there’s a huge shelf full of paper and the
end user is now actually choosing and
buying paper to make color prints, and that
never existed before in photography. That’s

one of the things that’s become confusing
because people have been offered a huge
array of different papers at different prices,
most of them claiming to be excellent in
every respect. You even see it on the Kodak
Ultima ink jet papers, which, on the front
of the package, says it makes “long-lasting
prints” as sort of a general statement.
Certainly one thing I would advise
people to be very aware of is that the
papers made by Kodak and the other
third-party companies—that is other than
the printer manufacturers themselves—are
all advertised, without exception, as being
suitable for all printers. It means that in
the formulation that they are not optimized
for any particular ink set or printer. They
are using a “one size fits all” approach and
that means that they don’t fit any of them
well compared to what the printer
manufacturers can do because they design
their papers specifically for their ink sets.
I think that nowhere is that more
evident than in HP’s new photo inks and
Premium Plus Photo Paper, which is
available in both a gloss and matte
surface. At this point in history, I would
consider that ink and media match to be
the most highly engineered match of an
ink set to a paper in terms of
permanence. And it kind of points where I
think the field is going. These are
highly specialized products and,
particularly with the dye-based inks, a
proper match between ink and media is
critically important.
This is all something we didn’t have to
deal with in traditional photography.
People were buying process RA-4 color
prints and they were made with either
Kodak or Fuji paper, or it might have
been Konica or Agfa paper. But whatever
the lab used, that’s what you got. Now
you have almost infinite combinations of
inks and papers that can be used. And I
think many photographers will do exactly
what you just described. They will try
different papers looking for a certain
surface or tonal quality at a price they
like and when they find that combination
that’s what they will print on. But image
permanence is sort of a hidden thing. You
can’t see how long an image will last just
by looking at the print.
Henry Wilhelm’s informative website is
www.wilhelm-research.com.
Chris Maher and Larry Berman are
photographers, writers, and web designers.
Visit their websites www.BermanGraphics.com
and www.InfraredDreams.com.
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,PDJLQJ5HVHDUFKDZDUGHGRXUSURFHVV
WKH\HDUGDUNSHUPDQHQFHUDWLQJIRU
SKRWRERRNV

ifolor trusts its brand to
Xerox® photo printing excellence.
LIRORUD6ZLVVFRQVXPHUSKRWRSURFHVVRU
OHYHUDJHG;HUR[®WHFKQRORJ\WRODXQFK
QHZSURGXFWVVXFKDVSKRWRERRNVFDOHQGDUV
DQGFDUGV,WKDGDYLVLRQIRUWKHVHSURGXFWV
EXWKDGEHHQXQDEOHWRHQVXUHWKHTXDOLW\
LWNQHZLWVFXVWRPHUVZRXOGGHPDQG

To learn more about the advantages of the Xerox® iGen Family with Matte Dry Ink,
visit www.xerox.com
©2012 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserved. Xerox®, Xerox and Design®, iGen 4® and iGen™ are trademarks of Xerox Corporation
in the United States and/or other countries. Kodak Edge Generations is a trademark of Eastman Kodak Co. Konica Minolta Impressa is
a trademark of Konica Minolta. 10/12 IG4BR-12UA
610P730366

LIRORUXVHVWKH;HUR[® iGen 4®DQG0DWWH
'U\,QNWRFUHDWHLPDJHVLWVD\VDUH
LQGLVWLQJXLVKDEOHIURPRIIVHWULYDOVLOYHU
KDOLGHDQGGHOLJKWLWVFXVWRPHUV,WVD\V
LWLVDEOHWRSURGXFHKLJKYDOXHMREVZLWK
DVWRXQGLQJTXDOLW\LQFOXGLQJHQKDQFHG
ÀHVKWRQHVDQGQDWXUDOFRORUVZKLFKRSHQ
XSDZRUOGRIRSSRUWXQLW\LQSULQWLQJ
FRQVXPHUSKRWRV
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In the digital age, visual images are captured and shared constantly
through electronic means. To make digital photo memories last for
generations photos must be printed. A large majority of photobooks
worldwide are printed today on HP Indigo’s high-quality presses.
HP Indigo understands the importance of keeping cherished memories
alive. To confirm the permanence of HP Indigo’s photo prints, the
photo products were submitted to an independent research laboratory,
Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR), for testing at HP Indigo’s expense.
The results verified the permanence of the HP Indigo photo solution,
validating that HP Indigo photobook pages will last for at least 200
years, while photos printed on HP Indigo presses for display
outperform the most widely used silver halide papers.
HP Indigo is the only digital press manufacturer that has published print
permanence results from independent testing. This paper will present
these test findings, enabling the print service provider to provide both
consumers and professionals answers to these questions: How long do
HP Indigo digital photo prints and photobooks last? How should they
be protected to withstand the test of time?

Image permanence testing by Wilhelm
Imaging Research
The WIR laboratory conducts research on the stability and
preservation of traditional and digital colour photographs and motion
pictures. In the absence of international standards on print
permanence, this independent image testing company has become
a leading authority on photo permanence. The company publishes
brand name-specific permanence data for desktop and large-format
inkjet printers and other digital printing devices.
While the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has
developed standards for the testing of image permanence, these
standards have yet to be extended to digital print output, though the
organisation has signaled its intent to provide such standards.
The WIR results are published (www.wilhelm-research.com) to help
make it possible to select the best products when image permanence
is an important consideration.

Importance of photo permanence
Print permanence determines how well photos and their colour are
preserved and withstand the rigors of their environment. Over time,
the optical density, colour balance, luster, and other qualities of
photos gradually degrade. The photo print’s rate of deterioration
depends on the colourants used to form the image, paper quality,
and type of exposure to the environment.
While customers are faced with a multitude of product choices and
printing technologies, they are rarely or never presented with print
permanence information to assist in their printing choices. In fact,
there is a broad range of permanence performance among digital
printing technologies. To enable consumers and professionals to
make informed choices, they should be made aware of the
permanence quality of products they are choosing.

HP Indigo printing technology
The photo-quality prints produced by HP Indigo presses are created using unique printing technology: liquid electrophotography (LEP). This
printing process, developed by HP Indigo, uses HP Indigo ElectroInk containing electrically charged, minute ink particles dispersed in liquid,
allowing for higher resolution, uniform gloss, and sharp image edges. The very thin ink layer is almost transparent, exposing the natural
attributes of the paper for a fine photo finish.
The HP Indigo printing method enables high quality, a wide and accurate colour gamut, and sharp images, all of which exceed the quality
achieved by competing digital printing technologies. The HP Indigo photo printing solution using CMYK delivers high-definition photos. For highend professional photo quality, the solution also offers additional inks—light cyan and light magenta—for realistic skin and sky tones, and light
black for superior grayscale images. The unique attributes of the HP Indigo printing technology have made it the premier digital photo printing
solution worldwide.

3
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WIR testing methodology

A WIR study was recently conducted* on the image permanence of
prints and photobook pages produced on HP Indigo presses using
the HP Indigo’s ElectroInk unique liquid pigment ink. Accelerated light
exposure and dark aging tests determine the comparative life
expectancy of digitally printed photographs.

Discolouration or fading of photos is caused by many environmental
factors. The WIR laboratory conducts separate tests for each factor
that can cause deterioration of photo quality: light fading, heat and
humidity fading, and gas fading. It employs accelerated tests that
emulate natural conditions, exposing the material to the
environmental factor in a concentrated manner. The tests determine
the degree of image bleed and changes in density and colour
balance and give ratings according to when the discolouration is first
noticeable. Each type of printed material (ink/paper combination)
has its own image stability characteristics, with some far more stable
than others according to the WIR report.

The tests were conducted on prints produced on the HP Indigo press
5500, but WIR’s results are applicable to the full range of HP Indigo
digital presses.** Testing was conducted on HP Indigo photo prints
on four different paper/HP Indigo ElectroInk combinations, including
on paper especially designed to give the look and feel of photo
prints.
Kromekote Digital
Printing Paper

4 inks

CMYK

Kromekote Digital
Printing Paper

6 inks

CMYK + light cyan and
light magenta

Felix Schoeller E-Photo 6 inks
LUSTRE photo paper

CMYK + light cyan and
light magenta

6 inks
Felix Schoeller
E-Photo LUSTRE photo
paper with lamination

CMYK + light cyan and
light magenta

4

*Published on March 7, 2011. For the full report see
www.wilhelm-research.com/HPIndigo/HP IndigoDigtialPresses
**HP Indigo 7600 Digital Press, HP Indigo 7500 Digital Press, HP Indigo 7000 Digital
Press, HP Indigo W7250 Digital Press, HP Indigo W7200 Digital Press, HP Indigo
WS6000p Digital Press, HP Indigo 5600 Digital Press, HP Indigo 5500 Digital Press,
HP Indigo press 5000, HP Indigo 3500 Digital Press.
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Light fading
The lightfastness of prints and photobook pages is tested to
determine years of display under exposure to UV light before
noticeable fading occurs. WIR performs accelerated light stability
tests by exposing prints to light at levels 35 to 200 times brighter
than normal conditions. Predictions are based on display conditions
that expose prints to 450 lux, 12 hours per day. Accelerated light
stability tests are conducted at 35 klux at a constant temperature of
23°C with 60% relative humidity (RH) under glass-filtered, cool white
florescent illumination. To ensure the purity of light stability data, the
testing removes other factors that would compromise the results,
including humidity and pollutants.
Heat and humidity fading
Deterioration of photos is also affected by temperature and relative
humidity, especially in dark storage. High temperatures and/or high
humidity exacerbate the problems. WIR conducts tests at high
temperatures (eg. 57 °C, 64°C, 71°C, and 78 °C) at a constant
relative humidity of 50% RH. In relative high humidity over the time,
prints may suffer from colour balance changes, density changes,
lateral ink bleeding, bronzing in high density areas, sticking, and ink
transfer. The WIR humidity fastness test is performed at high relative
heat and humidity of 30°C and 80% RH.
Gas fading
Fading of photos exposed to the open atmosphere is also caused by
gases. Papers displayed unframed are vulnerable to the open
atmosphere even where very low levels of air pollutants are present.
To assess gas fading of indoor unframed prints, WIR conducts
accelerated exposure tests for “Unprotected Resistance to Ozone”
using a test chamber maintained at 23°C and 50% RH.

Original
Original
Simulated impact of environmental factors on photos over time.

20 years

40 years

60 years

80 years

Multiple tests are executed to simulate conditions where photos and
photobooks are stored. Photo consumers and professionals either
display their photos or put them away in albums. WIR gives separate
ratings for each of these categories.

5
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Album and dark storage permanence

Like displayed photos, photos in dark storage may also “suffer
yellowing of the print paper, image fading, changes in colour
balance, and physical embrittlement, such as cracking and/or
delamination of the image layer,” according to WIR. To ascertain
dark storage and album permanence, the company conducts stability
tests on photos exposed to elevated temperatures and separately to
high humidity.

HP Indigo WIR album and dark storage ratings
WIR’s Album Permanence Ratings validate the archivability of HP
Indigo photobooks. All four of the Indigo printing combinations that
underwent album/dark permanence testing earned the maximum
WIR dark permanence ratings of > 200 years.* In comparison, WIR
gives silver halide photos a much lower album/dark storage rating
of > 100 years.

Print

Album/dark
permanence
rating

HP Indigo

> 200 years

Fuji Crystal Archive

> 100 years

Kodak Edge
Generations

> 100 years

Konica Minolta
Impressa

> 100 years

*WIR dark storage stability test results for photobooks are valid only for pages printed
inside or on the cover of the book and do not cover other materials used to produce the
book.
**Tests are based on ISO standard 18935: 2005).

6

Durability testing
Durability refers to how well an image resists accidents such as
spilled water, smudging, and fingernail scratches. In the study on
photo printing on HP Indigo presses, WIR testing was conducted for
waterfastness. Both water drop tests and standing water droplets/
gentle wipe tests are employed.** WIR categorises the water
resistance results according to three levels: “High,” “Moderate”,
and “Low.” In the two tests on HP Indigo printing on photo papers
produced by Felix Schoeller, WIR gave both the HP Indigo prints
a rating of “high” resistance to water. One test was of Indigo 6-ink
printing on Felix Schoeller E-photo paper and the other on the same
paper with lamination. The result was comparable to the high
resistance rating for Fuji Crystal Archive paper. The other two tests
of HP Indigo printing with 4 inks and 6 inks on Kromokote Digital
Printing Paper resulted in “moderate” water resistance.
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Preservation of photographic memories has changed dramatically in
the past 10 years, as more and more photos are being printed in
photobook form, partly protected from the open light and
atmosphere. Dark permanence measures the longevity of photos
stored in albums and photobooks, when most of the time the pages
are not exposed to light.
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Display permanence
Display permanence refers to how long a photo can be on display
before noticeable signs of fading, changes in colour balance and/or
staining occur. Photo prints are displayed under varying degrees of
protection – from totally bare and uncovered, to framed under glass,
or UV filtered glass or plastic. Photos can be harmed on display by
intense light, high temperature and humidity, and exposure to gases,
with the rate of fading affected by the level of protection from these
elements.

The major cause of fading with most digital and traditional colour
prints in indoor display is visible light*, and “although a UV filter may
slow fading, it will not stop it,” according to WIR. Illumination
conditions in homes, museums, and galleries vary, and colour images
will last longer when displayed under lower light levels.
Since ordinary glass absorbs most UV radiation while maintaining
colour balance, and also protects photos from airborne contaminants
and staining, WIR considers the “Displayed Prints Framed Under
Glass” test in typical indoor situations the superior of the three display
conditions.

HP Indigo WIR display permanence ratings
The display permanence ratings for HP Indigo photo prints far exceed the results of tests conducted on photos printed on industry standard
silver halide papers, as indicated in the following table.
Printer/ink/paper

Display permanence
rating framed
under glass

Display permanence
rating framed with
UV filter

Display permanence
rating unframed–bare
bulb

HP Indigo on Kromkote
Digital Printing Paper

38 years

54 years

23 years

HP Indigo on Felix Schoeller
E-Photo Paper

31 years

36 years

21 years

Kodak Edge Generations
(silver halide colour print)

19 years

18 years

18 years

Konica Minolta Impressa
(silver halide colour print)

17 years

19 years

16 years

7
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Summary of HP Indigo print permanence
The permanence ratings from WIR—the industry’s most respected
authority on digital print permanence—provide an important
validation for the use of HP Indigo digital presses in consumer and
professional photo merchandise markets as well as in the fine art
world. The HP Indigo photobook page permanence rating of more
than 200 years ensures excellent long-term stability and freedom from
gradual yellowing when stored in albums and other dark locations.
This is essential for securing creative and family memories. The silver
halide replacement quality of Indigo prints is demonstrated in both
display and dark storage conditions. HP Indigo is proud to have put
its prints to WIR testing. HP Indigo is the only digital press
manufacturer that has published print permanence results from an
independent research lab. The test results and storage
recommendations should be used to inform customers of the viability
of HP Indigo prints over time.

North America
Hewlett-Packard Company
5555 Windward Pkwy
Alpharetta, GA 30004
USA
Tel: +1 800 289 5986

Print

Album/dark
permanence
rating

HP Indigo

> 200 years

Fuji Crystal Archive

> 100 years

Kodak Edge
Generations

> 100 years

Konica Minolta
Impressa

> 100 years

Printer/ink/paper

Display permanence
rating framed
under glass

Display permanence
rating framed with
UV filter

Display permanence
rating unframed–bare
bulb

HP Indigo on Kromkote
Digital Printing Paper

38 years

54 years

23 years

HP Indigo on Felix Schoeller
E-Photo Paper

31 years

36 years

21 years

Kodak Edge Generations
(silver halide colour print)

19 years

18 years

18 years

Konica Minolta Impressa
(silver halide colour print)

17 years

19 years

16 years

Latin America
Hewlett-Packard Company
5200 Blue Lagoon Drive
Suite 950
Miami, FL 33126
USA
Tel: +305 267 4220
Fax: +305 265 5550
informahpindigo@hp.com

Israel
Hewlett-Packard Company
Kiryat Weizmann
P.O. Box 150
Rehovot 76101
Israel
Tel: +972 8 938 1818
Fax: +972 8 938 1338

Europe, Middle East, and Africa
Hewlett-Packard Española S.L
Cami de Can Graells, 1 – 21
08174 Sant Cugat del Valles
Barcelona
Spain
Tel: +34 902 027 020
Fax: +34 935 82 1 400

Asia Pacific
Hewlett-Packard Company
138 Depot Road
Singapore 109683
Tel: +65 6727 0777
Fax: +65 6276 3160

To learn more, visit www.hp.com/go/graphic-arts or www.hp.com/go/photospecialty
© Copyright 2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without
notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such
products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical
or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
4AA3-9321EEW, April 2012.
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ILFORD GALERIE Inkjet Media Awarded a Print Permanence
Rating of 200+ Years by Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.

Marly, Switzerland– August 22, 2011 – ILFORD Imaging Switzerland GmbH
(www.ilford.com), a leading developer and manufacturer of professional quality media
for both inkjet printing and colour photographic processes, is pleased to announce its
line of GALERIE inkjet photo media has received high print permanence ratings from
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., the world's leading independent permanence testing
laboratory.
Results show that ILFORD GALERIE Gold Fibre Silk, Smooth Pearl and Smooth
Gloss media achieved a very high level of overall Print Permanence and Dark Storage
Stability Ratings. When printed with HP Vivera pigment inks, the papers were found to
withstand fading and yellowing for more than 250 years in archival album or dark
storage conditions, and are stable for more than 200 years when displayed under
glass. The Smooth papers also demonstrated a “very high” resistance to high
humidity.
“Photographers trust ILFORD to protect their images and legacy, therefore it is
absolutely imperative that we are able to demonstrate the durability of our GALERIE
media line,” said Paul Willems, CEO of ILFORD Imaging. “Our papers are able to
withstand the test of time and will not fade or show signs of yellowing for more than
250 years, which will give photographers the confidence that their images will be
enjoyed by future generations.
The rigorous testing procedures undertaken by Wilhelm Imaging Research examined
ink fade and paper yellowing under controlled light and humidity conditions in a
carefully controlled lab setting. The data is based on test samples printed with a
Hewlett-Packard Designjet Z3200 printer and HP Vivera pigment inks. The full
Wilhelm Imaging Research report can be found online at http://www.wilhelmresearch.com/Ilford/Ilford.html.
“Products as permanent as these ILFORD offerings require very long test times, so
while these media have not yet reached the first of our endpoint criteria, the tests
have been in progress long enough for us to confidently give all three papers a
greater than 200 year WIR Display Permanence Rating with HP Vivera Pigment Inks,”
said Henry Wilhelm, co-founder, president, and director of research at Wilhelm
Imaging Research, Inc. “The tests are continuing and these ratings will increase. At
250+ years, the Dark Storage (Arrhenius) stability rating as well as the 100+ year
ozone resistance are also extremely good. Freedom from optical brightening agents
(OBAs) affords the papers an additional permanence advantage in terms of resistance
to yellowing over time; this is especially important for prints on long-term display.
Overall, these ILFORD papers are highly stable products.”
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“At ILFORD we strive to create the highest quality products in order to meet the
demands of today’s discerning professionals who rely on inkjet media,” said
Dr. Rita Hofmann, Director of Research and Development at ILFORD. “Our in-house
research and development staff continues to develop market leading products using
the latest print technology. We are pleased that the Wilhelm Research laboratory has
independently verified the impressive permanence levels we have created.”
ILFORD GALERIE Professional Inkjet media are designed specifically to meet the
demanding needs of today’s professional inkjet marketplace. The papers deliver
superior images that mirror those of a photographic print, and are universally
compatible with all high-end inkjet printers. To provide the right tools for a variety of
applications, ILFORD GALERIE is available in three distinct versions – GOLD,
SMOOTH and GRAPHIC.

Founded in 1879, ILFORD is a leading player in the development and manufacture of
photo quality media and other consumables for both inkjet printing and colour
photographic processes. The worldwide digital imaging and colour photographic
businesses, which include R&D and manufacturing operations in Switzerland, are
owned by Paradigm Global Partners LLP.
The ILFORD name is well established in the history of imaging and today continues to
be associated with cutting edge technology thanks to its strong links to the photo
imaging marketplace, research and development, technical know-how and
manufacturing capabilities. For more information on ILFORD, please visit
www.ilford.com
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Canon Large Format Printer, Inks and Media Receive High Print Permanence Ratings

Press Release
•

•
•

Canon imagePROGRAF iPF8300, LUCIA EX pigment inks and Canon media have
received a high level of print permanence ratings from the world’s leading
independent print permanence testing laboratory
“Displayed Prints Framed Under Glass” permanence rating of up to 95 years for
colour prints and more than 200 years for black and white prints
Tests accredited by Wilhelm Imaging Research

LONDON, 15 November 2010. Canon Europe, world leader in imaging solutions, has
announced that the imagePROGRAF iPF8300 large format printer, high‐stability LUCIA
EX pigment inks and Canon media have undergone extensive print permanence testing
by Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR), the world’s leading independent print permanence
testing laboratory, and have received a very high level of overall WIR Print Permanence
Ratings.

The Canon imagePROGRAF iPF8300 printer with LUCIA EX pigment inks, which are also
used in the iPF6350 and iPF6300 printers, together with Canon media achieved a WIR
“Displayed Prints Framed Under Glass” permanence rating of up to 95 years for colour
prints and more than 200 years for black and white output. The WIR tests also found that
the Canon prints were highly resistant to damage from high humidity levels, ozone
exposure and water damage.

Henry Wilhelm, President of Wilhelm Imaging Research said: “Whether printed in colour
or made in black and white, the prints are beautiful – and will remain beautiful – for a
very long period of time.”

The full WIR report for the Canon imagePROGRAF iPF8300 printer, which features Brian
Hampton, an award‐winning wildlife and landscape photographer, can be found at
http://www.wilhelm‐research.com/canon/ipf8300.html.

The print permanence testing methods developed by WIR over the past 25 years have
come to be widely regarded as the de facto industry standard for both consumer and
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professional printers, as well as many of the world’s leading independent fine art and
inkjet photo paper suppliers. The tests provide easily understandable comparisons
between products, and are designed to evaluate the five major print longevity factors:
prolonged exposure to light when prints are displayed, dark storage and album stability,
resistance to unprotected exposure to atmospheric ozone, high humidity and water
damage.

importance of high quality prints. We pride ourselves on providing the highest possible
quality in prints, along with the consistency and the reliability that professionals expect
when using Canon products. The combination of the imagePROGRAF models with our
LUCIA EX pigment ink will give our customers the confidence and capability to print
exceptionally high quality output that will last,” commented Yuichi Miyano, Director of
Large Format Solutions, Canon Europe.

‐ ENDS ‐

About Canon Europe
Canon Europe is the regional sales and marketing operation for Canon Inc.,
represented in 116 countries and employing over 11,000 people across Europe,
the Middle East and Africa (EMEA).
Founded in 1937 with the specific goal of making the best quality camera
available to customers, Canon’s tireless passion for the Power of Image has since
extended its technology into many other markets and has established it as a
world leader in both consumer and business imaging solutions. Its solutions
comprise products, ranging from digital compact and SLR cameras, through
broadcast lenses and portable X‐ray machines, to multi‐function and production
printers, all supported by a range of value added services.
Canon invests heavily in R&D to deliver the richest and most innovative products
and services to satisfy customers’ creative needs. From amateur photographers to
professional print companies, Canon enables each customer to realise their own
passion for image.
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Canon believes that considering the interests of society and the environment is an
integral part of good business practice. This is embodied in its corporate
philosophy Kyosei ‐ ‘To live and work together for the common good’.
Further information about Canon Europe is available at:
www.canon‐europe.com

Sarah Mitchell
European PR Professional
Canon Europe
+44 (0) 20 8588 8205
Mobile: +44 (0)7814 394 922
sarah.mitchell@canon‐europe.com

Greg Mills
AD Communications
+ 44 (0) 1372 464470
Mobile: +44 (0)7740 511766
gmills@adcomms.co.uk
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Canon’s imagePROGRAF iPF8300 Printer, Lucia EX Pigment Inks and Canon Media Receive High Print Permanence Ratings from Wilhelm Imaging Research

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Canon U.S.A. Website:
http://www.usa.canon.com
For sales info/customer support:
1-800-OK-CANON

Editorial Contact:
Kevin McCarthy, Canon U.S.A., Inc.
516-328-5950
kmccarthy@cusa.canon.com

CANON’S imagePROGRAF iPF8300 PRINTER, LUCIA EX PIGMENT INKS AND CANON
MEDIA RECEIVE HIGH PRINT PERMANENCE RATINGS FROM WILHELM IMAGING
RESEARCH
Lake Success, N.Y., October, 3, 2010 – Canon U.S.A., Inc., a leader in digital imaging, today
announced that the imagePROGRAF iPF8300 large format printer, high-stability LUCIA EX pigment
inks and Canon media have undergone extensive print-permanence testing by Wilhelm Imaging
Research (WIR), the world’s leading independent permanence testing laboratory. Both the
imagePROGRAF iPF8300 printer and Canon media achieved a very high level of overall WIR Print
Permanence Ratings for large format printers.
The Canon imagePROGRAF iPF8300 printer with LUCIA EX pigment inks (also used in the
iPF6350/6300 printers) and Canon media achieved a WIR “Displayed Prints Framed Under Glass”
permanence rating of up to 95 years for color images, and greater than 200 years for black-and-white
output. The Canon prints also proved to be very resistant to damage from high-humidity
environments, ozone exposure and water damage, according to WIR tests. “Whether printed in color
or made in black-and-white, the prints are beautiful – and will remain beautiful – for a very long
period of time,” said Henry Wilhelm, president, Wilhelm Imaging Research.
The full WIR report for the Canon imagePROGRAF iPF8300 printer, which features Brian Hampton,
an award-winning wildlife and landscape photographer, making prints with his iPF8300, can be found
on the WIR website at http://www.wilhelm-research.com/canon/ipf8300.html
The comprehensive print permanence test methods developed by the Wilhelm Imaging Research over
the past twenty-five years have become the de facto industry standard for both consumer and
professional printers, and the WIR test methods are also used by many of the world’s leading
independent fine art and inkjet photo paper suppliers. WIR’s tests, which provide easy-to-understand
“apples-to-apples” comparisons between products, are designed to evaluate all of the five major print
longevity factors: prolonged exposure to light when prints are displayed, dark storage and album
stability, and resistance to unprotected exposure to atmospheric ozone, high-humidity, and damage by
water.
“At Canon, we pride ourselves on providing the highest quality in prints along with the consistency
and reliability professionals have come to expect when using our products,” said Rich Reamer,
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director, Large Format Product Marketing, Canon U.S.A. “The combination of our new 12-color
LUCIA EX pigment ink, with its high ratings for print permanence, along with the imagePROGRAF
models such as the iPF8300, will provide professionals with the confidence and capability to print
exceptionally high-quality output that will last.”

About Wilhelm Imaging Research
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. has for over 25 years conducted research on the stability and
preservation of traditional and digitally-printed color and black-and-white photographs, and on the
preservation of motion pictures in humidity-controlled, very low temperature cold storage. A major
activity of WIR is the development of improved accelerated print permanence tests and advanced, full
tonal scale, colorimetric analysis methods for the fading and staining that occurs with color and
black-and-white photographic images over time. As an independent testing laboratory, WIR
publishes brand-name-specific, comparative permanence data for desktop and large-format inkjet
printers and other digital imaging devices. WIR has provided standardized test data to many of the
world’s leading imaging and photographic companies.
About Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Canon U.S.A., Inc., is a leading provider of consumer, business-to-business, and industrial digital
imaging solutions. Its parent company, Canon Inc. (NYSE:CAJ), a top patent holder of technology,
ranked fourth overall in the U.S. in 2009†, with global revenues of US $35 billion, is listed as number
six in the computer industry on Fortune Magazine's World’s Most Admired Companies 2010 list, and
is on the 2009 BusinessWeek list of "100 Best Global Brands." Canon U.S.A. is committed to the
highest levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty, providing 100 percent U.S.-based consumer
service and support for all of the products it distributes. At Canon, we care because caring is essential
to living together in harmony. Founded upon a corporate philosophy of Kyosei – "all people,
regardless of race, religion or culture, harmoniously living and working together into the future" –
Canon U.S.A. supports a number of social, youth, educational and other programs, including
environmental and recycling initiatives. Additional information about these programs can be found at
www.usa.canon.com/kyosei. To keep apprised of the latest news from Canon U.S.A., sign up for the
Company's RSS news feed by visiting www.usa.canon.com/rss.
###
†Based on weekly patent counts issued by United States Patent and Trademark Office.
All referenced product names, and other marks, are trademarks of their respective owners
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Canon has also created the LUCIA EX Print Sample Request Program, giving consumers the
opportunity to receive photographs printed on the new Canon imagePROGRAF iPF8300/6350/6300
large format printers. Customers will receive three printed images captured by Canon Explorer of
Light photographers, which demonstrate the high-quality printing capabilities of the
imagePROGRAF 12-color series and new LUCIA EX ink set. To request the print samples,
individuals can visit www.usa.canon.com/ipfprintsample.
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ILFORD GALERIE range is reinforced!
Impressive 200+ years Wilhelm test results announced, while new
Heavy Weight Matt and Fine Art papers join the dynamic range
Marly, Switzerland, September 21, 2010 – ILFORD, long recognised as the Choice of
Professionals, is pleased to reveal new media and accreditation for the dynamic GALERIE
range. Designed to meet the demanding needs of today’s professional inkjet marketplace,
the recent Wilhelm test results, as well as the innovative new papers, underline the ILFORD
commitment to creating cutting-edge, contemporary media.
Wilhelm Research Imaging print permanence results
Image quality and permanence are both indicators of quality in the imaging industry.
Professional photographers and artists committed to top-of-the-line results carefully select
their media based upon both immediate and sustainable long-term print results.
Dedicated to researching and publishing brand name specific permanence data, Wilhelm
Imaging Research, the most pertinent standard in the professional imaging industry,
conducts rigorous tests to measure the print permanence of the most competitive media on
the market. The effect of light and high humidity during display, the stability of prints in longterm dark storage and the resistance to ozone and water contact are all measured in the
extensive five-factor Wilhelm Imaging Research testing process.
Confident that their media would perform well in the benchmark tests, ILFORD submitted
their GALERIE Smooth Gloss, GALERIE Smooth Pearl, and GALERIE Gold Fibre Silk
papers to Wilhelm Imaging Research. Printed with HP Vivera pigment inks, the
comprehensive testing process is still underway, with initial results proving very promising.
Framed under glass, or protected with a UV filter, the GALERIE Smooth Gloss and Pearl
papers are expected to offer WIR Display Permanence Ratings of over 200 years.
Unframed, this media is expected to offer over 100 years of image permanence. These
results reinforce the ILFORD reputation for consistently producing eminent, quality media.
Also in conjunction with Wilhelm and marking their commitment to the professional market,
ILFORD is included in the ARTtrust initiative. Designed to verify originality and control print
production, this simple self-certification allows photographers and artists to use bubble tags
to authenticate prints and verify print identity. Thanks to the ARTtrust initiative,
photographers will be able to guarantee exclusivity while customers will be able to purchase
with confidence. ILFORD media is officially compatible with this process, facilitating quality
and control processes for professionals around the world.
NEW GALERIE media
Joining the already dynamic GALERIE range, ILFORD has just introduced a new and
improved Smooth Heavyweight Matt paper. At 200 gsm, the renowned ILFORD Research
and Development Team confirms the media offers inspiring high density and an impressive
colour gamut. The enhanced Smooth Heavyweight Matt paper gives a whiter tint and
increased light stability for breathtaking prints that will capture the attention of the most
attuned audiences.
Further expanding professional photographic possibilities, ILFORD is developing a new
GALERIE Fine Art paper. Restricted previews of initial prototypes of the paper are
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underway as ILFORD performs customer acceptance tests, by canvassing opinion from
journalists, customers and dealers on the paper at the most important international photo
events. Feedback will be implemented in the final production stages of the GALERIE Fine
Art paper, to guarantee the new media meets the needs of the professional marketplace.
Success of the recently released double-sided Smooth Lustre Duo, perfect for creating
tailor-made wedding albums, portfolios or premium quality invitations, proves the new
ILFORD media resonate well with the photo industry. The instant dry porous surface means
Smooth Lustre Duo is easy to work with, while superb photographic image quality and
consistency as well as excellent compatibility with all good quality pigment and dye based
inkjet printers, make the media a valued choice.
“The GALERIE range has always been an integral part of the ILFORD brand,” shares Jane
Dixon, Head of Global Marketing, ILFORD Imaging Switzerland GmbH. “At ILFORD, we are
pleased to continue creating and enhancing our media, to ensure GALERIE remains the
choice of professionals in the inkjet marketplace. The ILFORD Research and Development
Team invests in the latest technology and techniques to guarantee our media remains
cutting-edge. And the latest Wilhelm permanence tests prove we are doing just that.”
About ILFORD:
Founded in 1879, ILFORD is a leading player in the development and manufacture of photo
quality media and other consumables for both inkjet printing and colour photographic
processes. The worldwide digital imaging and colour photographic businesses, which
include the R&D and manufacturing operations in Switzerland, are owned by Paradigm
Global Partners LLP.
The ILFORD name is well established in the history of imaging and today it continues to be
associated with cutting edge technology thanks to its strong links to the photo imaging
marketplace, research and development, technical know-how and manufacturing
capabilities.
For more information on ILFORD, please visit www.ilford.com
Press contact:
Kathryn Lamb
KL Associates
kathryn@klassociates.com
Telephone: 01327 844880
Fax: 01327 843308
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Advanced KODAK printing system with proprietary pigmented inks delivers high quality, one‐
touch simplicity and intelligent features, while maintaining low total running ink costs
Rochester, NY, August 27, 2010 — Eastman Kodak Company (NYSE:EK) today announced the newest addition to its
innovative line of All‐in‐One (AiO) Inkjet Printers, that are intelligently designed to deliver superior performance
1
while maintaining Kodak’s Best‐In‐Class overall print permanence , low‐cost ink system. With the introduction of
the KODAK ESP 9250 AiO Printer, Kodak delivers an advanced printing system to consumers seeking professional‐
quality photos and documents without compromise.
“From low running costs to no‐compromise, high‐quality output and one‐touch simplicity, the ESP 9250 Printer is a
high‐caliber printing machine designed to improve every aspect of the printing experience,” said Susan Tousi,
General Manager, Inkjet Systems, and Vice President, Eastman Kodak Company. “Consumers demand printing
excellence and Kodak delivers with this new, advanced system.”
QUALITY – Kodak’s Proprietary Ink System
2
3
The KODAK AiO Inkjet portfolio produces KODAK Lab Quality photos, documents that last a lifetime, and low total
running costs. Whether displayed on a wall or simply tacked on a refrigerator, KODAK Prints are designed not to
fade.


The KODAK ESP 9250 Printer features Kodak’s proprietary pigmented inks for brilliant colors and permanence
3
to last a lifetime. Only Kodak offers proprietary pigmented inks to the average customer, which are designed
to deliver richer, more vibrant colors that bond more effectively with paper to provide a significant fade
resistance advantage over other ink systems, particularly the dye‐based ink systems used by the majority of
consumer inkjet manufacturers.



Using KODAK Ink and Photo Papers, prints dry instantly, don’t smear or smudge and are water resistant ,
even when using a highlighter on documents. Kodak’s propriety ink system has achieved Wilhelm Imaging
Research (WIR) Display Permanence and album / dark storage ratings of greater than 120 years and WIR
5
Unprotected Ozone Resistance ratings of more than 100 years.

4

INTELLIGENCE – Kodak’s ‘You Push the Button, We Do the Rest’ Performance
Kodak has always been about delivering smart design to consumers, combining one‐touch simplicity with high‐end
performance and features. The new KODAK ESP 9250 Printer brings this promise to the inkjet printer market.


Like others in Kodak’s full line of home inkjet printers, the KODAK ESP 9250 Printer features an intelligent bar
code system that optimizes settings for superior printing performance using Kodak’s versatile proprietary
pigmented ink system. KODAK Printers automatically detect and adjust for printing documents or photos and
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Kodak AiO Printers are the only consumer printers on the market that actively monitor and display how much
ink and paper are available both on the printer LCD screen and remotely on the computer screen, so
consumers can simply hit print and walk away. Kodak’s intelligent paper tray also features an auto‐engaging
photo tray that holds three sizes of paper.



With the latest Wi‐Fi and networking capability, consumers can effortlessly print with Kodak printers including
the KODAK ESP 9250 Printer, from anywhere in their home or even from an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad
6
device. An intuitive control panel and built‐in templates make it easy and convenient to print a variety of
forms, including graph paper, line paper, wide‐ruled paper, tic‐tac‐toe, to do lists, grocery lists and even sheet
music.



To reduce paper use, the KODAK ESP 9250 Printer seamlessly handles double‐sided, duplex printing.

With other printers, consumers waste time thinking about settings and modes, but the Kodak ESP 9250 Printer
ensures a high‐quality print every time without the guesswork.
VALUE – Print & Prosper with Kodak
With the new KODAK ESP 9250 Printer, Kodak maintains its commitment to delivering the lowest total ink
7
replacement cost in the industry.




8

9

Up to 425 black text pages for only $9.99 msrp using KODAK Black Ink Cartridge 10B
8
9
Up to 770 black text pages for only $16.99 msrp using KODAK Black Ink Cartridge 10XL
8
9
Up to 420 color pages for only $17.99 msrp using KODAK Color Ink Cartridge 10C

With Kodak’s industry‐leading approach to delivering fair‐priced ink without compromising quality, consumers
have the freedom to print everything from documents to color photos without worrying about overpaying for ink.
“Over the past three years, Kodak has established itself as the consumer champion in the inkjet printer market,
bringing fair pricing to ink while delivering high‐quality output and ease of use,” said Susan Tousi, General
Manager, Inkjet Systems, and Vice President, Eastman Kodak Company. “With the introduction of the KODAK ESP
9250 Printer, we are building on that promise by unveiling advanced functionality and quality enhancements that
continue to challenge the industry for performance and value.”
Kodak’s new printer announcement is coupled with exciting advancements to its KODAK All‐in‐One Printer Home
Center Software (v 5.4), including social media photo printing from FACEBOOK, PICASA, PHOTOBUCKET, FLICKR
sites, and KODAK GALLERY enabling consumers to manage these photos from one place. Additionally, the software
also features Perfect Page Image Processing Technology that maximizes image quality right at the scanner, and
KODAK PERFECT TOUCH Technology which allows consumers to reduce the appearance of skin blemishes and
10
enhance facial features.
Available in August 2010, the KODAK ESP 9250 Printer retails for $249.99 U.S.MSRP. Learn more about Kodak’s
inkjet portfolio and see how much you’re overpaying for ink at www.printandprosper.com.
###
About Kodak
As the world's foremost imaging innovator, Kodak helps consumers, businesses, and creative professionals unleash
the power of pictures and printing to enrich their lives.
To learn more, visit http://www.kodak.com and follow our blogs and more at http://www.kodak.com/go/followus.
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feature a bar code reader that works seamlessly with KODAK Photo Paper to customize the printer’s ink
output to produce the ideal result for the selected paper. This intelligent design ensures customers receive
exceptional image quality time after time.
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More than 75 million people worldwide manage, share and create photo gifts online at KODAK Gallery – join today
at www.kodakgallery.com.
###
© Kodak, 2010. KODAK, ESP and PERFECT TOUCH are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Company.
1

Based on Kodak ESP 7250 testing by Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR). WIR's image fade resistance testing included the five major longevity
testing factors: light, temperature, unprotected exposure to ambient ozone, high humidity and contact with water. For more information, visit
http://www.wilhelm‐research.com
Using KODAK Ultra Premium and KODAK Premium Photo Papers

3

Under all common consumer display and storage environments. Based on testing by Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR)

4

Based on testing by Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR) and Kodak internal testing on Kodak photo papers.

5

WIR's image fade resistance testing included the five major longevity testing factors: light, temperature, unprotected
exposure to ambient ozone, high humidity and contact with water. For more information, visit http://www.wilhelm‐research.
com.
6

Compatible with iPhone (with OS 2.2 or later) and iPod Touch (2nd generation).

7

Results based on average ink costs of leading consumer inkjet printers using an average page mix of 52% black text documents, 35% mixed‐
color graphics and 13% photos (printed on KODAK Ultra Premium Paper, glossy finish & highest quality photo papers from other manufacturers)
utilizing manufacturers' recommended standard ink cartridges available in single quantity pricing (i.e. no multi‐packs, high capacity, combo
packs, value packs or special promotions) as of June 2010. Actual results may vary. For more information and a list of all printers tested, go to
http://www.kodak.com/go/inkdata for details
8

Pricing as of June 1, 2010

9

Ink yield values obtained by continuous printing in accordance with ISO/IEC 24711 (black text documents using ISO/IEC 19752 test target),
utilizing KODAK All‐In‐One Printers. Actual results may vary.
10

Not available on Macintosh OS
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SMART Papers Kromekote® Helps HP and HP Indigo Win Top Performance Rating for Photo Printing | Business Wire

2/23/10 5:20 PM

SMART Papers Kromekote® Helps HP and HP Indigo Win Top Performance Rating for
Photo Printing
New imaging tests show SMART Papers’ FSC-certified Kromekote Digital printed on HP Indigo resists fading,
degradation for 45 years —longer than the best-rated silver-halide photo paper
PMA 2010
HAMILTON, Ohio--(BUSINESS WIRE)--SMART Papers today said its Kromekote® digital printing papers helped HP
Indigo presses achieve top ratings for lasting print quality, color consistency and image permanence in new third-party
tests conducted on behalf of HP (NYSE: HPQ). HP Indigo’s specialized presses are marketed to photofinishers, printers
and publishers worldwide.
SMART Papers’ Kromekote digital photo papers perform better than advanced“This landmark study by
formulation silver halide photo papers marketed by two of the world’s most recognized
photo industry brands, HP said in a Feb. 18 news release. The tests were conducted by Wilhelm confirms
the international imaging authority, Wilhelm Imaging Research of Grinnell, Iowa, a
SMART Papers
specialist in the stability, preservation and permanence of color photography.

Kromekote brand
delivers superior quality
“This landmark study by Wilhelm confirms SMART Papers Kromekote brand delivers
superior quality photo printing when printed on HP Indigo presses—with permanence
photo printing when
beyond even the most advanced formulations of silver-halide papers,” said Tim
Needham, chairman of SMART Papers. “It’s clear evidence that Kromekote provides the printed on HP Indigo
world’s best digital printing surface for achieving archive quality photo-true images.”
presses—with
permanence beyond
Commercial-quality digital imaging photo papers such as those manufactured by SMART
even the most advanced
Papers are used in the growing photo publishing and photo specialty printing markets.
These markets include photo/digital and other retailers; professional photographers and formulations of silverstudios; wholesale/high volume and professional color lab processors, large chain, online
halide papers”
and one-hour minilab retailers and commercial printers/publishers.
About the study and HP Indigo presses for photo printing
The study gives pages printed with HP Indigo presses on a Kromekote paper from SMART Papers a Wilhelm Imaging
Research (WIR) Display Permanence Rating of approximately 45 years, which is longer than the best-rated silver-halide
photo paper, Fuji Crystal Archive. The HP Indigo rating is also more than twice as long as the WIR Display Permanence
Rating for prints on Kodak silver-halide photo paper, HP said in its news release.
HP made the announcement during the annual conference of the HP Indigo users group, Dscoop, in Dallas last week.
http://www.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/permalink/?ndmViewId=news_view&newsId=20100222005583&newsLang=en
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This week, the Photo Marketing Association (PMA 2010) gathers for its annual conference in Anaheim, CA.
Wilhelm Imaging Research conducts tests for all top photo and printing OEMs worldwide and serves as an advisor to
the Bill Gates-owned Corbis-Bettmann Archive photographic collection of more than 11 million images. The firm’s
principals have also worked with many other photo collection institutions including the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, and authored a landmark, 740-page book, “The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs.”
HP announced two new digital presses with capabilities that improve photo printing quality and color consistency and
help create new business opportunities for print service providers, publishers and photographers. The company said its
HP Indigo WS6000p offers professional portrait output quality as a low-cost replacement for silver-halide printing
systems. HP also said its enhanced HP Indigo W7200 Digital Press improves color management and consistency for
high-volume printing of photo specialty products, including photo books.
Details on Kromekote and Kromekote True-Photo papers

Kromekote is widely regarded as the gold standard in coated printing papers worldwide. With full Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) certification, the brand offers papers in up to 30% post-consumer waste (PCW) fibers.
Brands include Kromekote Text and Cover, Kromekote Recycled, Folding Board, Colors and Metallics, Foils, Textures
and Kromekote Digital, including Kromekote True-Photo papers.
Kromekote True-Photo delivers outstanding photo and image reproduction, creating visuals that pop off the page. A
brilliant 92-bright white shade also produces intense colors and maximum image resolution. The specially engineered
soft matte surface on the other side emulates the quality and appearance of traditional silver-halide photo papers.
Archival, acid-free True-Photo papers enable digital press owners to profitably meet the growing demand for custom
short-run photos and photo applications like greeting cards, direct mail, personalized calendars and much more. The
papers are guaranteed on HP Indigo, Xerox iGen, Kodak NexPress, Canon, Oce, Konica-Minolta and all other
production-rated laser printers.
The papers are RIT-certified and available in 8- and 10- and 12-point caliper, 18x12 size and are sealed in 250 sheet
packs, 1000 sheets per carton.
Mohawk Fine Papers is the exclusive marketer of all SMART Papers products including Kromekote, Knightkote Matte
and SMART Digital premium coated papers. These market-leading brands are widely used and specified by commercial
printers, corporate in-plant printers and graphic designers.
About SMART Papers
Hamilton, Ohio-based SMART Papers is North America’s largest manufacturer and marketer of environmentally
responsible, premium cast-coated and matte-coated papers. Its papers, used in offset and digital printing as well as
consumer packaging, are marketed worldwide.
Brands include Kromekote, Knightkote Matte and SMART Digital. Papers contain up to 100% post-consumer fibers and
are chlorine free. All pulp used in papermaking is certified by one or more of the following third-party organizations: the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), the Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC).
SMART Papers manufacturers branded and specialty papers for a wide range of applications including corporate
brochure and identity programs, annual reports, consumer labels and tags, consumer packaging, stationery, greeting
cards, invitations with matching envelopes, direct mail, security papers and more. SMART Papers sell its coated brands
to customers including specialty and technical converters, OEMs, label manufacturers, laminators, packaging printers,
gift and box wrap printers and greeting card companies worldwide.

http://www.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/permalink/?ndmViewId=news_view&newsId=20100222005583&newsLang=en
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SMART Papers’ Kromekote triple cast-coated, mirror smooth, ultra-glossy surface is specifically designed for digital
printing. It is specially formulated to literally anchor digital inks to the surface.
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SMART Papers’ independent utility operation at its Hamilton manufacturing center supplies the company with all of its
energy needs. It is a participant in the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator (Midwest ISO) and is a
registered Certified Retail Electric Supplier (CRES) in the State of Ohio. SMART Papers is now exploring the transition
to renewable fuels at its power plant.
Please visit www.smartpapers.com or call 800-443-9773 for more information. Customers may also order papers in any
quantity at www.mohawkpaperstore.com.
Contacts
SMART Papers
Tom Kleimeyer, 513-869-5288
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HP Boosts Quality and Value of Graphic Arts Photo Printing HP Indigo photo
printing technology gains 45-year permanence rating
HP Indigo photo printing technology gains 45-year archival permanence rating
Source: HP -- Graphic Arts Online, February 18, 2010

The new press solutions are designed
for photofinishers, professional
photographers, yearbook publishers,
print service providers and other
graphic arts professionals.
- The HP Indigo WS6000p offers
professional portrait output quality as a
high quality, low-cost replacement to
silver-halide systems.
HP Indigo WS6000p Digital Press web for printing archival photos.

- The enhanced HP Indigo W7200
Digital Press improves color management and consistency for high-volume printing of photo specialty products,
including photo books.

HP additionally launched a partner solution from M-photo to manage professional lab workflow for HP Indigo presses
and silver-halide output devices. HP also announced the general availability of the ARTtrust self-certification system for
photographers and artists using HP Designjet Z Series Professional Photo Printers.

"Digital has crossed the gap between traditional and digital photofinishing in terms of quality, productivity and
consistency, and now digital printing surpasses silver halide for photo permanence," said Christopher Morgan, senior
vice president, Graphics Solutions Business, HP. "HP's solutions are accelerating the shift to digital, creating new
business opportunities for print service providers, publishers and photographers."

Display permanence for HP Indigo prints New print permanence research from WIR - the industry's most respected
authority on digital print permanence - supports the value and image permanence of HP Indigo printing for photography
applications.(1) The study gives pages printed with HP Indigo presses on a Kromekote paper from Smart Papers a
WIR Display Permanence Rating of approximately 45 years, which is longer than the best-rated silver-halide photo
paper, Fuji Crystal Archive. The HP Indigo rating is also more than twice as long as the WIR Display Permanence
Rating for prints on Kodak silver halide photo paper.
http://www.graphicartsonline.com/article/449767-HP_Boosts_Quality_and…_Photo_Printing_HP_Indigo_photo_printing_technology_gains_45_year.php
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PALO ALTO, Calif., Feb. 18, 2010 - HP today introduced two digital press solutions with capabilities that improve
photo printing quality and color consistency. The company also announced that output for HP Indigo presses has
received a Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR) Display Permanence rating of approximately 45 years, the first of its kind
for a digital press.(1)
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Rating for prints on Kodak silver halide photo paper.

New HP Indigo digital press targets portrait studio market Expected to be available in July, the HP Indigo WS6000p
Digital Press brings HP's high-quality liquid electrophotographic printing technology to the portrait studio market.
Designed to replace silver-halide output solutions, the new roll-to-roll press includes inline lamination for professional
portrait output at a low cost. Unlike other digital presses, the solution includes light cyan and light magenta inks,
offering photo-realistic imaging when added to the standard CMYK ink set. A higher-volume solution for a fast-growing
market segment

The launch of the new HP Indigo W7200 Digital Press for photo specialty applications raises the level of quality and
productivity for an important market segment. Photo specialty printing is one of HP Indigo's fastest-growing segments
with: - a 30 percent year-over-year increase in 2009 for new HP Indigo press placements used in photo specialty
applications; and - a 47 percent year-over-year increase in photo specialty page output for the segment's annual,
holiday-driven Oct. 1 to Dec. 31 peak-production season.

Designed to meet large photo-specialty firms' production needs, the enhanced W7200 press prints 240 four-color lettersize pages per minute at volumes up to 7.5 million pages per month. It also includes new, linked color-management
utilities on both of its print engines for more accurate, consistent photo prints. Optional finishing systems for the press
allow inline cutting, offset stacking of book blocks and lamination. New production software from HP partner M-photo
provides comprehensive workflow management for professional photography labs using the HP Indigo W7200 and
other HP Indigo press models. The software, which also works with silver-halide output devices, helps eliminate
finishing time and reduces costs with tools to streamline lab management, color correction and image creation.

Self certification for HP Designjet prints
ARTtrust is a simple self-certification system that enables photographers and artists to provide individual identity to any
HP Designjet Z series pigment print producedusing HP Vivera Pigment inks on compatible media or paper. A joint
development between HP and Prooftag™, and endorsed by WIR, the ARTtrust solution is accessible from a new
website (www.arttrustonline.com) that allows registered photographers and artists to activate an ARTtrust Tag, register
newly certified prints, provide information and proof of authenticity, and promote their work. Tags and membership
cards will be sold on the same website by ARTtrust Company, a subsidiary of Prooftag.

Companies that support and promote ARTtrust include Canson INFINITY, Hahnemühle FineArt, ILFORD Imaging and
Innova Art. Early adopters of the ARTtrust system include world-famous photographers and artists who are members of
the HP Experts & Mentors program, including Joel Meyerowitz, Thomas Hoepker, Martin Parr, Douglas Kirkland, and
Digital Atelier artists Dorothy Krause, Bonny Lhotka and Karin Schminke.
http://www.graphicartsonline.com/article/449767-HP_Boosts_Quality_and…_Photo_Printing_HP_Indigo_photo_printing_technology_gains_45_year.php
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The study also shows that HP Indigo photo book prints received a WIR Album/Dark Storage Rating of greater than 100
years. "The permanence ratings from WIR provide an important validation for the use of HP Indigo in consumer and
professional photographic markets as well as in the fine art world," said Henry Wilhelm, co-founder, president and
director of research at Wilhelm Imaging Research. "Good display permanence combined with excellent long-term
stability, as well as freedom from yellowing for images that are in albums or are stored in other dark locations, are
essential to preserving the value of historical photographs, art works and photo books."
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Digital Atelier artists Dorothy Krause, Bonny Lhotka and Karin Schminke.

"In this age of refined mechanical reproduction, the temptation to forge photographic works of art is easily satisfied,"
said Meyerowitz. "We have been hoping and waiting for a foolproof method of security and maintaining the authenticity
of our work. ARTtrust has appeared at precisely the right moment."
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More information about new HP Indigo and Designjet photo solutions, which were announced at the Dscoop5
conference and PMA tradeshow, is available in online press kits at www.hp.com/go/dscoop5 and
www.hp.com/go/pma2010, as well as through the HP Graphic Arts Twitter feed. About HP HP creates new possibilities
for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, businesses, governments and society. The world's largest
technology company, HP brings together a portfolio that spans printing, personal computing, software, services and IT
infrastructure to solve customer problems. More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is available at http://www.hp.com/.
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Search:

» Contact HP

Home & Home office

All of HP US

Everyday Printing > Ink, toner & paper essentials

HP & Wilhelm testing
» Home & Home Office

That family portrait taken last summer will be
enjoyed by your children, your grandchildren,
and maybe even your great-grandchildren—
that’s the real magic behind the science of HP
photo printing! Join us for a tour on paper
testing. You’ll be entertained and (hopefully)
more than a bit impressed. Most importantly,
you’ll know that you made the right choice in
trusting HP photo papers to keep your
memories from fading.

» Everyday Printing
» Buying guides
» Printing tips & how-tos
» Create and print
» Home office ideas
» Ink, toner & paper
Explore
» Digital Photography
» PC Learning Center
» Digital Entertainment
» Free Online Classes
» HP Newsgram Sign-up
Create
» HP Creative Studio
» Snapfish
Shop
» Buy from HP
» Find a Retailer
» Rebate Center

» Science lab
» Meet the Wilhelms
» Predicting the future
» More than just paper
Science of testing
Knowing what photos will look like in 50 or 100 years is a
complicated science. HP relies on our Image Permanence Labs,
as well as the independent Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., to test
the factors that might degrade photos—so that you can rely on HP
photos to preserve your memories.
Science lab
Putting our money where our fade-resistance claim is, HP has built
two world-class Image Permanence Labs in San Diego, CA, and
Corvallis, OR. It’s here that our skilled scientists develop new test
procedures to better predict image permanence—giving you worryfree printing that will preserve your precious photo memories.

Support & Drivers
» Support &
troubleshooting
» Support Forums
» Software & Drivers
» HP Total Care
» Product Registration

In addition to HP’s own testing, which is based on the Wilhelm
Imaging Research (WIR) methodology, HP also submits its products
to WIR on a regular basis. HP considers the procedure developed by
WIR to be the de facto industry standard. In fact, other digital
photography leaders like Canon, Epson, and Fuji have also used the
general WIR methodology to test for fade resistance and to
substantiate fade predictions. Results gathered directly in WIR’s lab
allow direct, fair comparisons between brands—a level playing field
for manufacturers and our customers.

Meet the Wilhelms

http://h71036.www7.hp.com/hho/cache/331583-0-0-225-121.html
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Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. researches the stability and preservation of traditional and digital color
photographs and motion pictures. WIR also provides consulting services to museums, archives, and
commercial collections on the long-term preservation of still photographs and motion pictures.
Henry Wilhelm, co-founder, president, and director of research, was a founding member of the
American National Standards Institute/ISO subcommittee IT9-3, responsible for developing standardized
accelerated test methods for the stability of color photographs and digital print materials.
Carol Brower Wilhelm, co-founder and vice president of Wilhelm Imaging Research, studied fine-art
conservation at Pratt Institute and became proprietor of the Conservation Matting Studio in New York
City.
Together, they authored the landmark book, The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs:
Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures.
Learn more about the test methods and results of Wilhelm Imaging Research at www.wilhelmresearch.com.

What do permanence scientists do? They predict the future! By taking a look at the actual conditions
your photos experience, scientists can develop special tests that accelerate each factor that might
degrade photos over time. Let’s take a closer look at some of these methods:
Environment
Reproducing the temperature and humidity conditions that
photographs are exposed to in a typical home as well as extreme
environments, these HP environmental tests ensure that HP
photos can be safely stored or displayed in a variety of conditions.
However, as with all photo technologies, it is always a good idea to
store photos in a cool, dry place to extend their life as long as
possible.

Fade to failure
When any lab, including WIR, makes a permanence estimate, they
have to define when a photo has faded "to failure"-the point at
which it fails the test. To get an idea of how stringent WIR failure
criteria really are, take a look at how similar the failure point square
looks compared to the original unfaded square on the left*.

Indoor display light level
This is the estimate, based on a variety of research, of the amount of
light, or lux, that a photo is exposed to in an average day in a bright,
well-lit home or office. Nearly all manufacturers assume
approximately 450 lux for 12 hours of daylight per day. Photos are
tested at light levels 35 to 200 times this light level (while still
maintaining real-world temperature and humidity) to accelerate the
fading process. With these accelerated results, a real-world display
life can be calculated based on the 450 lux assumption.
» Read more about image permanence testing
More than just paper
As you can see, HP photo papers go through extensive research and an intensive
testing process (taking up to four years to fully develop a single paper design).
That’s how dedicated HP is to providing high-quality photo papers to preserve
http://h71036.www7.hp.com/hho/cache/331583-0-0-225-121.html
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your images for many years to come. Now go … print some pictures and enjoy
your HP Premium or HP Premium Plus photo paper.

Share/tag this page

Printable version

Using this site means you accept its terms
© 2009 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
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Canson Announces Comprehensive Wilhelm Imaging Research Longevity Test Results on Canson Infinity Range

Press Release – June 2009

®

Canson announces the longevity tests results of Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR), the
®
world’s leading independent print permanence testing laboratory, on all Canson Infinity
papers and canvas with ALL three major pigmented ink systems: Epson UltraChrome K3
inks with Vivid Magenta, Canon LUCIA Pigment inks and HP Vivera Pigment Inks with
Chromatic Red.
®

All Canson Infinity Fine Art papers and canvases have been submitted to all five WIR print
®
permanence tests in order to verify the durability of the Canson Infinity range, in all
conditions: 1) light stability on display; 2) stability in dark storage; 3) resistance to
atmospheric ozone; 4) resistance to high-humidity environments, and; 5) water resistance.
The Wilhelm Imaging Research communicates the following permanence rating for
displayed prints framed under glass (most important of the three display conditions tested
by the WIR):
EPSON
Ultrachrome K3 with
Vivid Magenta pigment
inks
72 years

BFK Rives

CANON
Lucia pigment
inks

HP
Vivera pigment
inks

>115 years

>150 years

69 years
67 years
69 years
65 years

96 years
>115 years
108 years
104 years

>150 years
>150 years
>150 years
>150 years

Platine Fibre Rag
PhotoGloss Premium RC
PhotoSatin Premium RC
Arches Aquarelle Rag

now in test
87 years
88 years
67 years

now in test
>115 years
>115 years
>115 years

now in test
>150 years
>150 years
>150 years

Montval Aquarelle
Montval Torchon
Mi-Teintes
Museum Canvas WR Matte

75 years
> 100 years
71 years
73 years

>115 years
>115 years
>115 years
>115 years

>150 years
>150 years
>150 years
>150 years

87 years
66 years

>115 years
>115 years

>150 years
>150 years

Edition Etching Rag
Arches Velin Museum Rag
Rag Photographique
Rag Photographique DUO

Artist Canvas WR Matte
Artist Canvas Professional Gloss

Detailed results and explanations are available on
www.wilhelm-research.com/canson/canson_infinity.html

www.cansoninfinity.com
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longevity test results on Canson® Infinity range
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Canson Announces Comprehensive Wilhelm Imaging Research Longevity Test Results on Canson Infinity Range

®

Canson reinforces the importance of protecting prints and reminds Wilhelm’s advice that
“All prints intended for long-term display should be framed under glass or plastic to protect
them from staining, image discoloration and other deterioration …”. Special care should be
taken when manipulating, storing and framing Fine Art media. For instance, only acid free
material (glue, framing board, etc) should be used for storing and framing, to avoid
yellowing and migration of chemical additives into the printed media.
For more advice on how to handle Digital Fine Art and Photo media, please visit:
www.canson-infinity.com/en/find_answer.asp
®

Information on Canson Infinity range of Museum Grade Fine Art & Photo papers and
canvas can be found on www.cansoninfinity.com
For High Resolution files, please contact us.
®

About Canson
®
Canson is the worldwide leader in Fine Art paper making and manufacturing. Since 1557
papers such as Arches®, Montval®, Mi-Teintes® have become emblem brands for the
most famous artists worldwide including Picasso, Matisse, Ingres, Warhol, and Goya. With
®
the evolution of printing technologies, Canson has developed media dedicated to inkjet
printing as well as a new generation of papers and canvas for Photography and Digital Fine
Art.
CANSON - BP 139 - 07104 Annonay France

www.cansoninfinity.com
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WIR’s comprehensive test data allows photographers and printmakers to have complete
image permanence information to select the most stable paper/ink/coating combination for
their needs and also allows them to sell their images with complete confidence that their
images will last for generations.
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ScanCafe Welcomes Photography Preservation Expert Henry Wilhelm to Advisory Board

For Immediate Release
Contact:
Tami Casey
Kulesa Faul for ScanCafe
(650) 340-1984
tami@kulesafaul.com

World Renowned Authority Will Advise Growing Online Service
on Photo Preservation and Digital Archiving
BURLINGAME, Calif. – April 28, 2009 – ScanCafe, the premier online photo scanning and
restoration service, announced today the appointment of Henry Wilhelm to the company’s
advisory board. As a board member, Wilhelm, the world’s leading authority on the permanence
and preservation of traditional and digital color photographs, will offer professional counsel on
photographic image permanence and photo archiving, joining the popular online service in its
commitment to the long-term preservation of family photographic history.
“I’ve spent more than 50 years helping preserve photographs of all kinds,” said Henry Wilhelm,
President and Director of Research at Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. “The transition from the
traditional silver-halide analog photography of film and prints to digital cameras, files, and
printers is the most far-reaching change in the more than 150-year history of photography. As
imaging technology evolves, our research continues to expand and now includes both short-term
and long-term digital file preservation issues.”
Wilhelm continued, “I’ve been impressed by ScanCafe’s methodical approach to scanning and
digital restoration of both B&W and color negatives, slides, and prints. The time and care their
technicians devote to color correction and digital repair of scratches, tears, and other physical
damage for each image is impressive. I look forward to working with ScanCafe on long-term
digital preservation strategies as well as on the preservation of valued photographic prints,
negatives, and slides. We need to preserve it all!”
Wilhelm, a leading expert on the preservation of various imaging mediums from color prints,
negatives and slides to motion pictures, has advised the Museum of Modern Art in New York,
Academy Award-winning filmmaker Martin Scorsese, and many commercial and private
photography collections. He serves as a consultant to Corbis on high-security sub-zero cold
storage facilities for the long-term preservation of the Corbis-Bettmann Archive in the United
States, and the Corbis-Sygma photography collection in France. Early in his career, Wilhelm was
an assistant to Ansel Adams in a photography workshop at Yosemite National Park, where
discussions with Adams increased Wilhelm’s interest in the long-term preservation of
photographs.
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ScanCafe Welcomes Photography Preservation Expert Henry Wilhelm to Advisory Board

“Henry Wilhelm is a legendary figure in the history of photography,” said Sam Allen, CEO of
ScanCafe. “His testing laboratory pioneered the independent assessment of image permanence,
and he has worked tirelessly to bring the issue of image permanence into public view, as well.
His vast knowledge of how images deteriorate under various storage and display conditions and
what can be done to prevent this will help us to strengthen the restoration services that we offer,
and advise customers on the best ways to preserve the original photos once they’ve been
digitized.”

Wilhelm joins Pulitzer Prize Winning photographer David Hume Kennerly on the newly formed
ScanCafe advisory board. Kennerly has photographed presidents, wars, and other world events.
He won the 1972 Pulitzer Prize for his photos of the Vietnam War, and two years later was
appointed President Gerald R. Ford’s personal photographer. He was recently named, “One of
the 100 Most Important People in Photography” by American Photo Magazine. Kennerly has
published several books of his work, Shooter, Photo Op, Seinoff: The Final Days of Seinfeld,
Photo du Jour, and most recently, Extraordinary Circumstances: The Presidency of Gerald R.
Ford. Kennerly joined ScanCafe’s Advisory Board to consult on image quality and support for
professional photographers.
The appointments of Wilhelm and Kennerly reflect the company’s ongoing commitment to the
preservation of photos and digital files for future generations. Select experts and advisors will
collectively bring decades of industry experience and insight, providing authoritative
photography and digital preservation advice to consumers and playing an important role in the
continuing growth and development of ScanCafe.
About Henry Wilhelm
Henry Wilhelm is Co-Founder, President, and Director of Research at Wilhelm Imaging
Research, Inc., and is a sought after speaker on the topic of inkjet printing technologies and print
permanence. Wilhelm has been a consultant to many collecting institutions, including the
Museum of Modern Art in New York, on various issues related to the display and preservation of
both traditional photographic prints and digital print media. Wilhelm has authored or co-authored
more than twenty-five technical papers on permanence testing, the stability of traditional and
digital color photographs and long-term preservation of photographic collections.
Together with Carol Brower Wilhelm, he is co-author of the landmark book, The Permanence
and Care of Color Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides,
and Motion Pictures. Wilhelm was the recipient of the Photoimaging Manufacturers and
Distributors Association (PMDA) “2007 Lifetime Achievement Award” for his work on the
evaluation of the permanence of traditional and digital color prints, and for his advocacy of the
use of humidity-controlled cold storage for the long-term preservation of photograph and motion
picture collections.

This document originated at <www.wilhelm-research.com> Filename <The Wilhelm Research Archives – Vol. 2 – 2014-02-20>

The Wilhelm Imaging Research website, www.wilhelm-research.com, has become the world’s
most important resource for information on the permanence of inkjet and other digitally printed
photographs as well as for the use of humidity-controlled cold storage for the long-term
preservation of major photographic collections.
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ScanCafe Welcomes Photography Preservation Expert Henry Wilhelm to Advisory Board

About ScanCafe
Founded in 2006, ScanCafe is an award-winning scanning service, serving photographers and
amateur photo enthusiasts alike, that is dedicated to preserving memories. ScanCafe scans and
digitally repairs old photos, slides and negatives by hand, creating digital files that can be safely
stored and shared forever. ScanCafe has successfully scanned and repaired more than 22 million
images to date and was selected as best scanning service by Money Magazine in 2008. ScanCafe
is based in Burlingame, Calif., and serves customers in the United States and Canada. For more
information on ScanCafe, please visit www.ScanCafe.com, or follow conversations at
twitter.com/scancafe.
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World Renowned Authority Will Advise Growing Online Service on Photo Preservation and Digital Archiving
BURLINGAME, CA--(Marketwire - April 28, 2009) - ScanCafe, the premier online photo scanning and
restoration service, announced today the appointment of Henry Wilhelm to the company's advisory board. As a
board member, Wilhelm, the world's leading authority on the permanence and preservation of traditional and
digital color photographs, will offer professional counsel on photographic image permanence and photo
archiving, joining the popular online service in its commitment to the long-term preservation of family
photographic history.
"I've spent more than 50 years helping preserve photographs of all kinds," said Henry Wilhelm, President and
Director of Research at Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. "The transition from the traditional silver-halide
analog photography of film and prints to digital cameras, files, and printers is the most far-reaching change in
the more than 150-year history of photography. As imaging technology evolves, our research continues to
expand and now includes both short-term and long-term digital file preservation issues."
Wilhelm continued, "I've been impressed by ScanCafe's methodical approach to scanning and digital
restoration of both B&W and color negatives, slides, and prints. The time and care their technicians devote to
color correction and digital repair of scratches, tears, and other physical damage for each image is impressive.
I look forward to working with ScanCafe on long-term digital preservation strategies as well as on the
preservation of valued photographic prints, negatives, and slides. We need to preserve it all!"
Wilhelm, a leading expert on the preservation of various imaging mediums from color prints, negatives and
slides to motion pictures, has advised the Museum of Modern Art in New York, Academy Award-winning
filmmaker Martin Scorsese, and many commercial and private photography collections. He serves as a
consultant to Corbis on high-security sub-zero cold storage facilities for the long-term preservation of the
Corbis-Bettmann Archive in the United States, and the Corbis-Sygma photography collection in France. Early in
his career, Wilhelm was an assistant to Ansel Adams in a photography workshop at Yosemite National Park,
where discussions with Adams increased Wilhelm's interest in the long-term preservation of photographs.

ScanCafe Advisory Board Welcomes Henry Wilhelm, President
and Director of Research at Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.

"Henry Wilhelm is a legendary figure in the history of photography," said Sam Allen, CEO of ScanCafe. "His testing laboratory pioneered
the independent assessment of image permanence, and he has worked tirelessly to bring the issue of image permanence into public
view, as well. His vast knowledge of how images deteriorate under various storage and display conditions and what can be done to
prevent this will help us to strengthen the restoration services that we offer, and advise customers on the best ways to preserve the
original photos once they've been digitized."
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ScanCafe

The Wilhelm Imaging Research website, www.wilhelm-research.com, has become the world's most important resource for information on the permanence of inkjet and
other digitally printed photographs as well as for the use of humidity-controlled cold storage for the long-term preservation of major photographic collections.
Wilhelm joins Pulitzer Prize Winning photographer David Hume Kennerly on the newly formed ScanCafe advisory board. Kennerly has photographed presidents, wars,
and other world events. He won the 1972 Pulitzer Prize for his photos of the Vietnam War, and two years later was appointed President Gerald R. Ford's personal
photographer. He was recently named, "One of the 100 Most Important People in Photography" by American Photo Magazine. Kennerly has published several books of
his work, "Shooter," "Photo Op," "Seinoff: The Final Days of Seinfeld," "Photo du Jour," and most recently, "Extraordinary Circumstances: The Presidency of Gerald R.
Ford." Kennerly joined ScanCafe's Advisory Board to consult on image quality and support for professional photographers.
The appointments of Wilhelm and Kennerly reflect the company's ongoing commitment to the preservation of photos and digital files for future generations. Select
experts and advisors will collectively bring decades of industry experience and insight, providing authoritative photography and digital preservation advice to
consumers and playing an important role in the continuing growth and development of ScanCafe.
About Henry Wilhelm
Henry Wilhelm is Co-Founder, President, and Director of Research at Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., and is a sought after speaker on the topic of inkjet printing
technologies and print permanence. Wilhelm has been a consultant to many collecting institutions, including the Museum of Modern Art in New York, on various issues
related to the display and preservation of both traditional photographic prints and digital print media. Wilhelm has authored or co-authored more than twenty-five
technical papers on permanence testing, the stability of traditional and digital color photographs and long-term preservation of photographic collections.
Together with Carol Brower Wilhelm, he is co-author of the landmark book, "The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color
Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures." Wilhelm was the recipient of the Photoimaging Manufacturers and Distributors Association (PMDA) "2007 Lifetime Achievement
Award" for his work on the evaluation of the permanence of traditional and digital color prints, and for his advocacy of the use of humidity-controlled cold storage for
the long-term preservation of photograph and motion picture collections.
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About ScanCafe
Founded in 2006, ScanCafe is an award-winning scanning service, serving photographers and amateur photo enthusiasts alike, that is dedicated to preserving
memories. ScanCafe scans and digitally repairs old photos, slides and negatives by hand, creating digital files that can be safely stored and shared forever. ScanCafe
has successfully scanned and repaired more than 22 million images to date and was selected as best scanning service by Money Magazine in 2008. ScanCafe is based
in Burlingame, Calif., and serves customers in the United States and Canada. For more information on ScanCafe, please visit www.ScanCafe.com, or follow
conversations at http://twitter.com/scancafe.

Contact:
Tami Casey
Kulesa Faul for ScanCafe
(650) 340-1984
Email Contact
Click here to see all recent news from this company

http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/Scancafe-980637.html
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Premier Imaging Products and Wilhelm Imaging Research Announce Comprehensive Testing

Premier Imaging Products and Wilhelm Imaging Research Announce
Comprehensive Testing of PremierArt Generations Fine Art Papers and Canvas
PremierArt™ Generations fine art paper and canvas in combination with PremierArt
protective coatings are currently being tested with ALL major fine art inkjet printer platforms.
PMA, Las Vegas – March 3, 2009
For Immediate Release
Premier Imaging Products and the Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR), the world’s leading independent print
permanence testing laboratory, have jointly announced that the new PremierArt Generations family of fine art
papers and canvas are currently being tested with all three major pigmented ink systems; Epson UltraChrome K3
Inks With Vivid Magenta, Canon LUCIA Pigment Inks, and HP Vivera Pigment Inks With Chromatic Red.

The Premier Imaging Products line of protective coatings has been engineered specifically for the inkjet media,
and offers a complete solution of matched media and environmentally friendly print coatings. Premier was the
FIRST company in the industry to offer a fully-tested combination of inkjet media and protective coatings and
today is the ONLY company to provide WIR test data for its fine art media WITH its protective coating products
applied.
Research at WIR has shown that many commercially available coatings have unfavorable reactions with inkjet
media that results in yellowish staining and other discoloration both when exposed to light on display and when
prints are stored in the dark. Each ink, paper or canvas, and protective coating combination reacts differently
and it is essential that they be evaluated with all five of the print permanence tests employed by WIR: 1) light
stability on display; 2) stability in dark storage; 3) resistance to atmospheric ozone; 4) resistance to high-humidity
environments, and; 5) water resistance.
All prints that are displayed without being framed under glass or acrylic should be coated to protect delicate print
surfaces from discoloration and physical damage caused by contaminants in the air such as cooking fumes,
cigarette smoke, insect residues, and surface physical damage, as well as the damaging effects of UV light that
may be present.
Because canvas prints are normally displayed without framing under glazing, it is especially important that
canvas prints be coated to protect them from harm on long-term display. WIR’s comprehensive test data allows
photographers and printmakers to select the most stable paper/ink/coating combination for their needs and will
allow them to sell their images with complete confidence that their images will last for generations.
There are currently no ANSI or ISO standards for testing the permanence of digitally printed photographs and
fine art reproductions, and WIR’s comprehensive test methods have become the de facto standard in the
industry and have been adopted by Epson, Hewlett-Packard, Canon, and many other companies.
Information on Premier’s Generations line of products can be found at www.premierart.info/Generations
About Premier Imaging Products: Premier Imaging Products is a leader in providing digital media and finishing
solutions for the inkjet printing industry, and is committed to developing enhanced-permanence products for the
fine art digital printing world. More information is available at <www.premierart.info>, or contact Senior Product
Manager, Greg McCoy, at info@premierart.info.
About Wilhelm Imaging Research: Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. has for over 35 years conducted research
on the stability and preservation of traditional and digitally printed color and black-and white photographs and
motion pictures. As an independent testing laboratory, WIR publishes brand name-specific, comparative
permanence data for inkjet printers, silver-halide prints, and other imaging systems. More information about
Wilhelm Imaging Research is available at www.wilhelm-research.com.
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In addition, WIR is testing all of the media and ink combinations with the PremierArt line of protective coatings,
Print Shield and Eco Print Shield.
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Canson Announces NEW Inkjet Fine Art and Photo range:
Canson Infinity
“Canson Infinity” defines a new quality standard for Fine Art and Photo inkjet
printing by incorporating exclusive manufacturing and coating technologies
for stunning results.
Jacques Joly, Managing Director of Canson International says: “We are proud to
introduce an all-encompassing range of 14 different media to address all digital
photographers and printmakers needs.
We have been listening to artists, photographers, print makers, photo and fine art
reproduction labs, digital artists and also amateurs. This is why I am absolutely
certain that, thanks to the combination of expertise and this listening approach, our
new Canson Infinity range will fully address the expectations of the Fine Art and
Photo devotees wanting to create print reproductions.”
The 14 new Canson Infinity media products offer a choice of FOUR different
surface structures:
Smooth surface: Edition Etching Rag 310gsm, BFK Rives 310gsm, Arches Velin
Museum Rag 315gsm and 250gsm
Ultra smooth surface: Rag Photographique 310gsm and 210gsm,
Rag Photographique Duo 220gsm, Photogloss Premium RC 270gsm, Photosatin
Premium RC 270gsm
Textured surface: Arches Aquarelle Rag 310g and 240g,
Montval Aquarelle 310g, Montval Torchon 280g, Mi-Teintes 170g
Canvas: Museum Canvas Water Resistant Matte 440gsm, Artist Canvas Professional
Gloss 390g, Artist Canvas Water Resistant Matte 390g

www.cansoninfinity.com

US Press Relations:
Susan Patton
Bluedogg Marketing
512-590-1659
susan@bluedogginnovation.com
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The Canson Infinity range with its unique coating properties has been engineered
to allow optimum color gamut, an incomparable D-Max and ensure maximum
resistance to aging. The products offer a superior level of detail and an image clarity
that will impress even the most demanding artists. Cut sheets and rolls up to 60” width
will be available for shipment in July.
Heidi Vincent, International Product Manager for Digital fine Art and Photo explains:
“Our range, tested by the Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., has been developed with
a new process that has enabled us to get an un-rivalled whiteness without using
Optical Brightening Agents on many of our papers. This technological innovation
addresses the concerns of artists, museum managers, art and photo collectors.”
Chris Crangle, International Director of Sales and PR for Canson Infinity, has solid
experience of over a dozen years as a key force in the progression of the fine art
and photo digital printing marketplace, and has used his expertise about this market
to contribute to the development of the new Canson Infinity range.
Crangle states, “This new Canson Infinity range has real character! It offers
amazing properties that cannot be found anywhere else! For example: Traditional
print makers who are switching to Inkjet technology are going to find, in a digital
version, the original and unique mould made, 100% rag, printmaking paper ; BFK
Rives, which has been produced for more than 500 years and used throughout
centuries for lithography, intaglio etchings, and engravings by world-renowned
artists. Other traditional papers, including Arches Aquarelle, Montval Aquarelle,
Montval Torchon, and Mi-Teintes, from Canson and Arches, are now offering their
characteristics to photographers and artists wanting to print digitally using legacy
papers.” Communicate with Chris Crangle: chris.crangle@canson-us.com
For more than 5 centuries, the most famous artists have expressed their imagination on
our exceptional premium papers. Today, the launch of the new Canson Infinity range
shows that Canson keeps its innovative spirit and combines centuries of paper-making
expertise with the most advanced digital printing technologies.

www.cansoninfinity.com

US Press Relations:
Susan Patton
Bluedogg Marketing
512-590-1659
susan@bluedogginnovation.com
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Alan S. Maltz: “I can sum up my thoughts in one word to describe the new Canson
Infinity range: Superb! Its performance with regards to color gamut, D-Max and
image detail is fantastic and superior to anything I have used before. With Canson
Infinity, I know for sure that the printed quality of my images will be taken to a whole
new level of expression.”
Jean-Pierre Chebassier: “Reproducing a fine art painting is a difficult task. Matter,
power and sensuality are so overwhelmingly present in the original work that these
elements need to be found already in the paper to fully transmit emotions. I have
found in the Canson Infinity papers the sensuality and the magic that give priority to
emotions; that’s all that counts for me.”
Ian Patrick: “Canson Infinity papers have given me a whole new perspective on
high quality printing both in color and black and white. The character of these
papers gives my work a very prestigious aura.”
About Canson
Canson is the worldwide leader in Fine Art paper making and manufacturing. Since
1557 papers such as Arches®, Montval®, Mi-Teintes® have become emblem
brands for the most famous artists worldwide including Picasso, Matisse, Ingres,
Warhol, and Goya. With the evolution of printing technologies, Canson has
developed media dedicated to inkjet printing as well as a new generation of papers
and canvas for Photography and Digital Fine Art.
www.cansoninfinity.com

www.cansoninfinity.com

US Press Relations:
Susan Patton
Bluedogg Marketing
512-590-1659
susan@bluedogginnovation.com
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Three high-profile artists have teamed up with Canson throughout the
development and testing of the new range.
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Epson Color
3つの力で実現される「Epson Color」、
それが写真をキレイに残すエプソン純正品質。
● つよイ
ンク。

Henry Wi l h el m

ヘンリー・ウィルヘルム

純正写真用紙との組み合わせで200年も色あせから写真を守る。

● 純正写真用紙

「つよインク。」
との最適化が図られ高い保存性と美しい仕上がりを実現。

● 画像補正機能

「オートフォトファイン！EX」で、
人物・風景を自動補正。

つよインク。

米国Wilhelm Imaging Research,Inc.社代表取締役。

大事な写真をキレイなままでずっと残す。

米国規格協会（ANSI）IT-3委員会の創始者メンバーとして、画像保存性評価基準の創立に参画。

分子構造を強化している「つよインク。」は、
色あせの原因である空気中のオゾンや光から写真プリントを守ります。そのまま飾っても美しさが保たれるので、
人に贈っても大丈夫。
さらにアルバムで保存すれば200年もキレイが長もち。大切な思い出をずっとキレイに残すエプソン独自のインク技術です。

画像保存の権威として、多くの国際会議、展示会等で講演を行なう一方、
ニューヨーク近代美術館他、
多くの博物館の顧問として、所蔵画像の陳列、保存性の指導を行なっている。
その活動は広く評価されており、2007年、
Photoimaging Manufacturers and Distributors Association（PMDA）協会から、生涯功績賞を受賞した。

1 8 3 9 年に写 真が 発 明されて以 来 、
世 界 中の人々はその時 見たシーンをイメージとして残し、

アルバム保存

耐光性（フォトフレーム保存）

2 0 0 年※ 1

耐オゾン性（そのまま展示）

2 5 年※ 3

5 0 年※ 2

＊耐オゾン性の表示年数は、
直接日光の当たらない室内に直接空気に触れる状態で置き、
長期保存を想定した場合です。
※1：純正写真用紙の写真用紙クリスピア＜高光沢＞/写真用紙＜光沢＞・＜絹目調＞とつよインク200（染料）
の組合せで、
アルバム保存200年を実現。詳しくはP.14をご参照ください。
※2：純正写真用紙の写真用紙クリスピア＜高光沢＞/写真用紙＜光沢＞・＜絹目調＞とつよインク200（染料）
の組合せで、
直接日光の当たらない室内でのフォトフレーム
（額縁）保存で50年を実現。詳しくはP.14をご参照ください。
※3：純正写真用紙の写真用紙クリスピア＜高光沢＞/写真用紙＜光沢＞・＜絹目調＞とつよインク200（染料）
の組合せで、
直接日光の当たらない室内に直接空気に触れる状態で25年を実現。詳しくはP.14をご参照ください。

思い出してはまた好きな時に観 賞できる唯 一の技 術に魅 了され 続けてきた。
子 供の笑 顔 、家 族の写 真 、入 学・卒 業 記 念 、幸 せに満ちたウェディングなど、

純正写真用紙

写 真が 色 褪 せないで欲しいという要 求は常にあり、

キレイを活かす、
キレイを残す。

現 代のインクジェットプリンタの出 力写 真に於いても同 様に高い保 存 性が 求められる。

カラリオで最適化された、
純正写真用紙でワンランク上のキレイを手に入れる。
「つよインク。」
との組合せで高い保存性と美しい仕上がりを実現します。

２００６年に発 売されたエプソンのつよインク２００は
W i l h e l m I m a g i n g R e s e a r c h 社がこれまでテストしてきた
どの染 料インクよりも高い保 存 性を実 現した。
エプソンは、
インクの保 存 性におけるリーディングカンパニーである。
純 正のエプソンインク以 外にこれだけ高い保 存 性と写 真 画 質を確 立できる互 換 品はない 。

印画紙
タイプ

プロ絶 賛 品 質 。

写真用紙クリスピア
＜高光沢＞

選ばれた白さ、艶やかな光沢、質感はいちだんと重厚に。

純正写真用紙クリスピアで広がる色の再現範囲。

作品としての仕上がりを際立たせる光沢を実現する「スーパークリスタルコート層」を追加。ベース
ペーパーにも改良を加え透明感のあふれる白さを実現しました。更に耐久性を持たせる事で作品
作りのこだわりにお答えしました。

印刷物等の色の表現範囲はこのような立体で表されます 。図の立体が大きいほど印刷物
の色調表現範囲が広いことを示しています 。純正写真用紙クリスピアは従来の写真用紙
＜光沢＞に比べて特に明るい部分で広くなっており、
赤く縁取りした部分が向上されています。

層構成（イメージ図）

スーパークリスタル
コート層（光沢）
インク受容層

事 実 、私の研 究 室で行なった保 存 性 試 験でエプソンの純 正インクと
写 真 用紙をエプソンプリンタで印 刷した場 合が

写真用紙クリスピア
＜高光沢＞

レジンコート層
ベースペーパー

最も高い保 存 性と写 真 画 質を記 録したのである。

写真用紙
＜光沢＞

レジンコート層

この事 実から私は、個 人の大 切な写 真 、家 族の写 真を印 刷 するときは

バックコート層

必 ずエプソンの純 正インクと写 真 用紙を使 用することを強く薦めているのである。

厳重な品質管理
高品質な写真プリントが実現できるよう、お客様のお手元に届くまで厳重な管理と様々な工夫、配慮を重ねています。
「不良品をよけるための検査」から工程内フィードバックにより
「不良品を作らない」品質管理。
また、
使用済みインクカートリッジを回収し、
全数リサイクルする事で環境への取組みを
推進しています。リサイクルの詳細は、
カタログ裏表紙をご参照ください。

クリーンルームで製 造 。
実験室

インクは半導体製造で使用する超純水を
使用しています。

ケース成形＆組み立て

インクカートリッジにほこりやゴミが入る事による
印刷品質の低下を防いでいます。

厳重な品質管理について詳しくは

1

真空パック包装

インクに溶けている空気やプリンタヘッドに気泡が
付着することによる印刷品質の低下を防ぎます。

全数検査・PPMレベルでの管理
（100万分の1の不良率）

「不良品をよけるための検査」から「工程内
フィードバックによる安定品質生産」へ。

http://www.epson.jp/inkmovie

2
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人 生の大 切なできごとを誰もが 永 遠に残しておきたいと思う。
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Kodak News Release: Kodak’s Consumer Desktop Inkjet Printing Systems Achieve Best-in-Class Print Pemanence Rating from Wilhelm Imaging Research

Contacts:

Ed Schauweker, Ketchum, 646-935-4099
Nancy Carr, Kodak, 585-781-9121

Kodak’s Consumer Desktop Inkjet Printing Systems Achieve
Best-in-Class Print Permanence Ratings from Wilhelm Imaging Research
ROCHESTER, N.Y., (Feb. 25, 2008) – The KODAK EASYSHARE All-in-One (AiO) Inkjet Printer
line has been extensively tested by a leading independent permanence testing laboratory,

permanence testing, spearheaded by WIR, the KODAK EASYSHARE AiO Printers and ink
achieved the highest level of overall print permanence of any current consumer desktop printer
system.

The KODAK EASYSHARE AiO printers, ink and media achieved WIR Display Permanence
Ratings of greater than 125 years. WIR Unprotected Ozone Resistance (for example, prints
placed on refrigerators) and Album/Dark Storage Ratings of more than 100 years were also
reported. WIR tests also showed that the KODAK prints are very resistant to damage in highhumidity conditions and, even when printed on plain paper, the prints are water resistant.

"These test results with the KODAK Inkjet Printers and pigmented inks on the full range of
seven KODAK Photo Papers and inkjet plain paper establish an important, new long-term print
permanence benchmark for consumers," said Henry Wilhelm, president of Wilhelm Imaging
Research. “For consumers, this means that documents and photos printed with KODAK
EASYSHARE AiO Inkjet Printers should be preserved in very good condition for more than 100
years in all common consumer display and storage environments.”

WIR, whose test methods have become the de facto industry standard for both consumer and
professional inkjet prints, conducted extensive print permanence tests on KODAK EASYSHARE
AiO 5100, 5300 and 5500 Printers, pigmented inks and inkjet photo papers to determine image
fade resistance for the five major longevity factors: light, temperature, unprotected exposure to
ambient ozone, high-humidity and contact with water. Using WIR’s established test method
standards, the organization determined that on all Kodak papers and under common consumer
display conditions, prints from the KODAK Inkjet Printing System will resist fading for more than
100 years.
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Wilhelm Imaging Research (WIR). According to the results of the industry’s first five-factor print
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Kodak continues to deliver on its industry-leading initiative to provide objective, third-party data so
that consumers can make informed purchase decisions when buying a new home inkjet printer.
For example, Kodak also works with industry expert QualityLogic, Inc. for tests of ink yield to
determine KODAK Printers’ cost-of-ink per page. QualityLogic recently validated that with KODAK
EASYSHARE AiO Printers, consumers can save up to 50 percent on everything they print
compared with similar consumer inkjet printers*.

documents and photos that last a lifetime and savings of up to 50 percent on everything they
print," said Susan Tousi, general manager of Kodak’s Inkjet Systems Division. “The combined
results from independent testing facilities Wilhelm Imaging Research and QualityLogic validate
Kodak’s EASYSHARE AiO Printer as offering the longest print permanence and the best value
for consumer inkjet printers.”

More information about the results of Wilhelm Imaging Research and QualityLogic findings
regarding KODAK EASYSHARE AiO Printers, advanced pigmented inks and papers can be
found at http ://www.wilhelm-research.com/kodak/5300.html and at www.kodak.com/go/inkdata.

About Wilhelm Imaging Research
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. has for over 35 years conducted research on the stability and
preservation of traditional and digitally printed color and black-and-white photographs and
motion pictures. A major activity of WIR is the development of improved accelerated print
permanence tests and advanced, full tonal scale, colorimetric analysis methods for the fading
and staining that occurs with color and black-and-white photographic images over time. As an
independent testing laboratory, WIR publishes brand name-specific, comparative permanence
data for desktop and large-format inkjet printers and other digital printing devices. WIR has
provided standardized test data to many of the world’s leading imaging and photographic
companies, including Canon, E pson, Fuji, Hewlett-Packard, Kodak, Lexmark, Harman
Technology, Arches Paper Company, Premier Imaging Products, and others.
Wilhelm Imaging Research also provides consulting services to museums, archives, motion
picture libraries and commercial collections on sub-zero cold storage for the long-term
preservation of still photographs and motion pictures.
More information about Wilhelm Imaging Res earch is available at www.wilhelm-research.com.
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About Kodak
As the world's foremost imaging innovator, Kodak helps consumers, businesses, and creative
professionals unleash the power of pictures and printing to enrich their lives.

Editor’s Note: Kodak corporate news releases are now offered via RSS feeds. To subscribe,
visit www.kodak.com/go/RSS and look for the RSS symbol. In addition, Kodak podcasts are
viewable at www.kodak.com/go/podcasts. Podcasts may be downloaded for viewing on iTunes,
Quicktime, or other PC-based media players. Users may also subscribe to Kodak podcasts via
the iTunes store by typing “Kodak Close Up” in the search field at the top of the iTunes Store
window.

*Savings based on ink costs only for home printing of documents and photos compared to the
average ink costs of comparable consumer inkjet printers. Actu al results may vary. For more
information, visit www.kodak.com/go/inkdata.

Note: The original version of this press release was posted on Feb. 8, 2008. Minor changes for
purposes of clarity have been made to this version.

###
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To learn more, visit www.kodak.com, and our blogs: 1000words.kodak.com, and
1000nerds.kodak.com.
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HARMAN PHOTO PAPERS UNDERGO WILHELM TESTING
Leading imaging specialist to demonstrate the print permanence of its entire range
To give the global photographic community total reassurance as to the archival
properties of its papers, HARMAN technology has submitted its entire HARMAN
PHOTO range to the Certified Image Permanence Testing Program run by Wilhelm
side comparisons between the longevity of HARMAN PHOTO products and those of
other well-known manufacturers.
An independent testing organization and the world’s foremost authority on image
permanence, WIR has researched the stability and preservation of traditional and
digitally printed color and black and white photographs and films for over 35 years. Its
clients to date have included Canon, Epson, Fuji, Hewlett-Packard, and Lexmark,
allowing it to provide consumers with unbiased and standardized print longevity ratings
across a wide range of media.
Specifically, WIR is testing HARMAN PHOTO’s MATT FB Mp, MATT FB Mp
WARMTONE and GLOSS FB AL papers - all of which benefit from a Baryta base
enabling them to offer prints with greater detail, increased definition and a wider tonal
range. The papers are being tested with Epson UltraChrome K3 with Vivid Magenta
pigment inks, Canon LUCIA pigment inks, and HP Vivera pigment inks using
representative Epson, Canon, and HP professional printers. Upon completion, WIR will
post comprehensive test results on the WIR website, and also make the data available
to HARMAN PHOTO and ultimately the papers’ end-users. HARMAN PHOTO
meanwhile will begin to use the WIR Certification Seal.
To qualify for this seal, a product must have a minimum WIR Display Permanence
Rating of 25 years and a WIR Album/Dark Storage Rating at least equal to the display
rating. All results generated during the rigorous testing process are also posted on WIR’s

Sunday, January 27, 2008
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website (www.wilhelm-research.com), making them accessible to the wider photographic
community. In addition, updated information - including ratings for unprotected ozone
resistance, resistance to high humidity during display and storage, and water resistance
– is uploaded to the same site as that data becomes available.

Speaking on the subject, Henry Wilhelm of Wilhelm Imaging Research said: “WIR’s
throughout the world with ‘apples-for-apples’ comparisons on a wide range of inks and
photo papers. Further benefiting consumers, our stringent tests better encompass the
wide range of lighting conditions that may be found where photographs are displayed in
homes and offices. We are delighted that HARMAN PHOTO and its new range of baryta
fibre inkjet products will now be part of the testing program.”
HARMAN technology’s Director of Marketing, Howard Hopwood, added: "As verification
of our own internal testing and to provide customers with the ability to see independent
image permanence ratings, we have submitted all our HARMAN PHOTO papers to the
Wilhelm Imaging testing program. This program now covers more than 90 percent of the
world’s leading manufacturers of inkjet printers, inks and inkjet photo papers. As such,
its seal provides the consumer with an immediate and uniform method of comparing the
different papers available for their digital prints.”
Wilhelm concluded: “Photography has always been about preserving a moment, a
special memory, or a loved one’s face in time, and people care very much about how
long their valued photographs will last. Consumers want objective permanence
information to help them decide which products to buy. When consumers see a WIR
certification seal on packaging or in an advertisement, they can be reassured that the
product has been tested according to WIR’s rigorous test methods – and that detailed
permanence data for that product are available on Wilhelm Imaging Research’s
website.”
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More information on HARMAN technology Limited and the HARMAN PHOTO range can
be found at www.harman-inkjet.com
--- ENDS ---

HARMAN technology Limited is a pioneering imaging specialist based in Mobberley,
Cheshire. The company - which was born of the ILFORD formed by Alfred Harman in
1879 - now includes three, separate and well known brands: ILFORD PHOTO which
manufactures traditional monochrome photographic products; HARMAN PHOTO which
produces a range of high-end inkjet media for both color and monochrome prints; and
KENTMERE PHOTOGRAPHIC who produce a range of photography and inkjet papers,
including K.Opaljet.
The ILFORD range of inkjet products, including ‘ILFORD Galerie’, is not associated with
HARMAN technology in any way, and is actually manufactured and marketed by a
separate business based in Switzerland.
For more information on HARMAN technology and its brands, visit:
www.harmantechnology.com // www.harman-inkjet.com // www.ilfordphoto.com //
www.kentmere.co.uk
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. has for over 35 years conducted research on the
stability and preservation of traditional and digitally printed color and black-and-white
photographs and motion pictures. A major activity of WIR is the development of
improved accelerated image permanence tests and advanced, full tonal scale,
colorimetric analysis methods for the fading and staining that occurs with color and
black-and-white photographic images over time. As an independent testing laboratory,
WIR publishes brand name-specific, comparative permanence data for desktop and
large-format inkjet printers and other digital printing devices. WIR has provided
standardized test data to many of the world’s leading imaging and photographic
companies, including Canon, Epson, Fuji, Hewlett-Packard, Lexmark, Ilford, Arches
Paper Company, Premier Imaging Products, and others.
Wilhelm Imaging Research also provides consulting services to museums, archives, and
commercial collections on sub-zero cold storage for the long-term preservation of still
photographs and motion pictures.
President and co-founder of the company, Henry Wilhelm appears frequently as a
speaker on inkjet printing technologies and print permanence at industry conferences,
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trade shows, and museum conservation meetings. His 744-page book, “The
Permanence and Care of Color Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color
Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures” is a standard reference in the field. The
complete book, originally published in 1993, may be downloaded at no charge from
www.wilhelm-research.com.
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Fact sheet

Overview
The HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer delivers exceptional image quality and the
best photo permanence on the market. HP Vivera pigment ink technology, combined
with the printer’s professional colors, enables accurate and consistent color
reproduction. HP’s third-generation gray ink is more neutral than ever before, allowing
for exceptionally smooth transitions and detail. Eight individual high-capacity ink
cartridges enable high-volume printing with efficient printing speeds – producing 4 x 6inch photos in as fast as 10 seconds and 13 x 19-inch photos as fast as 1.5 minutes –
ideal for professional photographers and advanced amateurs. Users can print
exceptional photos on digital fine art media including canvas, photo rag, watercolor,
stiff pre-matte and film up to 1.5-mm thick, as well as improved HP Advanced Photo
Paper.

Hewlett-Packard Company
3000 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
www.hp.com

Key Features and Benefits
•
Eight-color HP Vivera pigment inks produce gallery-quality photos and offer the user
excellent image quality, durability and performance on a broad array of media
•
Exceptional durability – waterproof photos(1) that resist fading for more than 200
years(2)
•
HP Photosmart plug-in for Adobe Photoshop® automatically synchronizes
Photoshop and printer driver for single user interface and color management
•
Efficiently designed individual ink cartridges allow users to replace only the ink
colors used – ideal for high-volume printing
•
Fast printing speeds – print 13 x 19-inch photos as fast as 1.5 minutes and 4 x 6inch photos as fast as 10 seconds
•
Closed loop calibration system keeps photo color consistent, print after print
•
Electrostatic drop weight detection system automatically compensates for a nozzle
not working, alerting you when the printhead needs cleaning or in the unlikely
event of it needing to be replaced
Additional Features
•
RIP software option provides access to enhanced color management tools for
professional printing
•
Plug the printer into network using Ethernet port
Technical Specifications
•
Photo Pigment 8-color IIT
•
4,800-optimized dpi(3)
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3.5 x 5-inch up to 13 x 19-inch prints with or without borders
Supports Adobe RGB and sRGB

Supported Supplies
•
Vivera Inks: HP 38 Matte Black Ink Cartridge, HP 38 Photo Black Ink Cartridge, HP
38 Light Gray Black Ink Cartridge, HP 38 Cyan Black Ink Cartridge, HP 38
Magenta Ink Cartridge, HP 38 Yellow Ink Cartridge, HP 38 Light Cyan Ink
Cartridge, HP 38 Light Magenta Ink Cartridge
•
Printhead: HP 70 Matte Black & Cyan Printhead, HP 70 Light Cyan/Light Magenta
Printhead, HP 70 Magenta/Yellow Printhead, HP 70 Photo Black/Light Gray
Printhead
•
Media: HP Advanced Photo Paper Glossy (B+/A3+, B/A3, 8.5x11/A4, 5x7,
4x6), HP Advanced Photo Paper Soft-gloss (B+/A3+, 8.5x11/A4), HP Photo Paper
Matte (B+/A3+), HP Hahnemühle Smooth Fine Art Paper, 265gsm (B+/A3+), HP
Hahnemühle Watercolor Paper, 210gsm, (B+/A3+), HP Aquarella Art Paper,
240gsm, (B+/A3+), HP Artist Canvas Matte, 350gsm, (B+/A3+)
•
Dimensions/Weight
o 26.6-inches (w) x 16.9-inches (d) x 9.2-inches (h)
o 37.7 Lbs.
o Support/Connectivity
o USB 2.0 and Ethernet to PC or Mac
o Microsoft Windows® 2000 Professional, XP Home, XP Professional, XP64;
Mac OS X v 10.2 and higher
o HP offers a comprehensive support package for the HP Photosmart Pro
B9180 Photo Printer that includes one-year limited hardware warranty
backed by HP Customer Care, service and support; one-year technical
phone support
Pricing and Availability
Estimated U.S. street price of $699(4)
Expected to be available for purchase May/June 2006 in North America.
(1)

Based on HP internal waterproof and water resistance testing with HP Advanced Photo Paper and with

other HP-recommended papers. Waterproof feature requires HP Advanced Photo Paper.
(2)

Fade results based on preliminary display permanence testing under glass by Wilhelm Imaging Research

using HP Advanced Photo Paper, HP Matte Photo Paper, HP Hahnemühle Smooth Fine Art Paper and HP
Hahnemühle Watercolor Paper; similar display permanence with and additional HP-recommended papers.
Preliminary results, to be updated as test progresses – see wilhelm-research.com.
(3)
(4)

Up to 4,800 x 1,200-optimized dpi color when printing from a computer and 1,200 dpi input.
Actual price may vary.
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without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements
accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional
warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
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Print Brilliant Color and Breathtaking Detail with Canon's New imagePROGRAF iPF5000 Large
Format Printer; Canon's New imagePROGRAF iPF5000 Prints Eye-Catching Color Images Up
To 17-inches Wide In Just Minutes
PMA 2006

This next evolution in Canon's large format portfolio provides one of the industry's largest color gamuts with
Canon's 12-color inkset featuring new Lucia pigmented inks. Engineered for speed and advanced image quality,
the iPF5000 model uses Canon's new L-COA controller and dual print heads to lay down ink quickly and accurately
using the most nozzles per-color in the industry. Coupled with a suite of innovative image processing software, the
iPF5000 device is ideal for professional photographers and digital artists looking to have their images stand out in a
crowd.
"The imagePROGRAF iPF5000 printer provides a range of newly developed technological features above and
beyond previous Canon products including a large new inkset to position Canon as the premier digital imaging
solution provider from capture through output. The iPF5000 model is truly the next generation in large format
printing," said Tod Pike, senior vice president, Imaging Systems Group, Canon U.S.A., Inc. "Canon has capitalized
on its heritage and reputation in the digital imaging market to bring about this outstanding print solution for the highend digital artist and photographer."
Radiant Color
The iPF5000 printer's new Lucia inkset features Red, Blue, Green, Gray, Photo Gray, Cyan, Photo Cyan, Magenta,
Photo Magenta, Yellow, Regular Black, and Matte Black pigmented inks. The large color gamut provided by 12 ink
colors allows the iPF5000 printer to reproduce brilliant hues and tones. The use of gray tones allows the printer to
render smooth gradation for crisp monotone output. The iPF5000 printer loads all 12 ink tanks at once and utilizes
automatic switching between Regular Black and Matte Black, helping to eliminate wasted ink and time swapping out
ink tanks.
The use of ink colors such as gray, blue, red, and green allows the printer to more accurately reproduce tones
within these color ranges using significantly less ink. This new device experiences less metamerism in its output by
reducing the number of inks needed to match colors. This is especially evident through the use of gray inks.
"Wilhelm Imaging Research is currently testing the Lucia pigment-based inks," said Henry Wilhelm, president of
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. "A review of preliminary test data indicates that prints made with the Lucia
pigmented inks and select Canon photo and fine art papers will have WIR Display Permanence Ratings in excess
of 100 years for color images and significantly beyond that for monochrome. The pigmented inks also provide
excellent short term color drift behavior which is critically important for color managed workflows and for proofing
applications."
Blazing Print Speed
A technological triumph, the imagePROGRAF iPF5000 model uses Canon's new dual print head design that has a
total of 30,720 ink nozzles. The iPF5000 printer employs 2,560 nozzles per color for rapid print speeds, a maximum
resolution of 2400 x 1200 dpi, and a four picoliter droplet size. The increased number of nozzles and automatic
clogged nozzle detection helps reduce wear-and-tear on the printhead.
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LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 21, 2006--Canon U.S.A., Inc., a leading provider of office
imaging systems, ink-jet technology and digital photography equipment, today unveiled the new 12-color
imagePROGRAF iPF5000 pigment ink large format printer, designed to produce professional-style prints at
unparalleled speeds with outstanding archival image quality.
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Canon's newly developed L-COA controller enables the iPF5000 printer to operate at fast print speeds and
accurately lay ink for optimal image quality. As the last link in the image processing chain, the L-COA controller
intelligently processes the data directing the rapid printing process. Combined with Canon's dual print head design
and the most ink nozzles per color in the industry, the L-COA controller helps achieve print speeds of under three
minutes for 16.5" x 23.4" (A2) size prints with 1200x1200dpi resolution on a glossy photo paper.
With more than 30 types of Canon-branded media available and the introduction of seven new fine art papers, the
new iPF5000 printer provides users with a wide array of print options ranging from glossy to canvas. The variety of
media available for the new iPF5000 provides the versatility and flexibility to complete any number of industry
applications.

Workflow Software That Enhances Productivity and Image Quality
Along with exceptional printing speeds and enhanced image quality the iPF5000 model also provides a suite of
workflow software
Print Plug-in for Digital Photo Professional* (DPP) software allows users to directly process and print RAW image
file from their DPP software. This plug-in is an export module that bypasses the operating-system-dependent print
driver - allowing processing of 16-bit RGB images, which dramatically increasing gradations and as a result, overall
image quality. The users will be able to save color profile and print settings to apply to future jobs with the print
history function. For those with Adobe (R) Photoshop (R) workflow, the Print Plug-in is also available for Adobe (R)
Photoshop (R) for Windows and Macintosh with the same functionality. These two Print Plug-in export modules
combine an easy to use operation with advanced image processing to produce extremely high quality prints.
The imagePROGRAF Printer Driver 2006 for the iPF5000 has host of features that enable even the novice users to
start printing like a pro. Features such as Easy Settings enables a user to print optimum quality simply by selecting
a per-configured print setting from a list of popular poster types . For more advanced users, the printer driver has
advanced color control capability, including ICC Color Matching to enable the use of custom output ICC profiles,
and Monochrome Photo mode to produce superb monochrome output with a capability to fine-tune gray balance
and tonality of highlights and shadows. The driver is compatible both Windows(R) and Macintosh(R) operating
systems. For Windows driver, the driver has extra productivity enhancing features such as Free Layout tool that
allows for the nesting of separate documents into a single document, and also an imageRUNNER enlargement
copy hot folder function, built right into the printer driver.
Digital Photo Print Pro (DPPP), an image editing and management program provides any level of user the means
to create high quality large format output from their digital images. DPPP includes tools to correct red-eye, remove
dust and fix back light problems along with options for designing image layouts. This software also has the
capability of 2-way communication with Photoshop to give the advanced user more flexibility in their image editing
process. PosterArtist 2006 is also bundled with the printer, providing an easy way to create signs and posters.
The imagePROGRAF iPF5000 printer will be available through authorized Canon U.S.A. dealers in April 2006 with
a manufacturer's suggested retail price of $1,945.
Canon will debut the imagePROGRAF iPF5000 large format printer in its booth (#3509) during the Photo Marketing
Association (PMA) exhibit in Orlando, Fla., from February 26th - March 1st, 2006.
About Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Canon U.S.A., Inc. delivers consumer, business-to-business, and industrial imaging solutions. The Company is
listed as one of Fortune's Most Admired Companies in America and is rated #35 on the BusinessWeek list of "Top
http://home.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/index.jsp?epi-conte…shParent=true&newsLang=en&beanID=202776713&viewID=news_view_popup
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For the high-speed high-production professional, the iPF5000 printer offers four media feed options -a front-loading
cassette for pre-cut sheet, a rear manual feed, a front straight path manual feed for thicker media up to 1.5mm, or
an optional roll feed for longer paper lengths. The device features automatic media switching between the cassette
and the roll feed so users can keep two media types loaded and ready to print, making their selection from the print
driver. The printer also comes with a built-in rotary media cutter standard. The optional roll feed comes with two
and three-inch core adapters to accommodate all 17-inch Canon roll-stock media. The optional roll feed and
standard rotary media cutter help the iPF5000 printer to provide true-borderless prints.
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100 Brands." Its parent company Canon Inc. (NYSE:CAJ) is a top patent holder of technology, ranking second
overall in the U.S. in 2005, with global revenues of $31.8 billion. For more information, visit www.usa.canon.com.
* Digital Photo Professional version 2.1 or later
This Product has not been authorized as required by the rules of the Federal Communications Commission. This
Product is not, and may not be, offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased, until such authorization is obtained.
All referenced product names, and other marks, are registered trademarks of their respective owners. Prices,
availability and specifications subject to change without notice. Actual prices set by individual dealers and may vary.

Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Editorial:
Deborah Szajngarten, 516-328-5186
dszajngarten@cusa.canon.com
or
Mike DeMeo, 516-328-4928
mdemeo@cusa.canon.com
or
Canon U.S.A. Web site:
http://www.usa.canon.com
For sales info/customer support:
1-800-OK-CANON
ccenter@cits.canon.com
At A Glance

Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Headquarters:

Lake Success, New York

Website:

http://www.usa.canon.com

CEO:

Yoroku Adachi

Employees:

Over 10,000

Organization:

U.S. Subsidiary

Source: via Business Wire
Updated 04/01/2005 by company
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Canon's New Gallery-Quality PIXMA Pro9000 and PIXMA Pro9500 Photo Printers Are First to
Earn ''Pro'' Designation
PMA 2006

"These printers are a breakthrough not simply for Canon but for the industry," stated Yukiaki Hashimoto, senior vice
president and general manager of the consumer imaging group at Canon U.S.A., Inc. "We have not simply
reformulated inks, we have re-examined the selection of inks needed to create some of the finest, long-lasting
prints possible."
"While Canon produces the number one digital cameras of choice for photo pros and advanced amateurs, our
ultimate goal is to provide the complete digital imaging solution of choice for these discerning, demanding and
discriminating photographers, imaging professionals and enthusiasts," added Mr. Hashimoto. "As our vast selection
of lenses anticipate and respond to the optical needs of photographers, so too, these new professional photo
printers provide robust, digital imaging solutions for a community we value and vow to serve."
"Wilhelm Imaging Research is currently testing the ChromaLife100 system and Lucia pigment-based inks," said
Henry Wilhelm, president of Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. "A review of preliminary test data indicates that prints
made with the Lucia pigmented inks and select Canon photo and fine art papers will have WIR Display
Permanence Ratings in excess of 100 years for color images and significantly beyond that for monochrome. The
pigmented inks also provide excellent short term color drift behavior which is critically important for color managed
workflows and for proofing applications."
PIXMA Pro9500 Photo Printer
Designed and developed to accommodate pro photographers and imaging professionals that wish to present the
highest possible quality portfolios of their work as well as those who generate gallery-standard prints for sale, (and
understandably need them to last), the PIXMA Pro9500 Photo Printer delivers output that lives up to that promise
and more.
Ten individual tanks of Canon's long lasting, Lucia branded pigment based inks and Canon's 7,680 nozzle print
head (compared with the competitor's 1440 nozzle print head(1)) and Full-photolithography Inkjet Nozzle
Engineering (FINE) technology are at the core of this top-performance photo printer. These Lucia inks - photo
black, matte black and gray as well as cyan, magenta, yellow, photo cyan, photo magenta, red and green - are
precisely placed by the PIXMA Pro9500 Photo Printer in three-picoliter droplets (min.) to create photographs and
other works of art that are rich in detail, texture and tone. Indeed, the PIXMA Pro9500 printer's dramatically wide
color gamut and extraordinary color reproduction in the green, red, and yellow-to-orange color ranges help this
printer produce color images of exceptional virtuosity and quality.
Still, this printer delivers remarkable results when printing gallery-grade monochromatic photos. For these "black
and whites," the inks are key. The Matte Black ink provides high density true black renditions on fine art papers;
the Photo Black ink provides high contrast and, most telling of all, the gray ink reduces graininess and lines,
stabilizes the gray balance in the print (by using less color in the gray image areas). The gray ink also reduces the
photo phenomenon known as metamerism where composite gray inks (achieved with combinations of cyan,
magenta and yellow ink) make image areas look different under different lighting conditions (such as sunlight,
http://home.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/index.jsp?epi-conte…J1*N1000837&newsLang=en&beanID=1802668732&viewID=news_view_popup
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LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 21, 2006--Canon extends its industry-leading role among
professional photographers and advanced amateurs with the introduction of two affordable, new professional photo
printers: the ten-color PIXMA Pro9500 and the eight color PIXMA Pro9000 models. The first Canon PIXMA printers
to earn the Pro designation, both the PIXMA Pro9500 printer - which utilizes long-lasting, pigment-based inks - and
the PIXMA Pro9000 printer - which uses long-lasting, dye-based inks - produce brilliant, gallery quality prints up to
13 x 19 inches on a variety of specialty media and fine art papers.
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fluorescent light and incandescent light). This aberration is due to the differences in spectral reflectance properties
of each of the composite colors.
To further increase productivity, efficiency, and value, Canon designed the PIXMA Pro9500 model so that all ten
individual ink tanks can reside in the print head at all times, saving time (and ink) by eliminating the need to swap
out tanks before printing. Now, pros who may have been inconvenienced by swapping ink tanks can simply load all
the tanks in this new PIXMA Pro model and never worry about which ink goes with which project.
PIXMA Pro9000 Photo Printer
The PIXMA Pro9000 Photo Printer uses Canon's high-performance, high-density 6,144 nozzle print head to deposit
precise and constant 2-picoliter ink droplets - delivering approximately 11-million droplets per square inch(2) - to
produce impressively detailed prints with remarkable quality and speed.

Canon-to-Canon Connection
While the PIXMA Pro9500 and PIXMA Pro9000 printers borrow design elements from Canon's digital SLR line:
curved edges reminiscent of the lines on Canon digital SLRs and 'pro-black' pebble finish, the
Canon-to-Canon synergy is not limited to style, color and curves. Indeed, that connection is closest with Canon's
new EOS 30D professional digital SLR.
The EOS 30D Digital SLR connects directly with these two printers via a PictBridge connection powering its
advanced camera direct capabilities. This feature permits manual adjustment of color or black and white images
from the camera's LCD screen all without the need of a computer connection or additional image management
software. Professional users can now adjust contrast, color tone, saturation, color balance, and even add shooting
information directly on to their prints. The Canon-to-Canon direct connection simplifies the professional
photographers' workflow.
Easy-PhotoPrint Pro
Both the PIXMA Pro9500 Photo Printer and the PIXMA Pro9000 Photo Printer are bundled with Canon EasyPhotoPrint Pro software. Easy-PhotoPrint Pro is a plug-in software program for Adobe applications Photoshop CS
and Photoshop CS2, and Canon Digital Photo Pro (DPP) version 2.1, which permits one-click image transfer; offers
simple settings for color management and allows users to configure printer settings once for images on multiple
sheets. Among its myriad other features, the Easy-PhotoPrint Pro software facilitates the printing of RAW images
(as a high quality TIFF or JPEG) without having to save from DPP software.
The Easy-PhotoPrint Pro software also creates pattern prints that demonstrates different color balance, brightness,
and contrast than the original image and prints them on a sheet of paper for easy comparison. This pattern print
can present 48 possible image variations allowing users to see what their print will look like without wasting vast
quantities of paper, ink, and of course, time. Users can even configure the color settings for different types of
papers and adjustment values can be stored for later use.
New Fine Art Papers
Coinciding with the debut of these two new professional photo printers, Canon is adding two new fine art printing
papers to the company's already extensive line of available media:
-- The 100 percent cotton, Fine Art Paper "Photo RagTM" (ideal for printing photo art as well as copies of water
colors, oil paintings, woodblock prints and illustrations); and
-- Fine Art Paper Premium Matte (a heavy 210g/m2 paper with a smooth matte finish that conveys an artistic,
gallery-grade look to photographs and other art content).
http://home.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/index.jsp?epi-conte…J1*N1000837&newsLang=en&beanID=1802668732&viewID=news_view_popup
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This eight-ink printer features a wide color space that rivals positive film and delivers vivid coloration and high
glossiness. Indeed, the combination of these new individually packaged inks- Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Photo Cyan,
Photo Magenta, Black, Red, and Green - and Canon Photo Paper Pro glossy stock creates beautiful finished
images.
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Both new papers are offered in 8 1/2 x 11-inch and 13 x 19-inch sizes.
Additionally, Canon has extended its quality media lineup with a new 8 x 10-inch size of their popular Photo Paper
Pro and Photo Paper Plus Semi Gloss media, as well as a new 13 x 19-inch size for its Photo Paper Plus paper,
making it easier than ever to go directly from printer to frame.
Canon will debut the PIXMA Pro9500 and PIXMA Pro9000 photo printers in its booth (#3509) during the Photo
Marketing Association (PMA) exhibit in Orlando, Fla., from February 26th - March 1st, 2006.
About Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Canon U.S.A., Inc. delivers consumer, business-to-business, and industrial imaging solutions. The Company is
listed as one of Fortune's Most Admired Companies in America and is rated #35 on the BusinessWeek list of "Top
100 Brands." Its parent company Canon Inc. (NYSE:CAJ) is a top patent holder of technology, ranking second
overall in the U.S. in 2005, with global revenues of $31.8 billion. For more information, visit www.usa.canon.com.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
(1) Based on competitor's model, which features 180 nozzles per-color with eight colors.
(2) Resolution may vary based on driver setting. Maximum resolution of 4800 x 1200 dpi used at the bottom edge
of the page. Ink droplets can be placed with a horizontal pitch of 1/4800 inch at minimum
Contacts
Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Editorial:
Deborah Szajngarten, 516-328-5186
dszajngarten@cusa.canon.com
or
Mike DeMeo, 516-328-4928
mdemeo@cusa.canon.com
or
Canon U.S.A. Web site:
http://www.usa.canon.com
For sales info/customer support:
1-800-OK-CANON
ccenter@cits.canon.com
At A Glance

Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Headquarters:

Lake Success, New York

Website:

http://www.usa.canon.com

CEO:

Yoroku Adachi

Employees:

Over 10,000

Organization:

U.S. Subsidiary

Source: via Business Wire
Updated 04/01/2005 by company

http://home.businesswire.com/portal/site/home/index.jsp?epi-conte…J1*N1000837&newsLang=en&beanID=1802668732&viewID=news_view_popup
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Canon U.S.A., Inc. Endorses the Independent WIR Certified Image
Permanence Testing Program and Seal, Joining Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and
Lexmark in Providing Consumers with Standardized Print Longevity Ratings

"In addition to our own photo imaging permanence scale, we are providing customers
the ability to see independent image permanence results that allow an easy comparison of the
available photographic materials by supporting the new Wilhelm Imaging test certification
Seal," said Yukiaki Hashimoto, senior vice president and general manager of the Consumer
Imaging Group at Canon U.S.A., Inc., a subsidiary of Canon Inc. "The new seal program
provides an immediate, uniform test method to provide consumers with the information
needed to understand the difference between various products used to print their digital
photographs."
With more than 90-percent of the worldwide market, Canon, Epson, Hewlett-Packard
and Lexmark are the world’s leading manufacturers of inkjet printers, inks, and inkjet photo
papers.
The WIR certification program has three components: (1) The WIR Certified Tests -- a
comprehensive set of test methods developed by Wilhelm Imaging Research to evaluate
image permanence; (2) WIR Test Data -- permanence data generated with the WIR Certified
Tests; and (3) The WIR Seal -- signifies that the product has been tested by WIR, and that
detailed image permanence data are available on the WIR website www.wilhelmresearch.com.
“WIR’s standardized image permanence test methods and specifications provide
consumers throughout the world with ‘apples-to-apples’ comparisons for a wide range of inks
and photo papers, much like the government-mandated fuel economy ratings relied upon by
people shopping for a new car,” said Henry Wilhelm, president of Wilhelm Imaging Research.
“Imagine the chaos that would exist if every car manufacturer had its own proprietary test
method for fuel economy claims for its vehicles. That is exactly the situation the photography
industry has been facing without uniform permanence testing standards.”
The display permanence ratings, album/dark storage permanence ratings, and ozone
resistance ratings of the many inkjet ink and paper combinations offered to consumers vary
over a wide range – from truly excellent to extremely poor. For example, most people do not
know that, with a given printer, the choice of inkjet paper can have a tremendous influence on
the permanence of the resulting print. Permanence ratings also differ greatly among brands
of traditional silver-halide prints and dye-sub prints.

This document originated at <www.wilhelm-research.com> Filename <The Wilhelm Research Archives – Vol. 2 – 2014-02-20>

GRINNELL, Iowa -- (BUSINESS WIRE) -- April 8, 2005 ---- Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.
(WIR), an independent test methods development and product testing company, today
announced that Canon U.S.A., Inc. will participate in the new WIR Certified Image
Permanence Testing Program. With comprehensive test data provided by Wilhelm Imaging
Research, Canon will begin using the WIR Certification Seal with a range of qualified photo
printing products.
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The WIR testing program helps consumers differentiate between printer manufacturers’
papers that have been optimized for that company’s inks, and third-party and store-label
“universally compatible” papers that may use less demanding test methods or supply no
image permanence information at all about this critical -- but initially hidden -- aspect of total
product quality. Further benefiting consumers, WIR’s stringent tests better encompass the
wide range of lighting conditions that may be found where photographs are displayed in
homes and offices.

For example, WIR gave one leading third-party inkjet paper a WIR Display Permanence
Rating of 11 years when printed with an HP printer and the HP No. 57 inkjet cartridge. The
paper’s manufacturer rated the display life of the same paper at 162 years by using far less
rigorous tests with 120 lux UV-filtered illumination and measurements made at only a single
density point.
To qualify for use of the Seal, a product must have a minimum WIR Display
Permanence Rating of 25 years and a WIR Album/Dark Storage Rating at least equal to the
display rating. Complete results and details of WIR test methods are available at
www.wilhelm-research.com. Updated information, including ratings for ozone resistance,
resistance to high humidity during display and storage, and water resistance are posted on the
WIR website as data become available.
“HP strongly supports the use of the new Wilhelm Imaging Research Certification Seal
as an industry standard for image permanence,” said Pradeep Jotwani, senior vice president,
Imaging and Printing Supplies Organization of HP. “We’ve been impressed with WIR’s
commitment to stringent, credible permanence testing, and the seal will enable customers to
make meaningful comparisons between products and brands, and will ultimately eliminate
confusion.”
"Photographs are among people’s most valued possessions, but with so many
differences in the photographic materials available, understanding how long they will last is
complicated,” said Greg McCoy, senior product manager, Professional Media and
Supplies, Epson America, Inc. “WIR gives valuable, unbiased comparative print
permanence data based on uniform, rigorous test criteria that photographers of all levels can
use to make informed choices about the photographic materials with which they print their
precious memories or stake their professional reputations."
At present no standards are available from the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) or the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for testing the
image permanence of digitally printed photographs. According to Wilhelm, “We have been an
active member of ANSI and ISO standards committees for more than 25 years, and we

This document originated at <www.wilhelm-research.com> Filename <The Wilhelm Research Archives – Vol. 2 – 2014-02-20>

Some third-party ink and paper manufacturers give display-life predictions for their
papers based on tests that assume prints will be displayed under 120 lux UV-filtered
illumination, instead of the higher standard of 450 lux glass-filtered illumination employed by
WIR, and use a single density point for measuring fading compared with the two density
points that WIR measures; taken together, these differences in test methods result in claims of
display-life ratings that are between 4 to 15 times greater than those given by WIR.
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strongly support the development of uniform, global testing standards. When such standards
become available, WIR will be among the first to apply them to product testing. But
consumers need meaningful permanence data now, and the WIR Certified Testing Program
and Seal are designed to meet that need.”
Photography has always been about preserving a moment, a special memory, or a
loved one’s face in time, and people care very much about how long their valued photographs
will last. Consumers want objective permanence information to help them decide which
products to buy. When consumers see a WIR certification seal on a package or in an
advertisement, they will be reassured in knowing that the product has been tested according
to WIR’s rigorous test methods – and that detailed permanence data for the product are
available at www.wilhelm-research.com.

Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. www.wilhelm-research.com has for over 35 years conducted
research on the stability and preservation of traditional and digitally printed color and blackand-white photographs and motion pictures. A major activity of WIR is the development of
improved accelerated image permanence tests and advanced, full tonal scale, colorimetric
analysis methods for the fading and staining that occurs with color and black-and-white
photographic images over time. As an independent testing laboratory, WIR publishes brand
name-specific, comparative permanence data for desktop and large-format inkjet printers and
other digital printing devices. WIR has provided standardized test data to many of the world’s
leading imaging and photographic companies, including Canon, Epson, Fuji, Hewlett-Packard,
Lexmark, Ilford, Arches Paper Company, Premier Imaging Products, and others.
Wilhelm Imaging Research also provides consulting services to museums, archives, and
commercial collections on sub-zero cold storage for the long-term preservation of still
photographs and motion pictures.
President and co-founder of the company, Henry Wilhelm appears frequently as a speaker on
inkjet printing technologies and print permanence at industry conferences, trade shows, and
museum conservation meetings. His 744-page book, “The Permanence and Care of Color
Photographs: Traditional and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides, and Motion
Pictures” is a standard reference in the field. The complete book, originally published in 1993,
may be downloaded at no charge from www.wilhelm-research.com.

Contact:
Henry Wilhelm
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.
E-mail: info@www.wilhelm-research.com

BusinessWire 2005/04/08 12:01 AM EST
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EPSON

News Release

EPSON TO GUARANTEE LONGEVITY OF FINE ART PRINTS
UltraGiclée™ Print Certification Program To Give Printmakers Confidence Selling Work
LONG BEACH, Calif., – March 4, 2005 – Fine art printmakers and their customers
will soon have a guarantee on the longevity of certain Epson fine art prints through Epson’ s
sell their work and enable customers to buy these prints with confidence that the prints will
last.
UltraGiclée certified fine art prints, which can only be created on selected Epson
professional printers using select professional media and EPSON UltraChrome™ ink, will be
warranted to resist noticeable fading for 80 years from the original date of purchase when the
print is printed, framed, handled and displayed ac cording to warranty conditions. If a
warranted print fades, Epson will provide the ink and paper needed to make a replacement
print. Current certified printers include the EPSON Stylus Pro 4000, 7600 and 9600 printers,
and certified media include UltraSmooth™ Fine Art Paper, Textured Fine Art Paper and
PremierArt™ Water Resistant Canvas for Epson.
“This is the first program in digital fine art printing w here a printing system has not
only been tested for print longevity but also guaranteed, ” said Greg McCoy, senior product
marketing manager, Professional Supplies, Epson America Inc.. “Using Epson professional
printers, Epson UltraChrome Ink, archival Epson media and approved fini shing sprays and
techniques, fine art printmaker s will have the confidence that t he prints they sell will be
guaranteed against fading for 80 years. ”
The Museum of Fine Art in Boston is using the Epson Stylus Pro 9600 and
UltraSmooth Fine Art Paper to create UltraGiclée fine art reproductions in - house, enabling
the museum to share it s collections with as many people as possible.
“We’re amazed at how easy it is to create digital fine art reproductions that meet our
requirements of color accuracy and longevity,” said Debra LaKind, MFA Head of Rights,
Licensing and Visual Archives.
Wilhelm Imaging Research ( www.wilhelm-research.com) has independently tested
the printers, inks and papers used in Epson’s UltraGiclée certification program for the fine art,
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fine art reproduction and fine art photography industries. Final prints made according to the
program’s specifications will be registered and accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity.
In order to earn UltraGiclée certification, printmakers will attend a training class on
proper printing and finishing techniques. Classes will be offered starting in late spring in
various cities across the country. Details will be available at www.epson.com/ultragiclee
beginning March 14.
About Epson
Epson offers an extensive array of award-winning image capture and image output
products for consumers, businesses, photographers and graphic artists. The company is also a
leading supplier of value-added point-of-sale (POS) printers and transaction terminals for the
Seiko Epson Corporation, a global manufacturer and supplier of high -quality technology
products that meet customer demands for inc reased functionality, compactness, systems
integration and energy efficiency. Epson America Inc. is headquartered in Long Beach, Calif.
###
Note: Epson and EPSON Stylus are registered trademarks and Epson UltraChrome is a trademark of Seiko
Epson Corporation. UltraGiclée and UltraSmooth are trademarks of Epson America Inc..
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Panel Discussion at the opening of the Chicago exhibition of Epson’s America In Detail.
Duration: 1 hour and four minutes. (This is a low resolution video.)
The panel discussion took place at Navy Pier in Chicago, March 9, 2001, with the following members sitting at
the table, left to right:
Henry Wilhelm (Wilhelm Imaging Research), Fabia Barsic-Ochoa (Epson Marketing), Marvin Heifermann and
Carole Kismaric (Curators), Dan Steinhardt (Epson Professional Imaging Marketing Manager, and Moderator
of the panel), Steven Wilkes (Photographer of the exhibition), R. Mac Holbert (Printmaker from Nash Editions,
who printed the exhibit), and Graham Howe (Installation and Curatorial Assistance).
Please access by pasting the following address into your browser:
www.wilhelm-research.com/Videos/Epson America In Detail-2001.mov
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Epson’s America in Detail: A Photographic Collection, Panel Discussion in Chicago, March 2001
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Epson Print Academy 3 Interview of Henry Wilhelm:
About Wilhelm Imagining Research and its focus on preservation of photographs: how images deteriorate, how
it can be prevented, and how processes can be improved.
Duration: 6 min 35 sec.
Please access by pasting the following address into your browser:
www.wilhelm-research.com/Videos/Henry Wilhelm_Epson Print Academy.mp4
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Epson Print Academy 3 Video Interview of Henry Wilhelm, January, 2006
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This 68 minute video interview by Michael Reichmann covers current printing technology and materials, as well
as anecdotal information concerning the challenges of making image permanence an important issue through
the years. An audio and video version are available courtesy of www.luminous-landscape.com.
Audio version (broken up into 18 seperate files:)
http://www.luminous-landscape.com/videos/wilhelm-audio.shtml
Video version: previously on Luminous-landscape.com.
Please access by pasting the following address into your browser:
http://www.wilhelm-research.com/Videos/(2009_09_19)HW&MR_full-hd.mp4
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Interview with Henry Wilhelm by Michael Reichmann of Luminous-Landscape.com, Summer 2008
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A video featuring Bill Gates, the owner of Corbis, Henry Wilhelm, Preservation Constultant to Corbis, and Corbis CEO Gary Shenk, discussing the Sygma Preservation and Access facility in Garnay, France.
Duration: 2 minutes 21 sec.
Please access by pasting the following addresses into your browser:
On youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cykhmDTvoaQ
The same video, at Wilhelm-Research website, high definition:
http://www.wilhelm-research.com/corbis/Corbis-Sygma%20Opening%202009-05-12.mov
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Canon interview with Henry Wilhelm about the history of photography, print permanence, and the “look and
feel” of silver-gelatin and inkjet prints, with commentary about the Canon Pixma Pro-1 printer.
Please access by pasting the following address into your browser:
Canon (standard definition):
http://www.wilhelm-research.com/pro1_wilhelm_orig1.mp4
Canon (high definition):
http://www.wilhelm-research.com/Canon%20PRO-1%20WILHELM%20FINAL%20HD%20Version.mov
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Canon Video Interview with Henry Wilhelm: Pixma Pro 1 printer, 2012

